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10 May 1974

STAFF ORGANIZATION AND PROCEDURES
(MASSTER Test FM 119)

PART I - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND MASSTER EVALUATION

* SECTION I - Summary

I. Background. Staff Organization and Procedures, MASSTER Test FM 119,
was a large system test conducted at Fort Hood, Texas, from 12 through
16 November 1973. An intelligence processes workshop was conducted prior
to the test to collect detailed time-related data for use in a computer
simulation experiment and to develop baseline intelligence standing oper-
ating procedures (SOP's) for evaluation during the test. A continuity of
operations seminar was also conducted to develop the procedures to be
followed when the division main command post was displace, or destroyed
during the test. Selected staff eleme-nts of a division, a brigade, a
Givision artillery, a division support command, a signal b5ttal ion, and
a maneuver battalion were fielded and evaluated in a command post experi-
menf. Divisional elements not fielded were represented by a controller
organization. Personnel of the staff elements responded to a European
oriented mid-intensity conflict scenario executed by the controller orga-
ni zation.

2. Purpnse.

a. Primary purpose. The primary purpose of test 119 was to experi-
ment with and evaluate portions of the refinement of tine baseline, Inte-
grated Battlefield Control System, Division Level System Definition,
Second Refinement, ACN 16881, February 1973.

b. Secondary purpose. The secondary purpose of test 119 was to2deve!op baseline SOP's and provide them to active Army divisions pending
Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) review and subsequent publication
as doctrinal literature.

c. Scope. The test consisted of a series of workshops and a field
exercise which were separate efforts that culminated in the attainment
of the stated objectives.

3. Objectives and Findings. The objectives as stated were mission type
objectives that required the generation, collection, and presentation of
quantitative data for use during development of the IBCS Third Refine-
ment study effort. Findings pertinent to the objectives are noted below.
Subfindings pertinent to the information needs are contained In chapter 2
of this report.

"V1
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a. Objective I.

(I) Purpose. The purpose of this objective was to obtain perform-
ance data on the division staff in the refined organization.

(2) Finding. The data in part III of this report constitutes the
performance data for the divisiot staff during normal operating, dis-

placement, and destruction conditions.

b. Objective 2.

(I) Purpose. The purpose of this objective was to obtain quantita-
tive data for both the refined organization and the H-series TOE on the
division command, control, and communications concepts and procedures
when the Div Main CP is destroyed.

(2) Findings.

(a) The quantitative data collected subsequent to destruction of
the Div Main CP is contained in part Ill.

(b) Staff elements were capable of maintaining continuihl of oper-
ations subsequent to the destruction of the Div Main CP.

c. Objective 3.

(I) Purpose. The purpose of this objective was to obtain quantita-
tive data for both the reflned organization and the H-series TOE on the
division command, control, and communications concepts and procedures
when the Div Main CP is dispiaced.

(2) Findings.

(a) The data in part Ill of this report is the quantitative data
j4 that was collected during the periods when the Div Main CP was displacing

or preparing to displace.

(b) Staff elements were capable of maintaining continuity of oper-

ations when the Div Main CP was displaced.
T

d. Objective 4.

(I) Purpose. The purpose of this objective was to obtain quantita-
tive data on the performance of the organization and on the procedures
used by those elements in the refined organization which differ from the
H-se ri es "TOE.

22
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(2) Findings.

(a) The SOP in appendix D of this report ccnstitutes a definition
of procedures used by those elements that differ from the H-series TOE.

(b) Quantitative data collected when staff elements were responding
to a controlled density scenario in c field environment during conditions
of displacement and/or destruction are furnished in response to objec-
tives I, 2, and 3.

SECTION II - Conclusions and Recommendations

4. Conclusions.

a. The alternate CP can effectively assume control of the division,
if desired by the commander, during displacement of the division main CP.

b. Echelon displacement of the division main commard post can best
be achieved by transferring control of the division to the tactical com-
mand post while the main command post displaces.

c. For periods of less than 24-hours, the requirement for an alter-
nate facility can best be realized by division artillery with no augmen-
tation.

d. For periods in excess of 24-hours, the requiremeni for an alter-
nate facility can best be realized by division artillery with a small
(10-man) augmentation.

e. The 37-man augmentation concept tested Is adequate to perform
the mission of alternate if a separate, 24-hour facility is desired.

f. As demonstrated previously and confirmed during this test, com-
bining the electronic warfare and signal intelligence support elements

' and collocating these elements within the all-source intelligence area
improved the intelligence analysis effor+.

g. The need for an electronic warfare cryptologic officer as a
special staff officer was not demonstrated.

h. The SOP's appended to this report provide a practical solution
to assure continuity of operations during CP displacement and/or destruc-
tion.

5. Recommendation. That the standing operating procedures appended to
this report be provided to active Army divisions pending TRADOC review
and subsequent publication as doctrinal literature.

3



10 May 1974

STAFF ORGANIZATION AND PROCEDURES,
M1ASSTER TEST FM 119

PART II - TEST AND FINDINGS

CHAPTER I - TEST

Section I - INTRODUCTION

I-I. Purpose.

a. Primary purpose. The primary purpose of test 119 was to experi-
ment with and evaluate portions of the refinement of the baseline, Inte-
grated Battlefield Control System, Division Level System Definition,
Second Refinement, AC14 16881, February 1973.

b. Secondary purpose. The secondary purpose of test 119 was to
develop baseline standing operating procedures (SOP's) and provide them
to active Army divisions pending Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC)
review and subsequent publication as doctrinal literature.

c. Scope. The test consisted of a series of workshops and a field
exercise which were separate efforts that culminated in the attainment
of the, stated objectives.

I-2. Iackg round.

a., The Integrated BattlefieZd Control System, Division Level
System Defini',on, Second Re/inement, ACN 16881, dated February 1973, a
13 volume study, cons"Ituted the test support package (TSP) fo -test 119.
The TSP identified in general the organizational and operational concepts
1"o be tested. Additionally, the TSP identified in detail the personnel
and major Items of equipment authorized, the ruictions assigned, and the
procedures to be followed by the -taff sections. It also contaIned a
listing of section files and reports. The TSP was used as the base
document for desigr.- the test. The refined baseline concept In the
TSF resulted fro- a detailed -unctional analysis conducted by TRADOC of
the H-series able of organization and equipment (TOE), staff organization
and operti,,q procedures. The rosuIts of this functional analys-is were T
eva!uatea by TRADOC, and changes were Identified that offered potential
improvement to the baseline. The followinq recommended changes havo been
extracted from the TSP:

(I) The intellinence staff and the battleilIld information coordi-
nation center (;310C) are reorganized to eliminate redundancy of'functions
and improve the processing and dissemination of intelligence.
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(2) The electronic warfare ("W) and signal intelligence (SlIlNT)
support elements are combined and col located.

(3) Liaison officers are placed under the supervision of the operations
officer.

(4) A plans section is established In the division and brinade
operations staff.

(5) An assistant operations officer Is added to the battalion
operations sect ion.

(6) Enlisted liaison specialists are Increased in the artillery
maneuver battalion and brigade liaison sections.

b. Prior to the field phase of the test, an intelligence processes
workshop and a continuity of operations (CONOPS) seminar were conducted
as recommended In the TSP. These were conducted during the first quarter
of fiscal year 1974.

(I) The intelligence processes workshop was conducted primarily to
develop baseline data on the orqanizational concepts expressed in the
Integrated Battlefield Control System (IB3CS), Second Refinement, that
differed from those organizational elements defined In current doctrine.
Data developed as a result of this effort have previously been furnished
to TRADOC for use in desiqning a connuter simu!ation experiment. The
secondary purpose of the Intelligence processes workshop was to develop
a baseline division intelligence SOP for use during the field phase of
the test. The SOP was evaluated durina the field phase of the test and
was stbsequently revised to correct deticiencies observed at that time.
The revised SOP is contained In this report.

(2) The ONOPS seminar included consideration of refining concepts
and procedures required to be Derformed by staff elements during normal
operating conditions and periods of command post (CP) disolacement and
destruction. The seminar resulted in identification of proceddres to be
folloted by personnel assigned to the Division Main (Div Main), Tactical
Command Post (TAC CP), Division Artillery (Dlv Arty), and the Division
Alternate (Div Alt) command posts. The procedures to be followed to
maintain CONOPS were contained in an SOP used during the field phase of the
test. During posttest analysis, the CONOPS SOP was revised to remove
discrepancies. The revised SOP is contained In this report.

1-3. Oranizations Evaluated.

a. The division, brigade, and battalio i staff elements which the
TSP defined for testing are shown in firures I-I, I-2, and 1-3.
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41 The orqanizational concepts of the staff elements tested do not differ

greatly from thos! organizational concepts contained In the current
H-series TOE authorization. The most significant departure from current
H-series authorization is noted in the G2 or Intelligence subsystem
functional areas. Chapter 2 cpntains detailed information concerning
personnel and major items of equipment that were authorize for test
purposes to each of the staff elements noted in ,Igures I-I, 1-2,
and 1-3.

b. Durlnq the test, selected elements of the division, as Identified
in figure 1-4, were evaluated with respect to the documentation contained
In the TSP.

Section II. TEST DESIGN

1-4. Methodology.

a. The nature of the three questions to be answered and the stated
Information needs attendant with the questions necessitated that the
aqreed-upon measures of performance be applicable to all conditions
which the division was expected to experience.

* (I) The three questions to be answered are IlisJed below:

(a) Question 1. How effective Is the staff organization when per-

forminq normal offensive and lefensive type operations?

(b) Question 2. How effoctive is the staff orqanization In main-
taining continuity of operations during and after displacement of the
main command post?

(c) Question 3. How effective Is 'the alternate CP in Insuring
continuity of operations if the main CP Is eestrcyed?

(2) With respect to the questions listed above, 51 information
needs were contained In the Concept Plan of Test (CPOT). The summarized
information needs are to determine the following:

(a) Adequacy of personnel and equipment to maintain a 24-hour
operational capability.

(b) Adequacy of the SOP nd the organizations and functions manual

(c) Strengths and weaknesses of each section.

(d) Quantity and quality of staff inputs and outputs.

9
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(e) Maps, charts, and files used and their accuracy.

(f) Time required to produce major staff outputs.

(g) Time required to recognize traceable events.

(h) Percent of staff outputs requirinq clarification.

(I) Elapsed time from informa~lon input until information was posted
on a display.

(j) Workload capacity, by section.

(k) Available planning time used by division.

(3) The agreed-upon measures of performance (C.OP) of a staff
organization or a command post in a command post exercise (CPX) environ-

°7 ment are listed ioeluw:

(a) Performance of listed and unlisted functions.

(b) Accomplishment of stated procedures.

(c) Staff organiza ion.

(d) Staff manning le,'als.

(e) Physical arrangement of the elements.

(f) Activity levels.

(g) Information flads.

(h) Use of files and recorts.

4 (1) Completeness and correctness of estimates, plans, and orders.

(j) Relative capability of accomDlishinq the mission from different
facilities; e.g., Div Main, Div Alt, etc.

b. The CO4OPS conditions to be experienced by the division are
summarized in figure 1-5. They concerned the following situations:

(I) Normal operations.

(2) Displacement of the Div Main CP.

(3) Deployment of the TAC CP.
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(4) Use of the Div Alt CP.

(5) Change of division control.

(6) Destruction of the Div Main CP.

(7) Jamming of communications means.

c. CONOPS, as defined for purposes of the test, was not Just the
ability of the commander and the principal staff elements to control
subordinate organizations through use of the frequency modulated (FM)
radio, but was defined as being a demonstrated ability to:

(I) Control subordinate attached units.

(2) Effectively coordinate and employ the resources available to
the division.

(3) Maintain necessary information to portray the current status
and posture of the division.

(4) Satisfy the stated information requirements of a higher
headquarters.

(5) Constantly be aware of the division's canability to continue or
sustain the current mission and to accept a new mission, If required,
from the controllin corns.

(6) Develop requisite plans to satisfy contingency requirements.

(7) Maintain information concerning the enemy situation.

d. The defined requirements for cOOPS necessitated that consider-
ation be given to this aspect of military operations from the outset.
Development of a staggered work shift for branch personnel assured
CONOPS at the lowest level. Within a staff section the staggered work
shifts for the 6ements were sequential to assure sufficient overlap
between branches of the section and thereby insure functional area
representation at all times. The following actions were considered for
CONOPS at thc division level:

(I) Requiring echelon displacement of divisional elements.

(2) Deactivating secondary multichannel communications links at the
Div Main CP and subsequently reactivatinq these links as command links
at the new main location.

13
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e. Two methods of echelon displace ,ient were planned to demonstra-e
COAOPS through employment of the division communications system.

(I) Conditions and procedures defined for the first method of
Div Main displacement were as follows:

(a) TAC CP deployed and in control during the displacement of the
Div Main CP.

(b) Div Main to move in two echelons, advance party and main body,
to the new Div Main location and not to close on fI e. TAC CP.

(c) Div Arty designated as rr )iv Alt CP.

(d) Division ..ultichannel communicationi reserve constituted by two
radio terminal sets. Reserve realized when thz Div Alt mission is
assigned to Div Arty.

(e) Control of the division may be shifted from the TAC CP to the
Div Alt CP, if desired by the commander.

(f) Main CP becomes operational and assumes the control mission from
the TAC CP.

(2) Conditions and procedures defined for the second method of
Div Main displacement were as follows:

(a) TAC CP deployed and In control.

(b) Div Main t( move In one Increment to close on the TAC CP.

(c) The 37-man alternate augmentation, operating from a separate
location, being designated as the Div Alt CP.

(d) No multichannel communications reserve.

(e) Controi of the division bo shifted from the TAC CP to the
Div Alt CP during the displacement of the Div Main.

f. Two concepts for deployment of the TAC C were also planned to
be evaluated during the test to dotemine minimum staffing requirements
and information needs. The missi-on of the TAC OP was to maintain informa-
tion concerning the current mission, operational capability, disposition
of forces, and the existing enemy situation. The two concepts are listed
below-

(1) The first concept required manning of fhe TAC CP with command
group and coordinating staff mobers: e.g. th., AiC('1)., G2, G3, etc., when
initially deployed.
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(2) The second concept tested did not require the presence of
command group and coordinating staff members until Just prior to control
of the division being exercised from the TAC CP. Personnel manning under
this concep4 was accomplished by lesser grade operations and Intelligence
personnel utlt;Il the command group and coordinati-. staff members arrived.

g. The ,vision alternate command post (Div Alt CP) was defined as
a facill-l, which, upon notice from the commander, would assume and
retain tontrol of forces assiqned to or in direct support of the division
until ilrected by the commander to reli-nquish control. The mission of
the alternate CP was to maintain Information concerRing the following:

(I) The current mission, operational capability, and disDosltion of

forces assigned and/or attached to or in direct support of the division.

(2) The existing enemy situation.

h. Three concepts for malitaininq a iv Alt CP were plan.ied for the
test to determine the minimum staffing requirements and Information needs
necessary to achieve OONOPS. The three concepts to be evaluated are
listed below:

(I) Concept A (Current Doctrine). Div Arty was assigned the mission
of Div Alt CP but was not provided additional personnel aulmentation.

(2) Concent B. An Il-man auqmentatlon :ias authorized for the dlvi-
s.on and was collocated wiih Div Arty. The msponsibility for discharging
the mission of alternate rested with the ll-man augmentation and not the
personnel of Div Arty.

(3) Concept C. A 37-man augmentation was authorized the division
and was used to establish a separate l)iv Alt CP,

(4) Command group representation to the alternate during concepts
B and C was to be realized by assigning three additional personnel from
the division TOE (the assistant division commander, his aide, and the
driver) to ihe Dlv Alt CP. The total operating strength under concept
B was to be 14 and under concept C, it was to be 40 personnel.

I. The followin information was to be furnished the Div Alt CP.

(I) TeletyDe messages. The alternate CP w , to be included as an
Information addressee on teletype messages orllinated by division main,
division rear, DISrOM, brigades, Div Arty, separate battalions, and the
armored cavalry squadron.

15
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(2) Plans and Orders. The alternate CP was to be furnished written
plans and orders that were oriqinated by the orqanizations listed above.

(3) Reports. C, pies of recurrin(g reports required to be forwarded
to division by annex Z to the SOP, not previously transmitted by teletype,
were to be furnished the alternate CP.

(4) The assistant chiefs of staff section; e.q., GI, G2, etc., at
division main would update his counterpart at the alternate CP at least
every 2 hours with current operational Information. Notification of a
negative update would be required.

j. Responsibility for maintaininq the information to be received
at Div Alt CP durlivj the three concepts to be tested was as noted in
figure 1-6.

Maintained by

Div Alt
Element Concept A Concept B Concept C

GI Div Arty SI G element GI section
P' Div Arty SI GI element P.I element
G2 Div Arty S2 G2 element G2 section
BICC Div Arty RIC G2 element BICC section
SS/EWIE Div Arty S2 G2 element BICO section
G3 Div Arty S3 (;3 element G3 section
FSE Div Arty FD FSE element FSE
ADA Div Ar'y S3 G3 element ADA section
USAF Div Arty S3 G3 element USAF element
C-E Div Arty C-E G3 element G3 section
G4 Div Arty S4 G4 element G4 section

Figure 1-6. Alternate CP information.

k. To generate requisite data, personnel from an active Army
division who were currently performing the duties assiqned to staff
sections at the division, brigade, and battalion level were used as
opposed to the fleldinq of a composite or provisional tyne organization
that would consist of personnel not currently performinq coordinating
and special staff duties. Unit inteqrity was maintained, since staff
personnel of the 2d Amored Division assumed the role of members of the
53d Mechanized Infantry Division durinq the test. The composition of the
53d Division Is shown in figure 1-7. The standard military symbols
depict those elements actually fielded and the hachured symbols depict
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those elements represented by the control organization. Tha threat

presented to the division was the task organization of the standard

Combined Arms Army as shown in fioure 1-8. Personnel from the control

organization and from the 2d Armored Division represented those elements

of the division that were not fielded. Other elements of the corps, to

inc!ude adjacent divisions, were also represented by this orqanization.

When the controller personnel were acting as a subordinate element of the

division, they responded directly to reauests or tasking from staff

element personnel. When the controller personnel acted in the capacity

of the corps control organization, they tasked the staff elements of the

division. The control organization was housed in a series of ammunition

bunkers at West Fort Hood. Evaluated elements of the division were fielded

at distances varying from 7 to 30 kilometers (ki) from the control organ-

Ization.. Doctrinal communications were used between the control organ-

ization and the evaluated elements. Additionally, personnel of the

control organization attended brieflnqs and performed liaison functions

as required by the evaluated elements. Reports that were required by
the division and corps SOP reports annex, were submitted by the control

orqani zation.

I. The quantitative data requirements contained in the test objectives

and the qualitative and quantitative data requirements expressed in the
information needs necessitated the use of two data sources. The quantita-

tive data was to be obtained primarily from personnel of the organizations

being evaluated while evaluators were required to obtain necessary qualita-

five data at the various levels. Fiqure 1-9 deifines the data sources by
level. The system extends from the commanding general to the shifted
personnel of a branch, section, or element. The vertical lines below
the section, branch, or element symbol represent these personnel. The
section consists of one or more )ranches or elements. The officer in
charge (01C) of a section (the GI, G2, G3, etc.) is not shifted

but works until his current mission is accomplished; An element consists
of an OIC and a noncommissioned officer in charge (HCOIC) and other
personnel assigned to that functional area who are shifted. Personnel

from other coordinating staffs and special staff branches or sections are
used to constitute element representation in the TOC as noted by the
arrow. An example of element representation Is provided in flaure 1-10.

The administrative and operations branches are organic to the G3 section.
The plans element Is a combined facility that Is constituted by representa-

tives from the G2 and G3 section. The FSE, ACE, etc.. are constituted from

resources organic to other- coordinatlnq and special staff agencies and
services. In this report the term "element" includes those branches or
sections organic to or under the operational control of a coordinating
section. The quantitative data sources are identified as being primarily

at the element level and secondarily at the section level. Tha
qualitative data sources are primarily at the section level and
socondarily at the system (division) level.
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m. Special evaluators were used at the headquarters, facility, 7)
system, section, and element levels. Definitions and examples of these
terms follow:

(I) Headquarters: The division, briciade, and battalion CP.

(2) Facility: Div Alt CP and TAC CP, when deployed.

(3) Section: A coordiiatinq staff section; e.g., GI, G2, G3, S-I,
S-3, etc., consistinq of one or more elements.

(4) Element: A grouping of personnel subordinate or under the
operational control of a section; e.g., FSE, TASE, etc.

n. Evaluators were officers and senior enlisted men .iho were
qualified In the functional area they were required to observe and evalu-
ate. The evaluators were divided into three distinct categories as
defined in (I), (2), and (3) below. The availability of the evaluator
affeo'ded an opportunity to acquire a detailed understanding of the
functioning of each evaluated organization to the element level. Addition-
ally, the evaluator could, through observation, determine if the assets
available to each section were utilized efficiently, and If the resources
available to the division were fully coordinated and used effectively to
support the existing mission of the division. The defined categories
of evaluators and a general descriDtion of their duties follow:

(1) Category I. Evaluators were officers In the grade of 05 and
were assigned to the system and section level; i.e., division command
group, coordinating staff officers, and command groups of subordinate
headquarters. The category I evaluator conducted a functional evaluation
of staff and section performance through observations, review of staff
ouiputs, and broad discussions concerninq the current situation. He
directed and supervised the activities of subordinate category II and III
evaluators.

(2) Category II. Evaluators were officers in the grade of 02, 03, r -

and 04 and were assigned to the section or element level. The category II
evaluator conducted an evaluation of the total performance of one or more
selected staff sections or elements, recorded staff performance data as
appropriate, conducted detailed discussions with section personnel
concerning section activities, and sunervised the activities of subordinate .
category III evaluators.

(3) Category Ill. Evaluators were NCO's in the grades of E5, E6,
E7, and E8 and were assigned to the section or element level. The
category III evaluator collected data from selected charts and maps,
prepared Interior tent and vehicle layout diagrams; and recorded changes
in location of personnel and equipment as v3rious elements of the section
displaced to new locations.
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(4) The communications support provided by the corps and division
signal battalion was not required to be evaluated; however, it was
essential that the communications establishea be in accordance with the
TSP and that the service provided be recorded for subsequent review as to
the effect on CONOPS. Therefore, soecial communication evaluators were
positioned at each major sig3nal facility (Ov [lain, Div Alt, Uiv Arty,
TAC CP, player brigade and battalion, and the control organization
headquarters) to obtain detai led data on the communications suoport
provided, on who provided it, 3nd on how much It was utilized.

o. Evaluators completed questionnaires or data collection forms on
a daily basis, and category I and I! evaluators rendered a final report
at the conclusion of the test. Quantifiable data contained in the
category I and II evaluator daily questionnaires were extracted
manually at the Field Test Center, Data Reduction Facility. Qualitative

ktype data-form questions with supporting rationale for responses made by
the evaluator were reviewed, and the questionnaire was then placed In an
evaluator workbook for use by the evaluator when he prepared his final
report. The evaluator workbooks providen - capability to quickly and
easily render a final report on observations made during the test. The
outline of the evaluator workbook is shown In fiqure I-Il. The data
collection forms, which the catenory III evaluator completed daily, weru
entered Into an automatic data Drocessing equipment (ADPE) data base for

[ reduction and posttest analysis and evaluation.

0 p. To acquire requisite quantifiable data to satisfy the questions
to be answered as a result of the test, an additional data source was
defined. The source was personnel of the evaluated organizations fielded.
Player questionnaires were completed daily by shifted personnel assigned
to a staff element. The questionnaire concerned quantifiable type
information that pertained to hours vorked, time expended in performing
functions during different conditions, use of files and Dreparation of
reports, workload density, etc. Staff element officer in charge (0IC)
and noncommissioned officer In charge (NCOIC) of shifted personnel
completed an additional questionnaire on a daily basis. This question-

'V raire concerned conditions of normal operations, displacement, TAC CP
deployed, Alt CP conditions, and main CP destroyed. At the conclusion
of the test, selected staff element personnel submitted'a player
Ond-of-test questionnaire. This questionnaire afforded these personnel
T"he opportunity to submit narrative tyne comments concerning the
design, conduct, and execution of the test. Coordinating staff members,
I.e., the GI, G2, G3, G4, completed a player questionnaire daily. The
questionnaire concerned the same conditions of displacement, TAC CP
deployment, etc. They also completed a player end-of-test questionnaire.
Members of the command group either completed a player end-of-test
questionnaire or were orally debriefed by their counterpart category I
D va I uator.
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q. Quantifiable data concerninq the accuracy of displays and up-
date time of both friendly and enemy situation maps was obtained through
the use of questionnaires that were completed by the category III
evaluator. Figure 1-12 Indicates the type data with respect to the
enemy situation that was collected by these senior enlisted personnel.
For example, at the evaIbated battalion, the evaluator recorded within
the area of operations of the battalion, to a depth of I0 kilometers, all
symbols portrayed on the enemy situation map. Simultaneous with this
effort, the brigade evaluator recorded similar Information to a depth of
20 kilometers for the evaluated briqade. Meanwhile, at division, the
category III (valuator accomplished the same mission to a depth of
30 kilometers. That 30-kilometer rectangle became the area of operations,
Influence, and Interest of The division. Data from charts was collected
by the samp'ing method (fig 1-13). The columns most subject to chanqe from
pertinent predefined charts within the division were copied, recorded, and
entered into the ADPE data base. In figure 1-13, the "assigned strength:
and the "killed in action" columns were the most subject to change on the
unit strength chart recommended for data sampling.

r. CP vulnerability data was obtained through use of the OV-ID
Mohawk aircraft and its attendant surveillance systems. Tw6 OV-ID air-
craft were used to determine CP vulnerability during the test. An OV-1D
aircraft, equipped with an Infrared (IR) detecting system and downward
looking aerial camera loaded with black and white film, overflew the

1C various CP's while operating both systems simultaneously. This allowed
the vulnerability of the CP to IR detection techniques to be compared to
its vulnerability as a result of interpretation of the black and white
vertical imagery. The other OV-ID overflew the CP within minutes after
the first aircraft completed its mission. This aircraft was also
equipped with a downward looking aerial camera; however, camouflage
detection (CD) film was used for this second vulnerability recordina
effort. The CD imagery provided a means to determine the vulnerablity
of the CP to a third technological means of aerial surveillance. Addi-
tionally, this second aircraft was equipped with a forward-lookino, nose-I mounted, panoramic camera. After the second arcraft completed its CD
film run, it overflew the CP at an altitude of 50 feet above ground level
and exposed the film contained In the panoramic camera. This film
assisted in determining the silhouette vulnerability of the CP to visual
observation.

s. The nature of many of the information needs contained in the CPOT,
especially those relating to objectives 2 and 3, required that performance
data be collected at fairly precise times during the test. These data
measurement times were event-koyed and predefined. Chart data were recorded
every 6 hours. Friendly and enemy situation map data were keyed to OONOPS
conditions (fig 1-5), and data from these situation maps were recorded

25
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Figure 1-12. Enemy situation data. )
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Unit Auth AS(G Duty KI F WIA
-I

Ist Bn, 41st Inf 542 542 542 0 0
2d Bn, 41st lnf 542 320 320 98 124

Ist Bn, 67tn Armd 615 650 650 0 0

2d Bn, 67th Armd 675 600 600 70 5

Figure 1-13. Unit strength chart.

at the titnes Indicated in figure 1-14. Established informatlon needs
also required that time data concerning staff delay, recognition, and
rearlion times be furnished. rhe sampling method was selected to satisfy
these information needs. The TSP did not define any criteria by which to
measure the relative utility of the tirle data to be collected. To bridge
the gap between the TSP and an understandable final report, criteria for
information needs by staff element and reaction times in response to these
information needs was developed by merging the information contained in
two previous studies oublished by the Combat Developments Command (CDC).
Information needs from company to corps are contained in Reftonement of the
IBCS Concept, IBCS-Phase 1 Final St-ud, ACN 16881, dated April 1971. The
staff reaction time by echelon of command to a given condition was
defined In the Comwander's Strveiance and Target Acquisition Information
,"leeds (CSTAIN) (U), dated I September 1972. Analysis of Information
contained In these two studies resulted in staff reaction time being

• " defined as "the time that elapses from the recognition of an event until

positive action is taken with respect to the event." The average staff
reaction time for the division staff was Identified as being 58 minutes
while the average for the corns level staff was 63 minutes. This time
criteria was applied to scenario events that were generated during the
test. Selected and tactically logical situations were injected and
measured with respect to this CDC established criteria. The Information
needs to be injected were divided Into two categories for each level of
command. These categories concerned the friendly posture and the
existing enemy situation presented to the command.

t. The information needs Injected by the test control organization

are listed below:

7. (I) Division level.

(a) Friendly.

I. Changes in political constraints.

2. Changes in status cf fire or close air support (CAS) priority.
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I)
Measurement Measurement

number DTr- number DTG

1 121900 15 150100
2 122300 16 150630
3 130530 17 150930
4 130830 18 151230
5 131136 19 151530
6 131430 20 151830
7 131730 21 152130
8 132030 22 160230
9 132330 23 160330
10 140730 24 160430
II 141230 ,25 160530
12 141530 26 1606.30
13 141830 27 160730
14 142130 28 160830

Recapitulation by condition

%teasurement number Condition

1-5, 7-17, and 20-24 Normal operations
6-7 and 18-19 During displacement
6, 18, and 25-26 TAC CP in control'
19, and 27-28 Alternate in control
25 Maln dest , yed
26 TAC CP des'royed

Figure 1-14. Data measurement times.

3. Loss of unit combat effectiveness of a battalion-size or equiva-

lenfiforce; Includes loss of direct support (DS) and general suenort (GS)
elements, both maneuver and support.

4. Nctification of intent to escalate, or likelihood of escalation,
to hTgh intensity confI!ct.

5. Strength, location, and operational posture of forces down to
battalion level - Includes DS and GS units.

6. Changes In status of major organic Items.

7. Class III and V status.

28



8. Priority of fire and CAS.

(b) Enemy.

I. Major contact or withdrawal of battalion-size or larger force.

2. Change In location of battalion-size or larqer unit.

3. Sighting )f battalion-size or iarqer force.

4. 'Employment of chemical, biological, and radloloqical aqents.

5. Appearance of nuclear fire support weapons.

6. Location, strength, and identification of unit In contact and
capability of enemy units to reinforce and support.

7. Current operational posture of forces.

8. Siqnificant changes in logistic capabilities.

(2) Corps level.

(a) Friendly.

- I. Changes in nolitical constraints.

2. Changes In status of fire or (CAS) Driority.

3. Loss of unit combat effectiveness of a briqade-size or equivalent
force; includes loss of DS or GS elements, both maneuver and support.

4. Notification of intent to escalate, or likelihood of escalation,
to high Intensity conflict.

i. Strength, locaticn, and operational posture of forces down to
valtalion level - includes OS and GS units.

6. Changes in status of major orqanlc Items.

7. Class III and V status.

8. Priority of fire and CAS.

(b) Enemy.

I. Major contact or withdrawal of reqimenial-size or larger force.

2. Change in location of brigade-size or larger unit.

29



3. Sighting of briqade-size or larger force.

4. Employment of chemical, biological, and radiological aaents.

5. Appearance of nuclear fire support weapons.

6. Location, strength, and identification of units In contact and
capable of reinforcing and supportinq.

7. Curreri operational posture of forces.

8. Significant changes in logistic capabilities.

u. A type example of an information need which concerns the enemy
situation and requires a response by several staff sections can be Illus-
trated and more clearly understood by referring to figure 1-15. The
Information need of the G2 section Is, in reality, an essential element
of Information (EEl) which is shown on the collection worksheet and
Is known to all subordinate elements of the division. The information
need of the G3 section is not limited in scope and includes .1he require-
ment for understanding, and subsequently posting on a situation map, the
location of all hostile battalion-size or larger organizat!ons in the
division area of operations, interest, and influence. The fire support
element (FSE) and Div Arty Information needs, in this example, are the
same and are necessary for the development of target lists and for inclu-
sion In the fire support plan in the event escalation to a higher level
of conflict is considered.

v. By using the sampling method previously described to gather data
during the test, It was possible to measure for each staff section the
time the event was available for recognition, the time it was recognized,
and the time positive action was taken with respect to the event.

w. Approximately 181 such traceable events were injected during
the test to develop requisite data for all staff sections and to answer
the Information needs as stated in the CPOT. Collection of data per-
taining to staff reaction times and traceable events was the resoonsibility
of the category I and II evaluators, and quantitative data pertaining
to these events are Included in part III of this report.

x. Data concerning communications was collected through the use
of special evaluators and resources available from the US Army Security
Agency (USASA). The dlhsion communications configuration #ielded was
essentially that defined In the TSP as mdifilec by recommendations
resulting from the Intelliqence processes workshop. Figure 1-16 lists
the single channel M, AM, UHF) radio nets to be eoployed. The
multichannel concept required to be simulated durina the teA is
portrayed schematically in figure 1-17.
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Command FM, AM, UHIF nets

FM AM (voice) AM (RATT) Air Forco net

Division Cc aandinq TOC Corps comd Air request
general cord (AM)
Intel Op Air directioi

(UHF)
Air trf con Admin ana iog

Intel (BICC)
Div Arty Comd and fire Corps Artv FD

Admin and Comd fire I
intel Comd fire 2

Brigade Comd Bde RATT
I nte I
Admin and
log (AL)

DI SCOM Spt comd
Battal ion Comd
(player) AL

Gnd survI
ADA battalion Comd AD liaison
OS arty bn Comd and fire

(Player' bde) FD

Figure 1-16. Single channel radio ne's.

(I) Multichannel data. 'ulticnannel data was collected at each
communications node. Evaluators at the division main systems control
(SYSCON) and the division alternate technical control (TECHON) used
forms specifically designed to record the complete history of oach
system and circuit from initial activation until the termination of
the test. Multichannel logs were maintained at all locations and
the data was used to further verify the records maintained by the
evaluators at SYSCON and TECHON.

(2) Radio teletypewriter (RATT) percentage of utilization data and
station availability data were centrally collected at the control organiza-
tion location. RATT station availablilty was further substantiated from
communication logs which were reviewed daily by evaluators at each location.
Quantitative RATT data is contained in part III of this report.

(3) FM and M voice radio data. USASA supoort nersonnel monitored all
FM end AM voice nets with tape recorders. The reduced data for each net
is contained in part III of this report.
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Bde Bde Bde
()a (3)a (3) a

((2)

Adjacent

Adjacent

"AN/TRC-l45 terminals authorized by TOE 11-35H - 33
AN/TRC-i45 terminals required to be operational for this configuration -33

CaOne term InalI f or d isplIacement (Jump) capa b ilIty.
LEGEND

() No of terminals required
12-channel radio system

S12-channel cable system

J o Figure 1-17. Multichannel concept simulated.
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(4) Communications center teletypewriter data. Oercent utilization

and circuit availability were effoctively recorded on all teletype cir-

cuits at the division main, alternate, and control orqanization locations.
Quantitative teletypewriter data is contained in part III of this report.

(5) G2 point-to-point voice circuits. Tape recorders were used by
evaluator personnel to monitor the G2 point-to-point circuits. The
reduced data for each circuit is contained in part III of this report.

(6) Electronic warfare (jamming) data. Throughout the test, the
IJSASA support personnel effectively jammed portions of the test

division's communications. A recapitulation of their activities,
Including the estimated success, is contained in part III of this report.

y. The data collection effort resulted in the develoirment of a
quantitative and a qualitative data base. Figure 1-18 depicts how
the data sources were used to fill the two data bases. The numbers next
to an arrow emanating from a level approximate the percent of data base
f II from that source.

z. The quantitative and qualitative data bases provided a means to
complete development of the detailed evaluation plan and pattern of

analysis. Figure 1-19 defines the relationship of the agreed-upon
measures of performance (MOP) to the summarized information needs and
equates these to the evaluated topic areas at the element, section,
and system level. Fiqure 1-20 depicts the four sten analysis process
followed for each of the topic areas. Figure 1-21 shows an example of
a pattern of analysis developed to provide information concerning the
adequacy of the Organization and Functions IManual (OF17). Patterns of
analysis for each of the topic areas are contained In part III of this
report.

1-5. Scenario Development. The building block concept was used during
scenario development. A friendly concept of operation was developed
which satisfied those tactical activities required during the test. t

Maneuver elements of the division, down to the platoon level, were
represented as being on the ground and arrayed in consonance with
current doctrine for a mechanized infantry division in the defense.
Control time lines were developed in consonance with the desired
scheme of maneuver and the terrain. Based on the friendly concept of
operation and the control time lines, an aggressor concept of operation
was developed, and argressor forces were deployed facing friendly forces
In consonance with aggressor tactical doctrine. Four-hour time lines
were used as guidelines for subordinate controllers to determine the
rate of advance they should portray to player staffs and as guidelines
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for the aggressor controller In the maeiuver of aqqressor element3.
If friendly player organizations emnloyed tactics which could def-iet

the aggressor combat power in a sector, time lines were adjusted to

allow more rapid advance. If friendly organizations failed to exert
necessary combat power in a sector, time lines were retarded to slow
rates of advance. Casualty rates 5nd equipment losses were used +o
assist In slowing or advancing rates of advance. The controlled
density scenario caused the evaluated organizations to react and

perform the functions for which they were responsible. The scenario

generated sufflclent avents to cause the staff +o operate in under-
capacity, within-capacity, and overcapacity modes when elements of
the division were conducting simulated offensive and defensive
operations In a mid-intensity European Type environment. The
evaluated organizations were not furnished a scenario outline but
were given a mission, assigned an area of operation, furnished with
task organization and/or task force Information, and provided a corps
operations order prior to the test. The control organization resnonded
directly to actions initiated by the evaluated organization throuah
the simulation of tacticil operations against an identified threat.
This method of scenarki execution required the staff elements at each
level of command to ect or react to the scenario events presented. The
detailed scenario covered approximately 87 hours of continuous military
operations and was subdivided into 4-hour operational blocks or periods.
This manner of operation afforded the opportunity to obtain information
necessary to measure the reaction of the various staff elements to the
presentation of significant as well as routine information and to
tactical events.

1-6. Training.

a. Development and use of reference material. In coordination
with representatives from TRADOC, and based upon the contents of the

Z TSP, baseline SOP and organization and functions manuals (ORM's) weredeveloped for use by player personnel during the test. The SOP that

was developed for evaluation during the test concerned staff organization
and procedures and reports required and the frequency of their submission.
Displacement procedures and organization and functions of the TAC CP and
alternate CP were also defined. The OFM depicted the organization of
each element tested and defined the major functions assigned to each
of these elemenis. The procedures to be performed to satisfy the
functional work statement were also defined in the OFM. Separate OFM's
were developed for each of the eva;uated orqanizations elements, and

personnel of these organizations were trained on the use of the SOP
and OFM that pertained to their element. Charts, files, and samples
of completed reports that were to be submitted by the staff elements
were contained In the reference material provided. As part of the
oretest preparation, charts to be maintained by the staff elements were
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made and printed In quantity for use by the staff elements. File folders -
were also acquired, labeled, and furnished to the staff elements for
their use. Approximately 10 days of data were contained in the files
to permit the evaluated organizations to commence the CPX with a fully
loaded data base. The background data contained in the files Issued to
the staff elements was prepared by MASSTFR personnel in consonance
with the scenario and included such reports as the intelligence summary,
situation report, personnel daily summary, unit strength, unit status,
and the division critical items list, etc.

b. Instruction presented.

(I) Personnel of the evaluator and controller organizations
received approximately 40 hours of conference, classroom, and practical
exercise Instruction. On-the-job training was conducted in the field
during the 72-hour pilot test that preceded the actual test. Remedial
training was conducted-on an Individual basis durlnn a I-week period
between the pi lot test and start of the actual test. Data reduction
personnel received approximately 80 hours of combined instructions
with emphasis on practical exercise.

(2) Player personnel received aporoximately 14 hours of conference
and classroom instruction. Prior to the test, a prepi lot, or "warm-up"
exercise, was conducted by the division. Personnel assigned to the
division were used. The scenario executed during this 48-hour traininq
period was based on involvement in a mid-intensity European-oriented J
type environment'. The Durnose of the exercise was twofold; first, to
afford personnel of tie division the opportunity to become familiar with
the organizational differences between the current lI-series TOF and that
organizational concept to be evaluated during the test. Second, to
become fami liar with the displacement and destruction, or CONOPS, portion
of the division field SOP to be followed.

Section III. TEST EXECUTION

1-7. General. The test was planned and executed as shown in figure 1-22.

1-8. Scenario and Control. 9urine the test week, an 87-hour scenario
was executed. Problem play commenced on Monday, 12 November, at
1800 hours and terminated on Friday, 16 November, at 0900 hours. On
the first day of the CPX, elements moved from garrison locations and
occupied facilities ii the field and were prepared to conduct operations
at 1800 hours that day. At 1900 hours the division received a corps
order to conduct an attack. The task organization of the corps had been
provided previously, and the division could request the use of these
additional assets vhen required. r<equests from the division to corps for
these additional assets were not granted routinely- however, 1,:ey were
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considered in view of the currefnt Missiun of t,- corps and the threat
then being presented to the other two divislons atta,-hed to the corps.
This realistic use of corps assets caused the division to be selective
in its requests to corps for additional assets and to be prepared to
justify why these additional assets were required in the time frame
requested.

1-9. CONOPS. The conditions of displacement and destruction and th,,,
use of alternate CP faci lities were evaluat.d. The cornmunications means
used and method of displacements and TAC CP deployments are discussed
In paragraph 1-10. The effect of these conditions on other elements of
the division Is contained in part III oi this report.

a. Continuity of command and control during the displacements
was accomplished primarily through the use of the TAC CP and secondarily
through the use of the l)iv Alt CP. The TAC CP was deployed prior to
the displacement of the Dlv Main CP in both Instances, because the
displacements were required duo to the existin tactical situation.
In a tactical environment, the Div Main CP normally displaces when any
or all of the conditions listed below exist.

(I) A significant change in the planned or current Tactical

disposition of friendly forces or enemy action occurs.

(2) Reduced cornuri;cations capability is experienced.

(3) Interference with The existing communications occurs.

(4) Enemy maneuver or capabi lity threalens the security of
sur.Ivability of the CP.

b. The three concents for maintaining a Div Alt CP were evaluated.
To assure that the Div Alt CP augmentees were afforded the opportunity
to become familiar with the operatinq procedures of the division and
the current disposrTion of forces, a phased alternate implementation
plan was developed. On day I of the test. during the concept A
phase when Div Arty was assigned the mission as the Div Alt CP, the
ll-man augmentation was located at Div lain adjacent to the division

TOC. Thls allowed the ll-man augmentation element to meet their
counterparts at the division TOC and become famili ar with the operaflno
procedures of these personnel and the tactical situation of the division.
On day 2 of the test, the l-man augmentation departed Div Main and

col located with Div Arty. Prior to departing, the augmentees
recorded the current disposition forces assigned to. attached to,
or in direct support of the division. Information concernin the
enemy situation was recorded on overlays and charts. Status information
was acquired from the GI and G4 sections located at Div 4aln. In
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arriva! at Dlv Arty, the concept P ph-ise commenced. The concept C pha,',
was realized when the li-man auqmentation displaced from the Div Arty

location and constituted a separate alternate facility at a planned

operating strength of 37 personnel. The additional 26 auqmentees were
to join the initial Il-ihan augmentation at the new location. They wrt
briefed on the current tactica! situation of +he division and "thJ
existing enemy situation, and then proceeded to assume the mission for
which they had been trained. The planned strength of 37 for concept C
was not realized, since the two USAF personrel authcrized as part of the
37-man Div Alt CP configuration were not present. 'Trrent tasking to
the USAF from the iS Army for tactical ir control parties (TACP) does
not require f,!!--time USAF representation at the Div Alt CP. USAF
representation at the Dlv Alt CP is therefore limited to those periods
of time when the Dlv Alt CP actually assumes control of the division.
The USAF concept is that representatives from an uncommitted briqade
TACP will join the Dlv Alt CP when It is apparent that control will be
transferred to the Div Alt CP or when the Div Main is destroyed.

1-10. Communications Concepts Evaluated. CONOPS, as defined previously,
required the maximum exchange of information within and between staff
elements and organizations. The exchange of information within a divi-
sion is accomplished by a clearly defined SOP and a method of communica,7na

w1ithin and between organizations. The capabilities of the division signal
battalion and organic units constituted the means of information exchange
between organizations. The capabilities provided by the means, as evalu-
ated, are discussed below.

a. Division siqnal battalion supoort.

(I) Multichannel radio. The initial multichannel confiquration
established for the test is schematicaliy portrayed in figure 1-23.
Division alternate is not shown as a separate location because Div Arty
Initially had the additional mission of alternate. From main, four
12-channel systems were Installed to Div Arty; two for Div Arty and
two for the alternate ml.sion. Fr.-m main and from alternate, one
12-channel system was Ins'pll3d to each brlqade, DISCOM, and the
ADA battalion and avia,'ion .mpany. The ADA and aviation circuits were
combined on one system frc sarh location. The area system was not
installed usino multician,., equipment, but was simulated at control
by hardwired circuits between switchboards (flq 1-24). Telephone and
teletype circuit allocations for the division multichannel network are
contained in figure 1-25.

(2) Radio teletypewriier (MATT). The RATT nets established for
division, Div Arty, brigade, and battalion are shown in figures 1-26
through 1-30. To test the alternate as a separate facility, two
additional RATT stations above the division authorization, were required
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Fielded
bde (2)

Control
(4)

3 3" WI ired

Wired NAlt
Main 2 Div Art
(5) ... Art (5)

I I )

CONTROL SIMULATED ELEMENT LEGEND

Corps and/or Corps units ( ) No of multichannel termi'ials
2d Bde - No--- 12-channel divisional system
3d Bde 4 No-H- 24-channel corps system
Arnm6. cav sqd 'No" above denotes number ,of sys"ums.
3 ea DS arty bn
2 ea GS arty bn
ADA br
S&T bn
Maint bn
Med bn
Avn co
MP co
DISCOM DMMA
Signal bn FASO's

Figure 1-23. Initial multichannel radio configuration.
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W-7I

DIVISION MAIN/ALT to CORPS

G3 1 SUTP* G3

G2 OPS (BICC CC&D SEC) 1 SUTP G2 OPS

TASE 1 SUTP DASC

FSE 1 SUTP FSE

ACE 1 SUTP ACE

EWE 1 SUTP EWE

SWBD** 6 CUTP* SWBD

COMMCEN 1 FDX* COMMCEN

TOC 1 FDX TOC

550 1 FDX SSO

(STRAP-THRU) DISCOM HARDWIRED G4

(STRAP-THRU) DIVARTY FDC 2 SUTP CORKS. ARTY FDC

AF WX 1 3UWX AF U':

Total Circuits 18 each from Mfdn and Alternate

DIVISION MAIN/ALT to DIVISION ALT/MAIN

G3 1 SUTP G3

G2 OPS (CC&D SEC) 1 SUTP G2

FSE 1 SUTP FSE

SWBD 5 CUTP SWBD

ASA 1 HDX* ASA

COK,1CEN 1 HDX COMMCEN

Total Circuits 10

Figure 1-25. Telephone-teletype circuit allocation.
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IVISION K4VN/ALT t'ULi ARTY

(STRAP-THRU) CORP.S ARTY FDC 2 SUTP VOC

FSE 2 SUTP FDC

G2 OPS (GOWD SEC) 1 SUTP S2

(STRAP-THRJ) DA ARTY BNs. 3 SUTP FDC

SWBD 3 CUTP SWBD

(STRAP-THRU) DISCOM SWBD 1CUTP SWBU

COMMCEN 1 HOX - MSGCEN

Total Circuits 13 each from Main and Altern ate

DIVISION MAIN/ALT to BRIGADE

G3 1 SUTP S3

G2 OPS (CC&D SEC) 1 SUTP S2

FSE 1 SUTP FSCC

TASE 1 SUP S3 AIR

(STRAP-THRU) DIVARTY FDC 1 SUTP DS ARTY BN (STRAP-THRU)

SWBD 3 CJJTP SWBD

COMMCEN 1 HD9X MSGCEN

Total Circuits 9 each from Main and Alternate

i/ DIVISION MAIN/ALT to DISCOM

G4 1 SUTP OPS

SWBD 6 CUTP SWBD

CO1,4MCEN 1 HDX COMMCEN

G3 I SUTP ACS S3 (STRAP-THRU)

G2 OPS (CC&D SEC) 1 SUTP ACS S2 (STRAP -THRU)

(MAIN ONLY) TASE -1 SUTP ACS S3 AIR (STRAP-THRU)

Total Circuits 11 from Main

010 from Alternate

Figure 1-25 (cont). Telephone-teletype circuit allocation.
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UIVISION MAIN/AL' lop br,

SWBD 2 CUTP SWBD

COMMCEN 1 HDX COMMCEN

Total Circuits 3 each from Vain and Alternate

DIVISION MAIN/ALT to TAC CP

G3 1 SUTP G3 FWD

G2 1 SUTP G2 FWD

FSE 1 SUTP FSE FWD

C/S 1 SUTP G2/3 OPS FWD

SWBD 2 CUTP G2/3 OPS FWD

(STRAP-THRU) CORPS SWBD** 2 CUTP G2/3 OPS FWD

Total Circuits 8 each from Main and Alternate

DIVISION MAIN/ALT to DIV AVN

ACE 1 SUTP OPS

SWBD 1 CUTP OPS

Total. Circuits 2 each from Main and Alternate

BRIGADE TRAINS (FASC) 3 CUTP Bde SWBD

5 CUTP DISCOM

*SUTP = Sole User Telephone

CUTP = Common User Telephone

HDX = Half Duplex Teletype

FDX = Full Duplex Teletype

SUWX = One-way Weather Teletype

u When the Div TAC CP is deployed, 2-ea of'the 6-ea Corps-to-

Division common-'ser telephone ,.rcuits are strapped at Di"
vision Main and Alternate to "'e TAC CP.

Figure 1-25 (cont). Telephone-teletvpe circuit allocation.
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EDiv Div Spt
CG A/L Cmrd

STTINCmd (RATT) Cnid
SAIN(Fm) (FM)(' ) 'I 1

co x x (

S2/3 0ps X NCS

MIIA x

DAO X

S&T Bn X

Maint Bn X

Med Bn X

Sig Bn RATT Th (SD

NCS = Net Control Station

Station in Net

(S) = Signal Battalion Supplied

Figure 1-28. DISCOM radio nets.
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at division alternate; one for the division intelliqence (PATT) nct
and one for the Div Arty CF 2 net. Additionally, the ASA (RATT) not,
which provided secure dedicated record copy message service between
ASA elements attached to division and corps, was instlled using ASA
rfst'irces.

(.3) Voice radio communications. Sinale channel voice radio nets
installed during the test were structured as shown in figures 1-26
through 1-30.

(a) AM radio nets. The division Tn'C and ADA battalion ADL nets
were installed in accordance with the TSP but were not used durino the
test since the greater ranee afforded by the high frequency band was not
required due to the geonraphical confines of the test.

(b) FM radio nets. Four !' radio nets in addition to those
prescribed in the TSP were used durina the test: an ASA FM net, an
intelligence net at division and brigade level, and an administrative
intelligence (admin-intel) net at Div Arty. The ASA installed FII net
provided secure voice radio communications between ASA elements attached
to division and corps. The intelligence nets were added as a result
of findings of the intelligence processes workshop that was conducted
prior to the tost. The need -or a fiv Arty admin-intel net was identified
by the players during the pilot test. The senior CACDA representative

Cconcurred in the addition of the net prior to the actual test phase.
The air traffic control net was not structured in accordance with the
TSP; the ACE at division main and alternate was add..d to this net after
the pilu1 test at the reauest of the division aviation officer and with
the approval of CACDA.

b. Corps support. Corps support to the test cenzisted of multi-
channel systems and RATT.

(I) Multichannel systems. Corns multichannel SUODort to the division
/2 consisted of separate 24-channel microwave links from corps to division

main and alternate.

(2) RAiT. Corps RATT support to the division consisted of providino
a single station to division main for entrance into the corps command
net (RATT). During the test, division alternate was furnished an
additional station to provide an alternate record cony means with corps.

c. Displacement. Durino the 87-hour scenario, division main
displaced twice.

(I) The first method of displaceme'nt required the maximum "ire-
phased use of personnel and equiprent. The second nethod of displacement
required the maxium ue of multichannel communications assetb from the
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II
division signal battalion. Durinq execution of the first method, personnel
and equipment to form the TAC CP deDarted the division main CP approximately
4 hours prior to the scheduled departure of the first increment. lulti-
channel communications were functional from the TAC CP to the Div 'lain
and Div Alt CP lo-ations approximately 2 hours pricr to the displacement
of Div MfIn. Personnel and equipment from the division signal battalion
displaced to the new main CP location approximately 3 hours prior to the
scheduled departure of the first increment from the Div Main CP. A
combination of deactivatina secondary links and using the multichannel
reserve made available b'/ the col:ocatlon )f Div A7iy and division
alternate constituted the means by which the signal battalion personnel
established multichannel communications at the new main location. (
Figure 1-31 diagrams the manner in which division main and alternate
displaced their multichannel systems. It shows the systems that were
activated immediately upon arrival at the new location, and those systems
that were placed in parallel standbyl with the systems that remained at
the old location in support of the second echelon. During the first
displacement, the first increment departed the division main location as
scheduled and closed on the new main CP location approximately I hourlater. The first increment was capable of conductinq effective
operations approximate!y I hour after arrival at the new location by
the use of organic equipment. The second increment departed the main CP
at approximately the same tme that the first increment arrived at the
new location. The second increment arrived at the new location about
30 minutes after its departure from the main CP and was capable
of conducting effective operations approximately 30 minutes later by
the use of organic equipment. At the time this method of displacement
was being evaluated, the division was in the atlack transitionina from
the coordinated phase to the exploitation phase. The speed of the
exploitation restricted the use of multichannel communication means.
The multichannel communications capability from the new Div Main location
was not sufficiently responsive to classify it as the primary means of
command communicatlons; therefore, staff elements were required to rely
on FM (voice) as the primary means of command communication. Figure 1-32
portrays the multichannel configuration used for the first displacement.

(2) Th, :-.ond method of CP displacement occurred during the time

the Div Alt CP was defined as being a separate operating facility, not
col located with other elemeni of the division, and at an operating

IParallel standby Is defined as havinn the system alined but operatinq
.' listening silence on the same friariencies as the active system it
parallels.
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MULTICHAANNEL DISPLACEM4ENT (DIV MAIN)

tDIV M4AIN SYSTEM(S 1 (a) 12 -(b) 3 (c) 4 (d)

1. Div Alt (A) X __ .. _____-_

2. Div Alt B) -____ x -

-e3. DIVARTY (A) X _________

4. DIVARTY (B) X _____ _____ x

U5. DISCOM x

6. ist Bde X

7. 2d Bde X X

8. 3d Bde X

9. ADA/Avn X X

10. 1AC CP Y.

(a) Systems deactivated to provide equipment to dis-

)lace with the Ist echelon.

(b) Systems initially activated at the new location.

(c) Systems placed an parallel standby at new

/ocation until deactivation of the system it parallels

t the old location.

(d) System deactivat.d for movement with the Ist

w. 1;chclon, and nrt reactiVated until t'e 2d echelon closed

)n the ..,w main location.

Figure 1-31 Displacement of division main and alternate

multichannel systems.
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Armored Cay Sqdn
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ADA 13n +1+ N4o +1- 24-channel corps systpin.

I-hit - --- No - - 12-channel syaItom aline'd, biil,
tied Pn nobt ac hivaterl un 141. o ld nyrvo ,m
Avn 0 o it par-alloJ! is donah31v.:nO..

III Go Note: 'No', abuv"e, indicates number of systems.
Signal Thi FASCO5

Figure 1-32. Multichannel configuration (first displacement).
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strength of 37 personnel. The senuence of events and times associated

with these events for the second method of displacement are comparable

to those described above for the first displacement with the following

exceptions:

(a) The mulTichannel division reserve assets u,,ed by the division

signal battalion durinq the first displacemont were not available

because they were committed to fulfilline commun;cation requirements
at the Div Alt CP.

(b) The multichannel assets used as lateral communication links

between forward area signal centers were employed to fill the void

created by tee lack of Div Alt multichannel communication assets.

Figure 1-33 oortrays the multichannel configuration used for the
second displacement.

d. TAC CP. The TAC CP deployed three times during the test.

(I) The means of communications provided the TAC CP durinq the

first deployment are as shown In fiqure 1-34.

(2) The means of communication provided the second and third deploy-
ments are as shown In figure 1-35.

(3) The two concots differ as the corps command station (RATT) and

the division BIOC station (RATT) were added to the means provided te
TAC CP for the second and third deployments. The additional RATT capa-
bility was deployed at the direction of the division C-E officer since
the plans of division main were to displace to the TAC CP location.

I-Il. Destruction. During the third deployment of the TAC CP, the
divibion main was destroyed at measurement point 25, and the TAC CP was
destroyed at measurement point 26. The effect of destruction Is discussed
in detall in chapter 2 and the quantifiable data collected durinq these
conditlons Is contained in part III of this report.
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FIELDED

(2)

1 1 / ' '

1 (4)

33o C SWired
DIVAITY

(2

(2) 1

CONTRIOL S]W4ILATED ELI'HENTS

Corps/Corps Units LEGEND
• 2d Bdo '

3d Bde ()No. of multichannel terminals*

3-ea DS Amr y n. - No- 12-cnannel divisional system. 4
2-ca GS Arty -"I'
ADA Ba 4+ NcH- 2h.channol corps system.
S&T Dn
Maint n - N6 - - - 12-channel system ali.twd, b It
ted 1n not activated until old n.yl.-om
Avn Co it parallols is donlt,vifnd.
MI CC) Note: 'No', above, indicates number of

I-.DISCOH .DKA systems.
Signal B, FASCts

'Figure 1-33 Multichannel configurat-ton (second

displacement).
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. 'CG Cmd (FM)
Single Intel (FM)

"AC . Channel DivArty CF (FM)
CP Radio k-VOps (RATT)k .v .x • [ I Air Req (AM)

Lilt V ir Dir (UHF)

~. .

Multi Mul ti -
channel channel

to to
Main Alt

Figure 1-34. Method I - TAC *P communications support.

Corps Cind (RATT)-
CG Cnm (FM)

Single Intel (FM)
TAC CP Channel , DivArty CF (FM)

Radio |Ops (RATT)
-h 4 eI 1- Intel (RATT)

Air Req (AM)
Air Dir (UHF)

0 ulti - Multi-
channel channel

to to
Main Alt

Figure 1-35. Methods 2 and 3 - TAC CP communications support.
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CHAPTER 2 - FINDINGS

2-I. General. The objectives as stated were mission type objectives
that required the generation, collection, and presentation of quantita-
tive data for use during development of the IBCS Third Refinement study
effort. Findings pertinent to the objectives are contained in sections
I through IV. Subfindings pertinent to the information needs are con-
tained in sections V and VI.

Section I - OBJECTIVE I

2-2. Objective and Finding.

a. Purpose. The purpose of this objective was to obtain perform-

ance data on the division staff in the refined organization.

b. Finding. The data in part III of this report constitutes the
performance data for the division staff during normal operating, dis-

*placement, and destruction conditions.

Section Ii - OBJECTIVE 2

2-3. Objective and Findings.

a. Purpose. The purpose of this objective was to obtain quantita-
tive data for both the refined organization and the H-series TOE on the
division command, control, and communications c'.ncepts and procedures
when the Div Main CP is destroyed.

b. Findings.

(I) The quantitative data collected subsequent to destruction of

the Div Main CP is contained in part Ill.

(2) Staff elements were capable of maintaining continuity of op-

erations subsequent to the destruction of the Dlv Main CP.

Section III - OBJECTIVE 3

2-4. Objective and Findings.

a. Purpose. The purpose of this objective was to obtain quantita-

tive data for both the refined organization and the H-series TOE on the
division command, control, and communications concepts and procedures
when the Div Main CP is displaced.
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b. Findings.

(I) The data in part III of this report is the quantitative data
that was collected during the periods when the Div Main CP was displacing
or preparing to displace.

(2) Staff elements were capable of maintaining continuity of
operations when the Div Main CP was displaced.

r

Section IV - OBJECTIVE 4

2-5. Objective and Findings.

a. Purpose. The purpose of this objective was to obtain quantita-
tive data on the performance of the organization and on the procedures
used by those elements in the refined organization which differ from the
H-series TOE.

b. Findings.

(I) The SOP in appendix D of this report constitutes a definition
of procedures used by those elements that differ from the H-series TOE.

(2) Quantitative data collected when staff elements were responding
to a controller density scenario in a field environment during conditions
of displacement and/or destruction are furnished in response to objec-
tives I, 2, and 3.

Section V - DIVISION ANALYSIS

2-6. Division Level Data. This section contains data pertinent to the
Information needs that are applicable only at the division (system)
level of command. Selected quantitative data from part III of this
report has been summarized and is presented in subparagraphs a through e
below with supporting narrative, where applicable. --

a. Quality of staff outputs. Figure 2-I Identifies the name of
each major output and the mean quality rating assigned to the output by
the evaluator. The total time required to produce the output, mean
output preparation time, quality of each mandatory entry on the output,
and the definition of ihe measurement categories are in part Ill.

b. Staff reaction to significant traceable events. Figure 2-2
contains information concerning the time required to recognize and react
to selected significant traceab!e events. Detailed data by staff
section and facility for each event is in part Ill.
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c. Staff section processing time. Figure 2-3 contains Information

pertaining to staff section processing time for significant and routine
traceable events. Detailed time data for each evert is in part Il1.

d. Display update time. Map and chart update time data is pre-
sented In figure 2-4. Detailed data by section and facility is presented
In part Ill.

e. Accuracy of visual displays. Figures 2-5 and 2-6 contain data
by section and facility for friendiy and enemy situation map data. Data
concerning chart accuracy is presented in figures 2-7a through 2-7d.
Part III contains detailed data for maps and charts maintained by each
section or facility.

a
Time Name Mean rating

GI

14 II 00 Internees str 1.57
13 09 30 Internees str 1.00
15 10 00 Internees str 1.00
13 08 45 Pers dly sum 1.00
14 08 30 Pers dly sum 1.00
15 07 30 Pers dly sum 1.00

G2

14 12 00 EW annx 1.00
14 12 00 G2 port of OPLAN/OPORD 1.57
12 24 00 INTSUM 1.06
13 24 00 INTSUM 1.06
14 24 00 INTSUM 1.06
15 24 00 INTSUM 1.09

G3

14 17 00 FS annx 1.63
13 01 30 FS annx 1.42
14 23 00 G3 port of OPLAN/OPORD 1.57
13 01 30 G3 port of OPLAN/OPORD 1.19
13 22 40 G3 port of OPLAN/OPORD 2.14
14 17 00 G3 port of OPLAN/OPORD 1.19
13 04 o0 Op SITREP 1.22
14 03 30 Op SITREP 1.22
15 03 o0 Op SITREP 2.55

Figure 2-I. Quality of staff outputs.
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Time Name Mean ratinga

G4

12 19 00 Div crit items rpt 1.00
15 05 25 Div crit items rpt 1.00

Division Artillery

15 04 00 INTSUM 1.08
16 00 00 INTSUM 1.55
13 02 00 ;NTSUM 1.41
15 05 30 Pers dly sum 1.00
13 00 00 Pers dly sum 1.00

DISCOM

15 12 30 S3 port of OPLAN/OPORD 1.00
14 03 .10 INTSUM 1.00
13 24 00 Pers dly sum 1.00
12 24 00 Pers dly sum 1.00
13 00 15 INTSUM 1.57
13 II 06 S3 port of OPLAN/OPORD 1.00
12 22 00 S3 port of OPLAN/OPORD 1.12
13 II 00 S3 port of OPLAN/OPORD 1.15
14 03 15 S3 port of OPLAN/OPORD 1.00

Brigade

16 GO 15 Op SITREP 1.76
14 00 02 Op SITREP 1.44
13 00 o1 Op SITREP 1.71
14 03 30 INTSUM 1.36
12 24 00 INTSUM 4.09 I

1 12 24 00 Pers dly sum 1.00 V

14 03 00 Pers dly sum 1.00
14 24 00 Pers dly sum 1.00
15 01 30 S2 port of OPLAN/OPORD 1.56
15 02 00 INTSUM 2.09
14 19 30 FS annx 1.72
13 04 00 S3 port of OPLAN/OPORD 4.14
14 22 00 S3 port of OPLAN/OPORD 2.40
15 O 50 Op SITREP 1.58

Figure 2-I (cont). Quality of staff outputs.
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a

Time Name Mean ratinga

Battalion

14 10 00 FS annx 3.00
12 23 00 S3 port of OPLAN/OPORD 2.35
14 00 01 S3 port of OPLAN/OPORD 1.46
15 06 00 S3 port of OPLAN/OPORD 1.52

aA quality rating of all elements of the output based on a scale of

I to 5 as follows:

Rating Explanation

Output is completely intelligible and correct, and is in con-
sonance with existing tactical/logistical conditions; permits
proper action by addressee.

2 Output contains sufficient amount of correct information to
permit proper action by addressee; reflects minor misinterpre-
tations of tactical/logistical conditions.

3 Output requires degree of intrepretation permitt;ng doubt
about propriety of action.

4 Output requires sender to be queried prior to initiating
action; action appears in direct conflict with known existing
conditions.

5 Output contains erroneous information that would lead to
incorrect action or required entry omitted.

Figure 2-I (cont). Quality of staff outputs.
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% Accuracy
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(Frequency of measur'ement indicated in parenthesis.)

Figure 2-7a. Chart accuracy ratings Division Alternate CP.
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Figure 2-7b. Chart accuracy ratings Div Main CP.
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Figure 2-7c. Chart accuracy ratings Div Arty and DISCOM.
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Figure 2-7d. Chart accuracy ratings, Brigade and Battalion.
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Section VI - SECTION AND ELEMENT ANALYSIS

2-7. General.

a. This section presents subfindings that pertain to the section
and element levels for the headquarters and facilities fielded for the
test. The headquarlers is defined as being the division, DISCOM,
division artillery, brigade, and battalion; while the facility is the
TAC 0P and division alternate CP.

b. The s,,tion and element subfindings were developed by ,-eference
to lhe quantiitlivo data contained in part III of this report. A section
is defined as a (oordinatinq staff section; e.g., GI, G2, SI, and $2,

and consists oi two or more elements. An element is defined as a group-
ing of personnel subordinate to a section. Examples of elements sub-
ordinate to the G3 section are operations, plans, and the fire support
element (FSE).

c. The section subfindings are grouped into seven topics that are
pertinent to the section analysis. These topics, summarized from -the
section and element level data, are effect of displacement, effect of
destruction, effect of TAC CP deployment, effect of alternate CP, effect

of shifting control, adequacy of intelligence support, and adequacy of
personnel and equipment. Additional topics are included if the sub-

- findings are pertinent to the section analysis.

d. The element subfind7-gs are grouped into 15 topics that are
pertinent to the element analysis. These topics are explained in para-
graphs (I) through (14) below.

(I) Personnel. A listing by title, grade, branch, and 1OS of per-
sonnel authorized for each element by the current H-series TOE and the
Second Refinement, and as fielded during the test is provided. The
H-series authorization column has been added to provide a comparison
capability with respect to the personnel authorizations contained in the
Second Refinement. The strength figure in the fielded 119 column indi-
cates whether the requirement as expressed in the Second RefinemePt
column was satisfied. The requirement with respect to M1S qualifications
was satisfied by a person possessing the same or a similar MOS or a
person with sufficient expertise to satisfactorily accomplish the job in
a test environment. The strength figure in the fielded 119 column does
not necessarily mean that the grade authorization in the Second Refine-
ment was followed. However, since the person filling the position was
otherwise qualified by MOS description or, expertise, it was assumed that
tha actual grade of the incumbent was not relevant to the purpose of the
test. Isolated instances where this assumption was not valid are dis-
cussed in the element analysis. Examples of optional positions are the
CG's aide and stenographer, and food service technicians.
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(2) Equipment. The equipment listing for each element follows the
concept explained above for personnel. Only major items of equipment
used by the element are listed; e.g., trucks, tracks, vans, radio sets,
and speech security equipment.

(3) Functions and procedures.

(a) As stated in chapter I of this report, an organization and
func ions manual (OFM) was prepa'ed by reference to t:,e TSP 3nd in
coordination with representative, from CACDA. The OFM defined the major
functions assigned to each elemeit and the procedures required to be
followed to satisfy the functioal work statements. The player daily
questionnaire (PDQ) completed by element personnel contained a listing
of each function and its associated procedures. A separate listing of
functions and procedures was prepared and included in the PDQ for each
element. The element analysis contains information pertaining to time
expended by personnel of the element by defined categories. Rationale
is provided when certain functions and/or procedures were not performed.
Generally, the functior or procedure was not required to be performed
during execution of a mid-intensity, European oriented, short duration
scenario in a CPX environment. Preparation of training circulars and
dissemination of nuclear strike warnings are examples of the type func-
tions not required to be performed during execution of the scenario.

(b) The defined categories of time expended applicable to functions
and activity levels (subparagraph (15) of each element analysis) are
noted in figure 2-8.

Listed functions -

+ Productive time

Unlisted functions- + Prod time avail
I Total

n4 Idle time shif't
time

Absent time

Figure 2-8. Time categories.

(c) Listed functions are those functions extracted from the OFM.
Unlisted functions are those functions not listed in the OFM but were
required to be performed by the element, e.g., preparing to displace and
displacing. Idle time is that time when the person was present but had
no work to do. Absent time is that time when the person was away from
the element and not on element business.
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(4) Files and r3ports. The TSP identified the working and visible
files that were to be maintained, modified, and/or accessed by personnel
of each section. Document input and output charts in 'the TSP contained
a listing of reports, plans, orders, and estimates flowing in and out cf
each section.

(a) During development of the detailed plan of test, it became
apparent that the files listing contained in the TSP was satisfactory
for any contingency; however, examples and definition of the type of
information to be contained in working files and on visible displays and
a format for the type of information was not available. Additionally,
tne document input and output charts contained report titles that dif-
fered between levels of command. The charts also contained listing of
reports for which formats could not be defined and for which adherence
to the Standardization Agreements (STANAG) could not be assured.

(b) Based on these observations, a meeting was conducted with
representatives from CACDA.

I The primary purpose of the meeting was to establish a means

whereby a definition and/or example of information contained in a
working file or on a visible file, as well as a desired format for the
information to be filed, could be developed. It was also necessary to
establish a means to insure that reports prepared and/or used by ele-

( ments of the division conformed to STANAG guidance and adhered to
current Army doctrine for format and frequency of submission.

2 The secondary purpose of the meeting was to discuss the nature
of information exchanged, reports prepared, and estimates made at the
division and lower levels of command. During the meeting, it was agreed
that files and reports required further definition and that providing
completed examples of reports and a definition of the files to player
personnel would improve the final product of the test. The following
items were also agreed upon during the meeting:

a The estimates at the division and lower levels of command are
not f-rmally written documents but are logically developed estimates
delivered orally to a superior.

b Few reports below the division level are formally prepared a-d
submiTted.

c Formally written reports, those forwarded to corps for example,
are usu.lly prepared by the assimilation of information received in the
form of spot and situation reports anJ requests for additional resources
and/or support.
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d The division reports annex -to the draft division SOP for
test T19, which had evolved from previous tests, wotuld be the basis for
report submission and measurement during the test.

e The files listing in the TSP would be used for pertinent file
data.

f MASSTER personnel would define the files and develop examples e
completed reports.

(c) Subsequent to this meeting, the division reports annex to the
SOP was finalized. In addition, files were defined, and examples of
visible files and completed reports were prepared and presented during

player orientation classes. These examples were incorporated in the
reference material furnished to ihe player for his use during the test.

(d) Quantifiable data contained in this report concerning files
conforms to the TSP, while data pertinent to reports conforms to the
reports annex of the SOP.

(e) The element analysis contains information pertaining to file
and report usage. Rationale is provided when certain files and reports
are not used. Generally, a file or report was not used because execu-
tion of the mid-intensity scenario did not require its use. Other
reasons were that the report and its attendant file were used only
periodically; i.e., weekly or monthly, or the reports annex to the Div
TAC SOP did not require its use. Time expended by element personnel in
file usage and maintenance was expended concurrently with the perform-
ance of listed and unlisted functions. Therefore, data on productive
man-hours expended exclusively using and maintaining the files is not

presented.

(f) During future tests, consideration should be given to accele-
rating some selef.ted scenaric events to assure that infrequently used
periodic reports are required. Additionally, some specific scenario
events will have to be added to insure that files appropriate for an
clement are affcrded an _.,,xrtunity for usei.

(5) Organ zational structure, physical -elationships, and facil-
ities. The elenent analysis defines the placement of the element in the
or-pnizarional structure of the concept tested and gives representation
of th? physical relationship of the element within the CP as well as an
intaror layo0 of the vehicle or tent housing the element.

'6) Cornunlcatlons. Data at the element level is presented with
respect to usage factors, problems experienced, if any, and identifica-
tion of any additional communication means required. Most problems
recorded by the player and elaborated on by the element and/or section
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evaluators concern conditions indicative of real-world problems expected
to be encountered by units in a fast-moving, mid-intensity conflict
environment.

(1) Effect of displacement. Information contained in chapter I,
section III, describes the concepts and procedures followed to e-ffect
overall displacement of the Div Main CF. The element analysis describes
the displacement procedures followed, primary means of communication
used during displacement, times associated with d;spiacement as exper-
ienced by the element, and identification of the elapsed time from
arrival at the new location until the element was capable of conducting
effective and thence sustained operations at the new location.

(8) Effect of destruction. As explained in chapter I, the Div
Main CP and the TAC CP were destroyed during the test. The element
analysis identifies either the condition of being destroyed if at either
of these locations, or the effect on other elements subsequent to this
uestruction.

(9) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The analysis provides a capabil-
ity to determine the effect on the element during deployment of the TAC
CP. Personnel and equipment furnished by an element to consitute the
TAC CP are identified. Functions and procedures transferred to or
received from another element as a result of the deployment are also
identified.

(10) Effect of the alternate CP. The intent of this topic is to
indicate how an element not located at the Div Alt CP was affected by
the presence of the Div Alt CP ir terms of procedural changes, infor-
mation exchange, and workload actlvlry.

* (II) Effect of shifting control. The analysis defines how the
element became aware that control of the division had changed, the means
used to make this determination, and the effet on the element in making
necessary changes, if any, to communicate with +he newly designated
control location. Control of the division was shifted from one location
to another as shown in figure 1-5.

(12) Scenario, control, and training. This portion of the element
analysis defines from a player's point of view the adequacy of the
scenario executed, identifies any scenario-related constraints placed on
the element, and identifies any lack of individual qualifications that
would affect the data collected during the test.

(13) Information flow. Analysis contained under this topic de-
scribes fie staff relationship and the characteristics of the irforma-
tion exchanged within and between headquarters element- during the staff
coordination process. A functional relationships matrix which depicts
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the relationship existing betw een the element and division command
group, other members within the division staff, and personnel at other
levels of command is also provided. This relationship is illustrated as
a percentage of occur-ences experienced by the element. The matrix does
not require further explanation; therefore, subfindings are not pre-
sented with respect to the matrix.

(14) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data contained under
this topic, in conjurrtion with that data defined under the topic of
functions and procedures, provides a capability to determine workload
activity experienced, effectiveness of the element when performing
functions assigned, and, if applicable, additional personnisl and equip-
ment required to improve the effectiveness of the element.

2-8. Division Command Group.

a. Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-9.

Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fid

H-ser 2d ref 119

Div Comd 08 GO 00002 I I I
Asst Div Comd 07 GO 00002 2 2 2
CofS 06 AM 02010 I I 1
SGS 04 NO 02011 I I 1
Aide 03 NO 02030 I I 1
Aide LT NO 02030 3 3 3
CSM E9 NC 0OZ50 I I I
Secy-Steno E6 NC 71C30 2 2 2
Secy-Steno E5 NC 71C30 I I I
Lt Veh Dvr E3 11110 3 3 3

TOTAL (Off/EM) 9/7 9/7 9/7

Figure 2-9. Di4ision command group personnel.

b. The functions of the command group did not differ from that
defined in FM 101-5. Command group personnel and evaluators were of the
opinion that the procedures for the conditions noted below should be
followed.

(I) Div Arty should be the designated Div Alt CP.

(2) Personnel augmentation is required for Div Arty when control

is to be retained by Div Arty in excess of 24 hours.
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(3) Div Arty or the TAC CP should take control of the division
when the Div Main CP displaces.

(4) Off shift personnel from Div Main should sleep at the Div Alt
CP location when practicable.

(5) The Div Main CP should close on the TAC CP when displacing.

(6) The Div Main CP should displace in one increment by march
units.

2-9. Division GI Section.

a. General. The organization of the division GI section and the
elements over which it exercises staff supervision are shown in
figure 2-10. Subfindings pertinent to the section are in paragraph b,
while subfindings perfinent to the elements of the GI section are con-
tained in paragraphs c and d.

b. Section subfindings.

(I) Effect of displacement.

(a) During both'displacements of the main CP, the GI section

displaced in one group and closed on the advance party provided by the G4
section and the MP security platoon.

(b) Since the GI and administration element have no FM communica-
tions, their operational capability was nullified during displacements.

(c) The establishment of a division admin/log FM net, which could

also be used to control the division CP displacements, was recommended.'

(2) Effect of destruction. The GI section was destroyed.

(3) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The GI section provided no per-
sonnel or equipment to the TAC CP and was not affected by its deploy-
ment.

4.

(4) Effect of alternate CP. The GI section was not adversely
affected by the establishment of the alternate CP.

(5) Effect of shifting control. The GI section did not experience
any difficulty when control of the division was shifted from one loca-
tion to another.

(6) Adequacy of intelligence support.
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GI
Section

Administra- PM
tion element Element

Fig~re 2-10. GI organization.

(a) Data pertinent to the adequacy of intelligence provided to the
section Is conrained in part Ill.

(b) The GI and administration element generally could not evalu-
ate the adequacy of intelligence support since none was received except
for the daily staff intelligence briefings.

'c) The PM element reported that the intelligence support was not
adequate due to insufficient intelligence dissemination to the element
and a lack of requests for information by'G2 personnel.

(7) Adequacy of personnel and equipment.

(a) Except during displacement operations, the personnel and equip-
ment assigned to the G1 section are adequate.

(b) The GI stated that an AN/VRC-46 radio is required to control
CP displacement.

(c) The GI recommended the establishment of a division admin/log
net, consisting of the following stations: brigade trains, DISCOM,
Div Arty, division rear, and separate battalions.

(d) The GI recommended 'that the headquarters commandant be under
the staff supervision of the GI.

c. Administration element.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded'are shown in figure 2-11.

(2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown In figure 2-12.
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Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fld

H-ser 2d ref 119

GI 05 NO 02260 1 1 1
Asst GI 04 NO 02260 1 1 1
Pers mgt supv E9 NC 71IH50 I I aI
Secy-steno E5 71C30 I IaI
Cik-t11yp E4 71B30 2 21
Ltvehdvr E3 IIBIO I I I
Reeni off 04 AG 02310 1 0 0
AC counselor supv Er NC QOE50 1 0 0
TOTAL ('Cff/EM) 3/6 2/5 2/4

a Optional for test

Figure 2-l1. Administration element personnel.

Strength
Nomenclature Authorized Fld

H-ser 2d ref 119

Truck, utility, 1/4-ton 0 2 2
Truck, cargo, 3/4-ton I 0 0
Trailer, cargo, 1/4-ton 0 2 2
Trailer,. cargo, 3/4-ton I 0 0
rent, gp, sm I I I

Figure 2-12. Administration element equipment.

(3) Functions and procedures. A Somplete listing of the functions
and procedures defined for the element and attendant quantifiable data
is contained In part Ill.

(a) Of the 208 productive hours available during the test,
161 hours (77 percent) were expended performing listed and unlisted
functions.

(b) Procedures F02P2 (Promotes welfare), F02P03 (Recovered
US prisoners of war), F02Po4 (pertaining to bat lefield promotions),
and functun F03 (Health services management) were not required by
the scenario.
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(c) Scenario events pertaining to procedures FOIP02B (Other
personnel reports), FO2POIB (Awards and decorations), and function F03
(Development and maintenance of morale) were forwardea to the division
adjutant general company (played by a control organization) for actin.n,
No supervision was required during the test.

(d) F05 (Maintenance of discipline, law, and order) was performed
by the Provost Marshal and, under actual conditions, would have been
performed by the Staff Judge Advocate (not played).

(e) F02P02 (Prisoners of war) was performed by the provost marshai
element and required no supervision.

(f). FCIP02C (Prepares personnel estimates, orders) was prepared
prior to commencemont of the test.

(g) F06P02 (Recommends general location of the rear CP) was per-
formed by the GI, who was not required to report on time spent perform-
ing functions arid procedures.

(h) The OFIA was used by personnel of the element.

(i) The OFM adequately described the functions and procedures to
be performed by the element.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage fac-
tors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 161 productive hours expended by the element, 67 hours
(42 percent) were expended in using the files and 36 hours (22 percenl)
were expended in maintainin, the files (includes visual displays).

(b) Files 1101 (Staff Section Workbook), 1103 (Suspense),
1104 (Division SOP), 1107 (Accident Report), 1108 (Serious Incident
Report), 1109 (Policy), 1114 (Discipline, Law, and Order), 1115
(Awards and Decorations), 1116 (Disciplinary Action), 1117 (Incidents),
and 1118 (Periodic Personnel Reports) were not required by the sce-
nario.

(c) Chart 1113 (PW Status) was maintained by the provost marshal

element.

(d) The Information required on the yisual displays was adequate.

(e) Charts 1113 (PW Status) and 1117 (Incidents) and file 1112
(Internee Strength Report) should be maintained solely by the provost
marshal element.
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(f) Chart 1115 (Awards and Decorations) should be maintained solely
by the adjutant general company.

(g) Chart 1116 (Disciplinary Action) should be maintained solely
by the staff judge advocate element or the adjutant general company.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultan'i usage

factors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 161 productive hours expended by the element, 24 hours

(15 percent) were expended in report preparation.

(b) Reports 1101 (Periodic Personnel) and 1107 (Discipline, Law,
and Order) were not required by the scenario.

(c) Players and evaluators indicated that report 1107 (Internee
Strength) should be prepared by the prcvost marshal element.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and facili-
ties. Figure 2-10 depicts the organizatio,'al relationship of the
administrative element within the section. Sketches depicting the
physical relationship of the element within the division main CP and
the interior layout of the van housing the element are shown in part Ill.

(a) The element experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its
mission as a result of the organizational structure required for the
test.

(b) The physical relationship of this element to the division
TOC and other elements comprising the division main CP was satisfactory.

(c) The element operated from the G4 van and this facility was
adequate for the personnel assigned.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and ade-
quacy of communications as experienced by the element is contained in
part Ill.

(a) The element made all calls (282) and received all calls (170)
by telephone.

(b) ihe element prepared 76 messages for transmission and received
98 messages that had beer, transmitted by common-user teletype/RATT.

(c) Seventy-five percent of the element responses Indicated that
the element had enough communications.
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(d) Element and evaluator personnel classified the means of com-
munication available to the element as adequale to accomolish the
assigned mission.

(8) Effect of displacement. Data perlinent to the effects of
displacement on the element is contained in p.rt ll.

(a) The element did not displace incrementally, but as one 3roup.
During both displacements, the element closed on the advance larty pro-
vided by the G4 section.

(b) The GI and administration element have no communication capa-
bility during displacement.

(c) The element was ready to move an average of 70 minutes after
displacement procedures started.

(d) The element departed the old location an average of 26 min-
utes after being ready to move.

(e) The element was capable of condurting effective operations
an average of 105 minutes after the element arrived at the new
location. 3

(f) The element was capable of conducting sustalned operations
(completely set up) an average of 112 minutes after arriving at the
new location.

Zg) Element and evaluator personnel recommended that displacement
procedures in the division TAC SOP be revised to eliminate the require-
ment for incremental displacement.

(h) Element and evaluator personnel reported that an FM radio is

required when the element displaces.

(9) Effect of destruction. The elemert was destroyed.

(10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The administrative element pro-
vided no personnel or equipment to the TAC CP and was not affected by
its dep!oyment.

(II) Effect of the alternate CP. Data pertinent to the offect of
the alternate tr on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element was not adversely affected by establishment of the
alternate CP.
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(b) Personnel of the element normally learned orally from the GI
that the point of control within the division had changed.

(c) The procedure followed by the element to establish communi-
cations with the newly designated point of control within the division
was to wait for the signal battalion to establish telephone and message
communication means.

(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concern-
ing the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel
assigned to the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) No unrealistic constraints that could affect the test data
were imposed on the element by the scenario or the control organization
when executing the scenario.

(b) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the element with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satisfictory for the
duti'es assigned.

(z) No significant additional training requirements were identified
for elemivt personnel.

(14) Information flow, Data pertaining to the exchange of infor-
mation between the administration element and other elements of the
division is contained in mart Ill. The matrlx in figures 2-13 and 2-14
depicts the relationship between the element and the division command
group, other personnel within the division staff, and personnel at other
levels of command. (Note: Figure 2-13 pertains only to the GI.J

(a) The adequacy, relevancy, timeliness, and accuracy of the
information provided to the element was generally rated as 'good'.

(b) The element provided and received orders and guidance in
sufficient time to meet operational requirements.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activ-
ity levels as experienced by element personnel is contained in
part Ill.

(a) An undercapacity workload condition was experienced 75 per-
cent of the time. Players and evaluators attributed this situation to
an operationol oriented scenario and the difficulty In exercising an
administration element in a CPX environment.

(b) The mean productive time expended per day was 7 hours for
officers and I hour for NCO's.
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(c) The mean idle time per day was 3 hours for officers and 2 hours
for NCO's.

(d) The mean absent time per day was 0 hours for officers and

I hour for NCO's.

d. Provost marshal element.

(I) Personnel aurhorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-15.

Strength
'Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized FId

H-ser 2d Ref 119

Div PM 05 MP 09100 I
Asst Div PM 04 MP 09100 aI
Cl WO 951AO I 1a 0
Op Sgt E8 NC 95850 lI
Sr Asst Cl E7 95D40 I 1a 0
Clerk-Typ E4 71B30 I II
MP E3 95BI0 I II

TOTAL (Off/EM) 3/4 3/4 2/3

a Optional for test

Figure 2-15. PM element personnel.

(2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown in figure 2-16.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing ot the func-
tions and procedures defined for the element and attendant quantifiable
data is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 256 productive hours available during the test,
252 hours (99 percent) wpre expended performing listed and unlistea
functions.

(b) Procedures FO2PO2A (Confinement, rehabilitation, hospital
prison wards), FO2,02F (Aid to civil authorities), and F02PO2K
(Temporary detention of US military prisoners) were no- required by the
scenario.

(c) The OFM was used by personnel of the element.

(d) The OFM did not adequately describe the functions and pro-
edures and requires revision to provide a more detailed description

tf job responsibilities.
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Strengtth
Nomenclature Authorized FId

H-ser 2d ref 119

Truck, Utility, I/4-tcn 2 2 2
Trailer, Cargo, 1/4-ton 2 2 2
Radio Set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in trk, i/4-ton I I I
Radio Set, AN/VRC-47, mtd in trk, 1/4-ton I I I
Tent, GP, Sm I I I
Vestibule, Tent for Tent, GP , Sm I I I

Figure 2-16. PM element equipment.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and their resultant usale
factors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 252 productive hours expended by the elemeni, 38 hours
(15 percent) were expended in using the files and 21 hours (8 percent)
were expended in maintaining the files (includes visual risplays).

(b) All listed files were used by the element.

(c) Th e information required on the visual displays was adequate.

(d) Element and evaluator personnel reported that chart 1117
(Incidents), files 1108 (Serious Incident Report) and 1112 (Internee
Strength Report), and unlisted files "Personnel Utilization" and
"US Prisoners of War" should be added to the provost marshal files.

(5) Reports.

(a) The provost marshal element is not required by Annex Z,
Division SOP, to submit any reports.

(b) The Internee strength report is only submitted by each brigade.
This method does not ensure reports from separate or rear units.
Provost marshal personnel indicated that report 1106 (Internee Strength)
should also be submitted -through provost marshal channels to the GI
by the military police platoons manning the division collection points.

(6) Orvanlzation structure, physical relationships, and facilities.
Figure 2-10 depicts the organizational relationship of the PM elemert
within the section. Sketches depicting the physical relationship of the
element within the main CP and the interior layout of the tent housing
the element are shown in part 1-11.
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(a) The element experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its
mission as a result of the organizational structure required for the
test.

(b) The physical relationship of this element to the division TOC
and other elements comprising the division main CP was satisfactory.

(c) The element operated from a snall general purpose tent which
was adequate for the number of people assigned.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and ade-
quacy of communications as experienced by the element is contained in
part Ill.

(a) Of the 123 calls made, 8 percent were placed by FM and 92 per-
cent by telephone.

(b) Of the 97 calls received, 2 percent were received by F4 and
98 percent by telephone.

(c) The element prepared 37 messages for transmission and received
44 messages Ihat had been transmitted by common-user teletype or RATT.

(d) All element personnel indicated that the element had enough
means of communication.

(e) Element and evaluator personnel classified the means of com-
munication availab!2 to the element as adequate to accomplish the
assigned mission.

(8) Effect of displacement. Data pertinent to the effects of
displacement on the element are contained in part Ill.

(a) During the first displacement, the element did displace in two
/ distinct serials concurrent with the first increment of the division

- main. During the second displacement, the element moved as a group with
division main. During both displacements, the element closed on the
advance party provided by the MP security platoon.

(b) Element and evaluator personnel reported no difficulty with
communications and few difficulties with obtaining information during
displacements.

(c) The element was ready to move an average of 63 minutes after
displacement procedures started.

(d) The element departed the old location an average of 49 min-
utes after being ready to move.
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(e) The element was capable of conducting effective operations an
average of 70 minutes after arriving at the new location.

(f) The element was capable of conducting sustained operations
(completely set up) an average of 95 minutes after arriving at the new
location.

(g) Element and evaluator personnel did not recommend that the SOP
be revised to improve its utility although subsequent discussion with
the players revealed tha+ the PM and assistant PM would probably not
travel with the division main increments during a move because they would be
supervising MP operations.

(9) Effect of destruction. The element wAs destroyed.

(10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The PM element provided no
personnel or equipment to the TAC CP and was not affected by its deploy-
ment.

(II) Effect of the alternate CP. The PM element was not adversely
affected by the establishment of an alternate CP and received no requests
for information from the alternate CP.

(12) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effect of
shifting control of the division on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element did not experience any difficulty when control of
the division was shifted from one location to another.

(b) Personnel of the element normally learned by attendance at
staff meetings that the point of control within the division had
changed.

(c) The procedure followed by the element to establish communica-
tions with the newly designated point of control within the division
was to wait for the signal battalion to install all communications.

(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concern-
ing the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel
assigned to the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The scenario did not adequately portray MP operations in the
division area. Also, due to a shortage of experienced MP personnel,
controllers at both company and corps level lacked qualifications In MP
operations.
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(b) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the element with
respect to rank and MOS were satisfactory.

(c) Additional MOS, management, and administrative training are
required by the PM element.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of informa-
tion between the provost marshal element and other elements of the
divis'on is contained in par-r Ill. The matrix in figure 2-17 depicts the
relationship between the element and the division command group, other
members within the division staff, and personnel at other levels of
command.

(a) The relevancy, timeliness and accuracy of the information
provided to the element was generally rated as 'fair'. The adequacy
of the information provided was generally rated as 'poor' due to the
lack of realistic play in the scenario.

(b) The element provided and received orders and guidance in
sufficient time to meet operational requirements. However, element
personnel indicated more guidance and requests for information from G2
personnel could have been initiated to more effectively use military
police in the intelligence gathering role.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Da+- concerning activity
levels as experienced by element personnel is cornaiied in part Ill.

(a) A within-capacity workload was experienced '00 percent of the
time.

(b) The mean productive time expended per day was 20 hours for
officers and NCO's. However, subsequent discussion with element
personnel indicated that the assista;,t PM and operations sergeant,
who were not shifted, slept in the PM element tent and improperly
recorded thK: ',me as time spent performing various funciions. A mean
productive time of 12 to 16 hours is more realistic.

(c) The mean idle time per day was I hour for officers and 0 hours
for NCO's.

(d) The mean absent time pe,- day was I hour for officers and I hour
for NCO's.
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2-10. Division G2 Section.

a. General. The organization of the division G2 section and the
elements over which it exercised operational control are shown in
figure 2-18. Subfindings pertinent to the section are at paragraph b,
while subfindings pertin~it to the elements of the G2 section are con-
tained in paragraphs c through h.

G2
section

plans Coil, Anal Scty Recon
and coord, and and and SSE/EWE a

admin and pdn HUMINT scty
element disem element element element

I element

a Staff supervision provided by EWCO.

Figure 2-18. G2 organization.

b. Section subfindings.

(I) Effect of displacement.

(a) During both d'cnl'acements of the divlsion main CP, the G2

section general I' disr;Pced in two increments. Dur-ing the first dis-
r placement, the sect'on cosed on the advance party provided by The

plans and administration (P&A) and reconn.',,sance and surveillance (R&S)
elements. During the second displacement, the section closed on the TAC
CID.

(b) DLrlng neither displ~cement was the section operational at the
new location prior to the second Increment departing the old location.
Thirty-five pw-rcent of the element responses Indicated that the section
could no,' maintain effective operations during displacement. However,
the TAC CP or A'ternai'e CP Vdd assumed control of the divisIcn and was
able to operate efectively during both displacements.

(2) Effect of destruction. The G2 sectioi; was destroyed.
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(3) Effect of TAC CP deployment.

(a) In addition to the G2, the section provided personnel from the
plans 9nd administration, analysis and production (A&P), and recon-
naissance and surveil-lance elements to the TAC CP. A complete listing
of the personne! and equipment is contained in the element analysis.

(b) The division TAC SOP did not include the R&S officer nor
personnel from the A&P elemet as part of the TAC CP. During the test,
the R&S officer deployed with the TAC CP and remained with it until the
G2 arrived, which was just prior to the flme the TAC CP assumed control
of the division. The division TAC SOP included three ASA (SI) communi-
cations personnel as part of the TAC CP. The G2 rep;ared these personnel
with an intelligence officer and NCO from the A&P element.

(4) Effect of the alternate CP. :he section was not adversely
affected by the establishment of the alternate CP.

(5) Effect of shifting control. The section did not experience

any difficulty when control of the division was shifted from one locatior
to another. The G2 evaluator commented that shifting control of intel-
ligence production and collection management activities away from the

division TOC for extended periods would seriously reduce the capability
of the division to perform these vital functions.

(6) Adequacy of intelligence support.

(a) Data pertinent to the adequacy of the intelligence support
provided by the section to other sections and subordinate commands of
the division Is contained in part III and in the individual section
analysis.

(b) The CG reported that the intelligence support was much better
than that normally experienced under the traditional divisional G2/S2
organization, especially in the SI area.

(c) The G2 classified the intelligen,e support as worse while the
G2 evaiuafer classified it as better. The rationale provided by the G2
was that the absence of a deputy precluded him [the G21 from being able
to visit subordinate commands.

(7) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. The P&A, CC&D, R&S, and
SSE/EWE elements reported that additional personnel and/or equipment are
required to provide the elements with a 24-hour operational capability.
The G2 and his evaluator reported that a deputy Is required to supervise
G2 personnel In the DTOC, be responsible for 0lsplacement of the section,
and act as the G2 In his absence. (Note: The division Intelligence SOP,
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developed during the workshop, provided for the deputy G2 as plans
officer and BICC OIC as deputy G2 for operation. These twc officers
should be adequate to perfo, all the e-ties required.)

(8) Files and reports. The files and reports used by the elements
of the G2 section are identified in the division intelligence SOP and
are listed for the section as a whole. Except for the SSE/EWE, all
elements of the G2 section have the identical list of files and reports.
Therefore, the element analysis will only list the files and reports
used by that particular element.

c. Plans and administration element.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-19.

Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fld

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

G2 05 AM 09n1 1 1

Deputy G2, Plans 04 AM E9301 I I
G2 SGM E9 NC 96B50 I I
Secretary-steno E5 71C30 I I
Clerk-typist E4 71B20 I I
Pers carr dvr E4 1IB20 I I
Lt veh dvr E3 IIBIO 0 1

TOTAL (Off/EM) 2/4 2/5 2/5

Figure 2-19. Plans and administration element personnel.

(2) Equipment authorized and fielded Is shown in figure 2-20.

and (3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions

and procedures detined for tho element and attendant quantifiable data
is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 200 productive hours available during the test, 166 hours
(83 percent) were expended perfcrming listed and unlisted functions.

(b) All listed functions and procedures were performed.

(c) The OFM was used by personnel of the element.

(d) The OFM did not adequately describe the functions and proce-
dures required to be performed by the element.
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Quantity
Nomenclature Authorized Fld

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Carrier, CP I I I
Radio set, AN/VRC-47, mtd in cart-, CP 0 I 1
Radio set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in carr, CP I 0 0
Radio set, AN/VRC-47, mtd in 5-ton van 0 1 0
Radio set contr gp, AN/GRA-39 I I 0
Speech security equip, TSEC/KY8 0 4 2
Tent, GP, small I I I
Truck, utility, 1/4-ton I 2 2
Trailer, cargo, 1/4-ton I 2 2
Truck, van, exp, 5-ton I I I
Trailer, cargo, I 1/2-ton I 0 1

aThi' radio is for use of the R&S e!oment.

Figure 2-20. Plans and administration element equipment.

(e) Player and evaluator personnel indicated that the OFM requires
revision to more clearly delineate the relationships between elements
comprising fhe G2 section.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage factors
is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 166 productive huurs expended by the element, 67 hours
(40 percent) were expended in using the files and 6 hours (3 percent)
were expended in maintaining the files (including visual displays).

(b) Files 2106 (Staff Journal), 2303 (Air R&S Plan), 2d;5 (Access
System), 2501 (Collection Plan), 2502 (Sit Map), 2508 (Topical File),
2519 (Work File), 2531 (Collateral ove-!ay 'sanitized)), 2532 (Weather
Chart), 2607 (OB File), 2609 (Significant Events), 2625 (Ensit Map),
2629 (ASI), 2630 (SI overlay (senitizd)), and 2633 (Planning Map) were
used and/or maintained by the element.

(c) The information required on the visual displays was adequate.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 166 productive hours expended by the element, 12 hours
(7 percent) were expended In report preparation.
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(b) Report 2604 (Intelligence Estimates) was the only listed
report rendered by this element.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and facili-

ties. Figure 2-18 depicts the organizational relationship of the P&A

element within the section. Sketches depicting the physical relationship

of the element within the division main CP and the interior layout of

the facility housing the element are contained in part Ill.

(a) The element experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its

m!ssion as a result of the organizational structure required for the
test.

(b) The physical relationship of this element to the division TOC

and other elements comprising the division main CP was not satisfactory.

(c) The element operated from the G2/G3 admin van and the G2/G3

plans tent and the van was not adequate for the personnel assigned.

Element personnel reported that dirlng times when both the G2 admin and

G3 admin were required to complete priority projects, the amount of
available table work space was not sufficient.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and adequacy

of communications as experienced by the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 25 calls made, 8 percent were placed by FM, 88 percent
by telephone, and 4 percent by AM (voice) communications.

(b) Of the 13 calls received, 8 percent were received by FM,

77 percent by telephone, and 15 percent by AM (voice) communications
means.

(c) The element prepared 5 messages for transmission and received

14 messages that had been transmitted by common-user teletype/RATT.

(d) Nlnety-fou, percent of the element responses Indicated that

the element had enough means of communication.

(e) Element and evaluator personnel classified the means of com-

munication available to the element as adequate to accomplish the assigned

. mission.

(8) Effect of displacement. Data pertinent to the effects of

displacement on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element displaced Incrementally during the test.
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(b) Element and evaluator personnel generally reported no dif-
ficulty with communications or with obtaining information during
displacements.

(c) The Deputy G2, Plans, reported that the element was ready to
move and departed the old location an average of 110 minutes after dis-

placement procedures started.

(d) The Deputy G2, Plans, reported that the element was capable
of conducting effective operations an average of 70 minutes after
arriving at the new location.

(e) The Deputy G2, Plans, reported that the element was operational
(completely set up) an average of 93 minutes after the element arrived
at the new location.

(f) Element and evaluator personnel recommended that the disp!ace-
ment proceoures in the division TAC SOP be revised to place the G2 Plans
and Admin element in the first increment, provide for an advanced party,
and identify march unit commanders.

(9) Effect of destruction. The element was destroyed.

(10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. Data pertinent to the effects
of deployment of the TAC CP on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) Personnel furnished by the element to the TAC CP are shown in -
figure 2-21.

Title Grade MOS Strength

Personnel carrier driver E4 lIE20 I

Figure 2-21. Personnel provided by P&A element to TAC CP.

. (b) Equipment furnished by the element to permit the TAC CP isshown in figure 2-22.

Nomenclature Quantity

Carrier, Command Post
Radio set, AN/VRC-47, mtd in carr, CP
Speech security equipment TSEC/KY8
Truck, utility, 1/4-ton
Trailer, cargo, 1/4-ton
Trailer, cargo, I 1/2-ton

Figure 2-22. Equipment provided by P&A element to TAC CP.
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(c) Element and evaluator personnel reported that providing per-
sonnel and equipment to the TAC CP did not degrade the operational
effectiveness of the elemen-.

(II) Effect of the al+erhate CP. Data pertinent to the effect of
th( a'.lternate CP on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element was not adversely affected by establishment of the
alternate CP.

(b) Element personnel reported that the alternate CP seldom re-
quested Informtation from the element.

(12) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effect of
shifting control of the division is contained In part Ill.

(a) The element did not experience any difficulty when control of
the division was shifted from one loc*tion to another.

(b) Personnel of the element normally learned from the G3 opera-
tions officer that the point of control within the division had changed.

(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data con-
cerning the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel
assighed to the element is contained in part III.

(a) No unrealistic constraints that would affect the test data
were Imposed on the element by the scenario or the control organization
when executing the kcenarlo. However, element personnel reported a lack
of admlnlstratlvi sdnarlo events that would normal ly be performed by
the element.

(b) Qualiflcatio'ns of the personnel assigned to the eiement were
generally unsatisfactoey due to non-intelligence related MOS's and the
lack of any Intelligence experience.

(c) Element and epluator persornel indicated that additional
training was required fo' the .G2 SGM4, plans officer, and all clerks.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of In-
formation between the G2 Plans and Admin element and other elements of
the division is contained in part Ill. The matrix at figures 2-23 and

- 2-24 depicts the relationship between the element and the division
command group, cther members within the division staff, and personnel at
other levels of command. (Note: Fig 2-23 pertains only to the G2 and
BICC OIC.)
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(a) Information provided to the element was generally considered
40 adequate, relevant, timely, and accurate.

-., (b) Element and ewiluator personnel reported that the element had
no difficulty in obtain'ng information from other elements and sections.

(c) The element provided and received orders and guidance in suf-
ficient time to meet operational requirements.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by element personnel is contained in part ilI.

4 (a) An overcapacity workload was experienced 13 percent of the
time.

(b) An undercapacity workload condition was experienced 38 percent
of the time.

(c) The mean productive time expended per day was 16 hours for
officers and 7 hours for NCO's.

(d) The mean idle time per day was I hour for officers and 3 hours
for NCO's.

(e) The mean absent time per day was 3 hours for officers and
12 hours for NCO's.

(f) Element and evaluator personnel indicated that the G2 requires
a full-time deputy to coordinate the overall G2 section and the various
activities of the section. These duties were performed by the Deputy G2,
Plans.

(g) Element and evaluator responses indicated the G2 required a
radio mounted on the 1/4--ton truck to provide a means for convoy and
intelligence coordination during moves.

d. Collection, Coordination, and Dissemination (CC&D) element.

(1) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-25.

(2) Equipment authorized and fielded Is shown In figure 2-26.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedi, defined for the element and attendant quantifiable data

Yis contained 'in part Ill.

(a) )f the 318 productive hours available during the test, 294 hours
(92 percent) were expended performing listed and unlisted functions.
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Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized FId

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

C&D Sec C 03 MI 9301 0 2 2
Op Sgt E8 NC 96B50 0 I I
Asst Op Sgt E7 NC 96B40 0 I 1
Intel Anal (RATELO) E5 96B20 0 2 2
Intel Anal (Journal
CIk) E4 96820 0 2 2

TOTAL (Off/EM) 0 4/4 4/4

Figure 2-25. Collection, coordination, and dissemination
element personnel.

Quantity

Nomenclature Authorized FId
H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Radio set, "I'/VRC-46, mtd in 1/4-ton 0 1
Speech security equipment, TSEC/KY8 0 1
TrucX, utility, 1/4-ton 0 1
Trailer, cargo, I/4-ton 0 1 -
Truck, cargo, 2 1/2-ton 0 1 I
Trailer, cargo, I 1/2-ton 0 1

Figure 2-26. Collection, coordination, and dissemination
element equipment.

(b) Procedures FOIPI2 (coordinates SIGINT activities) and F03P02
(insures that appropriately "sanitized" information is either included
or considered in all products of the G2 section) were not performed by
personnel of this element because the procedures must be performed
within the special intelligence area and should be added to the anal-
ysis and production (A&P) element's procedures.

(c) The OFM was reported as not being used by personnel of this
element during the test; however, because of experience, previous tests,
workshops, and training, the functions and procedures as outlined in
the OFM were executed except as noted In the previous paragraph.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage factors
is contained In part Ill.

(a) Of the 294 :.roductive hours expended by the element, 126 hours
(43 percent) were expended in using the files and 91 hours (31 percent)
were expended in maintaining the files.
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(b) Files 2106 (Staff Journal), 2110 (Reference), 2501 (Collection
Plan), 2502 (SITMAP), 2532 (Weather Chart), 2609 (Significant Events),
2612 (Briefing and Plan), 2625 (Ensil Map), 2630 (SI O/L), and 2635 (Brief-
ing Chart) were used and maintained by the element.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 294 productive hours expended by the element, 64 hours
(22 percent) were expended in report preparation.

(b) Reports 2326 (Inflight report), 2328 (Hot rep), 2501 (Intel
requests), 2508 (Spot report), 2522 (Weather report), 2532 (Weather
forecast), 2524 (Weather advisory), 2525 (Effective wind message),
2604 (Intel estimates), 2605 (Intel studies), 2607 (Intsum), and 2621
(Bomb shel/Mbrt report) were prepared by the element.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, arid facil-
ities. Figure 2-18 depicts the organizational relationship of the CC&D
element within the section. Sketches depicting the physical relationship
of the element within the division main CP and the interior layout of
the vai housing the element, are shown in part Ill.

(a) The element experienced no difficulty In accomplishing its
mission as a result of the organizational structure required for the
test.

(b) The physical relationship of this element to the division TOC
r and other elements comprising the division main CP was satisfactory.

(c) The element operated from the G2/G3 van, one of the vehicles
comprising the division tactical operations center, and the facility was
adequate for the personnel assigned.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and adequacy

of communications as experienced by the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 917 calls made, 58 percent were placed by FM, 42 percent
by telephone, and less than one percent by AM (voice) communications
means.

(b) Of the 1,350 calls received, 58 percent were received by FM,
42 percent by telephone, and less than one percent by AM (voice) com-
munications means.

(c) The element prepared 76 messages for transmission and received
152 messages 1hat had been transmitted by common-user teletypa/RATT.

* 106
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(d) Element personnel reported that the element had enough means
of communications.

(e) Element and evaluator personnel classified the means of com-
munication available to the element as being adequate i'o accomplish the
mission.

(f) The element was able to function effectively during periods
when jamming was experienced.

(g) The element did not experieolce difficulty in receiving/dissemi-
nating early warning messages using the intelligence FM net.

(8) Effect of displacement. Data pertinent to the effects of
displacement on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element did not displace incrementally, but in one group.
During both displacements, the element moved with the 2d increment of
the div main CP.

(b) FM radio was the means of communication used during displace-
ment.

(c) The element was ready to move an average of 90 minutes after
displacement procedu. e3 started.

(d) The element departed the old location an average of 60 minutes
after being ready to move.

(e) The element was capable of conducting effective operations an
average of 50 minutes after arriving at the new location.

(f) The element was capable of conducting sustained operations
(completely set up) an average of 80 minutes after arriving at the new: / location.

(9) Effect of destruction. The G2 CC&D element was destroyed.

(10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The element did not provide
personnel or equipment to the TAC CP and was not affected by its de-
ployment.

(II) Effect of the alternate CP. Data pertinent to the effect
of the alternate CP on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element was not adversely affected by establishment of the
Salternate CP.
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(b) Element personnel reporter! that the alternate CP seldom re-
quested informavion from the element.

(12) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effect of
shifting control of the division is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element was not adversely affected when control of the
division was shifted from one location to another.

(b) Personnel of the element normally learned from 1he G3 duty
officer that the point of control within the division had changed.

(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concern-
ing the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel
assigned to the element is contained in part I1l.

(a) No unrealistic constraints that could affect the test data
were Imposed on the element by the scenario or the control organization
when executing the scenario.

(b) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the element with
respect to rank, tVIS, and experience levels were satisfactory for the
duties assigned.

(c) Element and evaluator personnel responses noted a total loss
of usefulness of the RATT when untrained operator personnel came on
shift.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of infor-
mation between the G2 CC&D operations element and other elements of the
division is contained in part Ill. The matrix at figure 2-27 depicts
the relationship between the element and the division command group,
other members within the division staff, and personnel at other levels
of command.

(a) Information provided to the element was generally considered
accurate, adequate, relevant, and timely with the exception of RATT
traffic.

(b) Element and evaluator personnel reported that no difficulty
was experienced In obtaining information from other elements and sec-
tions.

(c) The element provided and received orders and guidance in
sufficient time to meet operational requirements.

(d) Evaluator and element responses indicated that information
disseminated by the element was slowed with the use of a thermofax

4 ) single sheet ccpier.
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(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity

levels as experienced by element personnel is contained in part Ill.

(a) An overcapacity workload condition was experienced 6 percent of
the - im-.

(b ) An urn*Irc-a; il, w', rklond .oid ition was oxperiencod 5() pierceril
of hI t l ilm(,, pri uril iI' by ri -i- '.hi IU.

, Th 1 j. i [I Is'r A + ! im,'-p. i'(i pr,r (lJay wa. I I hO l iu ,r

(() liii, I,,,,n i,4, I L aii,, isanf I i mo , t day was I oS, Il iii I h(,'ii
f(l (,I i,.,r' , ljn i I hom, f.I .A .

(e) Elfm,,, an.. a~i i'w I' l ohlliAii ,ipor'ed that the siill O(R
was i,,l,,q-ied t,, opera linc lh r19: ,SI , .,)pinr and thus was prevIled
from adequAlely -.upcrvi,.inq the C,,I l.clion ,oflort. They commen'ld that
an a(dditional analysl (MOA, 9N) i. rq,ii red to expedite message flow.

(f) Both e.lement and evalUil(,r responses indicated a need for a
faster reproduction capabilily.

(g) Evaluator response-, indicated a need for a facsimile device
to pass lengthy perishable messages which tie-up the FM nel and over-
whelm the intell igence RATT.

(h) Element and evaluator personnel stated that additional person-
nel and equipment are req,,ired to satisfy normal mission requirementr
as shown in figures 2-28 and 2-29.

Title Grade MOS Strength

Inielligence analyst E4/5 96B20 I

Figure 2-28. Collection, coordination, and disseminationI Arecommended personnel addition.

Nomenclature Quantity

Multicopy reproduction machine (Xerox) I
Facsimile device I

Figure 2-29. Collectiu,,, coordination, and dissemination
element recommended equipment additions.
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e. ,%nalysis and production (A&P) e!ement.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-30.

Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized FId

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

BICC OIC 04 Ml 09301 0 1 Ia

Intel Off Lt MI 09301 0 3 3
OB Tech WO 954A0 0 I 1
Intel Sgt F6 NC 96B40 0 2 2
Intel Anal E5 96B20 0 2 2

TOTAL (Off/EM) 0 5/4 5/4

aBICC OIC was arbitrarily placed in A&P element.

Figure 2-30. Analysis and production element personnel.

(2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown in figure 2-31.

Quantity
Nomenclature Authorized FId

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Radio set, AN/VRC-47, mtd in trk, van, exp 0 I I
Radio set, contr gp, AN/GRA-39 0 I 1
Speech scty equip, TSEC/KY-8 0 I 1
Truck, van, expansible, 5-ton 0 I 0

Figure 2-31. Analysis and production element equipment.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedures defined for the element and attendant quantifiable data
Is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 338 prjductive hours available during the test, 322 hours
(95 perc:nt) were e'pended performing listed and unlisted functions.

(b) Procedure F02P02 (identifies !ntelligetice needs in operational
planning) was not performed by the element.

(c) The OFM was used by personnel of the element.III
iIl
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(d) Except for procedure F02P02 the OFM adequately described the
functions and procedures required to be performed by the element.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage factors
is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 322 produtive hours expended by the element, 170 hours
(53 percent) were expended :n using, and 73 hours (23 percent) in main-
taining, the files (includes visual displays).

(b) Files 2110 (reference), 2115 (Reading), 2121 (Intel SOP),
2124 (INTSUM Writing Guide), 2502 (SITMAP), 2508 (Topical), 2511 (In-
coming., 2514 (Outgoing), 2607 (OB), 2609 (Significant Events),
2625 (ENSITMAP), 2629 (ASI), and 2635 (Briefing Chart) were used and/or

4 maintained by the element.

(c) The information required on the visual displays was adequate.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 322 productive hours expended by the element, 50 hours
(16 percent) were expended in report preparation.

14 1

(b) Reports 2309 (Hostile Air Attack), 2501 (Intel Requests),
2508 (Spot Report), 2604 (Intel Estimates), 2605 (Intel Studies), ,Id
2607 (INTSUM) were prepared by the element.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships and facili-

ries. Figure 2-18 depicts the organizational relationship of the A&P
element within the section. Sketches depicting the physical relation-
ship of the element within the division main CP and the interior layout
of the van housing the element are shown in part Ill.

(a) The element experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its
mission as a result of the organizational structure required for the
test.

(b) The physical relationship of the element was not s;-tisfactory
with respect to the division TOC eiements and with other elenents com-
prising the division main CP.

(c) The element operated from within the spec;al intelligence (SI)
area col located with the SSE/EWE element and was physically separated
from the other G2 elements which made a runner continually necessary.
Element and evaluator personnel recommended that the SI area be moved
closer to the DTOC.
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(d) The element operated from the SSE/EWE element expansible van
and this facility was adequate for the number of personnel assigned.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and ade-
quricy of communications as experienced by the element is contained in
rart III.

(a) Of the 450 calls made, 100 percent were placed by filtered
phone to the CC&D element.

(b) Of the 470 calls received, 100 percent were received by the
filtered phone from the CC&D element.

(c) The element prepared 68 messages for transmission, and re-
ceived 238 messages that had been transmitted, by common-user teletype
or RATT.

(d) Element personnel reported that the element had enough means
of communication.

(e) Twenty percent of the element responses indicated that prob-
lems were experienced with RATT communications.

(f) Early warning messages were passed to the CC&D element for )
dissemination via filtered phone with no difficulties experienced.

(8) Effect of displacement. Data pertinent to the effects of
displacement on the element is contained in part :11.

(a) The element did not displace incrementally, but in one group.
During both displacements, the element moved with the 2d increment of
the division main CP.

ment.(b) FM radio was the means of communication used during displace-

(c) The element was not functional during displacement.

(d) The element was ready to move an average of 52 minutes after
displacement procedures started.

(e) The element departed the old location an average of 60 minutes
after being ready to move.

(f) The element was capable of conduct'ng elfective operations an
average of 60 minutes after arriving at the new location.
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(g) The element was capable of conducting sustained operations
(completely set up) an average of 68 minutes after arriving at the new
location.

(9) Effect of destruction. The element was destroyed.

(10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. Data pertinent to the effects
of deployment of the TAC CP on the element is contained in Part Ill.

(a) Personnel provided by the element to the TAC CP during deploy-
ment are shown in figure 2-32.

Title Grade Branch MOS Strength

Intel Off 02 MI 9309
Intel Anal E6 NC 96840

TOTAL (Off/EM) I/1

Figure 2-32. Analysis and production element personnel
provided to the TAC CP.

(b) Personnel provided were in excess of the number authorized by
the TAC SOP.

(c) Element and evaluator personnel reported that providing per-
qsonnel to the TAC CP did not seriously degrade the operational effec-

tiveness of the element.

(II) Effect of the alternate CP. Data pertinent to the effect
of the alternate CP on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element was not adversely affected by establishment of
the alternate CP.

I (b) Element personnel reported that the alternate CP seldom
requested information from the element.

(12) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effect
of shifting control of the division is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element was not adversely affected when control of the
division was shifted from one location to another.

(b) Personnel of the element normally learned from the division
BICC OIC that the point of control within the division had changed.
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(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concern-
ing the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel
assigned to the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) No unrealistic contraints that could affect the test data
were imposed on the elemept by the scenario or the control organization
when executing the scenario. Element personnel and the evaluator did
report, however, that the control organization was not fully responsive
to the needs of the A&P element.'

(b) Element and evaluator personnel reported that a few unrealistic
scenario events were injected into the problem play. The intelligence
officer commented that these intelligence scenario events were exceptions
to the aggressor manual, thus creating more research than would ordi-
narily be required.

(c) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the element with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satisfactory for the
duties assigned.

(d) The data indicated that the only additional training needed
would be more cross-training in electronic warfare.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of infor -I
mation between the A&P element and other elements of the division is
contained in part Ill. The matrix at figure 2-33 depicts the relation-
ship between the element and the division command group, other members
within the division staff, and personnel at other levels of command.

(a) Information provided to the element was generally considered
accurate, adequate, and relevant, but often not timely.

(b) Element personnel nd the evaluator reported that the element
experienced problems in obtanlng timely information from the CC&D

element because of communications difficulties and the physical separa-
tion of the element from the DTOC.

(c) The element provided orders and guidance in sufficient time to
meet operational requirements.

(d) The (valuator reported that on a few occasions the element
received requests for informatipn with short suspense times resulting in
inadequate analytical judgments being given for intelligence estimates.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by element personnel is contained In part Ill.
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(a) An undercapacity workload condition was experienced 30 percent
of the time.

(b) An overcapacity workload condition was experienced 30 percent
of the time and is correlated to tines when the eiement personnel were
dispatched 1o the TAC CP.

(c) The mean productive time expended per day was 12 hours for
officers and I0 hours for NCO's.

(d) The mean idle time and absent time per day was less than
I hour for officers and for NCO'.

(e) Element and evaluator personnel reported that the element
was effective in performing its assigned functions.

f. Security and HUMINT (S&H) element.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-34.

Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fid

H-Ser 2d Ref 119 )

Scty/HUMINT Off 04 AM 9301 I I I
Scty/HUMINT NCO E6 NC 96B40b I I I
Scty/HUMINT Clk E4 96820 I I 1

TOTAL (Off/EM) 11/2 1/2 1/2

aBy H-series, Grade E5; MOS IIF20.
By H-series, Grade E3; MOS 70AI0.

2 Figure 2-34. Security and HUMINT element personnel.

(2) No major items of equipment were authorized or fielded.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedures defined for the element and attendant quantifiable data
is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 194 productive hours available during the test,
112 hours (58 percent) were expended performing listed and unlisted
functions.
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(b) All listed functions and procedures were performed.

(c) The OFM was used by personnel of the element.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage factors
is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 112 productive hours expended by the element, 42 hours
(38 percent) were expended in using the files and 30 hours (27 percent)
were expended in maintaining the files (includes visual displays).

(b) Files 2106 (Staff Journal), 2110 (Reference), 2115 (Reading),
A 2121 (Intelligence SOP), 2122 (Admin), 2305 (Ground R&S Plan),

2416 (Access System), 2417 (Security), 2418 (Counterintelligence),
2501 (Collection Plan), 2502 (SITMAP), 2511 (incoming), 2519 (Work),
2520 (Briefing and Planning), 2609 (Significant Events), 2612 (Briefing
and Planning), 2625 (ENSIT Map), 2633 (Planning Map), 2634 (Situation
Chart), and 2635 (Briefing Chart) were used and maintained by the ele-
ment.

(c) The information required on the visual displays was considered
excessive for maps and charts.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
l factors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 112 productive hours expended by the element, 47 hours
(42 percent) were expended in report preparation.

(b) Reports 2329 (IPIR/GPIR), 2330 (Collection Request), 2418 (Tac-
tical Interrogation), 2419 (Agent Report), 2420 (Document Translation),
2501 (Intelligence Request), 2508 (Spot Reports), 2604 (Intelligence
Estimate), 2605 (Intelligence Studies), 2606 (PERINTREP), and
2607 (INTSUM) were prepared by the element.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and facili-
ties. Figure 2-18 depicts the organizational relationship of the S&H
element within the section. Sketches depicting the physical relation-
ship of the element within the division main CP and the interior layout
of the tent housing the element are shown in part Ill.

(a) The element experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its
mission as a result of the organizational structure required for the
test.

(b) The physical relationship of the element to the division TOC
and other elements comprising the division main CP was satisfactory as
a point of control for the element, but was not suitable for HUMINT
source control.
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(c) The element operated from a tent in the vicinity of the divi-
sion TOC and the facility was adequate for the number of personnel
assigned.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and adequacy
of communications as experienced by the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 9 calls made, all were placed by telephones located in
other element tacilities.

(b) Of the 6 calls received, 83 percent were received by telephone
and 17 percent were received by AM communication means also located in
other facilities.

(c) The element prepared 9 messages and received 17 messages that
had been transmitted by common-user teletype/RATT.

(d) One-hundred percent of the element and evaluator personnel
-esponses indicated that the element required its own means of communi-
cr.tion.

(e) The small number of calls and messages made and received by
the element was due to a lack of scenario activity pertaining to securityand HLAMINT. _

(f) Element personnel indicated no problems were experienced with
the means of communication utilized other then not being readily avail-
able.

(8) Effect of displacement. Data pertinent to the effects of
displacement on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element did not displace incrementally, but in one group.
During both displacements, the element moved with the 2d increment of
ithe division main CP.

(b) There is no accurate data available from which to derivG

displacement times.

(9) Effect of destruction. The element was destroyed.

(10) Effect of TACCP deployment. The element provided no per-
sonnel or equipment to the TAC CP and was not affected by the deploy-
ment of the TAC CP.

(11) Effect of the alternate CP. The element was not affected
by establishment of the alternate CP.
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(12) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effect of
shifting control of the division is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element did not experience any difficuities when control
of the division was shifted from one location to another.

(b) Personnel of the element normally learned from the CC&D element
personnel that the point of control within the division had changed.

(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concern-
ing the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel
assigned to the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) No unrealistic con'traints that could affect the data were
imposed on the element by the scenario or the control organization when
executing the scenario. Element personnel and the evaluator did report
the absence of appropriate scenario events to properly exercise the S&H
element.

(b) Qualifications of the NCO (Grade E5, MOS 64C20) assigned to
the element were inadequate with respect to rank, MOS, and experience
for the position assigned.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of infor-
mation between the G2 S&H element and other elements of the division is
contained in part Ill.

(a) Information provided to the element was generally considered
relevant and accurate, but not adequate or timely. Element personnel
and the evaluator reported that information usually arrived too late to
act upon and was generally without the what, where, who, when, or why.
Replies to element's requests for additional information were never
received.

(b) The element provided and received orders and guidance in
sufficient time to meet operational requirements.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by element personnel is contained in part Ill.

(a) An undercapacity workload condition was experienced 67 percent
of the time. This condition was caused by a lack of scenario input
pertaining to the S&H element.

(b) A within-capacity workload condition was experienced 33 per-
cent of the time.
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(c) The mean productive time expended per day was 18 hours for the
officer and 2 hours for the NCO.

(d) The mean idle time per day was 2 hours for the officer and
9 hours for the NCO.

(e) The mean absent time per Jay was less than I hour for the
officer and 7 hours for the NCO.

(f) Elemont personnel reported the S&H element to be effective in
performing its assigned duties.

(g) The NCO assigned to the element was a heavy truck driver
(MOS 64C20).

(h) Element and evaluator personnel reported that grade and MO.
changes are required in the personnel structure of the element as shown
in figure 2-35.

Title Grade Branch MOS Strength

S&H Officer W3/04 MI 971A/9666 I
S&H NCO E7 NC 97840 I
S&H Cl krk E4 97D20 I

i'OTAL (Off/EM) 1/2

Figure 2-35. Security and HUMINT element recommended
changes in personnel structure.

g. Reconnaissance and surveillance (R&S) element.

(1) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-36.

Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fid

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

R&S Officer 04 AM 09309 I I I
Asst R&S Officer 03 Mi 09309 I I I
Intel Sgt E8 NC 96D50a I I I
Intel Sgt E7 NC 96D40 I I I

TOTAL (Off/EM) 2/2 2/2 2/2

aH-series MOS is 19840.

Figure 2-36. R&S element personnel.
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(2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown in figure 2-20.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedures defined for the element and attendant quantifiable data
is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the Ill productive hours available during the test, 108 hours
(99 percent) were expended performing lisled and unlisted functions.

(b) All functions and procedures listed in the organization and
functions manual (OFM) were performed.

(c) Function FOI, pertaining to all R&S activities throughout the
division, is the responsibility of the TASE, but actually performed by
the R&S element.

(d) The OFM was used by personnel of the element.

(e) Element personnel reported that the OFM requires revision to

assign responsibility for ground surveillance.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage factors
is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 108 productive hours expended by the element, 29 hours
(27 percent) were expended in using the files and 17 hours (16 percent)
were expended in maintaining the files (includes visual displays).

(b) Files 3502 (SITMAP), 2511 (Incoming), 2514 (Outgoing),
2625 (ENSITMAP), 2627 (Results and Planning Overlay), and 2532 (Weather
Chart) were used or maintained by the element in addition to those that
specifically pertained to R&S activities.

(c) The information required on the visual displays was adequate.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 108 productive hours expended by the element, 72 hours
(67 percent) were expended in report preparation.

(b) Reports 2326 (Inflight), 2327 (Mission), 2328 (HOTREP),
2329 (IPIR/GPIR), and 2508 (Spot Report) were prepared by the element
in addition to those that specifically pertained to R&S activities.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and facili-
ties. Figure 2-18 depicts the organizational relationship of the R&S
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element within the section. Sketches depicting the physical relation-
ship of the element within the division main CP and the interior layout
of the van housing the element are shown in part Ill.

(a) The element experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its
mission as a result of the organizational structure required for the
test.

(b) The physical relationship of this element to the division TOC
and other elements comprising the division main CP was satisfactory.

(c) The elemb.,t operated as part of the TASE in the fire support
van. The facility was adequate for the personnel assigned.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and adequacy
of communications as experienced by the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 345 calls made, 32 percent were placed by FM and 69 per-
cent by telephone.

(b) Of the 214 calls received, 75 perceo't were received by FM and
25 percent by telephone.

(c) The element prepared 49 messages and recived i59 messages
that had been transmitted by common-user teletype or RATT.

(d) Evaluator ind element personnel reported that the R&S element
did not have adequate means of communication to accomplish the assigned
mission.

(e) Eighty-two percent of the element responses indicated that
problems were experienced with telephone comnunicatior.s.

(f) Element and evaluator personnel ieported that a FM means of
communication was required to mo.,tor inflight reports.

(8) Effects of displacement. Data pertinent to the effects of
displacement on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) Element personnel reported that the element displaced incre-
mentally. During the first displacement, the element closed on the
advance party of the G2 section; auring the secohd displacement, the
element closed on the TAC CP.

(b) No communication was used during displacement.

(c) The element was ready to move an average of 34 minutes after
displacement procedures started.
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(d) The element departed the old location an average of 33 minutes
after being ready to move.

(e) The element was capable of conducting ef-fective operations an
average of 50 minutes after arriving at the new location.

(f) The element was capable of conducting sustained operations
(completely set up) an average of 98 minutes after arriving at the new
location.

(9) Effect of destruction. The element was destroyed.

10 (10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. Data pertinent to the effects
of deployment of the TAC CP on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) Personnel provided by the element to the TAC CP during deploy-
ment are shown in figure 2-37.

Title Grade Branch MOS Strengtn

R&S Officera 04 AM 09309
Intel Sgtb E7 NC 96D40 I

a Was used to establish the TAC CP only.

bWas used continuously with the TAC CP.

Figure 2-37. R&S personnel provided to the TAC CP.

(b) When the officer and NCO deployed with the TAC CP, the two
remaining element personnel attempted to continue to perform all func-
tions and procedures.

(c) Element and evaluator personnfl reported that providing per-
sonnel fo the TAC CP seriously degraded the operational effectiveness
of the element.

(II) Effect of alternate CP. Data pertinent to the effects of
the alternate CP on the element is contained In part Ill.

(a) The element was not adversely affected by establishment of
the alternate CP.

(b) Element personnel reported that the alternate CP seldom re-
quested information from the element.

4- t
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(12) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effect of
shifting control of the division is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element reported that in some Instances critical informa-
tion was missing when control of the division was shifted from one
location to another.

(b) Personie; of the element normally learned from the CC&D, G3
operations, or fire support element that the point of control within the
division had changed.

(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concern-
ing the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel
assigned to the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) No unrealistic constraints that could affect the test data
were imposed by the scenario or the control organization when executing
the scenario.

(b) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the element with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience were satisfactory except that the
E7, Intelligence Serg6ant, was Inexperienced.

(c) Element personnel require additional training in the employ-
ment of ground surveillance radars (GSR's) and unattended ground
sensors (UGSts).

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of infor-
mation between the R&S element and other elements of the division is
contained in part Ill. The matrix at figure 2-38 depicts the relation-
ship between the element and the division command group, other members
within the division staff, and personnel at other levels of command.

(a) Information provided to the element was generally considered
accurate, adequate, and relevant, but not always timely. Element per-
sonnel reported that inflight read outs were late arriving at the DTOC.

(b) Element personnel reported that in some instances the element
experienced difficulty in obtaining information from other elements and
sections.

(c) Generally, the element gave and received orders and guidance
in sufficient time to meet operational requirements.

(15) Adequacy of personne! and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by element personnel is contained In part Ill.
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(a) An undercapacity workload condition was experienced 27 percent

of the time.

(b) An overcapacity workload condition was experienced 18 percent
of the time due to providing two men to the TAC CP.

(cl The mean producTive time expended per day by element personilel
was 10 hours.

(d) Element personnel reported that the element was somewhat less
than effective in performing its assigned functions. The rationale pro-
vided was that the element provided two men to the TAC CP, and as a
result, the element was generally 50 percent under strength.

h. SIGINT Support and Electronic Warfare Element (SSE/EWE).

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown In figure 2-40.

Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized FId

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

EW Crypto Stf Off 04 MI 09620 1 I )
ECM Off 02 1I 09610 I
SIGINT Supv E7 NC 98C40 0 I
Liaison Sgt E7 NC 98J40K3 I I
Sr SIGINT Anal E6 98C30 I I
Sr Sig Anal E6 98J30K3 I I
Sr Traffic Anal E5 98C20 I I
Sig Anal E5 98J30K3 I I
Traffic Anal E4 98C20 2 2 2

TOTAL (Off/EM) 2/7 2/8 2/8

Figure 2-40. SSE/EWE personnel.

(2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown in figure 2-41.

(3) Functions and procedures. A listing of the unclassified
functions and procedures defined for the element and attendant quanti-
fiable data Is contained In part Ill.

(a) Of the 416 productive hours available during the test, 369 hours
(89 percent) were expended performing listed and unlisted functions.

(b) All functions and procedures listed In part III were performed.
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Quantity
Nomenclature Authorized Fid

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Code changer, KYK-28/TSEC I I la
Data analysis central, AN/TYQ-5 I I 0
Digital data set, AN/TYC(U) 0 I 0
Radio set, AN/VRC-47, mtd in trk, 1/4-ton I I I
Speech scty device, TSEC/KY-8 I I I
Speech scty device, TSEC/KY-38 I 0 0
Trailer, cargo, 1/4-ton 0 I 1
Trailer, cargo, 3/4-ton 0 I I
Truck, utility, I 1/4-ton 0 I 1
Truck, utility, 1/4-ton 0 I I
Truck, van, exp, 2 1/2-ton, 6 x 6, dropside I I I

an lieu of the AN/TYQ-5 and the 2 1/2-ton van, an AEQ-12 was fielded.

Note: One AN/MGC-17 (Central Office, Telet/pewriter) mounted on a
I 1/4-ton truck and one AN/GRC-142 (RATT) mounted on a I 1/4-'fon truck
with power supplies and operators are provided by the HHC of ASA Bn.

f _' Figure 2-41. SSE/EWE equipment.

(c) Element personnel reported that procedures for the dissemina-
tion of earlj warning and perishable targets messages should be specified
in the OFM.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage factors

is contained in part III.

/ (a) Of the 369 productive hours expended by the element, 194 hours

(52 percent) were expended in using and 82 hours (22 percent) in main-
taining the files (includes visual displays).

(b) Files 2701 (Collection Planning), 2702 (ECM Planning),
2709 (Enemy C-E Vulnerability), 2710 (Enemy C-E Equipment), 2711 (Enemy
SIGINT/EW Status), 2712 (Friendly C-E Vulnerability), 2713 (Friendly
C-E Equipment), and 2714 (Friendly SIGINT/EW Status) were not required
by the scenario.

(c) Files 2709 - 2714 were incorporated into a single general

reference file, The following files were also added by element person-
nel: Reading, SIGINT Work, ECM Work, and MIJI.
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(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 369 productive hours expended by the element, 20 hours
(5 percent) were expended in report preparption.

(b) Report 2703 (EW/SIGINT Summary Report) was -provided by corps
and was not prepared by the SSE/EWE.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and facili-
ties. Figure 2-18 depicts the organizational relationship of the SSE/EWE
element within the section. Sketches depicting the physical relationship
of the element within the division main CP and the interior layout of the
van housing the element are contained in part Ill.

(a) The element experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its
mission as a result of the organizational structure required for the
test.

(b) The physical relationship of the element to the division TOC
and other elements comprising the division main CP was not satisfactory.
The physical separation of the G2/CC&D and the SSE/EWE prevented fre-
quent friendly situation updates and slowed dissemination of sainitized
SI information to the using elements at division main and below. However,j
the collocation of the SSE/EWE with the A&P element, as demonstrated in
previous tests, was a significant Improvement over the traditional sepa-
ration of these two elements.

(c) Element and evaluator personnel indicated the ASI work area
should be moved adjacent to the DTOC with no more than a 10-foot separa-
tion distance. A walkway between the two vans would permit access with
security provided by MP personnel in the DTOC.

(d) The SSE/EWE element operated from an expansible van shared
with the A&P element and the facility was adequate for the personnel
assigned.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and ade-
quacy of communications as experienced by the element is contained in
part III.

(a) Of the 26 calls made, 81 percent were placed by FM and 19 per-
cent by telephone.

(b) Of the 23 calls received, 87 percent were received by FM, and
13 percent by telephone.
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(c) The element prepared 114 messages for transmission, and re-
ceived 1,108 messages that had been transmitted, by common-user teletype
or RATT.

(d) All the element responses indicated that the element had enough
means of communication.

$ (e) Element and evaluator personnel classified the means of communi-
cation available to The element cs adequate to accorp!ish the assigned
mission.

f) Twenty-seven percent of the alement responses indicated that
the element experienced difficulty In disseminating early warning mes-
sages through existing communications means.

(g) Element and evaluator personnel indicated FM communications
with brigade and battalion in the intelligence net would be highly
beneficial.

(8) Effect of displacement. Data pertinent to the effect of dis-
placement on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element did not displace incrementally, but in one group.
'LI The element closed on the advance party provided by the SSE/EWE (I 1/4-ton

vehicle with radio).

b) Element and evaluator personnel reported that no difficulty
was experienced with communications or in obtaining information during

displacement.

(c). The element was ready to move an average of 38 minutes after
displacement procedures started.

(d) The element departed the old location an average of 38 minutes
after being ready to move.

(e) The element was capable of conducting effective operations an
average of 85 minutes after arriving at the new location.

f) The element was capable of conducting sustained operations
(completely set up) an average of 95 minutes after arriving at the new
location.

(g) Additional personnel and equipment are not required when the
elcment displaces; however, element personnel indicated the division
TAC SOP should be revised to eliminate the requirement for incremental

displacement.
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(9) Effect of destruction. The element was destroyed.

(10) Effect of the TAC CP deployment. Element responses indicated
the element was not affected by deployment of the TAC CP.

(II) Effect of the alternate CP. The element was not affected by
establishment of the alternate CP.

(12) Effec-i" of shifting con+rol. Data pertinent to the effect of
shifting control of the division is contained in part III.

(a) The element did not experience any difficulties when control
of the division was shifted from one locaiion to another.

(b) Personnel of the element normally learned through a telephone
call that the point of cortrol within the division had changed.

(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concerning
the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel assigned
to the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) No unrealistic constraints that would affect the test data
were imposed on the element by the scenario or the control organization
when executing the scenario.

(b) Individual qualifications of the personnel assigned to the
element with respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satis-
factory for the duties assigned.

(c) Additional training in SSE/EWE operations and cross-training
of personnel was indicated as being required.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of infor-
mation between the SSE/EWE element and other eiements of the division

4' is contained in part Ill. The matrix at figure 2-42 deDicts the rela-
tionship between the element and the division command group, other
members within the division staff, and members of other levels of
command.

(a) Information provided to the element was considered adequate,
relevant, and accurate; but often not timely from the corps SSE/EWE.

(b) Element personnel and the evaluator reported that In a few
instances the element experienced difficulty in obtaining information
from other elements and sections.
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(c) Generally, the elemeni provided orders and guidance in suffi-
cient time to meet operational requirements, but received very little
guidance or orders. Evaluators !ndicated that this situation was due
to a general lack of understanding of the capabilities available from
the SSE/EWE by staff personnel.

(d) All element and evaluator personnel rated the intelligence
support as better than previously experienced due to the collocation of
the SSE/EWE with the BICC A&P element.

(e) The G2 section evaluator responding in the end-of-test report
recommended that an effort be made to reduce or eliminate the control of
SIGINT as specified by current DOD regulations.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by element personnel is contained in part Ill.

(a) An under-capacity workload condition was experienced 56 percent
of the time because of a lack of tasking from other divisional sections
which were not familiar with SSE/EWE operations.

(b) The mean productive time expended per day was II hours for
officers and 8 hours for NCO's.

(c) The mean idle time expended per day was I hour for officers
and I hour for NCO's.

(d) The mean absent time per day was I hour for officers and less
than I hour for NCO's.

(e) During post test discussions, element and evaluator personnel
recommended that the personnel requirement as indicated in figure 2-43
be authorized to provide an adequate 24-hour capability. In addition,
the elimination of the EW/cryptologic officer, added as a special staff
separate from the SSE/EWE element, was recommended since these functions
can be performed by the OIC of the SSE/EWE.

Rank Branch MOS Qty

04 MI 9640 2
E8 NC 98Z 2
E6 98J 2
E6 98C 2
E6 98C 2
E6/5 98C 2

Figure 2-43. SSE/EWE recommended personnel requirements.
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2-11. Division G3 Section.

a. General. The organization of the division G3 section and the
elements over which it exercised staff supervision are shown in
figure 2-44. Subfindings pertinent to the section are at paragraph b, while
subfindings pertinent to the elements of the G3 section are contained in
paragraphs c through I.

b. Section subfinoings.

(I) Effect of displacement.

(a) During both displacements of the division main CP, the G3
section displaced in the first increment. The operations, aviation,
tactical air support, fire support, air defense artillery, and communication-
electronics elements displaced with the first increment. The plans
element displaced with the second increment. The chemical, engineer,
and administration elements reported displacing with both increments.

(b) During the first displacement, the section closed on the
advance party provided by the G2 and G4 sections. During the second

Wdisplacement, the section closed on the TAC CP.

(c) The section was not operational at the new location during
either displacement prior to the second increment departing the old
location. However, the TAC CP or alternate CP had assumed control of
the division and was able to maintain effective operations during both
displacements.

(2) Effect of destruction. The G3 section was destroyed.

(3) Effect of TAC CP deployment.

(a) In addition to the G3, the section provided personnel from theJI operations element, FSE, and TASE to the TAC CP. A complete listing of
the personnel and pluipment is contained in the element analysis.

(b) The division TAC SOP did not include the assistant G3 as part
of the TAC CP. During the test, however, he deployed with the TAC CP
and remained there until the G3 arrived just prior to the TAC CP assuming
control of the division.

(c) Section and evaluator personnel reported that the operations
element did not have sufficient personnel or equipment to provide to the
TAC CF, and the requirement to provide these personnel degraded the
operational effectiveness of the elemen't.
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(4) Effect o the alternate CP. The section was not adversely
affected by the establishment of the alternate CP.

(5) Effect of shifting control. The section did not experience
any difficulty when control of the division was shifted from one location
to another.

(6) Adequacy of intelligence support. Data pertinent to the
adequacy of the Intelligence suippo't providod to the section is contained
in part Ill. The G3 classified the intelligence support as inadequate
because of the late receipt of intelligence updates from higher head-
quarters. The G3 evaluator also classified the intelligence support as
inadequate, but qualified this rating as being personnel dependent and
rnot an organizational problem.

(7) Adequacy of communications. The adequacy of the communications
means provided to the division is discussed in detail in paragraph 2-19.
Fhe subject is also briefly addressed here because of its impact on the

operational capability of the G3 section.

(a) Early warning.

I Evaluators reported that appropriate action was initiated by the
operations element on all 15 early warning messages received for
dissemination. The brigade evaluators, however, reported that only
three ol these messages were received. Subsequent conversation with the
assistant G3 and brigade S3 failed to clarify these conflicting reports.

2 Seventy-five percent of the operations element responses indicated
that the personnel experienced difficulties in disseminating early
warning messages. These difficulties were attributed to an overcrowded
CG command net (FM) and an unrealiable AM TOO net (voice). However, the
section evaluator stated that'the division AM TOC net was not used.
This finding is confirmed by the fact that the operation element made
only two AM voice calls during the entire test (para 2-lid(7)).

3 Section and evaluator personnel reported that a one-way, direct
dedicated communication means is required to disseminate early warning
messages throughout the division.

(b) Operations RATT net.

I The Secona Refinement redesignated the general purpose RATT net
as t-e division BlCC RATT net and the operations-intelligence RATT net

as the operations PATT net. The BICC RATT net provided dedicated service,
and the station was located with the G2/BICC.
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2 The operations RATT station was located in the signal battalion
RATT park, and the messages were routed through the AG message center.
Section and evaluator personnel reported that this procedure was not
responsive to the G3 section, and messages were unnecessarily delayed in
arriving at the division TOC.

3 Section and evaluator personnel reported that locating the
operaTions RATT terminal adjacent to the division TOC should greatly
imporve this service to the G3 section.

(c) Division CG command net (FM). The division was provided two
FM nets for the test. The G2-BICC FM net and the CG/Covand FM net were
authorized to be used by the division during the test. Section and
evaluator personnel reported that the CG/Command FM net did not satisfy
the needs of the section and that a second operations net (FM) is required
to provide the G-' section with adequate and responsive communications to
subordinate organizations.

(8) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. The operations, engineer,
tactical air support, and plans elements reported that additional personnel
and equipment are required to provide the elements with a 24-hour operational
capability. The G3 reported that the operations element requires additional
personnel, especially when the TAC CP is deployed.

c. Administration (admin) element.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-45.

Strength

Authorized Fld
Title Grade Branch MOS H-Ser 2d Ref 119

G3 05 AM 02162 I I I

Chief op sgt E9 NC 1IF50 I I I
Secy steno E5 71030 I I I
Lt veh dvr E4 IIBIO I I 1

TOTAL (Off/EM) 1/3 1/3 1/3

Figure 2-45. Administration element personnel.
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(2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown in figure 2-46.

Quantit1y

Authorized Fld
Nomenclature H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Radio set, AN/VRC-46, mtd In trk, 1/4-ton I I I
Trailer, cargo, 1/4-ton I I I
Truck, utility, 1/4-ton I I I

Figure 2-46. Administration element equipment.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedures defined for the element and attendant quantifiable data
is contained in part Ill.

(a) The only listed tunction performed was F77 (3dministrative

services), since all other listed functions pertained only to the ACofS

G3 who Wao ,:,t required to report on time expended. However, of the 104
productive hours available during the test, 97 hours (93 percent) were

- expended performing unlisted functions which primarily ccncened supervision
of the administration and personnel portions of TOC operations.

(b) The OFM manual was used by personnel of the element.

(c) The OFM adequately described the functions and procedures
requireJ to be performed by the element.

(4) Files. The G3 admin element utilized the files maintained by
the operations and plans elements; therefore, data pertinent to the use
and maintenance of files was not collected during the test.

(5) Reports. The G3 admin element forwarded those reports prepared
by cther elements of the G3 section; therefore, report preparation time
and other data were not submitted by the element.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationship, and facilities.
Figure 2-44 depicts thp organizational relationship of the admlnlsiration

element within the se,-ion. Sketches depicting the physical relationship
of the element within the main CP and the interior layout of the facility

housing the element are shown in part Ill.
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' 7)
(a) The element experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its

mission as a result of the organizational structure required for the
test.

(b) The physical relationship of this element to the division TOC
and other elements comprising the division main CP was satisfactory.

(c) The element operated from a van attached directly to the G2/G3
vans, as part of the vehicles comprising the division tactical operations
center. The facility was adequate for the personnel assigned.

(7) Communications. Because of the operational nature of the
administration element and the number of samples received, no attempt
has been made to present subfindings relative to communications usage
and problems experienced. Pertinent da1a will be considered in the
overall analysis of the G3 section.

(8) Effect of displacement. Data pertinent to the effects of
displacement of the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element displaced as one element concurrent with the first
Increment of the DTOC.

(b) Element and evaluator personnel reported no difficulty with
communications or in obtaining information during displaceRent. 3

(c) The element was ready to move and departed the old location an
average of 85 minutes after displacement procedures started.

d) The element was capable of conducting effective operations an
average of 2 hours after arriving at the new location.

(e) The element was capable of conducting sustained operations
(completely set up) an average of 3 hours after arriving at the new
location.

(9) Effect of destruction. The element was destroyed.

(10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. Data pertinent to the effects
of deployment of the TAC CP on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) Personnel provided by the element to the TAC CP during deploy-
ment are shown in figure 2-47.

b) Equipment provided by the element to the TAr CP during deploy-
ment is shown in figure 2-48.
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Title Grade Branch MOS Strength

ACofS, G3 05 AM 02162 I

Lt veh dvr E4 111310

TOTAL (Off/EM) I/I

Figure 2-47. Personnel provided by the administration element to TAC
CP.

A Nomenclature Quantity

Truck, utility 1/4-ton I
Trailer, cargo, 1/4-ton I
Radio set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in trk, 1/4-ton I

Figure 2-48. Equipment provided b) administration element to TAC
CP.

1) (c) Element personnel and evaluators reported that the establish-
meint of the TAC CP did not seriously degrade the operational effectiveness
of thb element.

(II) Effect of the alternate CP. Establishment of the alternate
CP had no adverse effect on the element.

(12) .Effect of shifting control. The shifting of control of the

division from one location to another had no adverse affect on the
element.

(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concerning
the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel assigned
to the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the element with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satisfactory for the
duties assigned.

(b) No requirements for additional training of personnel assigned
to the rlement were identified.
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(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of infor-
mation between the G3 and other elements of the division Is contained in
part Ill. The matrix In figures 2-49 and 2-50 depicts the relationship
between the element and the division command group, other members within
the division staff, and personnel at other levels of command. (Note:
figure 2-49 pertains only to the G3).

(a) The information provided to the element wns generally considered
to be adequate, relevant, timely, ana accurate.

(b) The element received information in sufficient time to meet
operational needs.

(c) The element experienced no difficulty in obtaining Information
from the other elements of the staff.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Activities of the G3
administration element were difficult to define because the operations.
sergeant (E9) and the secretary-steno operated as part of other G3
elements, and the G3 supervised the entire section. Thus, these subfindings
reflect data obtained from the op sgt and secy-steno while performing
duties with the operatio's element. Data concerning these activity
levels, as experienced by the element, are contained In part Ill.

(a) An overcapacity workload condition was experienced 17 percent
of the time.

(b) The mean productive time expended per day by element personne!

was 16 hours.

(c) The mean idle time per day for element personnel was I hour.

(d) The mean absent time per day for element personnel was 4 hours.

J (e) Personnel and equipment organic to the element were rated as
adequate to perform normal operational requirements.

d. Operations element.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-51.

(2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown in flgure 2-52.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedures defined for the element and attendant quantifiable data
is contained In part Ill.
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Strength

Authorized Fld
Title Grade Branch MOS Auteri2d F19

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Asst G3 04 AM E2162 I 2 2
Asst COp Sgt E8 NC 1IF50 I I I
Op Spec E5 1IF20 2 2 I
Op Asst E4 1IF20 I I I
Per Carr Dvr E4 1IB20 I I I
Lt Veh Dvr E4 IIBIO I I I

TOTAL (Off/EM) 1/6 2/6 2/5

Figure 2-51. Operations element personnel.

Quantity

Nomenclature Authorized FId
H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Carrier, CP I I I
Radio Set, AN/GRC-106, mtd In trk, van, exp I I I
Radio Set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in trk, van, exp 2 2 2
Radio Set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in trk, 1/4-ton I I I
Radio Set, AN/VRC-47, mtd in carrier, CP I I I
Radio Set, AN/VRC-47, mtd in trk, van, exp 0 I 1
Speech Security Equip, TSEC/KY-8 I I I
Trailer, Cargo, i/4-ton I I I
Trailer, Cargo, I 1/2-ton 2 2 2
Truck, Utility, 1/4-ton I I I
Truck, Van, Expansible, 5-ton 2 2 2

Figure 2-52. Operations element equipment.

(a) Of the 216 productive hours available during the test,
212 hours (98 percent) were expended performing listed and unlisted
functions.

(b) Functions F05 (Disseminate nuclear strike warning) and F07
(Training) were not required by the scenario.
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(c) Procedures F03POI (prepares portion of order pertaining to
combat elements) and F03P02 (coordinates staff inputq for portions of
order) were not performed, because sufficient personnel and time were
not available to prepare operation orders. Therefore, the G3 plans
element prepared the written operation and fragmentary orders.

(d) Procedure F06P03 (Disseminate movement orders) was not performed

because no movement orders were prepared during the test.

(e) The organization and functional manual (OFM) was used by
personnel of the element.

(f) Element personnel indicated that the OFM requires revision to
assign responsibility for the dissemination of early warning messages.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage factors
is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 212 productive hours expended by the element, 119 hours
(56 percent) were expended in using the files and 36 hours (17 percent)
were expended in maintaining the files (includes visual displays).

(b) File 3109 (Unit Readiness Report); files 3112, 3118, and 3119
(pertaining to nuclear warfare); and files 3113, 3114, 3115, and 3116
(pertaining to laying of minefields) were not required by the scenario.

(c) The information required on the visual displays was adequate.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 212 productive hours expended by the element, 36 hours
(17 percent) were expended in report preparation.

(b) Reports 3101, 3111, and 3117 (pertaining to nuclear warfare)
./ and reports 3106, 3107, 3108, and 3109 (pertaining to laying minefields)

were not required by the scenario.

(c) Reports 3412 (Request for Army Aviation Support) and 3415
(Airfield/Heliport Location Report) were not prepared by this element
since the ACE received these reports/requests from the S3(Air) of the
subordinate units.

(d) Reports 3613 and 3614 (pertaining to joint tactical air requests)
were not prepared by this element since the TASE receives these requests
from the S3(Air) of the subordinate units.
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(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and facili-
ties. Figure 2-44 depicts the organizational relationship of the
operations element within the section. Sketches depicting the physical
relationship of the element within the division main CP and the interior
layout of the van housing the element are contained in part Ill.

(a) The element experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its
mission as a result of the organizational structure required for the
test.

(b) The physical relationship of this element to the division TOC
and other elements comprising the division main CP was satisfactory,

(c) The element operated in the G2/G3 van as part of the division
tactical operations center, and the facility was adequate for the personnel
assigned.

(7) Communications. Date concerning the means, usage, and adequacy
of communications as experienced by the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 1002 calls made, 84 percent were placed by FM, 16 percent
by telephone, and less than one percent by AM (voice) communications
means.

(b) Of the 1197 calls received, 86 percent were received by FM,

14 percent by telephone, and less than one percent by AM communications

means.

(c) The element prepared 25 messages for transmission and received
112 messages that had been transmitted by common-user teletype or RATT.

d) Sixty percent of the element responses indicated the element
did not have enough means of communication.

(e) Element and evaluator personnel classified the FM means of
communication available to the element as inadequate to accomplish the
assigned mission.

(f) Thirty-three percent of the element responses and the evaluator
end-of-test report Indicate that the element was unable to function
effectively during periods of jamming.

(q) Seventy-five percent of the element responses indicated that
The element experienced difficulty in disseminating early warning messages
when using the CG command FM net and the AM TOC net.
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(8) Effect of displacement. Data pertinent to the effects of
displacement on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element did not displace incrementally, but In one group.
During the first displacement, the element closed on the advance party
of the G2 and G4 sections; during the second displacement, the element
closed on the TAC CP.

(b) Elemot and evaluator personnel reported no difficultv with
communications or in obtaining Information during displacement.

(c) The element was ready to move and departed the old location an
average of 64 minutes after displacement procedures started.

(d) The element was capable of conducting effective operations an
average of 53 minutes after arriving at the new location.

(e) The element was capable of conducting sustained operations
(completely set up) an average of 88 minutes after arriving at the new
location.

(f) Element and evaluator personnel recommended that displacement
procedures in the division TAC SOP be revised to eliminate the require-
ment for incremental displacement.

(9) Effect of destruction. The element was destroyed.

(10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. Data pertinent to the effects
of deployment of the TAC CP on the element is contained In part Ill.

(a) Personnel provided by the element to the TAC CP during deploy-
ment are shown In figure 2-53.

Title Grade Branch MOS Strength

Asst G3 03 AR 2162 I
Asst Chief Op Sgt E8 NC IIF50 I
Pers Carr Dvr E4 1IB20 I

TOTAL (Off/EM) 1/2

Figure 2-53. Personnel provided by the operations element to TAC CP.
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7)
(b) Equipment provided by the element to the TAC CP during deploy-

ment is shown in figure 2-54.

Nomenclature Quantity

Carrier, CP I
Radio Set, AN/VRC-47, mtd In carrier, CP I
Speech Security Equipmen'r, TSEC/KY-8 I

Figure 2-54. Equipment provided by the operations element to TAC CP.

(c) When the assistant chief operations sergeant deployed with
the TAC CP, the chief operations sergeant replaced him in the operations
element. The secretary-steno functioned as a RATELO and journal typist
during deployment of the TAC CP.

(d) Element and evaluator personnel reported that providing personnel
and equipment to the TAC CP degraded the operational effectiveness of
the element.

(II) Effect of the alternate CP. Data perlinent to the effect of
the alternate CP on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element was not adversely affected by establishment of the
alternate CP.

(b) Element personnel reported that the alternate CP frequently
,equested and received information from the element.

(12) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effect of
siifting control of the division Is contained In part Ill.

(a) The element did not experience any difficalty when control of
tle division was shifted from one location to another.

(b) Personnel of the element normally learned through the use of
th- division command FM net that the point of control within the division
had changed.

(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concerning
the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel assigned
to 1'he element is contained in part Ill.
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(a) No unrealistic constraints that could affect the test data

were imposed on the element by the scenario or the control organization
when executing the scenario.

(b) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the element with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satisfactory for the
duties assigned.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of infor-
mation between the G3 operations element and other elements of the
division is contained in part Ill. The matrix in figure 2-55 depicts
the relationship between the element and the division command group,
other members within the division staff, and personnel at other levels
of command.

(a) Information provided to the element was generally considered
adequate, relevant, and accurate; but often not timely.

(b) Element and evaluator personnel reported that in a few instances
the element experienced difficulty in obtaining information from other
elements and sections.

(c) The element provided and received orders and guidance in
sufficient time to meet operational requirements.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by element personnel is contained in part I.

(a) An overcapacity workload condition was experienced 6 percent
of the time.

(b) A within-capacity workload condition was experienced 94 percent
of the time.

(c) The mean productive time expended per day was 19 hours for
officers and 12 hours for NCO's.

(d) Element officers and NCO's did not report any idle time.

(e) The mean absent time per day was less than an hour for officers
and less than 2 hours for NCO's.

(f) The element did not field an operations specialist, MOS 1IF20
throughout the test.
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(g) Element personnel reported that the element was only
marginally effective in performing its assigned functions. The rationale
provided for this rating was that insufficient personnel were assigned
to the element to perform required functions on a timely basis,
especially when the TAC CP was deployed.

(h) Element and evaluator personnel stated that the strength of
the operations element should be increased to provide two four-man
shifts and an assistant G3 operations officer. The operations ¢'ficer
should be free from shift duty to perform required coordination ties
with other elements of the division TOC and main CP. The addit,.nal
personnel reported as being required to satisfy normal operation and
TAC CP mission requirements are as shown in figure 2-56.

Title Grade Branch MOS Strength

Asst G3 03 AM 2162 1
Asst Op Sgt E7 NC IIF40 I
Op Asst E4 1IF20 I

TOTAL (Off/EM) 1/2

Figure 2-56. Operations element recommended personnel additions.

e. Plans Element.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-57.

Strength

Authorized Fld4/ * Title Grade Branch MOS H-Seri2d F19
A ( sAH-Ser 2d Ref 119

Asst G3 (Plans) MAJ AM E2162 I I IAsst G3 (Plans) CPT AM 02162 1 1 1
Op Specialist E5 NC 1IF20 I I I
Clerk Typist E4 71B30 2 2 2
Lt Veh Dvr E4 1IB20 I I I

TOTAL (Off/EM) 2/4 2/4 2/4

Figure 2-57. Plans element personnel.
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(2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown In figure 2-58.

Quantity

Nomenclature Authorized Fid
H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Tent, GP, Sm I I 0
Trailer, Cargo, 1/4-ton 0 I I
Truck, Utility, 1/4-ton 0 I I
Vestibule Tent, for GP, Sm I I I
Tent, GP, Med 0 0 1

Figure 2-58. Plans element equipment.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedures defined for the element and attendant quantifiable data
is contained in part III.

(a) Of the 309 productive hours available during the test,
226 hours (83 percent) were expended perfonning listed and unlisted
functions.

(b) Function F06 (responsibility for the comiend SOP) was not
required by the scenario.

(c) OPORD's and framentary orders were prepared by the element and

were not reported as additional functions performed.

(d) The OFM was used by personnel of thb elrent.

(e) The OFM adequately described the functions and procedures
required to be performed by the element.

(4) Files. A complete listing-of files and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 256 productive hours expended by the element, 5 hours
(two percent) werp expended in using and maintaining the files.

(b) Subsequent discussion with element personnel revealed that
file usaqe and maintenance time reported was not Indicative of actual
performance.
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(5) Reports. The element did not report any time expended in
preparing reports.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and
facilities. Figure 2-44 depicts the organizational relationship of the
plans element within the G3 section. Sketches depicting the physical
relationship of the element within the division main CP and the interior
layout of the tent housing the element are contained in part Ill.

(a) The element experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its
mission as a result of the organizational structure required for the
test.

(b) The physical relationship of this element to the division TOC
and other elements comprising the division main CP was satisfactory
except as noted in paragraph c below.

(c)" The element operated in a GP medium tent with the G2 plans
and staff elements.' Element and evaluator personnel reported that
there was not sufficient working space in the tent.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and
adequacy of communications as experienced by the element Is contained
in part Ill.

(a) Telephone and common-user RATT/teletype were the only means
of communications available to the element.

(b) Sixty-two telephone calls were made by the element, and
58 calls were received.

(c) The element prepared five messages for transmission by
common-user teletype or RATT.

/ (d) Ninety-five percent of the element responses indicated that
the means of communications available were adequate to accomplish the
assigned mission.

(e) The element was not adversely affected by communications
jamming.

(f) Element personnel reported that the 4 to 6 hour backlog
of record copy traffic was detrimental to the operations of the element.

(8) Effect of displacement. Data pertinent to the effects of
displacement on the element are contained In part Iii.

(a) The element did not displace Incrementally, but in one group
with the second Increment of the division TOO.
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-)
(b) This element had no means of communications during displace-

merit.

(c) The element was ready to move an average of 52 minutes after
displacement procedures started.

(d) The element departed the old location an average of 76 minutes
after being ready to move.

(W) The element was capable of conducting effective operations
(completely set up) an average of 35 minutes after arriving at the new
location.

(f) The element was capable fo conducting 5ustained operations
(completely set up) an average of 50 minutes after arriving at the
new location.

(9) Effect of destruction. The element was destroyed.

(10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The element did not provide
personnel or equipment to the TAC CP and was not affected by its
deployment.

(II) Effect of alternate CP. Data pertinent to the effect of the

alternate CP on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element did not require nor receive information from the
alternate CP.

(b) The alternate CP seldom requested data from the element.

(12) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effect of
shifting control of the division on the element is ccitained in
part Ill.

(a) The element did not experience any difficulty when control
of the division was shifted from one location to another.

(b) Personnel of the element were informed by the TOC when the
point of control changed within the division.

(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concerning
the b-onario, test conrrol, and status of training of personnel assigned
to the element are contained in part Ill.

(a) No unrealistic constraints that could affect the test data
were imposed on +he ,Mlement by the scenario or the control organization

en executing the scenario.
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(b) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the element with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satisfactory except
for clerical personnel.

(c) Element personnel require additional training in OPLAN prepara-
tion and coordination.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of
information between the G3 plans element and other elements of the
division is contained in part Ili. The matrix in figure 2-59 depicts

the relationship between the element and the division command group,
other members within the division staff, and personnel at other levels
of command.

(a) Information provided to the element were generally considered
adequate, relevant, and accurate; but often not timely. The evaluator
repnrted that the annexes to the OPLAN's were habitually late.

(b) The element provided and received orders and guidance in
sufficient time to meet operational requirements.

(15) Adequacy of persnnel and equipment. Data concerning
activity levels as experienced by element personnel is contained in
part Ill.

(a) A within-capacity workload condition was experienced 63 percent
of the time.

(b) An undercapacity workload condition was experienced 37 percent
of the time.

(c) The mean prod,ctive time expended pcr day was 17 hours for
officers and 10 hours ;or NCO's.

(d) The me.n Idle time per day was 4 hours for officers and
I2 hours for NCO's.

(e) The mean absent time per day was less than an hour for
officers and 5 hours for NCO's.

f) Element and evaluator personnel reported that additional

personnel are required to satisfy normal operational mission require-
ments and provide a 24 hour operational capability. (Note: Test
r'sults do not support this finding). These additional personnel
are identified in figure 2-60.
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Title Grade Branch MOS Strength

Asst G3 (Plans) CPT AM 2162 I
Op Specialist E4/5 1IF20 I

Figure 2-60. Plans e' .ent recommended personnel additions.

f. Fire Support Element (FSE).

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown In figure 2-61.

Strength

Authorized Fid
Title Grade Branch MOS H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Fire Spt Coord Asst 05 FA 51193 I I 1
Fire Spt Coord Asst 04 FA 51193 I i 1
FA Intel Off 04 FA 59301 1 1
Target Analyst 03 FA 52162 2 2 2

( Intel Sgt E8 NC 13Z50 I I
Op Sgt E8 NC 13Z50 I I
C Fire Dir Cmpt E7 NC 13E40 I I
Asst C Fire Dir Cmpt E6 NC 13E40 I I
Radio TT Team C E5 NC 05C40 I I
Radio TT Op E4 05C20 2 2 1
Clk-Typ E4 71B30 I I
Lt Veh Dvr E3 13AIO 2 2 2

TOTAL (Off/EM) 5/10 5/10 5/9

Figure 2-61. Fire support element personnel.

(2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown in figure 2-62.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedures defined for the element and attendant quantifiable

data is contained In part Ill.

(a) Of the 465 productive hours available during the test,
442 hours (95 percent) were expended performing listed and unlisted
functlions.
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Quantity

Nomenclature Authorized Fid
H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Elec TT Sec Equip, TSEC/KW-7 I I I
Speech Sec Equip, TSEC/KY-8 0 0 1
Radio Set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in trk, shop, van 2 2 2
Radio Set Cont Gp, AN/GRA-39 2 2 2
Radio TT Set, AN/GRC-142 I I I
Tent, GP, Med I I I
Trailer, Cargo, I 1/2-ton I I I
Truck, Cargo, I 1/4-ton I I I
Truck, Cargo, 2 1/2-ton I I I
Truck, Util. 1/4-ton 2 2 2
Truck, Van, Shop, 2 1/2-ton I I I

Figure 2-62. Fire support element equipment.

(b) All listed functions and procedures were performed except
procedure F05P03 (disseminates strike warnings) which was not required
by the scenario. 3

(c) The OFM was used by personnel of the element.

(d) The OFM adequately described all of the functions and
procedures required to be performed by the element; however, the
officers in the element indicated that the OFM should contain more
detailed information.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 442 productive hours expended by the element, 163 hours
(37 percent) were expended in using the flies and 68 hours (15 percent)
were expended in maintaining the files (includes visual displays).

(b) Files 3702 (Staff Section Workbook, 3703 (Suspense), and
3708 (Call for special ammunition fire from higher hq) were not required
to be used by the scenario.

(c) Element and evaluator personnel reported that files 3702
(Staff Section Workbook) and 3704 (Policy) were not required for use
by the element and should be deleted from the OFM.
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(d) The information required on the visual displays was adequate.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and
facilities. Figure 2-44 depicts the organizational relationship of the
FSE within the G3 section. Sketches depicting the physical relationship
of the element within the division main CP and the interior layout of
the van housing the element are contained in part lil.

(a) The element experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its
mission as a result of the organizational structure required for the
test.

(b) The physical relationship of the element to the division TOC
and other elements comprising the division main CP was satisfactory.

(c) The element operated in the FSE van as part of the vehicles
comprising the division tactical operations center and the facility was
adequate for the number of personnel assigned.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and
adequacy of communications as experienced by the element are contained
in part Ill.

(a) Of the 1185 calls made, 62 percent were placed by FM,
38 percent by telephone, and less than cne percent by AM communications

|' means.

(b) Of the 952 calls received, 64 percent were received by FM,
36 percent by telephone, and none by AM communications means.

(c) The element prepared 23 messages for transmission and received
209 messages that had been transmitted by common-user teletype or RATT.

t (d) Eighty-seven percent of the element responses indicated that
the element had enough means of communication to accomplish itsi mission.

(e) The element was able to function effectively during periods

of jamming.

(f) The element did not experience difficulty In disseminating
early warning messages.

(8) Effect of displacement. Data pertinent to the effects of
displacement on the element is contained in part Ill.
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(a) The element did not displace incrementally, but in one group.
During the first displacement the element closed on the advance party
provided by the G2 and G4 sections; during the second displacement the
element closed on the TAC CP.

(b) Element and evaluator personnel reported no difficulty with
communications.

(c) Element personnel reported that information about operations.
intelligence, and support could not be obtained on a timely basis during
displacement; however, the FSE representative at the TAC CP was able to
maintain effective operations during the time the element was displacing.

(d) Element and evaluator personnel reported that when the TAC CP
is deployed, the element is not capable of displacing incrementally.

(e) The element was ready to move an average of 41 minutes after
displacement procedures started.

f) The element departed the old location an average of 15 minutes
after being ready to move.

(g) The element was capable of conducting effective operations an
average of 29 minutes after arriving at the new location.

(h) The element was capable of conducting sustained operations
(completely set up) an average of 51 minutes after arriving at the new
location.

Ci) Element and evaluator personnel recommended that the division
TAC SOP be revised to eliminate the requirement for incremental
displacement.

(9) Effect of destruction. The element was destroyed.

(10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. Data pertinent to the effects
of deployment of the TAC CP on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) Personnel provided by the element to the TAC CP during deploy-
ment are shown in figure 2-63.

(b) Equipment provided by the element to the TAC CP during
deployment is shown in figure 2-64.

(c) Element personnel reported that the requirement to furnish
personnel to the TAC CF would have a degrading effect on the element
if the TAC CP was deployed for an extended period of time.
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Title Grade Branch MOS Strength

Fire Spt Coord Asst 05 FA 51193 1
Op Sgt E8 NC 13Z50 I
Lt Veh Dvr E3 13AIO I

TOTAL (Off/EM) 1/2

Figure 2-63. Personnel provided by FSE element to TAC CP.

Nomenclature Quantity

qr

Radio Set, AN/VRC-46 I
Speech Sec Equip, TSEC/KY-8 I
Radio Set Cont Gp, AN/GRA-39 I
Truck, Util, 1/4-Ton I

Figure 2-64. Equipment provided by FSE element to TAC CP.

(d) Evaluators indicated that with the addiilon of the KY-8 speech
security device (which is not authorized for the element) at the TAC
CP, the means of communication were adequate.

(II) Effect of the alternate CP. Data pertinent to the effect of
the alternate CP on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element was not adversely affected by establishment of
the alTernate CP.

(b) Element personnel reported that the alternate CP frequently
requested and received information from the element.

(12) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effect of
shifting control of the division on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element did not experience any difficulty when control
of the division was shifted from one location to another.

(b) Personnel of the element were normally informed by the G3 or
personnel in the G3 operations element when the point of contrul within
the division had changed.
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(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concerning
the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel assigned
to the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) No unrealistic constraints that could affect the test data
were imposed on the element by the scenario or the control organization
when executing the scenario.

(b) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the element with
respect 'o rank, OS, and experience levels were satisfactory for the
duties assigned.

(c) The only requirement for additional training for element
personnel was refresher training in nuclear targeting and analysis.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of
information between the fire support element and other elements of the
division is contained in part Iil. The matrix in figure 2-65 depicts
the relationship between the element and the division command group,
other members within the division staff, and personnel at other levels
of command.

(a) Information provided to the element was generally considered
adequate, relevant, accurate, and timely. The only difficulty reported
by element personnel was in receiving adequate intelligence for nuclear
targeting and information relating to future operations.

(b) The element gave and received orders and guidance in sufficient
time to meet operational requirements.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by element personnel is contained in part Ill.

(a) An overcapacity workload condition was experienced 8 percent
of the time.

(b) An undercapacity workload condition existed 26 percent of
the time.

(c) The mean productive time expended per day by element personnel
was 12 hours.

(d) The mean idle time per day for element ersonriel was less than
one hour.

(e) The mean absent timelper day for element personnel was also
less than one hour.
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(f) The element fielded only one radio TT operator, MOS 05C20
throughout the test.

(g) Element and evaluator personnel reported that the FOC set is
not required by the element and should be deleted from the TOE.

g. Tactical Air Support Element (TASE).

(NOTE: Air Force data has been excluded by agreement between Headquarters,
12th Air Force, Tactical Air Warfare Center, and Headquarters, MASSTER.
With this exclusion, all data except personnel and equipment authorizea
and fielded presented in the element analysis was collected for Army
personnel and presents no representation of Air Force comments).

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are show,: in
figures 2-66 and 2-68.

(2) Equipn. + -,.rhorized and fielded Is shown in figures 2-67 and
2-69.

Strength

Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fld
H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Asst G3 (Air) MAJ AM 02163 1 I 1
Op Sgt E7 NC 1IF40 I I I
RATELO E4 05B20 I I I

TOTAL (Off/EM) 1/2 1/2 1/2

Figure 2-66. US Army TASE personnel.

"< Quantity

Nomenclature Authorized FId
H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Trurk, utility, 1/4-ton w/trailer 0 1

Figure 2-67. US Army TASE equipment.
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Strength

Title Grade Branch AFSC Authorized Fid
USAF 2d Ref 119

Air Liaison Off LTC USAF 11550 I I I
Airlift Op Off MAJ USAF 1155J I I I
Figh-er Op Off MAJ USAF 1155C I I I
Recon Op Off MAJ USAF 1155H I I 0
Air Op Supv E6 USAF 27170 I I I
Gnd Radio Comm Rpmm E7-E5 USAF 304X4 6 6 6
Admin Specialist E4 USAF 702X0 I I I
Supply Inventory
Specialist E4 USAF 64550 I I I

TOTAL (Oif/EM) 4/9 4/9 4/8

Figure 2-68. US Air Force TASE personnel.

Quantity

N ltu Authorized Fid
omencare USAF 2d Ref 119

Communications Vehicle, MRC 107 0 4 4

Figure 2-69. US Air Force TASE equipment,

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedures defined for the element and attendant quantifiable data
is contained in part Ill.

I (a) Of the 58 productive hours available during the test, 56 hours
(93 percent) were expended performing listed and unlisted functions.

(b) All functions and procedures outlined in the organizations and
functions manual were performed.

(c) The assistant G3 (Air) reported that although the OFM was not
required by the element, it would be beneficial for personnel
Inexperienced in tactical air operations.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage
factors is contained in part II.
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(a) Of the 56 productive hours expended by the element 29 hours
(52 percent) were expended in using the files and 22 hours (40 percent)
were expended in maintaining the files.

(b) Files 3601 (Staff Journal), 3602 (Section Workbook), 3604
(Policy File), 3605 (Suspense File), 3607 (Allocation of Close Air
Support), 3610 (Aerial Reconnaissance and Surveillance Overlay), and
3614 (Joint Tactical Airlift Request) were not required to be used by
the scenario.

(c) The assistant G3 (Air) reported that files 3601 (Staff Journal),
3602 (Staff Section WorKbook), 3607 (Allocation of Close Air Support
Chart), and 3607 (Mission Record Chart) are not required for use by the
element and should be deleted from the OFM.

(5) Reports. A listing of reports and attendant preparation
factors for the element is contained in part Ill.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and facilities.
Figure 2-44 depicts the orgarzational relationship of the TASE within
the section. Sketches depicting the physical relationship of the
element within the divisicn main CP and the Interior layout of the
facility housing the element are shownr in part Ill.

(a) The element experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its
mission as a result of the organizational structure required for the
test.

(b) The physical relationship of the element was satisfactory with
respect to the Div TOC elements and also with other elements ccmprising
the division main CP.

(c) The element operated from a van colloccted with the ADA and
a itlon elements, as part of the vehicles comprising the division
tltical operatons center and the facility was adequate for the
personnel assigned.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and adequacy
of communications as experienced by the element Is contained in
part Ill. It is important to note that this data does not Include
utilization of communication means by Air Force personnel of the TASE.

(a) Of the 27 ca!Is made, 56 percent were placed by AM, 40 percent
by telephone and 4 percent by conmon-user teletype or RATT.

(b) All of the 17 calls received were by telephone.
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(c) Element personnel reported that the means of communications
were adequate to accomplish the assigned mission.

(d) No significant problems were experienced with any of the means
of communications available to the element.

(e) Element and evaluator personnel reported a requirement for
an AM voice capability in the air request net.

(8) Effect of displacement. Data pertinent to the effects of
displacement on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The Army contingent of the element displaced as one group.
During the first displacement, the element closed on the advance party
provided by the G2 and G4 sections; during the second displacement, the
element closed on the TAC CP. During both displacements, adequate
Air Force personnel moved to the point within the division assuming
control during displacement operations.

(b) Both AM and FM radio means of communications were available

to the controlling contingent of the element during displacement
operations; however, during the test the G3 (Air) had no means of
communication available for his use.

(c) The TASE was capable of conducting effective operations during
displacement.

(d) The element was ready to move an average of 52 minutes after
displacement procedures started.

(e) The element departed the old location an average of 5 minutes
after being ready to move.

(f) The element was capable of conducting effective operatiorn; an
average of 38 minutes after arriving at the new location.

(g) The element was capable of conducting sustained operations
(completely set up) 30 minutes after arrlvl'ng at the new location
during the first displacement and 2 hours and 45 minutes during the
second displacement.

(h) Element and evaluator personnel stated a need for an Army
dedicated AM rndio capability while displacing.

(9) Effect of destruct!on. The element was destroyed.

(10' Effect of TeC CP d.,'loyment. Data pertinent to the effects
of deployment of -,'he TAC CP on the element is contained in DArt ill.
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(a) The Air Liaison Officer (Air Force) with an MRC 107 deployed
with the TAO CP.

(b) Element and evaluator personnel reported no degradation of
the operational effectiveness of the element when the TAO CP was
deployed.

(II) Effect of the alternate CP. Data pertinent to the effects
of the alternate CP on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element did not require or receive information from the

alternate CP.

(b) The alternate CP seldom requested data from the element.

(12) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effect of
shifting control of the division on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) Personnel of the element were informed by the TOO when the
point of control within the division had changed.

(b) When control was returned to main from TAO, element personnel
reported that not knowing the status of current air requests uni l the
ALO returned from the TAO CP was detrimental to the element's operational
effectiveness.

k13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concerning
the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel assigned
to the element are contained in part Ill.

(a) No unrealistic ecrstraints that could effect the test data
were imposed on the Plment by the scenario or the control organization
when executing the ,.enario.

(b) Initially, a problem was experienced relative to bomb damage

assessement (BDA) in that no results were being submitted subsequent to
air strikes. When this problem was r olved, the G3 (Air) passed the
required BDA information to the TOC.

(c) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the element with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were reported as being
satisfactory for the duties assigned.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchangs of
information between the G3 (Air) and elements of the division is contained
in part Ill. The matrix in figure 2-70 depicts the relationship between
'ie element and the division command group, other members within the
vision staff, and members of other levels of command.
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(a) Information provided to the element was generally considered
adequate, relevant, and accurate, but not timely. The G3 (Air) reported
that I hour to evaluate, process, and forward preplanned ir strikes
was unrealistic and that approxi.mately 2 hours is required.

<b) The element pyoqiled and received orders and guidance in

sufficient time to meet operational needs.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by element personnel is contained in part Ill.

(a) An overcapacity workload condition was experienced 29 percent
of the time.

(b) An undercapacity workload condition was experienced 14 oercent
of the time.

(c) The mean productive time expended per day was 16 hours for the
G3 (Air) and 6 hours for the operations sergeant.

(d) There was no mean idle time per day reported for the G3 (Air)
and 2 hours for the NCO.

(e) The mean absent time per day was less than an hour for the
G3 (Air) and two hours for the NCO.

(f) Subsequent discussion with the element evaluator indicated
that the 16 hour average workday expended by the G3 (Air) was required
because of the level of experience of the operations NCO.

(g) Element and evaluator personnel stated a need for additional
personnel and equipment to provide the element with a full 24-hour
operational capability for operating in a mid-intensity conflict
environment. *Ine additional personnel are shown In figure 2-71 and
the equipment In figure 2-72./

Title Grade MOS Quantity

Assistant G3 (Air) CPT 51542 1
Operations Sgt E6 ilF40 I

Figure 2-71. TASE recommended personnel additions.
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Nomenclature Quantity

Am Radio

Figure 2-72. TASE recommended equipment addition.

h. Aviation Element.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-73.

Strength

Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fid
H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Avn Stf Of LTC NO 02518 I I
Asst Avn Stf Off MAJ NO 02518 I 1
Avn Safety Off MAJ NO 07423 I 1 1 (opt)
Op Sgt E8 NC 71P50 I I
Clerk Typist E4 71B30 I I
Lt Veh Dvr E4 IIBIO 0 1

TOTAL (Off/EM) 3/2 3/3 3/3

Figure 2-73. Aviation element personnel.

(2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown in figure 2-74.

Quantity

Nomenclature Authorized FId
H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Truck, Utility, 1/4-ton 2 2
Tent, GP, Small i 0 1
Vestibule Tent 1 0 I (opt)
Radio, AN/VRC-46 0 0 1

Figure 2-74. Aviation element equipment.
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(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedures defined for the element and attendant quantifiable data
is contained in part Il1.

(a) Of the 83 productive hours available during the test, 44 hours
(53 percent) were expended performing listed and unlisted functions.

(b) Function F03 (Supervision of the Aviation Safety Program) was
not required to be performed by the scenario.

(c) The OFM was used by personnel of the element.

(d) The OFM adequately described the functions and procedures
requirt4 to be performed by the element.

(e) Element and evaluator personnel commented that an OFM was
nice to have but was not required since functions and procedures to
the aviation element were covered in Army Regulations and Training
Manuals.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 44 productive hours expended by the element, 14 hours )
(33 percent) were expended in using the files and 6 hours (15 percent)
were expended in maintaining the files (includes visual displays).

(b) Files 3401 (Staff Journal), 3405 (Aircraft Availability Report),
3406 (Aircraft Availability Chart), 3408 (Division SOP), and 3416
(Request for Army Aviation) were used. No data was reported on other
listed files.

(c) Player and evaluator personnel reported that the files are
adenuate for element performance.!

(d) Subsequent discussion with player and evaluator personnel

revealed that the files not used are normally required; however, the
scenario did not require their use.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.
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(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and
facilities. Figure 2-44 depicts the organizational relationship of the
aviation element within the G3 section. Sketches depicting the
physical relationship of the element within the division main CP and
the interior layout of the van housing the element are shown in
part Ill.

(a) The element experienced no difficutly in accomplishing its
mission as a result of the organizational structure required for the
test.

(b) The physical relationship of this element to the division TOC
and other elements comprising the division main CP was satisfactory.

(c) The element operated as part of the ACE/TASE from a van as
part of the vehicles comprising the division tactical operations
center, and the facility was adequate for the personnel assigned.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and
adequacy of communications as experienced by the element are contained
in part Ill.

(a) Of the 154 calls made, 51 percent were placed by FM and
49 percent by telephone.

(Th (b) Of the 117 calls received, 60 percent were received by FM,

31 percent by telephone, and 9 percent by common-user teletype or RATT.

(c) All element responses indicated that the means of communi-
cations were adequate to accomplish the assigned mission.

(d) No significant problems were experienced with any of the means
of communications available to the element.

(J) Element and evaluator personnel reported that an AN/VRC-46
radio is required for backup communication with the Air Traffic
Control Center. An AN/VRC-46 radio was provided for this purpose diring
the test; however, the element Is not authorized any means of FM
communications.

(8) Effect of displacement. Data pertinent to the effects of
displacement on 1he element is contained In part Ill.

(a) The element did not displace incrementally, but in one group.
During the first displacement, the element closed on the division CP
advance party; during the second displacement, the element closed on
the TAC CP.
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(b) FM radio was the means of communications used during displace-

ment. Element and evaluator personnel reported that no difficulty was
experienced with communications; however, some difficulty was experienced
in obtaining information relating to operations, intelligence, and
support requirements.

(c) Seventy-five percent of the responses stated that the element
was capable of maintaining effective operations while displacing.

(d) The element wa! ready to move an average of 45 minutes after
displacement proceaures !tarted.

(o) The element de%,arted the old location an average of 25 minutes
after being ready to move.

(f) The element was capable of conducting effective operations
an average of 20 minutes after arriving ai the new location.

(g) The element was capable of conducting sustained operations
(completely set ,p) an average of 35 minutes after arriving at the new
location.

(9) Effect of destruction. The element was destroyed.

(10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The element did not provide
personnel or equipment to the TAC C and was not affected by its
deployment.

(II) Effect of the alternate CP. Data pertinent to the effects
of the alternate CP on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The alternate CP seldom requested information from the
element.

(b) The element was not adversely affected by establishment of
the alternate CP.

(12) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effect
of shifting control of the division is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element did not experience any difficulty when control
of the division was shifted from one location to another.

(b) Personnel of the element normally learned from the TOC that
the point of control within the division had changed.

(c) The procedure followed to reestablish communications with the
point of control within the division was by direct liaison.
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(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concern-
ing the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel
assigned to the element is contained in part III.

(a) No unrealistic constraints were reported that would affect the

data collected.

(b) No control or scenario problems were reported.

*(c) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the element with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels weie sati:factorV for the
duties assigned.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of
information between the aviation element and other elements of the
division is contained in part Ill. The matrix in figure 2-75 depicts
the relationship between the element and the division command group,
other members within the division staff, and personnel at other levels
of command.

(a) Information provided to the element was generally considered
adequate, relevant, and accurate; but not always timely.

(b) Element and evaluator personnel reported that in a few
instances, the element experienced difficulty in obtaining information
from other elements and sections.

(c) Generally, the element provided and received orders and
guidance In sufficient time to meet operational requirements.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by element personnel is contained in part Ill.

(a) An undercapacity workload condition was experienced 92 percerit
of the time. This condition can be related to the fact that ip a CPX

/ environment, without active aviation participation, the aviation element
provides little or no meaningful function.

(b) The mean productive time expended per day by element personnell
was 3 hours.

(c) The mean idle time per day for the element personnel was
3 hours.

(d) The mean absent time per day for element personnel was less
than one hour.

1
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(e) Element and evaluator personnel reported that an AN/VRC-46
Is required by the element for backup communication with the air traffic
control center.

I. Air Defense Artillery (ADA) Element.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-76.

Strength

Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fid
TBH-Ser 2d Ref 119

Op Off MAJ AD 01174 I I I
Asst Op Off (I1f AD 01174 I I 1
Op Sgt L" NC 17H40 I I 1
Asst Op Sgt E6, NC 16H40 I I I
RATELO (Drivers) E4 05B20 2 I 2

TOTAL (Off/EM) 2/4 2/3 2/4

Figure 2-76. ADA element personnel.

(2) Equipment authorized and fielded Is shown in figure 2-77.

Quantity

Nomenclature Authorized Fid
H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Radio Set, AN/GRC-I06, mtd in rk, I I/4-ton 0 2 2
Radio Set, AN/GRC-46, mtd in trk, I /4-ton 0 2 2

Radio Set Cont GP, AN/GRA-39 2 2 2
Radio Set Cont GP, AN/GRA-74 2 2 2

Truck, Cargo, I 1/4-ton 0 2 2

Figure 2-77. ADA element equipment.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedures defined for the element and attendant quantifiable data
is contained in part Ill.
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(a) Of the 154 productive hours available during the test, 91 hours
(59 percent) were expended performing listed and unlisted functions.

(b) Procedure FOIP05 (Prepares the airspace utilization annex to
division OPLAN/OPORD) was not performed by the element.

(c) Function F04 (Coordinates Army air traffic) was not performed
because of the absence of aviation play in the test.

(d) Data provided relative to the use, adequacy, and requirement
for an organization and functions manual connot be reauced to a finding
as pertains to the element because of the diversified opinions of the
element and evaluator personnel.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 91 productive hours expended by the element, 31 hours
(34 percent) were expended in using the files and 12 hours (12 percent)
were expended in maintaining the files (includes visual displays).

(b) File 3802 (Section Workbook), 3804 (Division SOP), 3805
(Policy File), and 3810 (Air Traffic Control Overlay) were not required
to be used by the scenario.

(c) The information required on the visual display was adequate.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and
facilities. Figure 2-44 depicts the organizational relationship of
the ADA element within the section. Sketches depicting the physical
relationship of the element within the division main CP, and the
interior layout of the van housing the element, are contained in part Ill.

(a) The element experienced no difficulty In accomplishing its
mission as a result of the organizational structure required for the
test.

(b) The physical relationship of this element to the division TOC

and other elements comprising the division main CP was satisfactory.

(c) The element operated from a van collocated with the TASE and
AVN element as part of the vehicles comprising the division tactical
operations center, and the facility was adequate for the personnel
assigned.
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(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and
adequacy of communications as experienced by the element is contained
in part Ill.

(a) Of the 321 calls made, 90 percent were piaced by FM, 9 percent
by telephone, and less than one percent by AM voice communication means.

(b) Of the 335 calls received, 92 percent were received by FM,
7 percent by telephone and less than one percent by common-user teletype
or RATT.

(c) There were no significant problems experienced by the element
with the means of communications available.

(d) The element had a requirement to disseminate early-warning
messages and reported that a one-way, direct, dedicated system is
required for dissemination to the division elements.

(e) Element and evaluator personnel classified the means of communi-
cations available to the element, (except as reported in paragraph (d)
above), as adequate to accomplish the assigned mission.

(8) Effect of displacement. Data pertinent to the effects of
displacement on the element Is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element did not displace incrementally, but in one group.
During the first displacement, the element closed on the advance party
of the G2 and G4 sections; during the second displacement, the element
closed on the TAC CP.

(b) Both AM and FM radio means of communications were available
for use during displacement. Element and evaluator personnel reported
that no difficulty was experienced with communications or in obtaining
information during displacement.

(c) The element was capable of conducting effective operations
during displacement.

(d) The element was ready to move an average of 35 minutes after
displacement procedures started.

(e) The element departed the old location an average of 13 minutes
after being ready to move.

(f) The plement was capable of conducting effective operations
upon arrival at new location.
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(g) Tht. -!ment was capable of conducting sustained operations
(complete set up) an average of 37 minutes after arriving at the new
location.

(9) Effect of destruction. The element was destroyed.

(10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The ADA element did not
provide personnel or equipment to the TAC CP and was not affected by its.
deployment.

(II) Effect of the alternate CP. Data pertinent to Hie effect ot
the alternate CP on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element did not require or leceive information from the
alternate CP.

(b) The alternate CP seldom requested data from the element.

(c) The element was not adversely affected by establishment of the
alternate CP.

(12) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effect ot
shifting control of the division is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element did not experience any difficulty when control of )
the division was shifted from one location to another.

(b) Personnel of the element were information by the TOC when the
point of control changed within the division.

(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantative data concerning
the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel assigned
to the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) No unrealistic constraints that could affect the test data
/ were imposed on the element by the scenario or the control organization

when executing the scenario.

(b) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the element with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satisfactory for the
duties assigned.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of
information between the air defense artillery element and other elements
of the division Is contained In part Ill. The matrix in figure 2-78
depicts the relationship between the element and the division command
group, other members within the division sfnff, and personnel at other
levels of command.
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-)
(a) Information provided to the element was generally considered

adequate, relevant, and accurate; but not always timely.

(b) Problems were reported in the timeliness of receipt of hostile
aircraft early-warning messages.

(c) Element and evaluator personnel reported that in some instances
the element experienced difficulty in obtaining Information from other
elements and sec-Hons.

(d) The element provided and received orders and guidance in
sufficient time to meet operational requirements.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by the element is contained in part I1.

(a) An undercapacity workload was experienced 100 percent of the
time. This undercapacity workload condition can be attributed to the
lack of air defense and avaition play in the scenario and the absence
of player units.

(1) The mean productive time expended per day was 6 hours for
element personnel.

(c) The mean idle time per day was 4 hours for element personnel. )
(d) The mean absent time per day was less than one hour for e!ement

personnel.

j. Engineer Element.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-79.

Strength

Authorized FIdTitle Grade Branch MOS H-Ser 2d Ref 119

ADE 04 EN 57010 I I 1
Liaison Off 03 EN 01330 I I 1
Cbt Const Foreman E8 NC 12Z50 I I I
Gen Draftsman E4 81AIO I I I
Lt Veh Dvr E3 12AIO 2 2 2

TOTAL (Off/EM) 2/4 2/4 2/4

Figure 2-79. Engineer element personnel.
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(2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown in figure 2-80.

Quantity

Nomenclature Authorized FldH-Ser 2d Ref 119

Radio Set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in trk, 1/4-ton I II
Radio Set, AN/VRC-47, mtd in trk, I/4-ton I I
Tent, General Purpose, Small I
Trailer, Cargo, 1/4-ton I I
Trailer, Cargo, 3/4-ton I 0
Truck, Cargo, I 1/4-ton I
Truck, Utility, 1/4-ton I I
Vestibule Tent, for Tent, GP, Small I 0

Figure 2-80. Engineer element equipment.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedures defined for the element and attendant quantifiable data
is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 238 productive hours available during the test,
157 hours (66 percent) were expended performing listed and unisted
functions.

(b) AlII listed functions and procedures were performed except
procedures FO2PO2G (Classification of roads, bridges, and airfields),
FO2POH (CBR decontamination operations), and FO2POI (Rear area protection).
The scenario did not require these procedures to be performed.

I (c) The organization and functions manual (OFM) was used by
personnel of the element.

(d) Element and evalual'or personnel reported that the OFM should
contain a more detailed descrlDtlon of job responsibilities.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage
factors is contained In part Ill.

(a) Of the 157 productive hours expended by the element, 34 hours
(22 percent) were expended In using the flies and II hours (7 percent)
were expended in maintaining the files (includes visual displays).
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(b) All fil s were used except file 3A09 (Barriers overlay) which

was not required to be used by the qceiario.

(c) The information required on the visual displays was adequate.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resulting usage
factors is contained in part Il1.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and
facilities. Figure 2-44 depicts the organizational relationship of the
engineer element within the section. Sketches depicting the physical
relationship of the element within the division main CP and the interior
layout of the tent housing the element are contained in part Ill.

(a) The element experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its
mission as a result of the organizational structure required for the
test.

(b) The physical relationship of this element to the division TOO
and other elements comprising the division main CP was satisfactory.

(c) The element operated from a GP small tent as part of the
division main CP and the facility was adequate for the personnel
assigned.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the meens, usage, and
adequacy of conmunications as experienced by the elemer. are contained
in part Ill.

(a) The only voice means of communication used by the element was

the telepl-one. The element placed 15 and received 21 telephone calls.

(b) The element prepared 6 messages for transmission and received
22 messages that had been transmitted by common-user teletype or RATT.

(c) Element and eva~uator personnel reported that the element had
sufficient means of communication and did not experience any difficutly
with the communications available.

(8) Effect of displacement. Data pertinent to the effects of
displacement on the element are contained In part Ill.

(a) The assistant division engineer (ADE) reported that the
element displaced incrementally; however, during the first displacement
the second increment departed the old location prior to the first
increment arriving at the new location.
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(b) The element did not use any communications during displacement.

(c) Both increments were ready to move an average of 45 minutes
after displacement procedures started.

(d) The first and second increments departed the old location
an average of 20 and 60 minutes respectively, after being ready to move.

(e) The first and second Increments were operational and
completely set-up an average of 105 and 62 minutes respectively, after
arriving at the new location.

(f) Element and evaluator personnel reported that displacement

procedures in the division TAC SOP were adequate for the element.

(9) Effect of destruction. The element wa3 destroyed.

(10) Efiect of TAC CP deploymeni. The element did riot provide
personnel or equipment to the TAC CP and was not affected by its
dep I oyrent.

(I) Effect of the alternate CP. The element was not affected
by estab!ithment of the alternate CP.

(12) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effect
of shifting control of the division on the element is contained in
part Ill.

(a) The element did not experience any difficulty when control
of the division was shifted from one location to another.

(b) Personnel of the element normally learned from other staff
members at the division main CP that the point of control within the
division had changed.

(-1-3) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concerning
the scenari, test control, and status of training of personnel
assigned to the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) No unrealistic constraints that could affect the test data
were imposed on the element by the scenario or the control organization
when executing the scenario.

(b) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the element with
,espect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satisfaclory for the

2 duties assigned.
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(c) No requirements for additional training of element personnel

were identified.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of infor-
mation between the engineer element and oTher elements of the division
is contained in part Ill. The matrix in figure 2-81 depicts the
relationship between the element and the division command group, other
members w;thin the division staff, and personnel at other levels of
command.

(a) Information provided to the element was generally considered
adequate, relevant, timely, and accurate.

(b) The element provided and received orders and guidance in
sufficient time to meet operational requirements.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by element personnel is contained in par: Ill.

(a) Element personnel reported that a within-capacity workload
condition was experienced 83 percent of the time and an undercapacity
condition 17 percent of the time. However, the evaluators reported
that an undercapacity workload condition existed 100 percent of the
time.

(b) The mean productive time expended per day by element personnel
was 13 hours.

(c) The mean idle time per- day for element personnel was 7 hours.

(Sleep time was included In the reported idle time).

(d) The mean absent time per day was one hour.

(e) Element and evaluator personnel reported that the element was
effective to very effective in performing its assigned functions.

(f) Element and evaluator personnel reported that additlonal
personnel are required to maintain continuous 24 hour operations.
(Note: Test results do not support this finding.) These additional
personnel are identified in figure 2-82.

k. Communications-E!ectronic (C-E) Element.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown In figure 2-83.

(2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown in figure 2-84.
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Title Grade Branch MOS Strength

Op 0ff 03/02 EN 1330/13331 1
Asst Op Sgt E7/E6 NC 12B40I
Clerk-Typist E4 75820I

TOTAL %'Off/EM) 112

Figure 2-82. Engineer element recommended personnel additions.

Strength

Tite Gade Brach OS Authorized Fld

Tite Gade Brach AOS H-Ser 2d Ref 119

ADSO 04 SC E1010 I I
Radio off 03 SC 00505 1 I .')X
Tel & tt Off LT SC 00405 1I
Chief Sig NCO E8 NC 31Z50 I I I
Cik-Typ E4 -- 71B30 I I I
CEOI Clk E4 -- 72820 2 2 2
Lt Veh Dvr E3 -- '12810 1 2 2

TOTAL (0ff/EM) 3/5 3/6 2/6

Figure 2-83. C-E element personnel.

Quantity

Authorized FldNomenclature H-Ser 2d Ref 119

%4Message Center, AN/GSQ-80 I II
Op Comm Center, AN/MSC-31 2 2 2
Power Supply, PP-2953/U I II
Radio Set, AN/VRC-46 I I I
Radio Set, AN/VRC-47, mtd in MSC-31 I II
Radio Set, AN/VRC-47, mtd in trk, 1/4-ton I II
Trailer, Cargo, 1/4-ton 2 2 2
Truck, Cargo, 2 i/2-ton 2 2 2
Truck, Utility, 1/4-ton 2 2 2

Figure 2-84. C-E element equipment.
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(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions

and procedures defined for the element and attendant quantifiable data

is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 379 productive hours available during the test,
318 hours (66 percent) were expended performing listed and unlisted
functions.

(b) The folllowing functions and procedures were either not

performed or were not reported as being performed.

I Procedure FO2POIB (Prepares C-E annexes) was performed prior to

the test when the C-E element published and disseminated the C-E annex.

2 Procedure FO2PO2B (Makec changes as required to C-E systems)

was accomplished by the signal battalion commander and S3.

3 Procedure FO2P02C (Makes recommendations to higher headquarters

concerning eiectromagmetic emissions not under the signal battalion
control) wa6 accomplished by the division signal battalion commander.

4 Procedure FO3POIC (Prepares statistical reports) was accomplished

in preparation for the morning and evening briefings, but the work time
was not recorded by the element.

5 Procedure FO3PO2B (Requests support as needed from the corps
C-E section) -..as planned for a:id requested prior to the start of the
test with the exception of two instances where additional VHF channels
were requested.

6 Procedures FO4POIA, FO4POIC, and FO4POID (pertaining to the
assignment of communications personnel) were not required by the
scenario.

7 Procedure FO4PO2A (Recommends location of C-E elements and space
requirements with CP) was accomplished prior to the start of the test

since the CP locations were predesignated.

8 Procedure F04P02C (Establishes message/courier service between
the CP's) was not accomplished since the message/courier service and

schedule were established prior to the test.

9 Procedure FO4PO2D (Establishes internal operating procedures for

incorporation in division SOP, C-E annex, and CESI) was not required
by the scenario.
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10 i'Procedure FO5POIA (Estimates enemy C-E threat) was not accomplished
since the division signal battalion does not estimate the enemy EW threat,
but does provide source information input to the EW/ASA support element.

II Procedure F05P02 (Assists in the interpretation and evaluation
of captured enemy communication equipment and documents) was not required
by the s.-enario.

12 Procedure F05P03 (Estimates and recommends preventive and
corrective action to be taken concerning communications security violations)
was not required by the scenario.

13 Procedure FO5PO4A (Estabiishes procedures for reporting ECM)
was not accomplished since procedures are established in the division N
SOP and CESI which were complied with during the test.

14 Procedure FO5PO4B (Disseminates information through the
division SOP and C-E documents) was not accomplished because the documents
were prepared and disseminated prior to the start of the test.

15 Procedure FO5PO4C (Receives and evaluates interference reports
and provides the G2 with appropriate information) was accomplished on
two occasions by the C-E element as witnessed by the evaluators; however,
no work time was reported by element personnel for this procedure. This
is the responsibility of the C-E element and, though not properly I)
recorded, It was most evident from the PEQ functional relationship
matrix that a close working relationship existed between the two elements.

16 Procedure F05PO4D (Recommends employment of electronics counter-
countermeasures) was not accomplished since interference reports were
provided to the G2 by the C-E element, but ECCM was not recommended.

17 Procedures FO6POIA, FO6POIB, FO6POIC, FO6POID, and FO6POIE
(Prepares C-E estimates, conducts reconnaissance and profiles, develops
communication plans and requests employment of tactical units to secure
key terrain features required for communication sites) were either
preplanned or were not required by the scenario.

18 Procedure FO6POIF (Coordinates planning with higher and adjacent
signal units) was coordinated with corps prior to the start of the test.

19 Procedure FO6PO2F (Requests and recommends augmentation to
organic communication organizations) was not accomplished because the
augmentation required by the division signal battalion was designated
by MASSTER and was provided from corps and division assets.

I
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20 Procedure F06P04 (Recommends and provides communications
support of division level training) was accomplished prior to the test.

21 Procedure FO6PO5A (Evaluates proposed location with respect to
overall division communications configuration and recommends site
location) was accomplished prior to the test.

22 Procedure FO6PO5B (Recommends communication relay sites needed
to support a particular CP location) was not required by the scenario.

23 Procedures F06P05C (Frepares C-E layout), F06P06 (Estimates,
requests, and recommends physical security measures for signal instal-
lations), F07P04 (Provides C-E input to division admin/log orders),
F09P02 (Prepares communications support plans), F12P92A (Establishes
and publishes appropriate procedures in the CEOI and CESI) were
accomplished prior to the start of the test.

24 Functions F08 (pertaining to indigenous communications) and
FII (pertaining to audio visual support) and procedures F09P03 (Evalu-
ates performance of C-E units), FIOPOIB (Monitors performance by
Inspections and periodic reports), F07P05 (Assists in the development
of class IV projects), FO7PO3D (Recommends priority for C-E maint),
F07P02 (pertaining to C-E logistics support requirements), and FO7PO3C
(Recommends allocation of C-E equipment based upon operational capability)
were not required by the scenario.

25 Procedure FI2POI (Supervises frequency assignment and use) wab
not performed because the e~ement did not have an ass~jned radio officer.

26 Procedure FI2PO2C (Coordinates with G2 concerting ASA support)
was accomplished prior to the test, but not during execition of the
scenario.

27 Procedure F12P03 (Plans for the establishment of lateral
communications) was accomplished by controller personnel at corps level.

(c) The organization and functions manual (OFM) was used by
personnel of the element.

Wd The OFM adequately described the functions and proceduresrequired for the element.

(e) The productive time expended on functions and procedures
recorded by the element reflects only the effort expended during the
87-hour scenario and not the time devoted to coordination, planning,
and preparation of documents prior to start of the test.
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(f) SYSCON accomplished many functions and procedures that would
have been performed by the C-E element if a radio officer had been assigned.

(g) Division required an element representative in the DTOC at all
times. The requirement was satisfied by shifting the ADSO, wire officer,
and chief signal NCO.

(h) An OFM is required for use by the element.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 379 productive hours expended by the element, 93 hours
(25 percent) were expended in using the files and 8 hours (2 percent)
were expended in maintaining the files (includes visual displays).

(b) File 3911 (C-E Equipment Status Chart); f'iles 3915 and 3916
(pertaining to CESI data); 3917, 3919, and 3920 (pertaining to telephone
records); 3922 (Messenger Schedule); 3925-3930 and 3932 (pertaining to
the C-E Annex, Operation Plan and Order, Admin/Log Order, SOP's, and
location overlays) were prepared prior to the test,.but were not used
In the execution of the scenario. Scenario activity did not require
preparation or use of files 3921 (Line Route Diagram), 3924 (Cable
Construction plan), or 3931 (Situation Map).

(c) The information required on the visual displays was adequate.

(d) The OFM adequately defined the file structure of the element.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ili.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and
facilities. Figure 2-44 depicts the organizational relationship of the
C-E element within the section. Sketches depicting the physical
relationship of the element within the division main CP and the interior
layout of the van housing the element are shown in part Ill.

(a) The element experienced no difficulty in accomplishing ius
mission as a result of the organizational structure required for the
test.

(b) The physical relationship of the elemenl to the division TOC
and other elements comprising the division main '.1 was satisfactory.

(c) The message center facility, AN/GSQ-80, authorized tho C-E
element, was attached to SYSCON and positioned back-to-back witn the
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SYSCON communications operations %,enter facility, AN/MSC-31. (Note:
SYSCON was positioned as close as possible to the A Co (-) VHF park,
while the C-E element positioned itself just outside the protective
wire of the DTOC.)

(d) Subsequent discussion with element personnel and evaluators
revealed that the AN/MSC-31 p. ovides sufficient space to accomodate the
C-E element.

(7) Comnunications. Data concerning the means, usage, and adequacy
of communicationF as experienced by rhe element is contained in part Il1.

(a) Of the 688 calls made, 35 percent were placed by FM and
65 percent by telephone.

(b) Of the 521 calls received, 40 percent were received by FM and
60 percent by teiephone.

(c) The element prepared 6 messages for transmission and received
7 messages that had been transmitted by common-user teletype or RATT.

(d) Element and evaluator personnel reported that the element had
sufficient means of communication to accomplish its assigned mission.

( (e) The element did nol detect the first two of six jamming
periods because of other problems with the AM TOC net and the CG command
net (FM); however, they did detect the jamming during the subsequent
four periods and took appropriate action.

(8) Effect of disp!acement. Data pertinent to the effects of
displacement on the element is contained in part '!1.

(a) The element did not displace incrementally, but in one group.
During the first displacement, the element closed on the the advance party
provided by the G2 and G4 sections; during the second displacement,
the element closed on the TC CP.

(b) The element was ready to move an average of 53 minutes after
displaceme-it proceudres st'3-ted.

(c) The element departed the old location an average of 15 minutes
after being ready to move.

(d) The element was capable of conducting effective operafions
55 minutes after arriving at the new location.
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(e) The element was capable of conducting sustained operation
(completely set up) an average of 70 minutes after arriving at the new
location.

(9) Effect of destruction. The C-E element was destroyed.

(10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The C-E element was not
adversely affected by deployment of the TAC CP.

(II) Effect of the alternate CP. The element was not adversely
affected by the establishment of the alternate CP.

(12) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effects
of shifting control of the division is contained in part Il.

(a) The element did not experience any difficulty when control of
the division was shifted from one location -o another.

(b) Personnel of the element normaily learned from the G3 section
that the point of control within the division had changed.

(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concerning
the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel assigned
to the element is contained in part lli.

(a) Element personnel and evaluators reported that, due to the
limited duration of the scenario, the majority of the element's assigned
functions were preDared prior to tie field portion of the test. They
further stated that the accelerated scenario caused the element to
expend most of its time establish.n- ane maintain;ng communications.
Element and evaluator personnel concluded that a test executed over a

longer period of time would generate more representative data on the
normal missions and functions performed by the C-E element.

(b) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the element with

respect to rank, MOS, and experience were satsifactory except for the
ADSO who reported that he was newly assigned to the position and
lacked ADSO experience.

(IA) !.iformation flow. Data pertaining to the exchange oi infor-
mation between the C-E element and other elements of -he division is
conlained in part Ill. The matrix in figure 2-85 depicts the relation-
ship between the element and the division command group, other members
within the division staff, and personnel at other levels of :ommand.

(a) Inform5Tion provided to the element was generally considered
adequate, relevant, and accurate, but often not timely.
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(b) Element and evaluator personnel reported that is a few

Instances, the element experienced difficulty in obtaining information
from other elements and sections.

(c) The element provided and received orders and guidance in
sufficient time to meet operational requirements.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by element personnel is contained in part Ill.

(a) An undercapacity workload condition was experienced 17 percent
of the time. This condition was reported by the clerk-typist and the
two CEOI clerks.

(b) A within-capacity workload condition existed 83 percent of the

time as reported by the officers and NCO's of the element.

(c) The mean productive time expende-d per day was 15 hours for
officers and II hours for NCO's.

(d) No idle time was reported by the officmrs or NCO's of the
element.

(e) The mean absent time per day was 7 hours for officers and
9 hours for NCO's (includes sleep time).

(f) The activity level of the element was not significantly
affected during the test by the lack of an assigned radio officer,
MOS 00505. The multichannel radio functions of the radio officer were
performed by SYSCON personnel. The remaining AM and FM related functions
were the responsibility of the elemeni, but were accomplished prior
to the start of the test. During the test, the element experienced very
few AM/FM (voice) frequency problems since alternate FM frequencies
were "rovided In the CEOI, and the AM (voice) radio was seldom used by
DTOC personnel.

I. Chemical Element.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-86.

(2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown in figure 2-87.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions

and procedures defined for the element and attendant quantifiable data
Is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 264 productive hours available during the test,
172 hours (65 percent) were expended performing listed and unlisted
functions.
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Strength

Authorized Fid
Title Grade Branch MOS H-Seri2d F19

H-Set 2d Ref 119

Div Cml OFF 05 CM 57314 I I 1
Asst Cml Off 03 CM 57314 I I 1
Cml Staff Off 03 CM 57314 I I 1
Cml Op Sgt E8 NC 54E50 I I i
Plotter E7 NC 54E40 2 2 2
Computer E6 54E20 I I I
Cml Staff Spec E5 54E20 I 2 2
Clerk Typist E4 71B30 I. I I

TOTAL (Off/EM) 3/6 3/7 3/7

Figure 2-85. Chemical element personnel.

Quantity

Nomenclature Authorized FId
H-Ser 2d Ref 119

C Tent, GP, Small 2 2 2
Trailer, Cargo, 1/4-ton 0 2 2
Trailer, Cargo, 3/4-ton I I I
Truck, Cargo, I 1/4-ton I I I
Truck, Utility, 1/4-ton 0 2 2
Vestibule Tent, for Tent, GP, Small I 2 2

Figure 2-87. Chemical element equipment.

(b) All listed functions and procedures were performed.

(c) The organization and functions manual was used by personnel of
the element.

(d' Element personnel reported that the OFM requires revision to
assign responsibility for performing vulnerability analysis.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 172 productive hours expended by the element, 80 hours
(46 percent) were expended In using and mainta!ning the files.
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(b) Maintenance time required for the files was consolidated with

usage time as reported by the element.

(c) Files 3505, 3506, 3508, and 3509 (NBC-I thru 5, except NBC-3)
were not required to be used by the scenario.

(d) The information required on the visual displays was adequate.

(e) Element personnel recommended the deletion of the staff
journal, section workbook and policy file within the element.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and facili-
ties. Figure 2-44 depicts the organization relationship of the element
within the section. Sketches depicting the physical relationship of

the element within the division main CP and the interior layout of the
facility housing the element are shown in part Ill.

(a) The element experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its
mission as a result of the organizational structure required for the
test.

(b) The physical relationship of this element to the division TOC )
and other elements comprising the division main CP was satisfactory.

(c) The element operated from a GP small tent as part of the
division main CP and the facility was adequate for the number of personnel
assigned.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and adequacy
of communications as experienced by the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The only voice means of communication used by the element was
the telephone. The element placed 73 and received 53 telephone calls.

(b) The element prepared 27 messages for transmission and received
24 messages that had been transmitted by common-user teletype or RATT.

(c) Adequate communication means were available for the element to
perform its assigned mission.

(8) Effect of displacement. Data pertinent to the effects of
displacement of the elemonT Is contained in part Ill.
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(a) Element personnel reported that the element displaced incre-

mentally as specified in the division tactical SOP.

(b) The element had no means of communications by which to have
its information needs satisfied while displacing.

(c) The first and second increments were ready to move an average of
58 and 53 minutes respectively.

(d) The first and second increments departed the old location an
average of 27 and 57 minutes respectively.

(e) The element was capable of conducting effective operations an
average of 53 minutes after arriving at the new location.

(f) The element was capable of conducting sustained operations
(completely set up) an average of one hour after arriving at the new
location.

(9) Effect of destruction. The element was destroyed.

(10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The chemical element did not
provide personnel or equipment to the TAC CP and was not affected by
its deployment.

(II) Effect of the alternate CP. The element was not affected by
the establishment of the alternate CP.

(12) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effect of
shifting control of the division on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The elem'ent did not experience any difficulty when control
of the division was shifted from one location to another.

(b) Personnel of the element were itiformed by the TOC when the
point of control within the division had changed.

(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concerning
the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel assigned
to the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) No unrealistic constraints that could affect the Test data
were imposed on the element by the scenario or the control organization
when executing the scenario.

(b) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the element with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satisfactory for the
duties assigned.
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(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of infor-
mation between the chemical element and other elements of the division
is contained in part Ill. 'The matrix in figure 2-88 depicts the relation-
ship between the element and the division command group, other members
within the division staff, and personnel at other levels of command.

(a) Information provided to the element was generally considered
adequate, accurate, relevant, and timely.

(b) The element provided and received orders and guidance in
sufficient time to meet operational needs.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by element personnel is contained in part Il1.

(a) An undercapacity workload was experienced 100 percent of the
time by all element personnel. This undercapacity workload condition
can be attributed to the lack of chemical and nuclear play in the
scenario.

(b) The mean productive time expended per day by element personnel
was 6 hours.

(c) The mean idle Time per day for element personnel was 3 hours.

(d) The mean absent time per day for element personnel was one hour.

i
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2-12. Division G4 Section.

a. General. The organization of the division G4 section and the
elements over which it exercised ,..' supervision are shown in
figure 2-89. Subfindings pertinent to the section are at paragraph b,
while subfindings pertinent to the elaments of the G4 section are con-
tained in paragraph c and d.

G4
Section

Admin Trans
element element

Figure 2-89. G4 organization.

b. Section subfindings.

(I) Effect of displacement.

(a) During both displacements of the division main CP, the G4 sec-
tion displaced in the first increment and closed on the advanced party

/provided by the G4 section.

(b) Since the G4 admin element has no FM communications means,
Their operational capability is nullified during displacement.

(2) Effect of destruction of the main CP. The G4 section was
destroyed.

(5) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The G4 section provided no
personnel or eqdipment to the TAC CP and was not affected by its
deployment.

(4) Effect of the alternate CP. The G4 section was not adversely
affected by the establishment of the alternate CP.
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(5) Effect of shifting control. The G4 section did not experience
any difficulties when control of the division was shifted from one
location to another.

(6) Adequacy of intelligence support. Data pertinent to the
adequacy of the intelligence support provided to the section is con-
tained in part Ill. The intelligence support provided to the section
was consistently rated as adequate and no better or worse 'than nor-
mally provided by the traditional S2/G2 configuration.

(7) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. The personnel and equip-
merit authorized the G4 section were generally adequate.

(a) During displacements, the G4 admin element requires FM com-
munication means not presently authorized.

(b) Collocation of the G4 admin and DTO elements in the expansible
van (5-ton) was strongly recommended.

(c) The addition to G4 admin of maintenance and supply officers

to provide liaison and coordination was recommended.

c. Administration element.

( )(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-90.

Strengih
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fid

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

G4 05 NO 02625 I 1 1
Asst G4 04 NO 04010 2 2 2
Asst G4 03 NO 04010 I I 1

Z' C Sup Sgt E9 NC 76Z5K I
Asst C Sup Sgt E8 NC 76Z5K I I I
Secy-Steno E5 71C30 I I I
Clerk Typist E4 7!B30 2 2 2
Lt Veh Dvr E3 IIBIO I I I
Food Svc Tech WO. 941A0 I I I
Food Svc Supv E8 NC 94Z50 I I I
TOTAL (Off/EM) 5/7 5/7 5/7

Figure 2-90. Administration element personnel,

r
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(2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown in figure 2-91.

Quantity
Nomenclature Authorized Fid

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Tent, GP, Small I I
Trailer, Cargo, 1/4-ton I I
Trailer, Cargo, I 1/2-ton I I
Truck, Utility, 1/4-ton I I
Truck, Van, Exp, 5-ton I *

Generator, 5KW 0 01

Figure 2-91. Administration element equipment.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedures defined for the element and attendant quantifiable data
is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 295 productive hours available during the test,
269 hours (83 percent) were expended performing listed and unlisted
functions.

(b) Procedures F03P04 (Civilian labor RQR), FO3P06 (Construction
policies), FO3-O7 (A! locatior and repair of facilities), F04P04 (A.rea
damage control planning), F04P05 %Nuclear accident/incident), and
F04P06 (CBR accident deccn) were not required to be performed by the
scenario.

(c) The OFM %v, use, t--,' personnel of the element.

(d) Element personnel indicated the need to trarsfer procedure
FO3PO4B (Civilian labor) to the GI section.

(e) Element personnel indicated that procedures FOIPOI (Supply
requirements), FOIP02 (Procurement of supplies), FOIP03 (Recelpt: storage,
and distribution of supplies), and functions/procedures concerning
requests for issue and maintenance support should be transferred to
operational units, such as DISCOM, rather than to the G4 .taff.

(fM Under function F03, a procedure 'advise G5 of civilian labor
requirements' should be added.

(g) Element and evaluator personnel reported that thf ',:M ade-
quately described the functions and procedures.
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(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage factors
is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 269 productive hours expended by the element, 51 hours
(19 percent) were expended in using the files and 40 hours (15 percent)
were expended in maintaining the files (includes visual displays).

(b) Files 4105 (Policy) and 4129 (Operations Plan) were not
required to be used by the scenario..

(c) The information required on the visual displays was adequate.

(d) Element and evaluator personnel indicated that status charts
4108 (CI III), 4110 (CI IV), 4112 (CI V), and 4114 (CI IX) should not be
routinely maintained. When specific items of these classes are identi-
fied by DISCOM or a brigade as becoming critical, they would be posted
to file 4121 (Division Critical Items Chart).

(5) Reports. A ccmplete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 269 productive hours expended by the element, 13 hours
(5 percent) were expended in report preparation.

(b) Report 4105 (Request for Convoy Clearance) was not required
to be prepared by the scenario.

(c) Element personnel commented that there was no apparent need
for the routine submission of reports on classes of supply. Any supply
Items of importance to report to higher headquarters should be included
in report 4104 (Critical Item Status).I(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and facili-
ties. Figure 2-89 depicts the organizational relationship of the G4
admin element within te section. Sketches depicting the physical
relationship of the element within the division main CP and the interior
layout of the van housing the element are shown in part Ill.

(a) The element experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its
Amission as a result of the organizational structure required for the

test.

(b) The physical relationship of this element to the division TOC
and other elements comprising the division main CP was satisfactory.

(c) The elemanr operated from a 5-ton expansible van which was
shared by the GI section while the division transportation officer (DTO)
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operated from a separate facility. Element and evaluator personnel
reported a need for the division transportation element to be collocated
with the G4 administration element and for the G1 admin to be located in
a separate facility.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and ade-
quacy of communications as experienced by the element is contained in
part Ill.

(a) Of the 308 calls made, 6 percent were placed by FM and
94 percent by telephone.

(b) Of the 351 calls received, 100 percent were recaivs-i by tele-
phone.

(c) The element prepared 129 messages for transmission and received
approximately 200 messages that had been transmitted by common-u.ser tele-
type or RATT.

(d) Seventy-seven percent of the element responses indicated prob-
lems were encountered with the telephone. S~xty-two percent of the
responses indicated there were problems with the RATT means of communi-
cation.

(e) Fifty-eight percent of the daily responses indicated the ele-
ment did have enough communication means, but element and evaluator
personnel reported that a secure FM radio backup meanq of communication
to brigade S4 elements is needed to overcome thie frequent loss of tele-
phone and RATT support.

) Seventy-five percent of the *iiement and evaluator personnel
reported the means of communications were not idequate to accomplish the
assigned missiondue to frequent communication outages and lack of F"
capability.

(g) Element personnel indicated a de:!re to have the Admin/Lcg
RATT bet located near the Gi administration element for dedicated service.

(h) As recommended in pare (6), collocetion of this element with
the division transportation element would provide the additional FM A
communications means needed.

(8) Effect of displacement. Data pertinent to the effect of
displacement on the element is contained In part Ill.

(a) The element did not displace incrementally. During both the
first and second displacement, the element closed on the advance party
of the G4 section.
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(b) Element and evaluator personnel reported no difficulty with
cormunications or in obtaining information during displacement; however,
no calls were made or received.

!I

(c) The element was ready to move an average of 61 minutes after
displacement procedures started.

(d) The element departed the old location an average of 20 minutes
after being ready to move.

(e) The element was capable of conducting effective operations an
average of 37 ..,nt:tes aft-r arriving at the new location.

(f) The element was capable o1 conducting sustained operations
(completely set up) an average of 65 r,inutes after arriving at the new
location.

(g) The average times computed in (d) and (e) above, are based on
responses indicating the element was prepared but was without communi-
cations iupport. The G4 reported on the second move that effective and
sustained operational conditions were not reached until 3 1/2 hours
after arrival of the element at the new location.

(h) The element and evaluator personnel generally rated the over-
all effectiveness during displacement as marginally effective due to a
lack of communications during displacement and the length of time required
to reestablish RATT and telephone lines.

(i) Element and evaluator personnel responses indicate a need for
FM communication during displacement and additional RATT and AM support
at the old and new locations.

(9) Effect of destruction. The element was destroyed.

(10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The element proviaed no per-
sonnel or equipment to the TAC CP and was not affected by its deployment.

(II) Effect of the alternate CP. Data pertinent to the effect of
the alternate CP on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element was not adversely affected by the establishment of
the alternate CP.

(b) The alternate CP seldom requested information from the element.

(12) Effect of shivting control. Data pertinent to the effect 3f
shifting control on the tilement is shoi in part HI.
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(a) The element personnol did not experience any difficulty when
control of the division was shifted from one location to another.

(b) The element normally learned through telephone communications
with the DTOC (G3) and personal contact with the G4 that the point of
control within The division had changed.

(c) The procedure followed by the element to establish communica-
tions with the newly designated point of 'control within the division was
to wait for The division signal battalion support to install necessary
communications.

(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concerning
the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel assigned
to the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) No unrealistic constraints that could affect the test data were
inposed on the element by the scenario or the control organizati.in when
executing the scenario. However, element and evaluator personnel indi-
cated that many of the G4 scenario events were 'operator' in nature and
should have been designated for DISCOM.

(b) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the element with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satisfactory for the
duties assigned. 9

(c) A requirement for additional training in planning techniques
and corps combat service support concepts, especially ASP operations,
was identified by element personnel.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of infor-
mation between the G4 administrative element and other elements of the
division is contained in part Ill. The matrix in figures 2-92 and 2-93
depicts the relationshiD between the element and the division command

_n group, other members within the division staff, and personnel at other
levels of command. (Note: Fig 2-92 applies only to the G4.)

(a) The adequacy, relevancy, and accuracy of the information pro-
vided to the element were generally rated as fair.

(b) The timeliness of the information provided to the element was
rated as poor due to delayed RATT communications.

(c) The element provided and received orders and guidance in
sufficient time to meet operational requirements.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
luvels as experienced by element personnel is contained in part I.
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(a) An overcapacity workload condition was experienced 4 percent of
the time.

(b) An undercapacity workload condition was experienced 12 percent
of the time.

(c) The mean productive time expended per day was 10 hours for
officers and HI. hours for NCO's.

d) The mean idle time per day was less than I hour for officers
and 2 hours for NCO's.

(e) The mean absent time per day was I hour for officers and
3 hours for NCO's.

(f) The G4 administration element and division transportation ele-
ment should be collocated in the G4 expansible van (5-ton).

(g) Element personnel reported that an additional truck, utility,
1/4-ton with driver to accomplish liaison functions with DISCOM and bri-
gade S4's would be required.

(h) Element and evaluator personnel stated that additional personnel
and equipment as shown in figures 2-94 and 2-95 are required to satisfy
normal operation mission requirements.

Title Grade Branch MOS Strength

Asst G4 (Maint) 04 NO 04200 I
Asst G4 (Supply) 04 NO 04200 I
Lt Veh Dvr E3 1IB20 IFJ Figure 2-94. Administration element recommended personnel additions.

Nomenclature Quantity

Radio Set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in trk, 5-ton, Van, Exp I
Truck, Utility, 1/4-ton I

Figure 2-95. Administration element recommended equipment additions.

d. Transportation element.
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(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-96.

Strength
Title Grade Branch lv4)S Authorized Fid

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Div Trans Off 04 TC 00692 I I I
Mov Con Off 03 TC 00694 I I I
Mov Supv E8 NC 71N5K I I I
Mov Specialist E4 71N20 I I I
TOTAL (Off/EM) 2/2 2/2 2/2

Figure 2-96. Transportation element personnel.

(2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown in figure 2-97.

Quantity
Nomenclature Authorized FId

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Radio Set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in trk, Cargo, 1/4-ton I I I
Trailer, Cargo, 1/4-ton I I I
Truck, Util, 1/4-ton I I I

Figure 2-97. Transportation element equipment.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedures defined for the element and attendant quantifiable data
is contained in part Ill.I

(a) Of the 165 productive hours available during the test, 136 hours
(82 percent) were expended performing listed and unlisted functions.

(b) Procedure FOIP08 (Coord with div av. off) was not required to
be performed by the scenario.

(c) The OFM was used by element personnel.

(d) The DTO indicated that more detailed 11.1ormation is required
for functions and procedures.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage fac-
tors is contained in part III.
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(a) Of the 136 productive hours expended by the element, 22 hours
(16 percent) were expended in using the files and 8 hours (6 percent)
were expended in maintaining the files (includes visual displays).

(b) File 4203 (Transportation Request) was not required by the
scenario.

(c) The information required on the visual displays was adequate.

(d) Element and evaluator personnel indicated that a file was
added for convoy march tables and the evaluator indicated files 4203
(Transportation Request) and 4204 (Reply to Transportation Request)
should be deleted as such documents are transmitted directly to and
from the Movement Control Center.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 136 productive hours expended by the element, 3 hours
(2 percent) were expended in report preparation.

(b) Report 4205 (Request for Convoy Clearance) was the only report
used.

Cc) Reports 4201 (per log), 4202 (Cl III status), 4203 (Cl IV
( ) status), and 4204 (critical items status) are prepared by the G4 adminis-

tration element and not the division transportation element. In addi-
tion, no reports required by the higher headquarters were listed.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationship, and facili-
ties. Figure 2-89 depicts the organizational relationship o, the divi-
sion transportation element within the section. Sketches depicting the
physical relationship of the element within the division main CP and
the interior layout of the tent housing the element are shown in part Ill.

* (a) The element experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its
mission as a result of the organizational structure required for the
test.

(b) The physical relationship of this elemen " to the division TOC
k and other sections comprising the division main CP was satisfactory.

(c) The element frequently coordinates with the G4 admiristration
element and element personnel indicated a need to collocate with that
element.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and ade-
quacy of communications as experienced by the element is contained in
part Ill.
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(a) Of the 71 calls made, all were placed by telephone.

(b) Of the 47 calls received, all were received by telephone.

(c) The element prepared 12 messages for transmission and received
approximately 6 messages that had been transmitted by common-user tele-
type RATT.

(d) Seventy-seven percent of the element responses indicated the
element had enough means of communication.

(e) Element and evaluator personnel classified the means of commu-
nication available to the element as adequate to accomplish the assigned
mission.

(8) Effect of displacement. Data pertinent to the effect of dis-
p!acement on the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element did not displace incrementally. During both the
first and second displacement, the element closed on the advance party
provided by the G4 section.

(b) Element and evaluator personnel reported that no difficulty
was experienced in obtaining information during displacement.

(c) The element was ready to move an average of 38 minutes after )
displacement procedures started.

(W) The element departed the old location an average of 29 minutes
after being ready to move.

(e) The element was capable of conducting effective operations an
average of 32 minutes after arriving at the new location.

(f) The element was capable of conducting sustained operations
(completely set up) an average of i5 minutes after arriving at the new
location.

(g) The times computed in (e) and (f) above are based on responses
indicating the element was prepared but was without communications sup-
port. The G4 Indicated on the second move that effective and sustained
operational conditions were not reached until 3 1/2 hours after arrival
of the element at the new location.

(h) The lack of telephone service just before dipplacement and
Immediately after arrival In the new area seriously degraded the opera-
tional effectiveness of the element.
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0 (9) Effect of destruction, The element was destroyed.

(10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The element provided no personnel
or equ!pment to the TAC CP and was not affected by its deployment.

(I) Effect of the alternate CP. Data pertinent to the effect of
the alternate CP oni the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element was not adversely affected by establishment of the
alternate CP.

(b) The alternate CP seldom requested information from the element.

(12) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effect of
shifting control of the division is contained in part Ill.

(a) The element did not experience any difficulty when control of
the division was shifted from one location to another.

(b) The element normally learned through telephone communications

with the DTOC that the point of contro! within the division had changed.

(c) The procedure followed by the element to establish ccmmunica-
tions with the newly designated point of control within the division was
to wait for the installation of required comunications.

(13) Scenario, control, and training.. Quantitative data concerning
the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel assigned
to the element is contained in part MI.

(a) No unrealistic constraints that could affect the test data were
imposed on the element by the scenario or the control organization when
executing the scenario. However-, many movements control center require-
ment events, which would normally not be received by the element, were
received.

(b) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the element with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satisfactory for the
duties assigned.

(c) A requirement for additional training in staff planning was
Identified by the G4.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of infor-
mation between the division transportation element and other elements
of the division is contained in part Ill. The matrix in figure 2-98
depicts the relationship between the eleent and the division command
group, other members within the division staff, and personnel at other
levels of command.
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(a) Information provided to the element was generally considered
adequate, relevant, accurate, ard timely.

(b) Although the element received some information late, it was in
sufficient time to meet operational requirements except that some convoy
clearance requests were received after the indicated departure time.

(c) The element provided and received orders and guidance in suf-
ficient time to meet operational requirements.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. )ata concerning activity
levels as experienced by the element is containeco in part Ill.

(a) An undercapacity workload was experienced 46 percent of the

(b) The mean productive time expended per day was II hours for
officers and 9 hours for NCOts.

(c) The mean idle time per day was 3 hours for- officers and 2 hours
for NCO's.

(d) The mean absent time per day was 2 hours for ofticers and

I hour for NCOts.

(a) Element and evaluator personnel indicated no changes in per-
sonel and equipment are required. This is based on the assumption that
the DTO would be collocated in the G4 administralive element facil~ty.

2-13. Division Tactical Command Post (Div TAC CP).

a. General The Div TAC CP was generally organized as specified
by the division tactical SOP. Deviations from the SOP are reflected in
paragraphs b and c below. The TAC CP was deployed and assumed control
of the division as shown in figure 1-5. The TAC CP was able to maintain
effectie operations while in control of the division during displace-
ment of the main CP.

b. Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-99.

c. Equipment authorized and fielded Is shown in figure 2-100.

d. Files and reports were not specifically identified for use by
the TAC CP. All files and reports used by the G2 and G3 sections were
available for use by personnel at the TAC CP.
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Title Grade Branch MOS Div SOP 119

ADC(M) 07 GO 00002 I I
Aide 02 NO 02030 I 1
Lt veh dvr E3 IIBIO I 1
G2 05 AM 09301 I 1
R&S off 04 AM 09309 0 1
R&S intel sgt E7 NC 96D40 I I
SSE/EWE off 03 MI 09640 I 0a
SSE/EWE NCOIC E7 NC 98J40K3 1 0a
SSE/EWE sp E4 98C20 0a
Intel off 02 Ml 09301 0 1
Intel anal E5 NC 96B20 0 1
Pers carr dvr E4 1IB20 I I
Lt veh dvr E3 IIBlO I
G3 05 AM 02162 I 1
Asst G3 04 AM E2162 0 1
Asst op sgt E8 NC 1IF50 I
Pers carr dvr E4 1IB20 I I
Lt veh dvr E3 1IB20 I I
Asst FSC 05 FA 51193 1
Op sgt E8 NC 3Z50 I I
Lt veh dvr E3 13AIO 1 1
ALO 05 USAF 1456 1 1
Gnd rdo comm rpmn (dvr') E4 USAF 30454 1 1

Communications support div signal battalion

RATT C E5 NC 05,720 1 I
RATT op E4 05C20 2 2
Multichannel tm C E5 NC 72840 I I
Multichannel op E4 72820 2 2

TOTAL (Off/EM) 7/18 9/17

aprior to the conduct of the test, the decision was made that ASA

representation was not required at the TAC CP. In discussions with
evaluators and player personnel at the conclusion of the test, it
was determined that an SI near real-time capability was required at
the TAC CP, and thai an ASA team could bes+ provide the capability
via FM secure voico radio.

Figure 2-99. Div TAC CP personnel.
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Nomenclature Div SOP 119

Command Group
Radio set, AN/VRC-12, mtd in 1/4-ton I I

G2 section
Carrier, CP, M577 w/AN/VRC-46 I I
Truck, 1/4-ton I I
Truck, I/4-ton, w/AN/VRC-46 (ASA) I I

G3 section
Carrier, CP, M577 W/AN/VRC-47. I I
Truck, 1/4-ton, w/AN/VRC-46 I

FSE
Truck, 1/4-ton, w/AN/VRC-46 I

TASE
Truck, 1/4-ton, w/AN/MRC-107 I I

ASA (SI) communication support
Truck, 1/4-ton, w/AN/VRC-46/47 1 0

Signal battalion support
Truck, I 1/4-ton, w/AN/VRC-142 I
Truck, I 1/4-ton, w/AN/TRC-145 I I

aSee footnote on figure 2-99 (personnel).

Figure 2-100. Division TAC CP equipment authorization.

(C ) The files actually used and maintained by personnel at the TAC
CP were the task organization chart, friendly and enemy situation maps,
significant events chart, CP location chart, and tactical logistics
report chart. A complete listing of these files and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

(2) The files reported by G2 personnel as being required at the
TAC CP were the staff journal, situation maps, work file, OB file, and
topical file.

(3) The files required by G3 personnel are the staff journal, task
organization, situation maps, tactical logistics chart, artillery posi-
tion chart, and artillery coverage overlay.

(4) The reports required by G2 personnel at the TAC CP are the
hostile air attack warning, spot report, INTSUM, and PERINTREP.

(5) The reports required by G3 personnel are the frontline trace,
spot reports, tactical logistics report, and artillery position report.

e. The effect of deploying the TAC CP on the staff sections and
subordinate commands is contained in part Ill and discussed in the
applicable section and element analysis.
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(1) The only elements that reported being adversely affected hy
deployment of the TAC CP were the G2 R&S element and G3 operations
element. Both reported that providing personnel to the TAC CP caused a
serious degradation to the operational effectiveness of the element.

2) During the pilot test, the G2 and G3 deployed with the TAC CP.
This procedure proved to be unsatisfactory because it resulted in these
principal staff officers being absent from Div Main for prolonged
periods of time. During the test, the R&S officer and off-shift assist-
ant G3 established the TAC CP and remained with it until the G2 aid G3
arrived, which was just prior to the time the TAC CP assumed contrl of
the division.

(3) G2 section personnel maintain that an intelligence officer and
an NCO from the A&P element are required at the TAC CP in place of the
three ASI (SI) communications personnel 3pecified in the division SOP.
The revised SOP deletes the three ASA communications personnel and adds
three SSE/EWE personnel equipped with a secure.FM radio and a special
intelligence (SI) key list. This provides the TAC CP with an SI cap-
ability and the required additional personnel to satisfy the information
needs of the G2.

2-14. Division Alternate Command Post.

a. General.

(I) Multiple command posts provide the division with greater flex-
ibility to maintain control over a larger area of operations and for
continuity of operations (CONOPS) in the event of destruction, neutral-
ization, or incapacitation of the division headquarters. The methods
of establishing and locating multiple command posts are influenced by
the availability of personnel and equipment, the tactical situation,
and the desires of the commander.

(2) The need for an alternate command post is unquestionable to
assure CONOPS when the main CP is inoperable. Hrwever, consistency of
the command can be best achieved by controlling the division with a
trained, equipped, and more experienced single staff agency; rather
than increasing the rpan of control by adding a facility not normally
Included in formulating estimates or making recommendations leading to
the decision making process.

b. Concepts. The three concepts discussed in chapter I were
evaluated during the test to determine the minimum staffing require-
ments and information required to achieve CONOPS.
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(I) Responsiveness of the alternate CP did not differ significant-
ly under the three concepts tested although concept A was evaluated as
mr~t responsive and concept B the least responsive, as indicated in
pari Ill.

(2) Characteristics of the information evaluated under each con-
cept were not significantly different as indicated in the detailed
discussion under each concept tested. A comparison of the accuracy of
information received is presented in part Ill. Concept A is indicated
as the most accurate and concept C the least accurate.

(3) Traceable events pertinent to the three concepts tested are

shown in figure 2-3 and in part III of this report. Recognition and
reaction times for routine TE's were similar for each of the three
concepts tested. There were no significant differences in TE proces-

4sing time under the concepts tested.

c. Concept A. Division artillery (Div Arty) was assigned the
mission to serve as the division alternate CP and assume control
according to the division SOP, or as directed. During this period,
control of the division was not passed to the alternate.

(I) There were no reported problems unique to the assigned mis-
sion of the Div Arty being prepared to assume control of the division.

(2) Major commanders, senior staff officers, and evaluators
reported Div Arty was capable of exercising control of the division for
a period of from 4 to 8 hours, and possibly UD to 24 hours, without
serious degradation of the Div Arty primary n .sion. For periods in
excess of 24 hours, additional personnel woul be required. These addi-
tional personnel would be used primarily to maintain the required divi-
sion level data to enable Div Arty to exercise effective control of the
division and enhance the 24-hour operational capability of the command.
Without an augmentation, the Div Arty mission would, in all likelihood,
have to be transferred to the GS battalion if Div Arty assumed the main
CP role in excess of 24 hours. The degree of augmentation was not

II identified.

4 I(3) No degradation to the capability of the Div Arty to perform
its primary mission was identified during the period that concept A was
being exercised.

(4) No limitations to the capability of the Div Arty to serve as

the alternate CP were identified.

(5) Functions and procedures, files and reports, effect of dis-
placement, effect of TAC CP, effect of destruction, and effect of

shifting control by Div Arty were the same under concept A as those

I
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reported during other periods. (See Div Arty section analysis,
para 2-15.) Since there was no discernible difference in the data when
Div Arty served as alternate versus normal functioning, the data has not
been presented separately. This data is available from CC&C Director-
ate, HQ MASSTER, upon request.

d. Concept B. An II man augmentation comprising the alternate CP
staff operated as an Independent alternate TOC collocated with the Div
Arty for administrative and logistical support. This element, for the
most part, worked on a staggered two-shift basis with officers and key
noncommissioned officers changing shifts alternately to assure CONOPS.
For those elements (GI and G4) with only one person, functions were
combined -for periods when alternate was not in control. As the need
arose, the off-duty person was called in. Personnel and equipment
authorized for this augmentation are as shown in figures 2-101 and
2-102.

(I) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of'the func-
tions and procedures defined for the facility arid attendant quantifi-
able data Is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 151 productive hours available during the test,
123 hours (81 percent) were expended performing listed and unlisted
functions.

Title Grade Branch MOS No

GI Element
Pers Mgmt Supv E7 NC 71H50

G2 Element
Intel Off 03 NO E9301 I
Op Spec E5 -- 1IF20 I
Intel Sgt E7 NC 96D40 I
Intel Anal E5 -- 96B20 1

G3 Element
Asst G3 04 AM E2162 I
Asst G3 03 AM 2163 1
Op Sgt E7 NC 1IF50 I

G4 Element
Asst G4 03 NO 04010 1

FSE
Asst FSC 04 FA 51193 I
Op Sgt (FSC) E6 NC 13Z50 I
TOTAL (Off/EM) 5/6

Figure 2-101. Div Alt personnel (concept B).
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C
Nomenclature No

Tent, GP, Med I
Truck, Cargo, I 1/4-Ton 3
Trailer, Cargo, 3/4-Ton 2
Radio Set, AN/VRC-46 2
Radio Set, AN/GRC-106 I

Figure 2-102. Div Al+ equipment (concept B).

(b) Time expended performing functions and procedures by element
were: GI - 9 hours, G2/BICC - 55 hours, G3/FSE - 58 hours, and G4 -
8 hours.

(c) BICC support data was provided by Div Arty.

(d) All listed functions and procedures were not performed primar-
fly because the alternate CP is an action headquarters only when in
control of the division.

(e) The scenarlo did not cause the facility to perform those oper-
ations and planning functions outlined in the OFM because control was
not passed to the alternate CP.

(f) A separate OFM for the operation of alternate was not provided.
The OFM for the division was used with a consolidated list of functions
and procedures pertinent to each staff section.

(g) A separate OFM Is required for the alternate CP element.

(2) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 123 productive hours expended by the facility, 73 hours
(59 percent) were expended in using the files (includinq visual dis-
plays). Times expended using the files by element were: GI - none,
G2/BICC - 33 hours, G3/FSE - 40 hours, and G4 - none.

(b) Of the 123 productive hours expended by the facility, 47 hours
(38 percent) were expended in maintaining the files. Times expended by
element were: GI - none, G2/BICC - 12 hours, G3/FSE - 35 hours, and
G4 - none.

(c) Use of all files listed in the division OFM was not required
by the scenario.
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(d) The information required on the visual displays was adequate.

(3) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 123 productive hours expended by the facility, 12 hours
(10 percent) were expended in report preparation. Times expended by
element were: GI - none, G2/BICC - 12 hours, G3/FSE - none, and G4 -

none.

(b) The reports prepared are those that were required during the
period the element exercised control of the division.

(4) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and facili-
ties. Sketches depicting the physical relationship of the facility
within the Div Arty CP and the interior layout of the tent housing the
facility are shown in part Ill.

(a) The element experienced some difficulty in accomplishing its
mission as a result of the absence of an ALO, and a capability to
monitor the air request and air direction radio nets.

(b) The facility operated from a general purpose medium tent and
the tent was adequate for the personnel assigned.

(5) Communications. Data concerning the means, use, and adequacy -3

of communications as experienced by the facility is contained in part
Ill.

(a) Of the 160 calls made, 83 percent were placed by FM and
17 percent by telephone.

(b) Of the I38 calls received, 93 percent were received by FM and
7 percent by telephone.

(c) The AM (voice) TOC net was inoperative throughout the test.

(d) The facility prepared two messages for transmission by common-
user teletype or RATT and received 155 messages by this means.

(e) Sixty-seven percent of the facility responses indicated that
the communication means available to the facility were adequate.

(f) The facility has a requirement to receive early warning mes-
sages; however, dissemination was not required since control of the
division by the alternate CP was not exercised undei this concept.
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( (g) Fifty-six percent of the facility responses indicated that
difficulties were experienced using the telephone and RATT to provide
data from main to alternate. Twenty-two percent experienced diffi-
culty by radio and 22 percent experienced no difficulty. No diffi-
culties were reported with common-user TTY and/or courier.

(h) The absence oF the air request and air direction net to be
provided by the ALO prevented the facility from remaining abreast of
the current air situation.

(i) During periods of interrupted communications, such as jamming
and other interferences, the facility's ability to function adequately
was seriously affected.

(6) Effect of displacement. The division alternate (minimum aug-
mentation) did not execute a tactical displacement as part of the test.
Displacement from Div Arty to Cmd SIGCEN Platoon (Alt), 142d Signal
Battalion, was conducted as an administrative move.

(7) Effect of destruction. The division main was not destroyed
during the period the alternate was being tested.

(8) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effect of
shifting control between various elements of the division is shown in
part Ill.

( (a) While control of the division was not passed to alternate dur-
ing this time frame, the facility was not adversely affected when con-
trol of the division was shifted from one location to another.

(b) Personnel of the facility normally learned from the CG command
net (FM) that the point of control within the division had changed.

(c) Element personnel reported that control of the division should
be passed to alternate to provide control experience during periods
that the main CP is displacing. Evaluator personnel reported that con-
trol of the division should remain with the main CP except during an
emergency condieion; i.e., destruction of main, thereby causing the
main CP to displace by echelon.

(9) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concerning
the scenario, control, and status of training of personnel assigned Io
the facility is contained in part Ill.

(a) No unrealistic constraints that could affecT the test data
were imposed on the facility by the scenario or the cbntrol organiza-
tion.
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(b) Qualifications of the personnel with respect to rank, MOS, and

experience levels were satisfactory for the duties assigned.

(10) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of infor-
mation between the facility and other elements of the division is con-
tained in part Ill.

(a) Information provided to the facility was generally considered
adequate, relevant, and accurate; but often not timely.

(b) Fifty-seven percent of the responses indicated that sufficient
information was received to enable the facility to temporarily control
the division if the main CP had been destroyed.

(c) All responses indicated that the facility was able to effec-
tively manage the information received.

(d) Eighty-nine percent of the responses indicated that needed
information was missing at the alternate CP.

(e) The missing information included orders, plans, and reports
from subordinate, superior, and adjacent units.

(f) Element and evaluator personnel reported that the elements
experienced difficulty in obtaining information required by the SOP
from main CP counterparts. This situation was exacerbated during
periods of peak activity at the main CP.

(g) Personnel and logistical type information required to effec-
tively control the division was rated as marginally effective.

(II) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning acti-
vity levels as experienced by facility personnel is contained in part
Ill.

/ (a) An overcapacity workload condition was not experienced.

(b) A within-capacity workload condition was experienced 33 per-
cent of the time and undercapacity conditions were experienced 67 per-
cent of the time.

tc) The mean productive time expended by the facility was
10 hours.

(d) The mean idle time was 2 hours.
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(e) The mean absent time was 2 hours.

(f) No additional requirements for personnel and equipment were
identified.

e. Concept C. An authorized 37-man augmentation (figure 2-103)
was used to establish a separate division alternate CP collocated with
Comd SIGCEN Platoon (Alt), A Company, 142d Signal Battalion. Communi-
cations equipment is the prime equipment requirement for establishing
an alternate CP. No additional communications equipment was author-
ized the division above that authorized to the signal battalion for
establishment of this facility. Since the facility must be prepared
to assume control of the division at all times without prior notice,
the TOC element must be capable of communicating with all subordinate
elements of the division whi!4 maintaining communications with higher
and adjacent units. To establish an alternate CP as a separate facil-
ity, the maximum utilization of multichannel terminal equipment totally
commits all multichannel equipment of the division signal battalion, and
leaves none for replacement of defective equipment or CP displacements.
Personnel comprising the assigned elements worked on a staggered two-
shilt basis with officers and key noncommissioned officers changing
shifts alternately within each element to ensure CONOPS. Generally,
element personnel reported that control of the division should be
shifted to the alternate CP while the main CP displaces. This would
provide training to alternate CP personnel. However, the evaluators
reported that control of the division should remain with the main CP.
Subflndings pertineat to the elements comprising this facility are con-
tained in paragraphs (I) through (4).

Div Alt CP

J r'

GI G2 G3 G4

Figure 2-103. Division alternate organization.
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(I) GI. Personnel authorization is as shown in figure 2-104; )
equipment was provided by other alternate CP elements.

(a) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the func-
tions and procedures defined for the element and attendant quantifi-
able data is contained in part Ill.

I Of the 33 productive hours available during the test, 30 hours
(92 percent) were expended performing listed and unlisted functions.

2 Functions F02 (Headquarters management), F04 tPians/supervises
MP operations), and F05 (Internal security of CP) were not reported as
being performed.

Title Grade Branch MOS No r

Asst GI 03 NO 00260 1
Pers Mgmt Supv E7 NC 71H50 I
Op Sgt E7 NC 95B50 I

TOTAL (Off/EM) 1/2

Figure 2-104. GI element personnel.

3 Function F04 (Plans/supervises MP operations) was not required
by the scenario.

4 Rationale could not be determined as 1o why functions F02 and
F04 were not performed.

5 A separate OFM was not provided for jlternate; however, a separ-
ate list of functions and procedures pertinent to alternate was pro-
vided.

6 A functions and procedures manual is required for the element.

(b) Files. A complete listing of files and resultarit usage fac-
tors is contained in part Ill.

I Of the 30 productive hours expended by the element, 19 hours
(63 percent) were expended in using and II hours (4 percent) in main-
taining the files (includes visual displays).

2 No determination can be made concerning the nonuse of files.

3 The information required on the visual displays was adequate.

(c) Reports. Because of the short duration that alternate (maxi-
mum augmentation) exercised control, no reports were rendered.
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(d) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and facili-
ties. Figure 2-103 depicts the organizational relationship of the GI
element within the facility. Sketches depicting the physical relation-
ship of the element within the division alternate CP and the interior
layout of the tent housing the element are shown in part Ill.

I The element experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its mis-
slon is a result of the organizational structure required for the test.

2 The physical relationship of the element to the division alter-
nate TOC and other elements comprising the division alternate CP was
satisfactory.

3 The element operated in the GI/G4 tent, collocated with G4, FSE,
and ADA as part of the division alternate tactical operations center.
This facility was adequate for the personnel assigned.

i (e) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and ade-
quacy of communications as experienced by the element is contained in

part III.

I Telephone and common-user RATT/teietype were the only means of

communication available to the element.

2 The element placed 30 telephone calls and received four.

3 The element received 34 RATT/teletype messages and dispatched
none.

4 Element and evaluator personnel reported that telephone commbni-
cations were so poor they were unable to remain abreast oi the current
situation.

5 All the element responses indicated that the element did not
have adequate means of communication.

6 All of the element responses indicated that the telephone was
the only means of communication that caused difficulty in providing
data from main to alternate.

(f) Effect of displacement. The alternate CP (maximum augmenta-
tion) did not displace during the conduct of the test.

(g) Effect of destruction. Data pertinent to the effect on the
element of destruction of the main CP is contained in part Ill.

I Element and evaluator personnel reported that the element was
nct adversely affecte by destruction of the main CP.
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2 Element and evaluator personnel were evenly divided as to the
element being fully employed and having nv,; work than could be accom-
plished after destruction of the main CP.

3 There were no reported deviations from the SOP as a result of
destruction of the main CP.

4 Element and evaluator personnel concluded that effective control
of the division could bo maintained subsequent to destruction of the
main CP.

(h) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effect of
shifting control of the division is contained in part Ill.

I The element did not experience any difficulty when control of
the division was shifted from one location to another.

2 Personnel of the element normally learned from the division com-
mand FM net that the point of control within the division had changed
or that control by alternate was required.

(i) Scenario, .ontrol, and training. Quantitative data concerning
the scenario, control, and status of training of personnel assigned to
the element is contained in part Ill.

I No unrealistic constraints that could affect the test data were
imposed on the element by the scenario or the control organization when
executing the scenario.

2 Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the element with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satisfactory for the
duties assigned.

(j) Information flow. Data peritaining to the exchange of informa-
tion between the GI element and other elements of the division is con-

4.
tained In part Ill. The matrix in figure 2-105 depicts the relationship
between the element and the division command group, other members with.-
in the division staff, and personnel at other levels of command.

I Information provided to the element was generally considered
adequate, relevant, and accurate; but often not timely.

2 Element personnel and the evaluator reported that during periods
of peak activity at main, the element experienced difficulty in obtain-
ing information in accordance with the SOP from their counterparts at
the main CP.
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3 Generally, the element issued and received orders and guidance
in sufficient time to meet operational requirements.

(k) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by element personnel is contained in part Ill.

I An undercapacity workload condition was experienced 100 percent
of the time. This condition can be attributed to the fact that alter-
nate is a monitoring agency as oppused to an action agency.

2 The mean productive time expended per day was 10 hours.

3 The mean idle time per day was I hour.

4 The mean absent time per day was 3 hours.

5 Element personnel reported that the element was effective in
performing Its assigned functions.

6 Element and evaluator personnel reported that no additional per-
sonnel or equipment are required to satisfy normal operation mission
requirements.

7 The GI and section evaluator reported that the additional per-

sonnel and equ.ipment shown in figures 2-106 and 2-107 are required to
provide a 24-hour operational capability.

Title Grade Branch MOS Strength

Asst GI 03 NO 2260 1
Asst PM 03 MP 9100 1
Clerk/Driver E4 71H30 2

TOTAL (Off/EM) 2/2

Figure 2-106. GI element recommended personnel additions.

Nomenclature Quantity

Truck, 1/4-Ton w/trailer 2
Radio Set, AN/VRC-46 2
Tent, GP, Sm 2

Figure 2-107. GI element recommended equipment additions.
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(2) G2. Personnel and equipment authorizations for the G2
element are as shown in figures 2-108 and 2-109.

Title Grade Branch MOS Strength

Intel Off 03 MI E9301 I
Intel Off LT MI 09301 1
Intel Sgt E7 NC 96D40 I
Op Specialist E5 -- 1IF20 I
Intel Anal E5 -- 86B20 3
Signal Anal E5 -- 98J30R3 I
Traffic Anal E4 -- 98020 1
Radio TT Tm C E5 -- 95C40 I
Radio TT Opr E4 -- 05E20 2

TOTAL (Off/EM) 2/10

Figure 2-108. G2 element personnel

Nomenclature Quantity

Truck, 1/4-Ton, w/traller I
Truck, I 1/4-Ton, w/trailer 2

C', Tent, GP, Med I
Tent, GP, Sm I
Radio Set, AN/VRC-46 I
Radio Set, AN/GRC-142 I

Figure 2-109. G2 element equipment

(a) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the func-
tions and procedures defined for the element and attendant quantifi-
able data is contained in part Ill.

I Of the 181 productive hours available during the test, 174 hours
(97 p7ercent) were expended performing listed and unlisted functions.

2 Functions F05 (Provides information on intel received), F07
(Coordinates HUMINT activities), F08 (Provides Intel/counterintel
obtained by coilection agencies), and F014 (Assists CC&D in collection
planning and tasking) were not performed by ihe alfernate G2/BICC
because of the short time period that alternate exercised control of
the division. Function F03 (Supports the division Information and pro-
dution effort) was not performed by the G2 alternate (SSE/EWE) for the
s ne reason.
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3 A separate OFM was not provided for alternate; however, a sepa-
rate Tist of functions and procedures pertinent to the alternate CP
was provided.

4 An OFM manual is required for the element.

(b) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage fac-
tors is contained in part III.

I Of the 174 productive hours expended by the element, 58 hours
(33 percent) were e;pended in using and 4 hours (3 percent) in main-
taining the files (includes visual displays).

2 No determination can be made concerning the nonuse of files.

3 The information required on the visual displays was adequate.

(c) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

I Of the 174 productive hours expended by the element, 5 hours
(3 percent) were expended in the preparation of reports.

2 The reports prepared by the element were appropriate for the
functions performed.

(d) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and facili-
ties. Figure 2-103 depicts the organizational relationship of the
G2 elements within the facility. Sketches depicting the physical rela-
tionship of the element within the alternate CP and the interior layout
of the vans housing the element are shown in part Ill.

I The element experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its mis-
sion as a result of the organizational structure required for the test.

2 The physical relationship of this element to the division
alternate TOC and other elements comprising the division alternate CP
was satisfactory.

3 The element operated in the G2/G3 van and SI area as part of the
divisTon alternate tactical operations center. This facility was
adequate for the personnel assigned.

(e) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and ade-
quacy of communications as experienced by the element Is contained In
part Ill.
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I Of the 93 calls made, all were placed by FM means.

2 Of the 136 calls received, 85 percent were received by FM and
15 percent by telephone.

3 The element prepared four messages for transmission by common-
user Teletype/RATT and received 252; 74 percent were received by the
SSE/EWE.

4 Eighty-five percent of the element responses indicated that the
element had adequate means of communications to accomplish its mission.

5 Seventy-five percent of element responses indicatcd difficulties
in receiving data from the main CP by the following means of communica-
tions: telephone - 25 percent, radio - 6 percent, common-user TTY -
6 percent, RATT - 32 percent, courier - 6 percent, and LNO - none.

6 There was no reported jamming of the intelligence nets.

(f) Effect of displacement. The alternate CP (maximum augmenta-
tion) did not displace during the conduct of the test.

(g) i;Cct of destruction. Data pertinent to the effect on the
element of destruction of the main CP is contained in part Ill.

I Element and evaluator personnel reported that destruction of
the m-ain CP had no effect on the iperational effectiveness of the
element.

2 Element and evaluator personnel reported that the element was

fully employed after destruction of the main CP.

3 Element and evaluator personnel concluded that effective con-
trol of the division could be maintained subsequent to destruction of
the main CP.

(h) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effect of
shifting control of the division is contained in part Ill.

I The element did not experience any difficulty when control of
the division was shifted from one location to another.

2 Personnel of the element normally learned from the division
intelTigence FM net and the alternate G3 element that the point of
control within the division had changed or that control by a!1ernate
was required.
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(i) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concerning
the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel assign-
ed to the element is contained in part Ill.

I No unrealistic constraints that could affect the test data were
imposed on the element by the scenario or the control organization when
executing the scenario. The signal analyst was of the opinion that
Information provided by the scenario was often introduced late and pro-
hibited timely analysis.

2 Qualiflcations of the personnel assigned tc the element with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satisfactory for the
duties assigned.

3 The data was evenly divided as to the need for additional
training for element personnel.

(j) Information flow. Data pertain.ng to the exchange of infor-
mation between the G2 element and other elements of the division i
contained in part Ill. The matrix in figure 2-110 depicts the rela-
tionship between the element and the division command group, other
members within the division staff, and personnel at other levels of
command.

I Information provided to the element was considered adequate,
relevant, and accurate, but often not timely.

2 Element personnel and the evaluator reported that, in a few
instances during periods of peak activity at main, the element experi-
enced difficulty in obtaining information from their counterparts at
the main CP.

3 The element gave and received orders and guidance in sufficient
time to meet operational requirements.

(k) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activi- -

ty levels as experienced by element personnel is contained in part Ill.

I An overcapacity workload condition was not experienced.

2 A within-capacity workload condition was experienced 38 percent
of the time; an undercapacity condition was reported 62 percent of the
time.

3 The mean productive time expended per day was II hours.

4 The mean idie time per day was 2 hours.
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5 The mean absent time per day was I hour. )

6 Element personnel reported that the element was effective in
performing its assigned functions.

7 Element and evaluator personnel reported that no additional
personnel ere required to satisfy normal operation mission require-
ments.

8 The BICC OIC reported that additional personnel as indicated in
figure 2-Ill wouid be required to provide a 24-hour cperaticnal capa-
bility subsequent to alternate assuming control of the division.

Title Grade MOS No

Signal Anal E4/5 98J 1
Traffic Anal E6 98U I
Traffic Anal E4/5 98C I

TOTAL (Off/EM) 0/3

Figure 2-11l. G2 element recommended personnel additions.

(3) G3. Personnel and equipment authorization for the G3 element

are shown In figures 2-112 and 2-113. 3)
Ti'tle Grade Branch MOS No

Asst G3 04 AM 2162
Asst G3 03 AM 2162
Op Sgt E7 NC 1IF50
Asst FSC 04 FA 51193
Asst FSC 03 FA 51193
Op Sgt E6 NC 13Z50
FDC Computer E6 NC 13E40
RATT TmC E5 NC 05E40 I
Radio Opr E4 05E20 2
ADA Liaison Off LT AD 01174 1
ADA Liaison.Sgt E6 NC 16H40 I
Hvy Veh Dvr E4 62C20 I
Lt Veh Dvr E5 IBIO I
Lt Veh Dvr E3 IIBIO 3
Asst ALO (IJSAF) USAF I
Ond Radio Rpmn IJSAF I

TOTAL (Off/EM) 6/13

Figure 2-112. G3 element personnel.
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Nomenclature No

Truck, 1/4-Ton, w/trailer 2
Truck, Van, expansible, 5-Ton I
Truck, I I/4-Ton, w/trailer 3

Radio Set, AN/VRC-46 3
Radio Set, AN/GRC-142 I
Radio Set, AN/GRC-106 I
MRC-107 (Air Force) I

Figure 2-113. G3 element equipment.

(a) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the func-
tions and procedures defined for the element and attendant quantifiable
data is contained in part Ill.

I Of the 255 productive hours available during the test, 217 hours
(85 percent) were expended performing listed and unlisted functions.

2 Functions F04 (Provides the maneuver portion and supervises
prepaFation of fragmentary orders), F06 (Disseminate nuclear strike

warning), F08 (Planning), FII (Recommends employment of nuclear/chemi-
cal weapons), F13 (Coordinates aviation support), and F25 (Prepares

C- plans and fire support annexes to OPORD's) were not required to be per-
formed because of the short time period that alternate exercised con-

trol of the division.

3 Function F14 (Engineer matters), F17 (Matters pertaining to
plectr-o-magnetic radiation), and F19 (CE aspects of planning and opera-
tions) were not performed because there were no qualified personnel
within the element to perform these functions.

4 A separate OFM was not provided for alternate; however, a
separate list of functions and procedures pertinernt to alternate was
provided.

5 A functions and procedures manual Is required for the element.

(b) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage fac-

tors is contained in part Ill.

I Of the 217 productive hours expended by the element, 77 hours
(35 percent) were expended In using the files and 41 hours (19 percent)
were expended in maintaining the files (includes visual displays).

2 The Information required on the visual displays was adequate.
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(c) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage

factors is contained in pert Ill. Of the 217 productive hours expended
by the element, 6 hours (3 percent) were expended in report prepara-
tion.

(d) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and facili-
ties. Figure 2-103 depicts the organizational relationship of the G3
element within the section. Sketches depicting the physical relation-
ship of the element within the division alternate CP and the interior
layout of the faciiity housing the eiement are shown iW part Ill.

I The element experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its mis-
sion as a result of the organizational structure.

2 The physical relationship of this element to the division alter-
nate TOC and other elements comprising the division alternate CP was
satisfactory.

3 The element operated in the G2/G3 van as part of the division
tactical operations center and the facility was adequate for the
personnel assigned.

(e) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and adequa-
cy of communications as experienced by the element is contained in

part Ill.

I Of the 609 calls made, 77 percent were placed by FM and 23 per-
cent by telephone.

2 Of the 621 calls received, 84 percent were received by FM and

16 percent by telephone.

3 The element prepared 12 messages for transmission by common-user
teletype/RATT and received 428 messages by that means.

4 Fifty percent of the element responses indicated that the ele-
ment did not have enough means of communication.

5 The element experienced difficulty disseminating early warning
messages using the CG command FM net and the AM TOC net.

6 Eighty-three percent of element personnel indicated difficulty
in receiving data from main with the following means of communications:
telephone - 35 percent, radio - 18 percent, common-user TTY - 6 percent,
RATT - 24 percent, courier - none, and LNO - none.

7 Element and evaluator personnel reported that jamming caused
the effected nets to be unusable, and that alternate means of
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communication were usually ineffective in enabling the element to
remain abreast of the tactical situation.

8 The ALO authorized by the augmentation was not present other
than during the period that alternate exercised control of the divi-
sion. The absence of the ALO and his equipment precluded the element
from maintaining the status of air requests.

(f) Effect of displacement. The alternate CP (maximum augmenta-
tion) d;d not d;splace during the conduct of the test.

(g) Effect of destruction. Data pertinent to the effect on the
element of destroying the main CP is contained in part Ill.

I Element and evaluator personnel reported that destruction of the
main CP did not adversely affect the element.

2 Element and evaluator personnel reported that the element was
tully employed after destruction of the main CP.

3 There were no reported departures from the SOP as a result of
destroying the main CP.

4 Element and evaluator personnel concluded that effective control
of the division could be maintained subsequent to destruction of the) main CP.

5 The initial absence of an ALO and air request net was considered
a handicap to exercising control.

(h) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effect of
shifting control of the division is contained in part Ill.

I The element did not experience any difficulty when control of
the division was shifted from one location to another.

2 Personnel of the element normally learned through the use of
the division command FM net that the point of control within the divi-
sion had changed or that control by alternate was required.

(i) Scenario, contro!, and training. Quantitative data concerning
the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel
assigned to the element is contained in part Ill.

I No unrealistic constraints that could affect the test data were
imposed on the element by the scenario or the control organization
when executing the scenario.
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2 Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the element with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satisfactory for the
duties assigned.

3 The data was evenly divided as to the need for additional train-
ing for element personnel.

(j) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of informa-
tion between the G3 element and other elements of the division is con-
tained in part Ill. The matrix in t;gure 2-114 depicis the relation-
ship between the element and the division command group, other members
within the division staff, and personnel at other levels of command.

I Information provided to the element was generally considered
adequate, relevant, and accurate; but often not timely.

2 Element personnel and the evaluator reported that, in a few
instances during periods of peak activity at main, the element experi-
enced difficulty in obtaining information from their counterparts at
the main CP.

3 The element issued and received orders and guidance in suffi-

clent time to meet operational requirements.

k) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity

levels as experienced by element personnel is contained in part Ill.

I An undercapacity workload condition was experienced 60 percent
of the time because the alternate CP is primarily a monitoring agency.

2 The mean productive time expended per day was II hours.

3 The mean idle time expended per day was two hours.

4 The mean absent time expended per day was one hour.

5 Element personnel reported that the element was effective in
perfor--minq its assigned functions.

6 Element and evaluator personnel reported that no additional
person-nel are required to satisfy normal operation mission require-

ments; however, element personnel were of the opinion that an
additional 5-ton van would enhance the operational capability of the
facility.

(4) G4. Personnel and equipment authorization for the G4 element
are shown In figures 2-115 and 2-116.
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Title Grade Branch MOS No

Asst G4 CPT NO 04010 1
Support Sgt E7 NC 76Z5K I
Lt Veh Dvr E3 IIBIO I

TOTAL (Off/EM) 1/2

Figure 2-115. G4 element personnel.

Nomenclature No

Truck 1/4-Ton, w/trailer I

Figure 2-116. G4 element equipment.

(a) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedures defined for the element and at+endant quantifiable data
is contained in part Ill.

I Of the 40 productive hours available during the test, 15 hours
(38 percent) were expended performing listed and unlisted functions.

2 F02 (Transportation), F03 (Miscellaneous - i.e., Rear Boundar-
ies, Logistic Plans, MSR, RAP) were not required because of the short
time period that alternate exercised control of the division.

3 A separate OFM was not provided for alternate; however, a
separate list of functions and procedures pertinent to alternate was
provided.

4 A functions and procedures manual Is required for the element.

(b) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage fac-
tors is contained In part Ill.

I Of the 15 productive hours expended by the element, I hour
(8 percent) was expended in using the files and two hours (14 percent)
were expended in maintaining the files (includes visual displays).

2 No determination can be made concerning the nonuse of files.

3 The information required on the visual displays was adequate.

(c) Reports. Because of the short duration that alternate (max
aug) exercised control, only one report was rendered.
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(d) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and facili-
ties. Figure 2-103 depicts the organizational relationship of the G4
element within the section. Sketches depicting the physical relation-
ship of the element within the division alternate CP and the interior
layout of the facility housing the element are shown in part Ill.

I The element experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its
mission as a result of the organizational structure.

2 The physical relationship of this element to the division alter-
nate TOC and other elements comprising the division alternate CP was
satisfactory.

3 The element operated in the GI/G4 tent, collocated with FSE and
ADA as part of the division alternate tactical operations center. This
facility was adequate for the personnel assigned.

(e) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and ade-
quacy of communications as experienced by the element is contained in
part Ill.

I Telephone and common-user RATT/teletype were the only means of
communications available to the element.

i () 2 The element reported making one telephone call and received
none.

3 The element originated four common-user RATT/teletype messages
and r-eceived 51.

t 4 Seventy-five percent of the element responses indicated that
the communication means available to the element were adequate.

5 Fifty percent of the responses indicated that difficulty was
i, experienced in using the telephone.

6 Seventy-five percent of the responses listed the telephone as
the major difficulty in communicating with main; 25 percent listed
common-user RATT.

*" (f) Effect of displacement. The alternate CP (maximum augmenta-
tion) did not displace during the conduct of the test.

(g) Effect of destruction. Data pertinent to the effect on theI

element of destroying the main CP is contained In part Ill.

I Element and evaluator personnel reported that destruction of the
main CP did not adversely affect the element.
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2 Element and evaluator personnel reported that the element was

fully-employed after destruction of the main CP.

3 There were no reported departures from the SOP as a result of
destroying the main CP.

4 Element and evaluator personnel concluded the element was mar-
ginally effective in performing control of the division subsequent to
destruction of the main CP.

(h) Effect of shifting control. Da~a pertinent to the effect of
shifting control between elements of the dihsion Is contained in
part Ill.

I The element experienced difficulty when control of the division
was shifted from one location to another because of a lack of current
information.

2 Personnel of the element normally learned from the division
alternate TOC that the point of control within the division had
changed or that control by alternate was required.

(i) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concern-
ing the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel
assigned to the element Is contained in part Ill.

I No unrealistic constraints that could affect the test data were
imposed on the element by the scenario or the control organization
when executing the scenario.

2 Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the element with
respect to the rank and MOS were satisfactory for the duties assigned
except that the OIC was inexperienced In G4 functional areas of
responsibility.

3 Additional training for element personnel is required.

(j) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of informa-

tion between the G4 element and other elements of the division is con-
tained in part Il. The matrix In figure 2-117 depicts the relation-
ship between the element and the division command group, other members
within the division staff, and personnel at other levels of command.

I Information provided to the element was generally considered
adequate, relevant, and accurate; but often not timely.
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Receives orders, direc- Provides information Receives information or
tion, or guidance from or recommendations to recommendations from

Name No Pct Name No Pct Name No Pct

G4 6 100 G4 12 100 G4 6 100

NOTE: No orders, direction, or guidance were provided by the Div Alt G4
element.

Figure 2-117. Div Alt G4 element functional relationships.

2 Element and evaluator personnol reported that the element exper-
ienceU difficulty in obtaining information from its main CP counter-
parts.

3 The element did not receive orders and guidance in sufficient
4 time To meet operational requirements.

4 The element issued sufficient orders and guidance based on the
information available in sufficient time to meet operational require-
ments.

C) (k) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experience by element personnel is contained in part Ill.

I An undercapacity workload condition was experienced throughout
the test. This can be attributed to the fact that alternate is a
monitoring agency as opposed to an action agency and the failure of
main counterparts to provide the necessary data required by the
element.

2 The mean productive time expended per day was 8 hours.

3 The mean idle time expended per day was 6 hours.

4 The mean absent time expended per day was I hour.

Element personnel reported that the element was ineffective in
performing its assigned functions.

6 Element and evaluator personnel reported that no additional
personnel and equipmenl are required to satisfy normal operation
mi-sion requirements
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2-15. Division Artillery Headquarters.

a. General. The organization of the division artillery head-
quarters and the sections over which it exercised staff supervision Are
shown in figure 2-118. Subfindings pertinent to the division artillery
headquarters are at paragraph b, while subfindinjs pertinent to the
individual staff sections are contained in paragraphs c through e.

Arti!lery

Figure 2-118. Division artillery organization.

b. Division artillery headquarters subfindings.

(I) Effect of displacement.

(a) During both displacements of the Div Arty CP, the headquarters
displaced in one group and closed on the advance party consisting of
personnel from all staff sections.

(b) The advanced party of the S3/C-E section was capable of con-
ducting effective operations at the new location prior to the departure
of the main body from the old location; thus, continuity of operations
between the two locations, during displacement was assured.

(2) Effect of destruction. The destruction of the Div Main CP had
no effect on the operational effectiveness of Div Arty and the head-
quarters was generally fully employed after destruction of the main CP.

(3) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The Div Arty headquarters qen-
erally was not affected by the deployment of the division TAC CP.

(4) Effect of alternate CP. The Div Arty headquarters was not
adversely affected by the establishment of the alternate CP.

(5) Effect of shifting control. The Div Arty headquarters did not
experience any difficulty when control of the division was shifted from
one location to another.
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(6) Adequacy of intelligence support.

(a) Data pertinent to the adequacy of intelligence support pro-
vided to Div Arty is contained in part Ill.

(b) The inielligence support provided to Div Arty was generally
rated as adequate and no better or worse than normally provided by the
traditional S2/G2 configuration without BIC augmentation. However,
reported shortcomings were associatad with the late (6-8 hours) intel-
ligence/information on RATT from divisionl and the lack of adequate or
sufficient end-of-mission reports and radar reports from the control
organization. Thus the problems were equipment and CPX environment
oriented and not organizational orientced.

(7) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. The personnel and equip-
ment were generally adequate.

(a) The S2/Tgt Acq/BIC personnel recommended the section operate
from a 5-ton van from the S3 section instead of the 2 1/2-ton van
presently used by the section because of insufficient space.

(b) The S3/C-E section personnel recommended the addition of a
4-6 multichannel communications system to provide sole-user and
additional conmnn-user circuits between Div Arty headquarters and the
subordinate battalions.

c. SI/S4 section.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figures 2-119
and 2-120.

Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized FidH-ser OFM 119

SI 04 FA 02110 I I 1
Pers Stf NCO E7 NC 71H40 I I I
AC Cour,selor
Supv E7 NC OOE40 I I I

Legal Clerk E6 1ID20 I I I
Clerk-Typist E4 71B30 I I I

TOTAL (Off/EM) 1/4 1/4 !/4

Figure 2-119. SI section personnel.
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Strength
Tille Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fld

H-ser OFM 119

S4 04 NO 04010 I 1 1
Food Svc Tech WO 941A0 I I 0
Clerk-Typist E4 71B30 I I I

Figure 2-120. S4 section personnel.

(2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown in figure 2-121.
The SI section is not authorized equipment and collocates with the S4
section.

Quantity
Nomenclature Authorized Fld

H-ser OFM 119

Tent, GP, Med I I
Trailer, Cargo, I 1/2-ton I
Truck, Cargo, 2 1/2-ton I I
Truck, 1/4-ton 0 0 )
Radio Set, AN/VRC-47 0 0
Radio Set, AN/GRA-39 0 0

Figure 2-121. S4 section equipment.

(3) Fuctions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedures defined for the sections and attendant quantifiable
data is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 181 productive hours available during the test,
110 hours (61 percent) were expended performing listed and unlisted
functions.

(b) SI section procedures F02P02 (Assign personnel), F02P03
(Awards, promotions, pay, transfers, reassignments, etc), F02P04
(PromoIes welfare), F02P05 (Supervises promotion and appointment pro-
gram), F02P06 (Use of civilian labor), and, functions F02 (Personnel
r,.agement; excepting procedure RO2POI, Supervision), F03 (Development
and maintenance of morale), F04 (Health seryices), F05 (Discipline,
law and order), and FG5 (Headquarters management) were not required by
the scenario.
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(c) S4 section procedures FOIPO3 (Security of supplies), FOIP04
(Distribution of critical items), FOIPO5 (Recommends prescribed loads),
FOIP07 (Special munitions), F02P03 (Maintenance priorities), F02P06
(Evacuation of unserviceable equipment), F02P07 (Adequacy of maintenance),
F03P03 (Personnel services), F03P06 (Logistic priorities), F03P07 (Use
of local civilians), and F03P09 (Operations and security of ammunition
trains) were not required by the scenario.

(d) The OFM was not used by the SI/S4 sections and section per-
sonnel reported that only the Div Arty SOF was requ;red.

(e) The OFM adequately described the functions and procedures re-
quired to be performed by the sections; howcover, procedures concerning
sueervision of personal services, bath, and laundry services; clothing
impregnation and exchange; requisition, storage, and distribution of
PLL; and establishment of priorities for employment of logistic support
units should be added. Also, reference to Div Arty Trains should be
eliminated since this term is not appropriate at Div Arty level.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resulta,,'r usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 69 productive hours expended by the -I section, 24 hours
(35 percent) were expended using, oid 7 hours (10 percent) in maintain-
ing the files (includes visual dispiays). In addition, the collocation
of the SI/S4 sections caused the SI -lerk to function in both the SI
and S4 areas and to expend 12 hours us'ng, and I hour maintaining, the
S4 files.

(b) Of the 41 productive hours expended by the S4 section, 14 hours
(35 percent) were expended using, and 12 hours (29 percent) maintaining
the files (includes visual displays).

(c) Files 9102 (Staff Section Workbook), 9103 (Suspense), 9104
(Policy), 9105 (Di% SOP), 9109 (Accident Report), 9111 (Discipline,
Law, and Order Rept), 9112 (Awards and Decorations Chart), 9113 (Dis-
ciplinary Chart), 9114 (Incidents Chart), 9402 (Staff Section Workbook),
9403 (Suspense), 9405 (Policy), 9409 (Class IV Status Rept), 9410
(Class IV Status Chart), 9416 (Numerical Index Equipmenf), 9419 (Materiel
Readiness Rept), 9420 (Bn Trains Location Rept), 9421 (Transportation
Request), 9422 (Reply to Trans Req). 9424 (Req for Aerial Resupply), and
9425 (Aerial Resupply Followup) were rot required by the scenario.

(d) The information required on the visual displays was adequate.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.
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(a) Of the 69 productive hours expended by the SI section, 12 hours

(17 percent) were expended in report preparation. The collocation of
the SI/$4 sections caused the SI clerk to function both in the SI and S4
areas and to expend 10 hours in the preparation of S4 reports.

(b) Of the 41 productive hours expended by the S4 section, 7 hours
(17 percent) were expended in report preparation.

(c) SI/S4 section reports 9103 (Discipline, Law, and Order), 9104
(Internee Strength), 9408 (Materiel Readiness), and 9409 (Request for
Convoy Clearance) were not required by the scenario.

(d) Report 9104 (Internee Strength) is submitted by maneuver
battalions; therefore, Div Arty would only require the report when
functioning as the division alternate CP. Reports 9401 (Class III Status),
9403 (Class V Status, and 9404 (Class IX Status) are needed more fre-
quently from field artillery battalions.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and
facilities. Figure 2-118 depicts the organizational relationship of
the SI/S4 sections within division artillery. Sketches depicting the
physical relationship of the sections within the Div Arty CP, and the
interior layout of the tent housing the sections, are shown in part Ill.

(a) The SI section experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its )
mission as a result of the organizational structure required for the
test.

(b) The physical relationship of the SI/S4 sections to the Div

Arty TOC and other sections comprising the Div Arty CP was satisfactory.

(c) The sections operated from a tent, GP, medium and the facil-
ity was adequate for the personnel assigned.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and
adequacy of communications as experienced by the SI/S4 sections is con-
tained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 100 calls made by the SI section, 21 percent were made
by FM and 79 percent by telephone.

(b) Of the 99 calls made by the S4 section, 49 percent were
placed by FM and 51 percent by telephone.

(c) Oi the 73 calls received by the SI section, 10 percent were
received by FM and 90 percent by telephone.
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(d) Of the 64 calls received by the S4 section, 25 percent were
received by FM and 75 percent by telephone.

(e) The Si section prepared 51 messages for transmission and re-
ceived 91 messages that had been transmitted by common-user teletype
or RATT.

(f) The 54 section prepared 36 messages for transmission and re-
ceived 77 messages that had been transmitted by common-user teletype or
RATT.

(g) With the addition of the Div Arty administrative/intelligence

net during the actual test phase (resulting from player and controller
pilot test recommendations qnd concurred with by CACDA representatives),
all SI/S4 responses indicated enough communications were available.

(h) Section and evaluator personnel classified the FM (none author-
ized) and telephone (one common-user authorized) means of communication
as not adequate to accomplish the assigned mission.

(8) Effect of displacement. Data pertinent to the effects of
displacement on the sections is contained in pert Ill.

(a) During both displacements of the Div Arty CP, the SI/$4 sec-
tion displaced in one group and closed on the advance party proivded by
the SI/S4 section.

(b) With the addition of the Div Arty administrative/intelligence
net, section and evaluator personnel reported no difficulties with com-

4 munications or in obtaining information during the displacement.

(c) The SI section was ready to move an average of 100 minutes,
and the S4 section an average of 75 minutes, after displacement pro-
cedures started.

- (d) The Sl section departed an average of 28 minutes, and the S4
section an average of 52 minutes, after being ready to move.

(e) The SI section was capable of conducting effective operations
an average of 72 minutes, and the S4 section an average of 38 minutes,after arriving at the new location.

(f) The SI section was capable of conducting sustained operations
(completely set up) an average of 163 minutes, and the S4 section an
average of 75 minutes, after arriving at the new iqcation.
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(g) Section and evaluator personnel reported a requirement for an
FM radio to be used during displacement.

(9) Effect of destruction. Section and evaluator personnel re-
ported that destruction of the main CP had no effect on the operational
effectiveness of the SI/4 sections and that the sections had slack time
available after destruction of the main CP.

(10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The SI/$4 sections were not
affected by deployment of the division TAC CP.

(11) Effect of the alternate CP. The SI/$4 sections were not
adversely affected by establishment of the alternate CP.

(12) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effect of
shifting control of the division is contained in part Ill.

(a) The SI/S4 sections did not experience any difficulties when
control of the division was shifted from one location to another.

(b) Personnel of the sections normally learned from the Div Arty S3
section that the point of control within the division had changed.

(13) Scenario, control, a~d training. Quantitative data concern-
ing the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel
assigned to the SI/$4 sections is contained in part Ill.

(a) No unrealistic constraints that could affect the test data
were imposed on the SI/S4 sections by the scenario or the control
organization when executing the scenario.

(b) Section and evaluator personnel indicated that there was a
minimum of admin/log scenario eents which caused the sections to be
inadequately exercised.

(c) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the sections with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satisfactory for the
duties assigned.

(d) No significant training requirements were identified for
section personnel.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of !nfor-
matlon between the SI/S4 sections and other elements of Div Arty is con-
tained in part Ill. The matrix at figure 2-122 depicts the relation-
ship of the SI/S4 sections and the Div Arty command group, other mem-
bers of the Div Arty staff, and personnel at other levels of command.
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(a) Information provided to the SI/S4 sections was generally con-
sidered adequate, relevant, and accurate; but not always timely due to
the 2 to 8 hour delay in receipt of RATT messages.

b) Section and evaluator personnel reported no difficulties exper-
ienced in obtaining information from other elements and sections.

(c) The SI/$4 sections provided and received orders and guidance
in sufficient time io meet operationaJ requirements.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by section personnel Is contained in part Ill.

(a) An undercapacity workload condition was experienced 100 per-
cent of the time.

(b) Based on non-test experience, S4 section and evaluator person-
nel recommended that an NCO be added to provide a 24-hour operational
capability.

(c) The mean productive time expended per day by the SI/$4 sections,
respectively, was 7 and 10 hours for officers and 5 hours for the SI
NCO's.

(d) The mean idle time per day was 5 hours and I hour for officers
and 5 hours for SI NCO's.

(e) The mean absent time per day was 2 hours and I hour for
officers and I hour for SI NCO's,.

(f) Section and evaluator personnel reported that one additional
NCO (Supply Sergeant; grade E7; MOS 76Y40) and equipment as shown in
figure 2-123 is required to satisfy normal mission requirements.

Nomenclature Quantity

Truck, 1/4-ton I
Radio Set, AN/VRC-47 I
Radio Set, AN/GRA-39 I

Figure 2-123. S4 section recommended equipment additions.

d. S2/Target Acquisition/Battlefield Information Center (BIC)
Section.
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(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figures 2-124
and 2-125.

Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fid

H-ser OFM 119

S2 04 FA 59301 I I 0
Tgt Acq Pit

Ldr/Asst S2 03 FA 51!54 I I 1
FA Radar Tech WO 511AO I I I
Intel Sgt E8 NC 17Z50 I I I
Lt Veh Dvr E3 17AIO I 2

TOTAL (Off/EM) 3/2 3/3 2/2

Figure 2-124. S2/Tgt Acq element personnel.

Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fid

H-ser OFM 119

oc 02 'A 09301 I 1

Intel Sgt E6 NC 96840 I I 1
Intel Analyst E5 96B20 I I 2

TOTAL (Off/EM) 1/2 1/2 1/3

Figure 2-125. BIC element personnel.

- (2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown in figures 2-126 and
~2-127.

Quantity

Nomenclature Authorized Fid
H-ser OFM 119

Radio, AN/VRC-46, mtd in trk, I 1/4-ton I I Ia

Radio, AN/GRA-39 I I I
Truck, Cargo, I 1/4-ton I I I
Trailer, Cargo, I 1/2-ton I I I
Trailer, Cargo, 3/4-ton 0 I 1

aRemounted in M109 van provided by OPS-FD section.

Figure 2-126. S2/Tgt Acq element equipment.
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Quantity
Nomenclature Authorized FId

H-ser OFM 119

Radio, AN/VRC-46, mtd in trk, I 1/4-ton 0 I Ia
Radio, AN/GRA-39 0 I I
Speech Security Equip, TSEC/KY-8 0 I I
Truck, Cargo, I 1/4-ton 0 I 1
Trailer, Cargo, 3/4-ton 0 I 0

aRemounted in M109 van provided by OPS-FD section.

Figure 2-127. BIC element equipment.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedures for the S2/Tgt Acq/BIC element and attendant quantifidble
data is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 162 productive hours available to the S2/Tgt Acq element
during the test, 137 hours (85 percent) were expended performing listed
and unlisted functions.

(b) Of the 135 productive hours available to the BIC element dur-
Ing the test, 119 hours (89 percent) were expended perforrhing listed
and unlisted functions.

(c) Function F05 (Distributes maps, etc.) and procedures FO2POI
(recommends counterbattery status); FO3POI (provides advice on OPSEC),
F03P02 (classified document accounting), F03P03 (establishes security
SOP), F03P04 (compromise of classified information), F03P06 (counter-
intelligence investigative support), F03P07 (security clearance), and

FG4P03 (provides special weather reports) were not required by the
scenario.

(d) The organization and functions manual (OFM) was used by per-
sonnel of the section.

(e) The OFM adequately described the functions and procedures
required to be performed by the section although some BIC personnel
Indicated the functions and procedures should be more detailed.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage factors
is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 137 productive hours expended by the S2/Tgt Acq,
72 hours (53 percent) were expended in using the files and 68 hours
(50 percent) were expended in maintaining the files (includes visual
displays).
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(b) Of the 119 productive hours expepded by the BIC, 42 hours
(35 percent) were expended in using the files and 17 hours (14 percent)
were expended in maintaining the files (includes visual displays).

(c) S2/Tgt Acq Files 9202 (Staff Section Workbook), 9207 (Roving
Gun Location Overlay), 9215 (R&S Planning), 9217 (Topical), 9218 (Ref-
erence), 9219 (Work), 9220 (Counterintelligence and Security), and
9222 (Classified Document Log), were not required by the scenario. All
BIC files were used.

(d) The information required on the visual displays was adequate.

(e) The OFM adequatelI, defined the files used by the section. A
target list file was added to ";ie BIC files.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill. The S2/Tgt Acq and BIC element, had
identical listings.

(a) Of the 137 productive hours expended by S2/Tgt Acq, 26 hours
(19 percent) were expended in report preparation.

(b) Of the 119 productive hours expended by the BIC, 34 hours
(29 percent) were expended in report preparation.

(c) Reports 9204 (Radio lpterference), 9206 (NBC-2), 9207 (NBC-3),
and 9208 (NC-5) were not requited by the scenario.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and facili-
ties. Figure 2-118 depicts the organizational relationship of the
S2/Tgt Acq/BIC section to Div Arty. Sketches depicting the physical
relationship of the section within the Div Arty CP and the interior
:ayout of the van housing the section are shown in part Ill.

(a) The section experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its
mission as a result of the organizational structure required for the
test.

(b) The physical relationship of the S2/Tgt Acq/BIC section was
satisfactory with respect to other Div Arty staff elements.

(c) The section operated in ao M109 van assigned to the OPS-FD
section and the facility was not adequate for the personnel assigned
due to the addition of the BIC.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and ade-
quacy of communications as experienced by the section is contained in
part Ill.
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(a) Of the 251 calls made by the S2/Tgt Acq element, 76 percent
were placed by FM, and 24 percent by telephone.

(b) Of the 529 calls made by the BIC element, 95 percent were
placed by FM, and 5 percent by telephone.

(c) Of the 225 calls received by the S2/Tgt Acq element, 71 percent
were placed by FM, and 29 percent by telephone.

(d) Of the 531 calls received by the BIC element, 96 percent were
received by FM and 4 percent by lelephone.

(e) The S2/Tgt Acq element prepared 8 messages for transmission
and received 48 messages that had been transmitted by common-user tele-
type or RATT.

(f) The BIC element prepared 19 messages for transmission and
received 68 messages that had been transmitted by common-user teletype
or RATT.

(g) Ninety-two percent of the S2/Tgt Acq responses indicated the
element had enough means of communication.

(h) With the addition of the Div Arty administration/intelligence
net, all of the BIC responses indicated the element had enough means of )
communication.

(i) Section and evaluator personnel classified the means of com-
munication available to the section as adequate to accomplish th assigned
mission.

(j) The section reported no difficulty in disseminating early
warning messages.

(8) E(*ect of displacement. Data pertinent to the effects of
displacement on the section is contained in part Ill.

(a) During both displacements of the Div Arty CP, the S2/Tgt
Acq/BIC sect ion displaced in one group and closed on an advanced party
provided by the S2/Tgt Acq/BIC section.

(b) Section and evaluator personnel reported no difficulty with
communications or in obtaining information during displacement.

(c)' The section was ready to move an average of 49 minutes after
displacement procedures started.
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W (d) The section departed an average of 28 minutes after being
ready to move.

(e) The section was generally capable of conducting effective and
sustained operations (completely set up) an average of II minutes after
arrival at the new location.

(f) Section and evaluator personnel indicated displacement proce-
dures defined in the Div Arty SOP do not require revision.

(9) Effect of destruction. Section and evaluator personnel re-
ported that destruction of the main CP had no effecl on the operational
effectiveness of the section and that the section was generally fully
employed following destruction of the main CP.

(10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The S2/Tgt Acq/BIC section was
not affected by deployment of the division TAC CP.

(II) Effect of the alternate CP. The S2/Tgt Acq/BIC section was
not adversely affected by the establishment of the alternate CP.

(12) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effect of

shifting control of the division is contained in part Ill.

(a) The section did not experience any difficulty when control of
c¢ the division was shifted from one location to another.

(b) Section personnel normally learned from the division intel-
ligence net that the point of control within the division had changed.

(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concern-
ing the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel

* assigned to the section is contained in part Ill.

wee(a) No unrealistic constraints that could affect the test data

were imposed on the element by the scenario or the control organization
/ when executing the scenario.

(b) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the section with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satisfactory for the
duties assigned.

(c) No additional training requirements were identified.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of infor-
mation between the S2/Tgt Acq/BIC section and other sections of Div Arty
is contained In part Ill. The matrix at figure 2-128 depicts the rela-
tionship between the section and the Div Arty command group, other members
within the Div Arty staff, and personnel at other levels of command.
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(a) Information provided to 1the section was generally considered
relevant and accurate; but often not timely or adequate because of a
lack of SHELREP and division artillery radar (AN/TPS-25) reports and
because of a lack of or delay in receipt of intelligence traffic.

(b) Section and evaluator personnel reported that in a few in-
stances, the section experienced difficulty in obt-ining information
from division alternate and division FSE.

(c) The section provided and received orders and guidance in suf-
ficient time to meot operational requirements.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by section personnel is contained in part Ill.

(a) An overcapacity workload condition was experienced 8 percent
of the time.

(b) The mean productive time expended per day for S2iTgt Acq and
BIC, respectively, was 16 and 12 hours for officers; and II and 9 hours
for NCO's.

(c) The mean idle time per day for S2/Tgt Acq and BIC, respectively,
was less than I hour for officers of both elements; and less than I and
2 hours for NCO's

(d) The mean absent time per day for S2/Tgt Acq and BIC, respec-
tively, was 4 hours and less than I hour fDr officers; and I hour for
NCO's of both elements.

(e) Section and evaluator personnel recommended the personnel and
eL ipment changes shown in rigures 2-129 and 2-130 as being required to
satisfy normal operations.

Title Grade MOS QuantityAdd Delete

a!ntel Analyst/RATELO (BIC) E4 96B20 I 0

aProvide 24 hour capability.

Figure 2-129. BIC element recommended personnel additions.
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Nomenclature Quantity
Add Delete

Radio set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in trk, I ;/4-ton
(BIC and S2/Tgt Acq) 0 2

Radio set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in trk 1/4-ton (S2) I 0
Radio set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in 5-ton van (S2)a I 0
Radio set, AN/VRC-47, mtd in 5-ton van ($2 a  I 0
Truck, utility, 1/4-ton (S2) I 0

aMl09 van provided by S3 should be changed to 5-ton van.

Figure 2-130. S2/Tgt Acq/BIC section recommended equipment changes.

(e) S3/C-E section.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figures 2-131
and 2-132.

Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized FId

H-Ser OFM 19

S3 05 FA 52162 I I 1
Asst S3 04 FA 52162 2 2 2
Cml Off 03 Cml 57314 I I
Plans Off 03 FA 52162 0 0 1
Abr Obsr 02 FA 51193 8 8a  0
Op Sgt E9 13Z50 I I I
Asst Op Sgt E8 13Z50 I I I
C Fd Comptr E7 13E40 I I I
Cml Stf NCO E6 54E40 I I I
Sr Chronograph a
Operator E5 13E20 2 0 0
Chronograph Op E4 13E20 2 0 0
Clerk-typist E4 71830 2 2 2
Sr Radio Op E4 05B20 I I I
Radio Op E3 05120 I I I

TOTAL (Off/EM) 12/12 12/8 5/8

aOptional for test.

Figure 2-131. S3 element personnel.
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Strength

Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized FId
H-Ser OFM 119

C-E Off 04 SC 00205 I I 1
Lt Veh Dvr E3 36K20 I I I

TOTAL (Off/EM) I/I I/I I/I

Figure 2-132. C-E element personnel.

(2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown in figures 2-133
and 2-134.

Quantity
Nomenclature Authorized Fid

H-Ser OFM 119

Radio set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in 2 1/2-ton
van, M109 2 2 2
Radio set, AN!VRC-46, mtd in I 1/4-ton 2 2 2
Radio set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in trk, 1/4-ton I I I
Radio set, Cont Gp, AN/GRA-39 4 4 4
Speech scty equip, TSEC/KY8 2 2 2
Tent GP, Med I I I
Tent GP, Sm I I I
ruck, cargo, 2 1/2-ton I I II Truck, van, 2 1/2-ton 2 2 2

Truck, utility, I 1/4-ton I I I
Truck, utility, 1/4-ton 4 4 I
Trailer, cargo, 1/4-ton 3 3 0
Trailer, cargo, 3/4-ton 0 I 0
Trailer, cargo, I 1/2-ton 0 I 0

Figure 2-133. S3 element equipment.

Quantity
Nomenclature Authorized Fid

H-Ser OFM 119

Truck, utility, 1/4-ton I I I

Figure 2-134. C-,E element equipment.
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(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of fhe func+ions
and procedure-s defined for the section and attendant quantifiable data
is contained In part Ill.

(a) Of the 570 productive hours available to the S3 element during
the test, 507 hou-s (89 percent) were expended performing listed and
unlisted funcikons.

(b) Of the 66 productive hours available to the C-E element during
the test, 64 hours (97 percent) were expended performing listed and
unlisted functions.

(c) S3 procedures FO2PO7A (illumination support), FO4PO2C (Super-
vises CBR tng), FO4PO2D (Supervises distribution of CBR contamination
info). F05P02 (Assess causes of combat deficiencies), FO5PO3 (Recommend
remedial tng for combat deficiencies), F05P05 (Supervise tng to correct
combat deficiencies) were not required by the scenario.

(d) C-E function F02 (C-E administration) and procedures FOIP05
(ECM), and FO4POI (C-E training) were not required by the scenario.

(e) The OFM was used by 56 percent of the section personnel.

If) The organization and functional manual (OFM) adequately de-
scribed the functions and procedures required to be performeC by the
section although some personnel indicated more detailed procedures

4 should be provided.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage factorsis contained In part Ill.

(a) Of the 507 productive hours expended by the S3 element,

253 hours (50 percent) were expended in using the files and 141 hours
(28 percent) were expended in maintaining the files (includes visual
displays).

(b) Of the 64 productive hours expended by the C-E flement,
3 hours (5 percent) were expended in using the files ard I hour
(2 percent) was expended in maintaining the files (includes visual
displays).

(c) S3 element files 9314 (Div SOP), 9316 (Policy), 9317 (Suspense),
932b (Barrier Overlay), 9321 (Effective Wind Msg), 9323-9327 (NBC-I--5),
9328 (Nuclear A/I report), 9329 (Unit Radiation Exposure Rate), and
9330 (Chemical Target Analysis) were not required by the scenario.
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(d) C-E element files 9803 (CESI), 9804 (Div Arty SOP), 9805 (Div
SOP), 9806 (C-E status rept), 9808 (C-E estimate), 9812 (Radio Net Dia-
gram),'9813 (Sig SOP), and 9814 (Staff Sec Workbook) were not required
by the scenario.

(e) C-E file 9801 (Message Center Staff Journal) was maintained by
the C-E platoon.

(f) The information required on the visual displays was adequate.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Iii. rhe C-E element was not required by
the Div Arty SOP to submit reports but was provided a listing of the
S3 reports.

(a) Of the 507 productive hours expended by the S3 element, 60 hours
(12 percent) were expended in report preparation.

(b) S3 element reports 9305 (Tactical Logistics), 9306 (Nuclear
Accident/Incident), 9307 (Unit Radiation Exposure), 9308 (Aircraft
Availability), 9309 (Request for Army Avn Support), and 9310 (Loss of
Friendly Contact) were not required by the scenario. The C-E element
did not submit any reports during the test.

C (6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and facili-
ties. Figure 2-118 depicts the organizational relationship of the S3/C-E
section -'ithin Div Arty. Sketches depicting the physical relationship of
the cecl.on within the Div Arty and the interior layout of the van housing
the section are contained in part Ill.

1-1 The S3/C-E section experienced no difficulty in accomplishing
its mission as a result of the organizational structure required for
the test.

(b) The physical location of this section to the Div Arty TOC and
other sections comprising the Div Arty CP was satisfactory.

(c) The section operated in an S3 van as part ot the Div Arty TOC
and the facility was adequate for the personnel assigned.

A
(7) Communications. Data concerning the meais. usage, and ade-

quacy of communications as experienced by the S3/C-E section is con-
tained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 1,432 calls made, 82 percent were placed by FM and
18 percent by telephone.
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(b) Of the 1,034 calls received, 86 percent were received by FM
and 14 percent by telephone.

(c) The S3/C-E section prepared 79 messages for transmission and
received 145 messages that had been transmitted by common-user teletype/
RATT.

(d) Seventy-one percent of the element responses indicated the
S3/C-E section did not have enough means of FM communications.

(e) Element and evaluator personnel classified the FM means of
communications available to the section as inadequate to accomplish the
assigned mission due to the congestion on the command fire FM voice net.

(WY The C-E element indicated a need for an FM radio mounted in
the C-E 1/4-ton vehicle.

(g) The section personnel reported that a delay in receipt of
early warning messages was experienced. Seventy-two percent indicateC
that the S3 section experienced difficulty in disseminating early warn-
ing messages due to the congested FM net.

(8) Effect of displacement. Data pertinent to the effects of
displacement on the section is contained in part Ill. I

(a) During both displacements of the Div Arty CP, the S3/C-E
section displaced in one group and closed on an advance party which
was operational on arrival at the new location and was composed of
S3 section personnel.

(b) Section and evaluator personnel reported no difficulty with
communications or in obtaining information during displacement.

(c) The section was ready to move and departed the old location
an average of 165 minutes after displacement procedures started.

(d) The section was capable of conducting effective operations
an average of 27 minutes after arriving at the new location.

(o) The section was capable of conducting sustained operations
(complelely set up) an average of 80 minutes after arriving at the new
location.

(f) The addition of an FM radio to the 1/4-ton vehicle of the
S3, allowing the monitoring of both the Div Arty and division command
nets, was recommended.
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(g) Section and evaluator personnel reported displacement proce-
dures defined in the Div Arty SOP do not require revision.

(9) Effect of desTruction. Element and evaluator personnel re-
ported that destruction of the div main CP had no effect on the opera-
tional effectiveness of the S3 section, and the section was fully employed
after destruction of the main CP.

(10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The S3/C-E section was not
affected by depioymet of the division TAC CP.

(II) Effect of the alternate CP. The S3/C-E section was not
adversely affected by establishment of the alternate CP.

(12) Effect of shifting control. D3ta pertinent to the effect
of shifting control of the division is con'ained in part Ill.

(a) The S3/C-E section did not experience any difficulty when con-
trol of the division was shifted from one location to another.

(b) Personnel of the S3 section normally learned from the division
FSE that the point of control within the division had changed.

(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concerning
the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel assigned
to the section io contained in part Ill.

(a) Few unrealistic constrainis that could affect the test data
were imposed on the section by the scenario or the control organization
when executing the scenario. However, constraints imposed by the lack
of a liaison officer at corps and from general support reinforcing units
caused unrealistic workloads and lack of friendly unit updates.

(b) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the section with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satisfactory for the
duties assigned.

* (c) Section and evaluator personnel were evenly divided as to the
need for additional training for section personnel. The need for a~di-
tional communications operator and fire planning training was reported.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of infor-
A nation between the S3 section and other sections of Div Arty is con-

tained in part Ill. The matrix at figure 2-135 depicts the relationship

between the S3 section, the Div Arty command group, other members within
the Div Arty staff, and personnel at other levels of command.

(a) Information provided to the section was general.ly considered
adequate, relevant, accurate, and timely.
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(b) Section and evalua+or personnel reported that the section
experienced difficulty in obtaining information from corps/division
and obtaining the results of artillery missions from line units.

(c) The section provided and received orders and guidance in suf-
ficient time to meet operational requirenents.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by section personnel is contained in part Ill.

(a) An overcapacity workload condition was experienced 2 percent
of the time.

(b) An undercapacity workload condition was experienced 48 percent
of the time.

(c) The mean productive time expended per day was 13 hours for
officers and II hours for NCO's.

(d) The mean idle Hme per day was I hour for officers and I hour
for NCO's.

ie) The mean absent time per day was 3 hours for officers and
3 hours for NCO's.

(f) The mean productive, idle, and absent times were 14 hours,
less than I hour, and 8 hours respectively for the C-E officer.

(g) Section and evaluator personnel recommended the personnel and
equipment changes shown in figures 2-136 and 2-137 as being required to
satisfy normal mission requirements and provide communications to each
of the FA battalions.

Title Grade MOS Strength

Asst Op (Plans) 03 51192 1
Radio Opr (Multichannel) E5 05F I
Radio Opr (Multichannel) E4 05F 2
Radio Opr (Multichannel) E3 05F 4

Note: Each DS/GS FA Bn will need operators for the multichannel system.

A
Figure 2-136. S3 section recomnended personnel adaitions.

Nomenclature Quantity

4-6 Channel-Multichannel System 4

Note: Each DS/GS FA Bn will need one multichannel system.

j ( Figure 2-137. S3 section recommended equipment additions.
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2-16. Division Support Command (DISCOM).

a. General. The organization of the division support command is
shown in figure 2-138. DISCOM was administratively set up in a control
bunker and did not displace during the test. DISCOM was not significantly
affec-ed by the displacement or destruction of the division main CP,
deployment of the TAC CP, or establishment of the alternate CP. There-
fore, these topics are not further addressed 'n the analysis of DISCOM
and its staff sections. Subfindings pertinent to DISCOM headquarters are
at paragraph b, while subfindings perflnent on!y to the staff sections
are contained in paragraphs c through f.

DISCOM

SI S2 S3 S4 7

Figure 2-138. DISCOM organization.

b. DISCOM headquarters subfindings.

(I) Effect of shifling control.

(a) DISCOM was not adversely affected when control of the division
was shifted from one location to another. The DISCOM commander reported
that on one occasion he had difficulty in identifying who was in control
of the division when control was shifted from the TAC CP to the alter-
nate CP.

(b) DISCOM learned through the division command FM net when the
point of control had changed. The S4 section reported experiencing minor
communication di'ficulties when control was shifted within the division.

(2) Adequacy of intelligence support. Data pertinent to the ade-
quacy of the intelligence support provided to DISCOM is contained
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in part Ill. The DISCOM command group and the evaluator reported that
the intelligence support was adequate and no better or worse than pre-
viously experienced.

(3) Adequacy of the scenario.

(a) DISCOM personnel and the evaluators reported that the S3 and
S4 were required to maintain division equipment status charts and reports
that normally would be the responsibility of the Division Maintenance
Materiel Agency (DMMIA) or subordinate units of DISCOM. This additional
tasking created an unrealistic problem play atmosphere.

(b) DISCOM experienced an undercapacity workload condition 55 per-
cent of the time. The mean productive time expended per day by DISCOM
personnel was 8 hours. This situation existed because of a lack of
sufficient scenario events to adequately drive the DISCOM staff sections.

(4) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. The number of personnel
assigned to UlISCOM w. adequate to accomplish the assigned mission under
normal operations. DISCOM personnel reported a requirement for a FM
secure voice capability to communicate with division G4 and an AM or FM
one-way, direct, dedicated communication means to receive early warning
messages. (Note: The DISCOM S3 and S4 were periodically required to
update the division G4 as explained in paragraph (3)(a) above. This
expressed need for a FM backup capability can be attributed to this

- requirement and the loss of telephone communications with the G4 during
displacement of the division main CP.)

(5) The matrix at figure 2-139 depicts the relationship between the
DISCOM command group and the division command group, division staff sec-
tions, other members of the DISCOM staff, and personnel at other levels
of command.

c. SI section.

(1I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-140.

(2) Equ'pment authorized and fielded is shown in figure 2-141.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions

A and procedures defined for the section and attendant quantifiable data
is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 110 productive hours available during the test, 61 hours
(56 percent) were expended performing listed and unlisted functions.

(b) Function F06 (Headquarters management) could not be evaluated
becabse DISCOM was administratively set up in a control bunker and did
not displace during the test.
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Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fld

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

SI Officer 04 NO 02110 I I I
PSNCO E7 NC 71H40 I I I
Clerk-Typist E4 71B30 I I I
Lt Veh Dvr E3 71BIO I I I
TOTAL (Off/EM) 1/3 1/3 1/3

Figure 2-140. SI section personnel.

Quantity
Nomenclature Authorized Fld

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Truck, Utilit y, 1/4-ton I 0 1
Trailer, Cargo, !/4-ton I 0 I

Figure 2-141. SI section equipment.

(c) Procedures F02P02 (Assigns personnel), F02P06 (Civilian per-
sonnel management), and FO3POIC (Religious services) were not required
by the scenario.

(d) The OFM was used by personnel of the section.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage factors
is contined in part Ill.

(a) Of the 61 productive hours expended by the section, 20 hours
(33 percent) were expended in using and 23 hours (38 percent) in main-
taiing the files (includes visual displays).

(b) Files A102 (Staff Section Workbook), A104 (DISCOM SOP), A106
(Policy), A109 (Situation Map), and AIIO (Accident Report) were not
required by the scenario.

(c) The information required on the visual displays was adequate.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part III.

(a) Of the 61 productive hours expended by the section, 6 hours
(9 percent) were expended in report preparation.
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(b) Report A105 (Discipline, Law, and Order) was not required by the

scenario.

(6) Orqanizational structure, physical relationships, and facili-
ties. Figure 2-138 depicts the organizational relationship of the SI
section within DiSCOM. A sketch depicting the interior layout of the
bunker housing the section is shown in part Ill.

(a) The section experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its mis-
sion as a result of the organizational structure requ red for the test.

(b) The phys;cal relationship of this section to other sections com-
prising the DISCOM was satisfactory.

(c) The section operated in a bunker which housed all the DISCOM
staff sections dnd the facility was adequate for the personnel assigned.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and adequacy
of communications as experienced by the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) The only means of voice communication available to the section
was the telephone and the section placed 52 and received 36 calls.

(b) The SI section prepared 157 messages for transmission and
received 392 messages that had been transmitted by common-user teletype
or RATT.

(c) One-hundred percent of the section responses indicated the sec-
tion had sufficient means of communication.

(d) Section personnel reported that the type communications avail-
able to the section was adequate to permit mission accomplishment.

(8) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concerning
the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel assigned
to the section is contained in part Ill.

(a) No unrealistic constraints that could affect the test data were
imposed on the element by the scenario or the control organization when
executing the scenario.

(b) Qualifications of th personnel assigned to the section with
respact to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satisfactory for the
duties assigned. /

(9) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of informa-
tion between the SI sectio and other sections of DISCOM is contained
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in part II1. The matrix at figure 2-142 depicts the relationship between
the section and the DISCOM command group, o+her members within the DISCOM
staff, and personnel at other levels of command.

(a) Information provided to the section was considered adequate,
relevant, accurate, and timely.

(b) Section personnel and the evaluator reported that in no instance
did the section experience difficulty in obtaining information from ofher
sections.

(c) The section provided and received orders and guidance in suf-
ficient time to meet operational requ'rements.

(10) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by section personnel is contained in part Ill.

(a) A within-cap~city workload condition was experienced i7 percent
of the time.

(b) An undercapacity workload situation existed 83 percent of the
time.

(c) The mean productive time expended per day by section personnel
( was 5 hours.

(d) The mean idle time per day for section personnel was 4 hours.

(e) The mean absent time per day for section personnel was 2 hours.

d. S2 section.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-143.

(2) Equipment authorized and fielded Is shown in figure 2-144.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedures defined for the section and attendant quantifiable data
Is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 78 productive hours available during the test, 57 hours
(73 percent) were expended performin' listed and unlisted functions.

(b) Function F06 (Request COMSEC support and arranges for necessary
support for SIGINT activities in zone or sector) was not required by the
scenario.
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Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized FId

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Intel Off 04 NO 09310 I I 1
Intel NCO E8 NC 96B50 I I I
Lt Veh Dvr E3 71BIO I I I
TOTAL (Off/EM) 1/2 1/2 1/2

Figure 2-143. S2 section personnel.

Quantity
Nomenclature Authorized FId

P-Ser 2d Ref 119

Truck, Utility, 1/4-ton I 0 0
Trailer, Cargo, 1/4-ton I 0 0

Figure 2-144. S2 section equipment.

(c) Procedures FOIP02B (Coordinates with other staff sections for
fire support, communications, and possible transportation for R&S activi-
ties), F03P02 (Supervises the control and accounting of classified docu-
ments and materiel), FO3PO2A (Establishes a security SOP and conducts
periodic security checks), FO3PO2B (Initiates preliminary inquiry into
instances of possible compromise of classified material), FO3PO2C (Requests
as needed, counterintelligence surveys and inspections), F03P04 (Adminis-
ters the security clearance program), and FO7POI (Distributes maps and
photographs provided automatically from higher headquarters) were also
not required by the scenario.

(d) The OFM was used by personnel of the section.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage factors
is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 57 productive hours expended by the section, 21 hours
(36 percent) were expended in using the files and 17 hours (29 percent)
were expended in maintaining the files (includes visual displays).

(b) Files A201 (Collection Planning), A203 (Collection Worksheet
Chart), A205 (R&S Overlay), A206 (Topical), A208 (intelligence SOP),
A210 (Counterintelligence and Security), A211 (Access System), A212
(Classified Documents Log), A220 (BOMBREP/SHELREP/MORTREP), A221 (Hos-
tile Air Attack Warning Message), A222 (Daily Ground R&S Summary), and
A225 (Radio Interference) were not required by the scenario.

I
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(c) The information required on th. visual displays was adequate.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part lIl.

(a) Of the 56 productive hours expended by the secticn, 3 hours
(5 percent) were expended in report preparation.

(b) Reports AIOI (Periodic Intelligence Report), A204 (BOMBREP/
SHELREP/MORTREP), A205 (Hostile Air Attack Warning Message), A206 (Daily
Ground R&S Summary), and A209 (Radio Interference) were not required by
the scenario.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and facili-
ties. Figure '2-138 depicts the organizational relationship of the S2
section within the DISCOM. A sketch depicting the interior layout of
the bunker housing the section is shown in part II!.

(a) The section experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its
mission as a result of the organizational structure required for the
test.

(b) The physical relationship of this section to other sections
comprising the DISCOM CP was satisfactory.

(c) The section operated in a bunker which housed all the D'SCOM
staff sections and the facility was adequate for the personnel assigned.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and ade-
quacy of cormiunicaticns as experienced by the element Is contained in
part Ill.

(a) Of the 15 calls made, 13 percent were placed by FM (S3's
radio) and 87 percent by telephone.

/

(b) 04 The 15 calls received, 100 percent were by telephone.

(c) The section prepared 18 messages for transmission and received
39 mossages that had been transmitted by common-user teletype/RATT.

(d) Section personnel indicated that no problems were encountered
with the means of communication available to them and that the communi-
cations provided were adequate to perform their assigned mission.

(8) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concerning
the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel assigned
to the section is contained in part Ill.
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(a) No unrealistic constraints that could affect the test data were
imposed on the section by the scenario or the control organization when
executing the scenario.

(b) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the section with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satisfactory for the
duties assigned.

(c) Section personnel reported that additional communications
training is required.

(9) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of informa-
tion between the S2 section and other sections of DISCOM is contained in
part Ill. The matrix at figure 2-145 depicts the relationship between
the section and the DISCOM command group, other members within the DISCOM
staff, and personnel at other levels of command.

(a) Information provided to the section was considered adequate,
relevant, accurate, and timely.

(b) Section petsonnel and the evaluator reported that the section
experienced no difficulty in obtaining information from other sections.

(c) The section provided and received orders and guidance in suf-
ficient time to meet operational requirements.

(10) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by section personnel is contained in part Ill.

(a) A within-capacity workload condition was experienced 50 percent
of the time.

im(b) An undercapdcity workload situation existed 50 percent of the/ 1 time.

(c) The mean productive time expended per day by section personne!
was 7 hours.

(d) The mean idle time per day for section personnel was 3 hours.

A
(e) The mean absent time per day for section personnel was I hour.

e. S. section.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-146.

(2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown in figure 2-147.
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Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fid

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

S3 94 NO 02162 I
Asst S3 03 NO 52162 I
LNO 03 NO 04010 1 0 0
Op Sgt E9 NC 76Z5K I I I
Aset Op Sgt E8 NC 76Z5K I I I
Clerk-Typist E4 71B30 I I
Lt Veh Dvr E3 71BIO I I I
TOTAL (Off/EM) 3/4 2/4 2/4

Figure 2-146. S3 section personnel.

Quantity
Nomenclature Authorized FId

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Truck, Utility, 1/4-ton I I 0
Radio Set, AN/VRC-46 0 2 I
Radio Set, AN/VRC-47 I 0
Speech Security Equip, TSEC/KY-8 I I I
Antenna, RC-292 2 2 I
Power Supply, PP-2953 2 2 1

Figure 2-147. S3 section equipment.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedures defined for the section and attendant quantifiable data
is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 211 productive hours available during the test, 195 hours
(92 percent) were expended performing listed and unlisted functions.

(b) Function F06 (Supervise and/or coordinate requests for air sup-
port), function F07 (Recommend and supervise training to correct combat
deficiencies), and procedure F04P02 (Supervise the communications officer
in preparatloii of the communications plan) were not required by the
scenario. (Note: On one occasion, the section did coordinate with divi-
sion G3 air for aviation support and did receive one immediate air request
under function F06).

(c) The OFM was used by 50 percent of tne section personnel.
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(d) Section personnel reported that the OFM adequately described
the functions and procedures required to be performed by the section.

(4) A complete listing oi files and resultant usage factors is con-
tained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 195 productive hours expended by the element, 43 hours
(22 percent) were expended in using and II hours (6 percent) in main-
taining the files (includes visual displays).

(b) Files A302 (Staff Section Workbook), A306 (Suspense), A313
(Unit Readiness Report), A315 (Operations Order), A3i6 (Transportation
Request), A317 (Reply to Transportation Request), A319 (Request for Army
Aviation Support), A321 (Aerial Resupply Followup), A322 (Maintenance
Float), A326 (Numerical Index-Equipment), A327 - A329 (pertaining to
nuclear warfare), A330 (Operational Situation), A33i - A335 (Pertaining
to friendly and enemy minefields), A336 (Airfield/Heliport), and A337
(Aircraft Availability) were not required by the scenario.

(c) The information required on the visual displays was adequate.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
faclors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 195 productive hours expended by the section, 2 hours )
(I percent) were expended in report preparation.

(b) Reports A302 (Nuclear Accident/Incident), A303 (Operational
Situation), A304 (Task Organization), A305 - A309 (pertaining to friendly
and enemy minefields), A310 (Unit Radiation Exposure), A311 (Request for
Army Aviation Support), A312 (Airfield/Heliport Location), and A313 (Air-
craft Availability) were not required by the scenario.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and facili-
ties. Figure 2-138 depicts the organizational relationship of the S3
section within the DISCOM. A sketch depicting the interior layout o*
the bunker housing the section is shown in part Il1.

(a) The section experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its mis-
sion as a result of the organizational structure required for the test.

(b) The physical re'ationship of The S3 section to other sections
comprising the DISCOM was satisfactory.

(c) The section operated in a bunker which housed all the DISCOM
staff sections and the facility was adequate for the personnel assigned.
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(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and adequacyof communications as experienced by the section is contained in part III.

(a) Of the 323 calls made, 89 percent were placed by FM, II percent
by telephone, and less than one percent by AM (voice) communication means.

(b) Of the 356 calls received, 8 percent were received by FM, 92 per-
cent by telephone, and less than one percent by AM com-mnication means.

(c) The section prepared 63 messages for transmission, and received
115 messages that had been transmitted, by common-user teletype/RATT.

(d) Thirty percent of the section responses indicated that the sec-
tion did not have enough means of communication. The deficiencies were
identified as an additional FM secure net between DISCOM and division G4
(same as reported by the S4 section) and an AM TOC net to receive early
warning messages. However, 75 percent of the section personnel and the
evaluator, responding in the end-of-test report, classified the organic
means of communication as adequate.

(8) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concerning
the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel assigned
to the section is contained in part Ill.

W(a No unrea istic constraints that could affect the test data were
imposed on the section by the scenario or the control organization when

*executing the scenario.

(b) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the section with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were generally satisfactory
for the duties assigned.

(9) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of informa-
tion betwe3n the S3 section and other sections of the DISCOM CP is con-
tained in part Ill. The matrix at figure 2-148 depicts the relationship
between the section and the DISCOM command group, other members within
the DISCOM staff, and personnel at other levels of command.

(a) Information provided to the section was generally considered
adequate, relevant, accurate, and timely.

(b) Section personnel ard the evaluator reported thai in a few
instances the section experienced difficulty in obtaining Information
from the division staff.

(c) The section gave and rereived orders and guidance in sufficient
t-me to meet operational requirements.
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(10) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by section personnel is contained in part IIl.

(a) A within-capacity workload condition was experienced 45 percent

of the time.

(b) An undercapacity workload condition was experienced 55 percent
of the time.

(c) The mean productive time expe,,ded per day by section personnel
was 10 hours.

(d) The mean idle and absent times per day for individual section
personnel were less than one hour.

f. S4 section.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-149.

Strength

Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fld
H-Ser 2d Ref 119

S4 04 NO 04010 1 1
Asst S4 03 NO 04010 1 1
Logistics Sgt E8 NC 76Z5K I II
Asst Logistics Sgt E7 NC 76Z5K I 1 0
Clerk-Typist E4 71B30 I I I
Lt Veh Dvr E3 71BIO I I
Food Svc Tech WO 941A0 1 0 0
Food Svc Supv a E7 NC 94Z50 1 0 0
Motor Sergeant , E6 NC 64C40 0 0 I
TOTAL (Off/EM) 3/5 2/4 2/4

aNot authorized; used in lieu of Asst Log Sgt, E7, 76Z5K.

Figure 2-149. S4 section personnel.

(2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown in figure 2-150.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedures defined for the section and attendant quantifiable data
is contained in part Ill.
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Quantity
Nomenclature Authorized Fid

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Truck, 1/4-ton I 0 0
Trailer, Cargo, 1/4-ton I 0 0

Figure 2-150. S4 section equipment.

(a) Of the 248 productive hours available during the test, 216 hours
(87 percent) were expended performing listed and unlisted functions.

(b) Function F02 (Area Damage Control Planning) was not required
by the scenario.

(c) The organization and functions manual (OFM) was used by per-
sonnel of the section.

(d) The OFM adequately described the functions and procedures
required to be performed by the section.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage factors
is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 216 productive hours expended by the section, 92 hours
(42 percent) were expended in using, and 50 hours (23 percent) in main-
taining, the files (includes visual displays).

(b) Files A404 (DISCOM SOP) and A411 (Class IV Status Chart) wore
not required by the scenario.

(c) Section and evaluator personnel reported that the DISCOM S4
was required to maintain division level equipment status charts that
should have been the responsiblility of the DMMA.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 216 productive hours expended by the section, 12 hours
(6 percent) were expanded in report preparation.

(b) Reports A402 (Class IV Status Report) and A404 (Materiel Readi-
ness) were not required by t he scenario.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and facili-
r.es. Figure 2-138 depicts the organizational relationship of the S4
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within the DISCOM. A sketch depicting the interior layout of the bunker
housing the section is shown in part Ill.

(a) The section experienced no difficulty in arcomplishing its mis-
sion as a result of the organizational structure required for the test.

(b) The physical relationship of this section to other sections com-
prising the DISCOM was satisfactory.

(c) The section operated in a bunker which housed all the DISCOM
staff sections and thIis facility was adequate for the number of personnel
assigned.

(7) Corrmunications. Data concerning the means, usage, and adequacy
of communications as experienced by the section is contained in part Ill.

(a) Cf the 355 cal Is made, two percent were placed by FM and 98 per-
cent by telephone.

(b) Of the 277 calls received, 5 percent were received by FM and
95 percent by telephone.

(c) The section prepared 52 messages for transmission and received
382 messages that had been transmitted by coiion-user teletype/RATT.

( (d) Section personnel reported that a FM secure means of communi-
cation is required between DISCOM and the division G4. The evaluator
reported that the organic means of communication were adequate.

(8) Scenario, control, and trainig. Quantitative data concerning
the scenario, test control, and siuus c, training of personnel assigned
to ths section is contained in part Ill.

(a) Section personnel and the evaluator reported unrealistic con-
straints were imposed on the section by the scenario. The requirement
to mairtain division level status charts and reports was not realistic
unless additional personnel were assigned to the section.

(t) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the section with
respect to rank, 1.,'S, and experience were satisfactory except for the
ass;stant logistics sergeant.

(9) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of informa-
tion between the S4 sertion and other sections of DISCOM is contained
in parr Ill. The ratrix at figure 2-151 depicts the relationship between
the section and the DISCOM command group, other members whin the DISCOM
staff, arid personnel at other levels of command.
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(a) Information provided to the section was generally considered ade-
quate, relevant, and accurate; but often not timely because of communica-
tion failures.

(b) Section personnel reported that in no instance did the section
experience difficulty in obtaining information from other sections of the
DISCOM staff.

(c) The section provided and received orders and guidance in suffi-
cient time to meet operational requirements.

(10) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activily
levels as experienced by section personnel is contained in part Ill.

(a) A within-capacity workload condii-o, was experienced 56 percent
of the time.

(b) An undercapacity workload situation existed 44 percent of the
time.

(c) The mean productive time expended per day by section personnel
CI was 8 hours.

(d) The mean idle and absent times per day for section personnel
were one hour.

(e) Throughout the test, a motor sergeant, MOS 64C40, was used as a
substitute for the assistant logistics sergeant.

(f) Section personnel and the evaluator reported that the section
was effective in performing its assigned mission; however, additional
personnel would be needed if the section is required to perform the
additional tasks required by the test.

2-17. Briqade Headquarters.

a. General. The orqanization of the brigade headquarters and the
sections over which it exercised staff supervision are shown in
fiqure 2-152. Subfindings pertinent to the brlade headquarters are
at paraqraph b while subfindings pertinent to the individual staff sec-
tions are in paragraphs c through f.
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b. Brigade headquarters subfindings.

(I) Effect of displacement. The brigade CP did not displace.

(2) Effect of destruction. The destruction of the division main
CP had no affect on the operational effectiveness of the brigade and
the headquarters was fully employed after destruction of the main CP.

(3) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The brigade CP was not adversely
affected by the deployment of the TAC CP and, conversely, brigade per- •
sonnel indicated that the TAC CP was more responsive than either division
main CP or division alternate.

(4) Effect of alternate CP. The brigade CP was not adversely
affected by the alternate CP. However, the lack of responsiveness
attributed to the division main CP was also attributed to the division
alternate CP.

(5) Effect of shifting control. The brigade CP did not experience
any difficulty when control of the division was shifted from one loca-
tion to another except as noted in (3) and (4) above.

(6) Adequacy of intelligence support. )

(a) Data pertinent to thc adequacy of intelligence support pro-
vided to the brigade is contained in part Ill.

(b) The brigade BICC augmentation authorized by the 2d Refinement
consistently provided intelligence support which was rated, by both unit
and evaluator personnel, as better than normally provided by the tradi-
tional S2/G2 configuration. The only observed weakness was a frequent
lack of coordination between BICC and S2 personnel as evidenced by a
duplication of effort in many areas and the lack of responsiveness -
toward subordinate units. This situation was attributed to the inno-
vative BICC/S2 organization, the nonexistar; guides on working rela-
tionships, the minimal time available for training, and the ;nexperienced
personnel assigned to the brigade S2 section. Conversely, the intel-
ligence support provided by the division intelligence organization to
brigade was generally rated as adequate but no better or worse than the
support normally provided due to shortcomings such as unresponsiveness
and inaccuracies noted in requests for unattended ground sensors (UGS's)
weather information, reconnaissance data and other forms ot information
and intelligence.
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Brigade

SI S2/BICC S3/FSCC S4

Figure 2-152. Brigade organization.

(7) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. The personnel and equip-
ment were generally adequate. Special problems and recommendations are
detailed in the section subfindings.

(a) The elimination of the brigade RATT net was genera!ly felt to
be a serious loss to both the brigade and battalion. Although only the
control battalions (not the evaluated battalion) were in the net, a
responsive and reZiabZe net which transmits lengthy reports/messages
and provides a record copy was considered to be beneficial to the com-
mander and staff.

(b) The reorganization of the S3 section to include a plans
element was generally considered by the commander and executive officer
to have improved the capability of the S3 section. The element was
effectively utilized and provided a formalized organization which could
specialize in this critical sia;f function. When not engaged in opera-
tional planning, the element contributed to the overall operations
effort as designated by the commander/S3.

A (c) The addition of the liaison specialist to the FSCC was reported

to have been highly beneficial and required to provide a 24-hour capa-
bility.

(8) The matrix at figure 2-153 depicts the relationship between
the brigade command group and the division command group, division staff
sections, other members within the brigade staff, and personnel at other
levels of command.
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,'

c. SI section.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-154.

Strength
Title Grade Branc., MOS Authorized FId

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Pers Off 04 IN 02110 1a I I
AC Counselor Supv E8 NC OOE50 I 0 0
Pers Staff NCO E7 NC 71H40 I I I
Clerk-typist E4 71B30 I I I
Pers carr dvr E3 I IBIO I I 0
Lt veh dvr E3 IIBIO I I I

TOTAL (Off/EM) 1/4 1/4 1/3

aoptional for test.

Figure 2-154. SI section personnel.

(7 (2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown in figure 2-155.

Quantity
Nomenclature Authoriied FId

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Truck, utility, 1/4-ton I I I
Trailer, cargo, I/1-'on I I I
Radio set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in 1/4-ton 1 0 0
Radio set, cont gp, G?.A-39 I I 0
Speech scty equip, TSEC/KY8 0 I- 1
Carrier, CP 0 I I
Radio set, AN/VRC-47, mtd in carrier CF' 0 0 1
Radio set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in carrier CP 0 I 0

Figure 2-155. Sl section equfpment.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of he functions
and procedures defined for the element and attendant quantifiable data
is contained in part Ill.
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(a) Of the 135 productive hours available during the test, 116 hours
(86 percent) were expended performing listed and unlisted functions.

(b) Procedures FO2POI (Supervise management matters), F02P05 (Pris-
oner of war management), F02P06 (Recover US prisoners of war),
FO3POIA (Postal services), FO3POIE (Exchange services), and function
F04 (Health services) were not required to be performed by the scenario.

(c) Procedure F02P02 (Assigns personnel) is accomplished by the
division adjutant general company based on morning reports from all
units and required no action at brigade.

d) The organization and functional manual (OFM) was used by per-
sonnel of the element.

(e) The OFM adequately described the functions and procedures
required to be performed by the section.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage fac-
fors is contained in part II!.

(a) Of the 116 productive hours expended by the section, 56 hours
(48 percent) were expended in using the files and 8 hours (7 percent)
were expended in maintaining the files. (includes visual displays.)

(b) Files B103 (Suspense) and B104 (Policy) were noi .-equired to
be used by the scenario.

(c) The information required on the visual displays was adequate.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

(a) OF the 116 productive hours expended by the section, 24 hours
(20 percent) were expended in report preparation.

(b) Report B106 (Discipline, Law and Order) was not required to be
prepared by the scenario.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and facili-
ties. Figure 2-152 depicts the organizatlonal relationship of the SI
section within the brigade. Sketches depicting the physical relation-
ship of the section within the brigade CP and the interior layout of the
track housing the section are shown in part Ill.

(a) The section experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its
mission as a result of the organizational stricture required for the
'st.
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(b) The physical relationship of the section to the brigade TOC
and to other cections comprising the brigade CP was satisfactory.

(c) The section operated from the SI/4 track and the facili+y was
adequate for the personnel assigned.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and adequacy
of communications as experienced by the section are contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 281 calls made, 68 percent were placed by FM and 32 per-
cent by telephone.

(b) Of the 206 calls received, 70 percent were received by FM and
30 percent by telephone.

(c) The section prepared 47 messages for transmission and received
41 messages that had been transmitted by common-user teletype/RATT.

(W' Seventy-three percent of the section responses indicated that
the section had enough communications.

(e) Section and evaluator personnel classified the means of com-
munication ava3iable to the section as adequate.

(f) Section and evaluator personnel were of the opinion that an FM
radio net or sole user telephone between the division GI/AG and the
brigade SI sections would be beneficial. Also, the AN/VRC-46 radio
authorized in the 2d Ref is not adequate for the SI carrier. An
AN/VRC-47 radio is required to permit continuous monitoring of the
brigade command and administration/logsIstics nets by S'!S4 personnel.

(8) Effect of displacement. The SI section did not displace.

(9) Effect of destruction. Section and evaluator personnel re-
/Z ported that destruction of the main CP had no effect on the operational

effectiveness of the section and that the section had slack time avail-
able after destruction of th' main CP.

(10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The SI section was not affected
by deployment of the division TAC CP.

(II) Effecl of the alternate CP. The SI section was not affected
by the alternaTe CP.

(12) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effect of
shift,ig ontr,; of the division on the section is contained in part Ill.

I
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(a) The section did not expet,ence any difficulties when control
of the division was shifted from one location to another.

(b) Persinnel of the section normally learned from communications
personnel that the point of control within the division had changed.

(c) The procedure followed by the section to establish communica-
tions with the newly designated point of control within the division
was to wait for the establishment of RATT and telephone communications
by signal personnel.

(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concern-
ing the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel
assigned to the section is contained in part Ill.

(a) No unrealistic constraints that would affect the test data
were imposed on the sectlin by the scenario or the control organization
when executing the scenario.

(b) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the section with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satisfactory for the
duties assignAd except for the PSNCO. This individual was an aviation
e:ectronics repairman with no administrative experience or training.
However, overall performance of the section was not affected by this
MOS discrepancy.

(c) No requirement for additional training of personnel, other than
notod in (b) above, was identified.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of infor-
mation between the SI section and other sections of the brigade is
contained in part Ill. The matrix at figure 2-156 depicts the relation-
ship between the section and the brigade command group, other members/ within the brigade staff, and personnel at other levels of command.

9,

(a) The adequacy, relevancy, and accuracy of the information
provided to the section was generally rated as good. Timeliness was
generally rated as fair because of communication outages which caused
a delay in the submission of reports.

(b) Section and evaluator personnel reported that in a few in-
stances the section experienced difficulty in obtaining information
from division GI.

(c) Generally, the section provided and received orders and
juidance in sufficient time to meet operational requirements.
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(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by the SI section is contained in part Ill.

(a) An undercapacity workload condition was experienced 46 percent
of the time. This can be attributed to an operational oriented scenario
and the difficulty in exercising an administrative element in a CPX
environment.

(b) The mean productive time expended per day was 13 hours for
officers and 9 hours for NCO's.

(c) The mean idle time expended per. day was I hour for officers
and 3 hours for NCO's.

(d) The mean absent time per day was 7 hours for officers and
3 hours for NCO's. Absent time included sleep for the officers.

(e) Although not supported by problem play or scenario events,
players and evaluators indicated the addition of a legal officer and
clerk would be beneficial to the unit,

(d) S2/BICC section.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figures 2-157
and 2-158. D

(a) S2 element.

Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fid

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Intel Ofi 04 IN 09301 I 1 1
Asst Int.l Off 03 IN 09301 I I I
Intel Sgt E8 NC 1IF50 I I
Asst Intel Sgt E7 NC IIF40 I I
Pers Carr Dvr E4 71B20 I I
Lt Veh Dvr E3 1IB40 0 1

TOTAL (Off/EM) 2/3 2/4 2/4

Figure 2-157. S2 element personnel.

(b) BICC element.
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Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fid

H-Ser 2d Ref IIQ

BICC OIC 03 MI 09301 0 I 1
Pit Sgt E7 NC 96840 0 I 1
Intel Sgt E6 NC 96840 0 2 2
Intel Analyst E5 NC 96840 0 2 2
Intel Analyst E4 96B20 0 2 2
Pers Carr Dvr E4 IIE20 0 I 0

TOTAL (Off/EM) 0/0 1/8 1/7

Figure 2-158. BICC element personnel.

(2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown in figures 2-159
and 2-160.

Quantity
Nomenclature Authorized Fid

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Carrier, CP I I I
Truck, utility, 1/4-ton 0 I I
Radio set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in trk, 1/4-ton 0 I 0
Radio set, AN/VRC-47, mtd in carr, CP I 0 1
Radio set Control Gp, AN/GRA-39 I I 0
Speech scty equip, TSEC/KY8 0 2 2

a. rhe BICC AN/VRC-46 was removed from the 1/4-ton and mounted in the

second carrier for a displacement capability.

p iFigure 2-159. S2 element equipment.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedures defined for the section and attendant quantifiable data
is listed in part Ill. Functions and procedures for the S2 and BICC
were identical.

(a) Of the 179 productive hours available to S2 personnel during

the test, 175 hours (98 percent) were expended performing llsted and
unlisted functions.
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Quanti ty
Nomenclature Authorized FId

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Carrier, CP 0 I 2
Truck, utility, 1/4-ton 0 I 1
Trailer, cargo, 1/4-ton 0 I I
Radio set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in trk, 1/4-ton 0 I 0
Radio set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in carr, C 0 0 I
Radio set, AN/VRC-47, mtd in carr, CP 0 I 0
Radio set Control Gp, AN/GRA-39 0 I 0
Speech scty equip, TSEC/KY8 0 3 3
Tent, Gp, Sm 1 I I

aThe S2 AN/VRC-46 was removed from the 1/4-ton and mouwd in the

S2 carrier to provide increased communication capability.

Figure 2-160. BICC element equipment.

(b) Of the 326 productive hours available to BICC personnel during
the test, 307 hours (94 percent) were expended performing listed and
unlisted functions.

(c) Procedures F04P06 (Counterintelligence liaison), F04P07 (Aban-
doned CP check), and Function F05 (HUMINT) were not required to be per-formed by the scenario. All other functions and procedures were performea

by the 3cenario. All other functions and procedures were performed by
either BICC or S2 personnel.

(d) The organization and functional manual (OFM) was used by per-
sonnei of the section. Section personnel comments indicated there
should be a general delineation of the S2 and BICC functions.

(e) The responses of section personnel and evaluators were evenly

divided on the question of OFM adequacy. Those personnel with negative
responses indicated more (1-3 related functions and more detailed proce-
dures were required.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usago data
is contnined in part Ill. Files for the S2 and BICC elements were
identical.

(a) Of the 175 productive hours frxpended by the S2 section,
40 hours (23 percent) were expended i:, usirg Mhe files and 39 hours
(22 percent) ware expended In maintaining the ites (includes visual
displays).
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(b) Of the 307 productive hours expended by the BICC, 127 hours
(42 percent) were expended in using the files and 15 hours (6 percent)
in maintaining the files (includes visual displays).

(c) 7iles 8205 (Topical), B208 (Cl and Security), B209 (Access),
and B210 (Classfied Document Log) iere not required to be used by the
scenario.

(d) File B215 (Collection Worksheet Chart), a collection planning
tool, i, not normally formalized at brigade and was not used by section
personnel. All other listed files, except as noted in (c) above, were
used by either the S2 section or PICC.

(e' The information required on the vitual displays was adequat_.

(f) The OFM adequately described the file structure of the element;
however, the section personnel indicated that the OFM should delineate
between S2 and BICC files.

(5) Reports. A ccmplete listing ,s reports and resultant usage
data are contained in part Ill. Reports for ihe S2 and B1CC were iden-
tical.

(a) Of the 175 productive hours expended by the S2 section, 9 hours
(5 percent) were expended in report preparation.

(b) Of the 307 productive hours expended by the BICC, 9 houts
(3 percent) were expended in report preparation.

(c) Reports 8207 (Bridge recon), B208 (Airsite recon), B209 (NBC-i).
B210 (NBC-2), B211 (NBC-3), B214 (Weather advisory), and B217 EJTAC Air-
R&S (immediate)] were not required to be prepared by the scenario. All
otner reports were prepared by either S2 or BICC personnel with some
dupl -cation.

(d) The OFM adequately defined the section responsibility for
preparatioi of reports; however, tre OFM should provide general delinea-
tion between BlCC and S2 report preparation.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and facili-
lies. Figure 2-152 depicts the organizational relationship of the
S?!EICC section within the brigade. Sketches depicting the physical
relalionship of the S2/BIGC section with the brigade CP and the interior
;ayojt of the tracks housing the section are shown in part Ill.

(a) The S2/BICC experiencdd no difficulty in accomplishing its
iission as a res:ult of the organizational structure required for the
:,st. S2 per,'oa ne and evaiuat rs responded in the end-of-test report
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that the intelligence support from the'BlCC was better than normally
experienced in a traditional S2 configurat;on with no augmentation.

(b) The physical relationship of this section to the brigade TOC
and other sections comprising the brigade CP was satisfactory.

(c) The S2/BICC section operated from three tracks; two t,1 cks
constituted a portion of the brigade TOC while one track provided a
displacement capability for the section-and was used as an analysis
facility during the test. The three tracks were adequate for the
number of personnel assigned.

(7) Communications. Data concerning communications by means,
usage, and adequacy as experienced by tho" ;2/BICC section is contained
in part Ill.

(a) Of the 236 calls made by the S2 element, 76 percent were placed

by FM, 18 percent by AM, and 6 percent by telephone nommunications means.

(b) Of the 223 calls made by the BICC, 87 percent were placed by
FM, 15 percent by AM, and 6 percent by telephone communications means.

(c) Of the 418 calls received by the S2 element, 85 percent were
received by FM, II percent by AM, and 4 percent by telephone communica-
tions means.

(d) Of the 179 calls received by the BICC, 91 percznt were received
by FM and 9 percent by telephone communications means.

(e) The S2/BICC section prepared no messages.

(f) The S2 element received 13 messages and the BICC 48 messages

which were transmitted by common-user teletype/RATT.

(g) All of the S2 responses and 73 percent of the BICC responses
indicated that there were sufficient communications available.

(h) Fifty-eight percent of the BICC responses indicated problems

were experienced with FM communications. However, this situation was
caused by a faulty power source which was not discovered for a period
of wo days.

(i) S2/BICC and evaluator personnel classified the means of com-

munication available as adequate to accomplish the assigned mission.

(j) The S2/BICC section was able t', function effectively during

periods of jamming.
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(k) The section did not experience difficulty in receiving/dissemi-
nating early warning messages using the division and brigade intelligence
net.

(I) Section personnel and evaluators indicated that the parking of
the BICC dedicated RATT adjacent to the BICC would be beneficial.

(8) Effect of displacement. The S2/BICC section did not displace.

(9) Effect of destruction. S2/BICC and evaluator personnel re-
ported that destruction of the division main CP had Po effect on the
operational effectiveness of the section and that the section was gen-
erally fully employed after destruction of the division main OP.

(10) Effect of TAC OP deployment. The S2/BICC section was not
affected by deployment of the division TAC CP.

(II) Effect of the alternate OP. The S2/BICC section was not
affected by the alternate CP.

(12) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effects
of shifting control of the division on the section is contained in
part Ill.

(a) The S2/BICC section did not experience any difficulties when
control of the division was shifted from one location to another.

(b) Personnel of the section normally learned on the division
intelligence net that the point of control within the division had
changed.

(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concern-
Ing the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel

assigned !.i the section is contained in part Ill.

(a) No unrealistic contraints that could affect the test data
were imposed oi the element by the scenario or 'he control organization
when executing the scenario.

(b) Qual-ifications of the personnel assigned to the section with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satisfactory for the
duties assigned.

(c) Additional training in RATELO procedures and practical field
cx<-rcise for all personnel, especially the S2, was deemed necessary
by a majority of section responses.
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(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of infor-
mation between the S2/BICC and other division staff sections or elements
is contained in part Ill. The matrix at figure 2-161 depicts the rela-
tionship between the section and the brigade command group, other members
within the brigade staff, and personnel at other levels of command.

(a) The adequacy, relevancy, and accuracy of the information pro-
vided to the section were gene ally rated as good. Timeliness was
generally rated as fair due to the late arrival of information by RATT.

(b) Subsequent discussion with battalion S2/BICC personnel indicated
that problems were experienced by the battalion in requesting/receiving
information from the brigade S2/BICC. However, these problems were pe.-
sonnel and not organizationally oriented.

(c) Generally, the section gave and received orders and guidance
In sufficient time to meet operational requirembnts.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by section personnel is contained in part Ill.

(a) The S2 section experienced no overcapacity workload conditions
and the BICC experienced an overcapacity condition 3 percent of the time.

(b) The S2 section and BICC experienced undercapacity workload
conditions 37 and 21 percent of the time.

(c) The mean productive time expended per day was 15 hours for

2 officers, 17 hours for BICC officers, 10 hours for S2 NCO's, and
9 hours for BICC NCO's.

(d) The mean idle time p~r day was 0 and I hour for S2 and BICC
officers, and 0 and I hour for NCO's.

(e) The mean absent time per day was 7 and 5 hours respectively
for S2 and BICC officers (includes sleep time) and I hour for S2 and
BICC NCO's.

(f) S2/BICC personnel reported the section was effective in per-
forming its assigned functions.

(g) Section and evaluator personnel repoted that the equipment
shown ir, fiqure 2-162 should be deleted/added to satisfy normal opera-
tional mission requirements. Thest additions will give the S2/BICC
suction a displacement capability with secure communications. However,
the brigade did not displace and these responses are based solely on

n-test experience.
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Nomenclature Quantity
Add Delie

Carrier, CP I 0
Radio set Control Gp, AN/GRA-39 0 2
Radio set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in carr, CP I 0

Figure 2-162. S2/BICC section recommended equipment changes.

e. S3 section.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded for the elements of the S3
section are shown in figures 2-163 through 2-168.

Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized FId

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Op Off 04 IN 52162 1 1
Asst Ov Off (Air) 03 IN E2162 I I I
Liaison Off 03 In 1542 1 1 1
COp Sgt E9 NC 1IF50 I I I
Op Asst E4 1IF20 I I I
Sr RATELO E4 05E20 I I
Pers Carr
Dvr/RATELO E4 IIBI0 1 2 2
RATELO E3 05E20 2 2 2
Lt Veh Dvr (LNO) E3 IIBI I I I

TOTAL (Off/EM) 3/7 3/8 3/8

Figure 2-163. S3 operatior, element personnel.

Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fid

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Asst Op Off (Plans) 03 IN E2162 I I I
Asst Op Sgt (Plans) E8 NC I 1F50 I I I
Clerk-typist E4 71B20 I I I

TOTAL (Off/EM) 1/2 1/2 I/?

Figure 2-164. S3 olans element personnel,
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Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fid

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Fire Spt Coord 05 FA 5;193 I Ia  0
Asst FSC/LNO 03 FA 51193 I I I
LN Sgt E6 NC 13E40 I I I
LN Specialist E4 13E20 0 I 0
Pers Carr Dvr E4 13A20 I I I

TOTAL (Off/EM) 2/2 2/3 1/2

aOptional for test.

Figure 2-165. S3 FSCC element personnel.

Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fld

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

C-E Off 04 SC E2050 I I I
Lt Vch Dvr E3 IIBIO 0 I 1

TOTAL (Off/EM) I/0 I/I I/I

Figure 2-166. S3 C-E element personnel.

Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authori7ed FId

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Avn Off 03 IN 01981 I I 0
Avn Off WO 1000 0 0a I
Rotary Wing Pilot WO IOBO 3a 0
0H6 Crew Chic$ E5 67V20 4 4 0
Avn Fuel Hndlg
Specialist/Dvr E4 76W20 I I I

TOTAL (Off/EM) 4/5 4/5 I/I

aOptionl for test.

Figure 2-167. S3 aviation element personnel.
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Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fld

H-Ser 2d Ref 19

Cml Off 03 CM 57314 I I 1
Cml Stf NCO E6 NC 54E40 I I I

TOTAL (Off/EM I/I I/I I/I

Figure 2-168. S3 chemical element personnel.

(2) Equipment authorized and fielded for the elements of the S3
section are shown in figures 2-169 through 2-173.

Quantity
Nomenclature Authorized Fid

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Carrier, CP 2 2 2
Radio set, AN/GRC-106, mtd in carr, CP I I
Radio set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in carr, CP 2 I I
Radio set, AN/VRC-47, mtd in carr, CP 0 I I %
Radio set, AN/VRC-47, mtd in trk, 1/4-ton I I I
Radio set, Control Gp, AN/GRA-39 I 0 3
Speech scty equip, TSEC/KY-8 2 I 2
Truck, utility, 1/4-ton (Incl LNO veh) I 2 2
Truck, cargo, I 1/4-ton (Gamma Goat) I 0 I
Trailer. cargo, I 1/2-ton I 0 0

Figure 2-169. S3 operations element equipment.

Quantity 0,
Nomenc I atu re Authorized Fld

H-Ser 2d Rof 119

Truck, utility, 1/4-ton 0 I 0
Trailer, cargo, 1/4-ton 0 I 0

Figure 2-170. S3 plans element equipment.
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Quantity
Nomenclature Authorized Fld

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Carrier, CP I I I
Radio Set, AN/VRC-49, mtd in c .%rr, CP I I

Figure 2-171. S3 FSCC element equipment.

Quantity
Nomenclature Authorized FId

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Truck, utility, 1/4-ton 0 I I
Trailer, cargo, 1/4-ton 0 I 1
Radio set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in trk, 1/4-ton 0 I 1

Figure 2-172. S3 C-E element equlpmeni.

Quantity
( Nomenclature Authorized Fid

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Truck, cargo, I I/4-tcn I 0 0
Trailer, cargo, 3/4-ton I 0 0
Radio set, AN/VRC-47, mtd in trk, I 1/4-ton I 0 0
Truck, utility, 1/4-ton 0 I
Trailer, cargo, 1/4-ton 0 I I
Radio set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in trk, 1/4-ton 0 I

Note: The chemical element has no equipment authorized by the H-series
TOE or by the 2d Refinement organization.

Fiyure 2-173. S3 aviation element equipment.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
anI procedures defined for the section and attendant quantifiable data
is ,:ontained in part III.

(a) Productive hours available (PHA), productive hours expended (PHE),
and percentage of productive hours available (Pct PHA) by element person-
nel are shown in figure 2-174.
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Element PHA PHE Pct PHA

Operations 369 337 91
Plans 120 III 93
FSCC 100 94 94
C-E 69 63 91
Avaiation 49 19 38
Chemical 70 70 100

Figure 2-174. S3 section productive hours.

(b) The plans element performed all its listed functions and
procedures.

(c) The following functions and procedures were not required by
the scenario.

I Operations: Procedures F03P02 (Supervise ADA, C-E, FSCC),
FO5POIB2 (Preplanned Army avn spt), F05PO2B3 (Immediate Army avn spt),
FO5PO2C [Approve air spt (immed)], FO5PO2D FFwd to G3 (immed)],
FO6POI (Combat deficiencies), F06P03 (Remedial training), and
F06P04 (Direct remedial training).

2 FSCC: Procedures FOIP02B (target-acq), FOIPO2C (Advise on
tgt acq), and FO4POI (Guidance).

3 C-E: Procedures FOIP03 (Para 5, OPORD), F02P02 (OP's, C-E
securTty), F02P03 (C-E rqr), F02P04 (Signal equip), FO3POIC (CEOI/CESI),
FO3POID (Radio stations), FO3POIE (Crypto custodian), F03P04 (Radio
restrictions), and F03P06 (Relay).

4 Aviation: Procedures FO2POIA and Fu2POID (Plans and Orders)

and fu-nction F03 (AirmobIle operations).

5 Chemical: Procedures F02P05 (CBR) and F02P06 (Barriers).

(d) Pro~edres FO2POI (CP interior), FO3POIA (Switchboard and LL),
FO3P02 ;Msg Cen), and F03P03 (Monitor nets) which were defined for the
C-E element were performed by the communications platoon.

() The OFM was used by personnel of the section.

(f) The OFM adequately described the functions and procedures
for the operations, plans, and FSCC elements, but not for the aviation,
C-E, and chemical elements.
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(g) Since the aviation element was not fielded, the aviation
officer, whose primary duty is supervision of the element, expended
little productive time.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and their resultant usage
data Is contained in part Il1.

(a) The hours expended by each element in using and maintaining
files (including visual displays) and the oercent e- of total productive
hours expended (PHE) in this function are shown in figure 2-175.

Element PHE USE Pct Maint Pct

Operations 337 37 8 8 2
Plans III 69 62 24 22
FSCC 94 40 43 0 0
C-E 63 0 0 0 0
Aviation 49 2 4 0 0

Chemical 70 I I 0 0

Figure 2-175. S3 section files.

(b) The following files were not required by the scenario.

I Operations: Files B301 (Staff Section Workbook), B308 (Mission
Record), and B30O (Barrier Overliy).

2 Plans: Files BC09 (Policy), BCIO (Division SOP), BCII (Brigade
SOP),-BCI4 (Unit Readiness), BCI5 (Radiation Exposure), BC16, BCI7 and
BC18 (Pertaining to mineflelds), BC21 (Transportation Request),
BC22 (Reply to BC,1), BC23 (Convoy), BC26 (Army Aviation), BC27 (Nuclear
Accident), and BC!8 (Nuclear Strike Warning).

3 FSCC: Files B802 (Staff Section Workbook) and 8804 (Nuclear
Target Analysis Worksheet).

4 C-E: Files B502 (CEOI), B503 (CESI), B504 (Brigade SOP), 8505
and 8506 (C-E Equipment Status Report and Chart), 8510 (Messenger
Schedule), B511 (Radio Net Schedule), B512 (SITMAP), B513 (Staff..rtion Workbook), and B514 (Division SOP).

5 Aviation: Files B701 (Staff Journal), B702 (Staff Section
Wlorkbook), B705 (Aircraft Available), B706 (Suspense), B707 (Policy),
B708 (Brigade SOP), B709 (AIrfield/Helipad), B710 (Accident Report),
and B711 (Aircraft A%,ail Rpt).
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6 Chemical: Files B601 (Staff JouI',.al), 8602 (Staff Section
Workbook), B605 through B609 (NBC-I through NBC-5), 8610 (Brigade SOP),
B611 (Division SOP), B612 (SITMAP), and B613 (Cml Tgt Analysis).

(c) The following files were not maint'ned in a separate or
formal manner.

I Operations: B304 (Significant Events) and B307 (Allocation of
Close Air Support).

2 Plans: BC24 (JTAC Airlift Request) and BC25 (JTAC Air Strike

Request, Preplanned).

3 C-E: B507 (C-E Estimates).

(d) The operations element's file B306 (TACLOG Rept) was main-
tained in the plans element while C-E element files B501 (Message Cen
Journal) and B510 (Messenger Schedule) were maintained by the communi-
cations platoon.

(e) The information required on +he visual displays was adequate.

(4) The OFM adequately described the file structure of the opera-
tions, chemical and FSCC elements. Element personnel indicated, however,
that the files were excessive in the aviation, C-E, and plans elements
and the following files should be deleted:

I Aviation: B701 (Staff Journal), B702 (Staff Section Workbook),
and 8707 (Policy).

2 Plans: BCI3 (Tactical Logistics Report).

3 Operations: B305 (CP Location).

4 C-E: B512 (SITMAP) and B513 (Staff Section Workbook).

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
data is conta:ijed in part III

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationship, and facili-
ties. Figure 2-152 depicts the organizational relationship of the S3
section within the brigade. Sketches depicting the physical relation-
-hip of the section within the brigade CP and the interior layout of
the track.s housing the section are shown in part Ill.

(a) The section experienced no difficulty In accomplishing its
miision as a result of the organizational structure required for the
,,sio
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(b) The physical rlationship of this section to the brigade TOC
and other sections comprising the brigade CP was satisfactory.

(c) -Since the aviation element was not fielded and the aviation
officer's primary duties concern the supervision of this element in the
brigade trains area, the aviation officer indicated his position should
neither be fielded in a CPX environmenT nor be located at the brigade TOC.

(d) The S3 section operated from two S3 tracks and one FSCC track
as part of the tracks comprising the brigade TOC and this facility was
adequate for the personnel assigned.

'(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and ade-
quacy of communications as experienced by the section are contained in
part Ill.

(a) The number of calls made and received, the type of means used,
and the number of messages prepared and received by each element are
shown in figure 2-176.

Total calls

Element FM and lel FM Tel Messages
( Made Rec Made Rec Made Rec Made Rec

Operations 1,048 922 952 850 96 72 26 35
Plans 344 292 296 253 48 39 15 31
FSCC 115 119 103 107 12 12 0 0

i C-E 65 10 15 2 50 8 0 1
Aviation 5 0 I 0 4 0 0 0
Chemical 785 703 740 658 45 45 31 20

1Figure 2-176. S3 section communications.

(b) rif '-seven percent of the section responses indicated the
section did not have enough communications.

(c) The AN/GRC-106 was inoperative during the test and remained
a continuoijs problem.

%C. The LNO jeep requires an AN/VRC-46 radio fcr normal operations
ind thi s!.cond S3 track requires an AN/VRC-46 radio and secure equipment
Ks adc-quate r.ommunications during displacement operations. However, the

izons ,s indiirating the track radio requirement are based on non-test
experie ;e siii- the brigade did not displace.
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(e) Section and evaluator personnel indicated that the brigade
RATT net increased the capability of the brigade to accomplish its
mission by providing a backup means of communication, a means for trans-
mitting lengthy messages and reports, and a record copy.

(f) Based on paragraphs (c) and (d), above, section and evaluator
personnel classified the means of communicai!on avaiiable as inadequate
to accomplish the assigned mission.

(g) Seventy-one percent of the section responses and the evFuator
end-of-test report indicated the section was able to function effectively
during periods of jamming.

(h) Seventy-four percent of the section responses indicated that
the section experienced no difficulty in disseminating early warning
messages using the brigade command net.

(8) Effect of displacement. The S3 section did not displace.

(9) Effect of destruction. Section and evaluator personnel re-
ported that destruction of the division main CP had no effect on the
operational effectiveness of the section and that the section was fully
employed after destruction of the main CP.

(10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The S3 section was not .,ffected
by the deployment of the TAC CP.

(II) Effect of the alternate CP. The S3 section was not affected
by the establishment of the alternate CP.

(12) Effect of shifting control. Data pertinent to the effect of
shifting control of the division on the section is contained In part Ill.

(a) The section did not experience any difficulties when control
of the division was shifted from one location to another.

(b) PNrmonnel of the section normally learned from the division
command net that the point oi control within the division had changed.

k13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data con-
cerning the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel
J igned To tha section is contained in part Ill.

(a) Few unrealistic constraints that would affect the test data
vur. impoqed on the section by the scenario or the control organization
whe-n executing the scenario. However, scenario events related to the
3viation and chemical elements were limited and element personnel indi-
,cated they h 1 iot been adequately tasked.
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(b) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the element with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satisfactory for the
duties assigned.

(c) No significant requirements for additional training were
iden+ified for section personnel.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of infor-
mation between The S3 section anJ other d~vslon/bi!gade staff sections
or elements is contained in part I1l. The matrix at figure 2-177 de-
picts the relationship between the S3 section and the brigade command
group, other members within the brigade staff, and personnel at other
levels of command.

(a) The adequacy, relevancy, timeliness, and accuracy of the
information provided to the secticn was generally rated as go)d. How-
ever, the adequacy and timeliness of CBR information provided to the
chemical element was rated as poor.

(b) The section provided and received orders and guidance in

sufficient time to meet operational requirements.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity

j (-} levels as experienced by element persoinel is contained in part ill.
-

(a) Overcapacity (over) and undarcapacity (undt.) workload con-
ditions for each element, expressed us a percentage c total time during
the test, are showr in rigure 2-176.

(b) The undercap-ci+y workload condition experienced in the FSCC
is attributed to the liaik-n sErgeant who was continuously employed on
the night shift. Durirng period5 of high or normal activity, the liaison
officer performed all dul';es.

(c) The continuous ourcapaci>;Ai workload condition in the C-E
elemeny is attributed to nimerous wa-muniction problems and outages
experiencod by the fieldeo brigad" rind battalion. The brigade C-E
offic.or was constantly recuired ;, actively rectify these problems.

d) The aviation element ,ntercapacity workload condition is

attributed to the lack of aviatic,*i 'cenario events and lack of a field-
ed aviation element.

(e) Although CBR activity w,,!- minimal, ihe full capacity employ-
I ment of the chemical officer and NCO 's attributed to their employment

as duty personnel in the brigade TOO.

I
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Element Over Under

Operations 0 23
Plans 18 27
FSCC 0 50
C-E 100 0
Aviation 0 100
Chemical 0 0

Figure 2-178. S3 section workload capacity.

(f) The mean productive, idle, and absent time per day for the
officers and NCO's of each element are shown in figures 2-179 through
2-181.

Mean productive time (in hours)
Op Plans FSCC C-E Avn Cml

Officer 15 10 18 16 5 12
NCO II 10 6 NA 2 II

Figure 2-179. S3 section mean productive time.

Mean idle time (in hours)
Op Plans FSCC C-E Avn Cmi

Officer 0 0 0 2 6 0
NCO - 0 2 2 NA 5 0

Figure 2-180. S3 section mean Idle time.

Mean absent time (!n hours)
Op Plans FSCC C-E Avn Cml

Officor 4 I 4 5 2 0
NCO 2 I I NA 2 1

Figure 2-181. S3 section mean absent time.
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(g) Section and evaluator personnel reported than an additional
clerk-typist, MOS 71B20, grade E4, should be added to the S3 plans ele-
ment to provide a capability for 24-hour operations.

(h) Subsequent discussion with the asst FSC/LNO indicated the addition
of the liaison specialist to the FSCC was highly beneficial and required
to provide the element a 24-hour capability.

f. S4 section.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-182.

Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fid

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Log Off 04 NO 04010 I
Asst Log Off 03 NO 04010 I I
Food Svc Tech WO 941A0 I 1 0
Chief Sup Sgt E8 NC 76Z55K I I I
Food Svc 3upv E7 NC 94Z50 1 0 0
Sup Sp/Lt Veh Dvr EI 76Y20 I I 0
Pers Carr Dvr E4 lIB20 1 0 0
Sup Clerk/Lt Veh Dvr E3 76A10 I I

TOTAL (Off/EM) 3/5 3/3 2/2

aOptional for test.

Figure 2-182. S4 section personnel.

(2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown in figure 2-183.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedure-, defined for the element and attendant quantifiable data
is contained in part Ill.

-(a) Of the 236 productive hours available during the test,
193 hours (81 percent) were expended performing listed and unlisted
functions.

(b) All listed functions and procedures were performed.

(c) The OFM was used by section personnel.

(d) The OFM adequately described the functions and procedures
roquired to b: performed by the section.
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Quantity
Nomenclature Authorized Fid

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Carrier, CP 1 0 0
Truck, utility, 1/4-ton I 2 I
Truck, cargo, I 1/4-ton 1 0
Trailer, cargo, 1/4-ton I I
Tent, GP, sm I I
Radio set, AN/VRC-47, mtu in carrier, CP 1 0 0
Radio set, AN/VRC-47, mtd in truck, 1/4-ton I I
Radio set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in truck, 1/4-ton 0 I 0
Radio set contr gp, GRA-39 I I I

Figure 2-183. S4 section equipment.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage factors
is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 193 productive hours expended by the section, 75 hours
(38 percent) were expended in using the files and 37 hours (19 percent)
were expended in maintaining the files (includes visual displays).

(b) Files B406 (Policy), B409 (Class IV Status Report), B410
(Class IV Status Chart), B415 (Numerical Index-Ammo), B416 (Numerical
Index-Equip), and B422 (Convoy Clearance) wore not required to be used
by the scenario.

(c) Section and evaluator.personnel stated that file B410 (Class V
Status Chart) should be deleted.

(d) The information required on the visual displays was adequate.

J (5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained it, part Ill.

(a) Of the 193 productive hours expended by the section, 8 hoursI(3 percentl were expended in report preparation.

(b) Reports B402 (Class IV), B404 (Materiel Readiness), and B406
(Request Convoy Clearance) were not required by the scenario.

(6) Organizational structure, phy.ical relationships, and facili-
ties. Figure 2-152 depicts the organizational relationship of the
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section within the brigade. Sketches depicting the physical relationship
of the section with the brigade CP and the interior layout of the track
housing the section are shown in pert Ill.

(a) The section experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its
mission as a result of the organizational structure required for the
test.

(b) The physical relationship of this section TO the brigade TOC
and other sections comprising the brigade CP was satisfactory. The S4
indicated he would probably spend a majority of his time in the brigade
trains area.

(c) The element operated from the SI/S4 track at the brigade CP
and the facility was adequate for the personnel assigned.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and ade-
quacy of communications as experienced by the section are contained in
part Ill.

(a) Of the 517 calls made, 75 percent wtre placed by FM and
25 percent by telephone.

(b) Of the 458 calls received, 69 percent were received by FM
and 31 percent by telephone. )

(c) The section prepared 196 messages for transmission and re-
ceived 270 messages that had been transmitted by common-user teletype/RATT.

(d, Sixty-seven percent of the section responses indicated that
the section had adequate means of communication.

(e) Section and evaluator personnel classified the means of com-
murication available to the section as adequate to accomplish the
assigned mission; however, they also indicated a requirement to com-
nuricate on FM with the division G4 section.

(8) Effect of displacement. The S4 section did not displace.

(9) Effect of destruction. Section and evaluator personnel rt-
porteo that destruction of ihe main CP had no effect on the operati:nal
-tt-cfiveness of the section and that the section had slack time avail-
cblce cftc. destruction of the main CP.

(10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The S4 section was not affected
"y deployment of the TAC CP.
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( (II) Effect of the alternate CP. The S4 section was not affected
by the alternate CP.

(12) Effect of shifting control. The section was not affecied
when control of the division was shifted from one location to another.

(.13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concern-
ing the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel
assigned to the section are contained in part Ill.

(a) No unrealistic constrainiis that could af~ec'i the test data
were imposed on the section by the scenario or the control organization
when executing the scenario. However, section personnel indicated That
logistics scenario events were unrealistic.

4 (b) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the element wiTh
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satisfactory for the
duties assigned.

(c) No significant additional training requirements were identi-
fied for section personnel.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of infor-
mation between the S4 section and other elements of the division is
contained in part Ill. The matrix at figure 2-184 depicts the relation-
ship between the section and the brigade command group, other members
within the brigade staff, and personnel at other levels of command,

(a) The adequacy and accuracy of the information provided to the
section were generally rated as good. Relevancy and timeliness were
generally rated as fair due to communications outages and some unrealis-
tic scenario events.

(b) The section provided and received orders and guidance in suf-
licient time to meet operational requirements.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activ-
ity levels as experienced by element personnel is contained in part Ill.

Ca) An under-capacity workload condition was experienced 20 percent
of the time.

4(b) The mean productive time expended per day was 12 hours for

officers and 12 hours for NCO's

(c) The mean idle time per day for officers was 2 hours and

hcir3 for NCO's.

(d) The mean absent time per day was 3 hours for officers and
0 hours for NCO's.
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2-18. Battalion Headquarters.

a. General. The organization of the battalion headquarters and
the sections over which it exercised staff supervision are shown in
figure 2-185. Subfindings pertinent to the battalion headquarters are
at paragraph b while subfindings pertinent to the individual staff sec-
tions are in paragraphs c through f.

Battalion

Z7~ I
I .- ,

SI S2/BICC S3/FSCC S4
I .

Figure 2-185. Battalion organization.

b. Battalion i;oadquarters subfindings.

(I) Effect of displacement. The battalion headquarters did not
displace.

(2) Effect of destruction. The destruction of the division main
CP had no effect on the operational effectiveness of the battalion, and
the headquarters was generally fully employed after destruction of the
main CP.

(3) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The battalion headquarters was
not affected by the deployment of the division TAC CP.

(4) Effect of alternate CP. The battalion headquarters was not
affected by the alternate CP.

(5) Effect of shifting control. The battalion headquarters did
niot experience any difficulties when control of the division was
shifted from one location to another.

(6) ridequac'y of intelligence support.
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(a) Data pertinent to the adequacy of intelligent: cupport pro-
vided to the battalion is contained in part Ill.

(b) The battalion BICC augmentation authorized by the Second
Refinement consistently provided intelligence support which was rated by
both unit and evaluator personnel as better than normally provided by
the traditional S2/G2 configuration. Conversely, the intelligence
support provided by tht. brigade was consistently rated as inadequate.
However, evaluators indicated the probiem was personnel, not organiza-
tionally, dependent.

(7) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Battalion evaluator and
unit personnel observations indicated the personnel and equipment author-
ized were general ly adequate.

(a) The elimination of the brigade RATT net was generally not felt
to be a serious loss to battalion. These observations were based on the
almost continual nonoperational status of the battalion RATT station
during the test. However, a reliable RA1T system was indicated to be
beneficial.

(b) The addition of an assistant operations officer was considered
by both unit and evaluptor personnel to have been highly beneficial and
required.

(c) The addition of the liaison specialist to the FSCC was
reported to have been highly beneficial.

(8) The matrix at figure 2-186 depicts the relationship between
the battalion command group and the brigade command group, brigade staff
sections, and members within The battalion staff.

c. SI section.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-187.

(2) Equipnent authorized and fielded is shown in figure 2-188.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedures defined for the section and attendant quantifiable Cata
is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 150 productive hours available during the test, 87 hours
(58 parcenl) were expended performing listed and unlisted functions.
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mI

Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fid

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Pers Off 03 IN 02110 I I 1
Pers Stf NCO E7 NC 71H40 I I I
AC Counselor E8 NC OOE50 I a 0
Legal Clerk E6 71D20 I I I
Pers Carr Dvr E4 !IB20 I I I
Lt Veh Dvr E3 IIBIO 0 I 0
TOTAL (Off/EM) 1/4 1/5 1/3

a Optional for test

Figure 2-187. SI section personnel.

Quantity
Nomenclature Authorized FId

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Carrier, "CP I I I
Truck, Cargo, I 1/4-ton I I 0
Trailer, Cargo, 3/4-ton I Ia  0b
Radio Set, VRC-47, mtd in carr, CP I I 0 b

aOptionaI for test
Used VRC-46 and PRC-77

Figure 2-188. SI section equipment.

(b) Procedures F02P03 (Supervises awards, promotion, pay transfers,
separation, etc.), F02P04 (Promotes welfare of command), F02P05 (Prisoner
of war management), F02P06 (Recovered US PW), F02P07 (Ba+tlefield promo-
tions), F02P08 (Civilian personnel), FO3POIA (Postal services), F03POIB
(Finance services), FO3POIC (Religious services), FO3POIE (Exchange ser-
vices), FO3POIF (Welfare services), FO3POIH (Rest and leave), FO4POI
(Health services), FO5POI (Maintenance of discipline, law, and order),
FO6POI (Headquarters management) were not required to be performed by
the scenario.

(c) The organizations and functions manual (OFM) was used by per-
sonnel o,', the section.

(d) The OFM adequately described the functions and procedures
required to be performed by the sect ..,.
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(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage fac-
tors is contained in part I1l.

(a) Of the 87 productive hours expended by the section, 8 hours
(10 percent) were expended in using the files; and no time was expended
in maintaining the files (itcludes visual displays).

(b) The only files used were P108 (Personnel Daily Strength), P109
a(Unit Strength Chart), and P119 (Witness Statement). The remaining

files were not required to be used by the scenario.

(c) The information required on the visual displays was adequate.

(d) Thirty-three percent of the section responses indicated that
the files listing was excessive.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 87 productive hours expended by the section, 12 hours
(14 percent) were expended in report preparation.

(b) Reports P102 (Spot Strength), P106 (Straggler), P107 (Internee
Strength), P108 (Discipline, Law, and Order) were not required to be
performed by the scenario.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and facili-
ties. Figure 2-185 depicts the organizational relationship of the SI
section within the battalion. Sketches depicting the physical rela'-ion-
ship of the section within the battalion CP and the interior layout of
the track housing the section are shown in part Ill.

(a) The section experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its
mission as a result of the organizational structure required for the
t&tt.

(b) The physical relationship of the section to the battalion TOC
and other sections comprising the battalion CP was satisfactory.

* (c) The element operated from the SI/S4 track and the facility was
adequate for the perconnel assigned.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and ade-
quacy of communications as ex0erienced by the section is contained in
part Ill.

(a) Of the 215 ca Is made, 74 percent were placed by FM and
26 percent by telephone.
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(b) 3f the 188 calls received, 100 percent were received by tele-
phone.

(c) Eighty percent of the section responses indicated there were
problems with the telephone means of cormunication.

(d) Thirty-six percent of the responses indicated that the section
did not have enough communications due to an inoperable RATT net and a
lack of an FM secure capability. a

(e) Section and evaluator personnel classified the means of com-
munications available to the section as not adequate to accomplish the
assigned mission due to problems noted in (d).

(8) Effect of displacement. The section did not displace.

(9) Effect of destruction. Section and evaluator personnel reported
ihat destruction of the main CP had no effect on the operational effec-
tiveness of the section and that the section had slack time available
after destruction of the main CP.

(10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The SI section was not affected
by deployment of the division TAC CP.

(II) Effect of the alternate CP. The SI section was not adversely
affected by the establishment of the alternate CP.

(12) Effect of shifting control. The section did not experience
any difficulty when control of the division was shifted from one loca-

i tion to another.

(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concerning
the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel assigned
to the section is contained in part Ill.

(a) No unrealistic constraints that would affect the test data were
imposed on the section by the scenario or the control organization when
executing the scenario.

(b) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the section with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satisfactory for the
duties assigned.

(c) A requirement for additional training in staff procedures and
techniques was identified.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of informa-
tion between the SI section and other sections of the battalion staff is
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contained in part Ill. The matrix at figure 2-189 depicts the ralation-
ship between the section and the battalion command group, other members
within the battalion staff, and personnel of other levels of command.

(a) Information provided to the section was generally considered
adequate, relevant, timely, and accurate.

() Section and evaluator personnel reported no difficulty in
obtaining information although some problems were experienced in obtain-
ing the status of replacement personnel and personnel daily summary
updates.

4 (c) The section provided and received orders and guidance in suf-
ficient time to meet operational requirements.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by the element is contained in part Ill.

(a) An undercapacity workload situation existed 100 percent of the
time.

(b) The mean r,,,,,ctive -rime expended per day was 9 hours for
officers and 7 hobrs for NO's.

(c) The mean idle time per day was 8 hours for officers and 4 hours
for NCO's.

(d) The mean absent time per day was 4 hours for officers and I hour
for NCO's.

d. S2/BICC section.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figure 2-190.

(2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown in figure 2-191.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedures defined for the section and attendant quantifiable data
is contained in part Illo

(a) Of the 172 productive h urs available during the test, 154 hours
(90 percent) were expended perTorming listed and unlisted functions.

(b) Procedures F03PIO (Planning info to S3 for cover and decept;on
op), and F05P05 (Coord with SI on PW and detainees) were not required
to be performed by the scenario.
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Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fid

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Intel Off 03 IN 09301 I 1
Intel Sgt E8 NC 1IF50 I I I
Clerk-Typist E4 71B20 I I
Pers Carr Dvr E4 1IB20 I I
BICC OIC LT M! 09301 0 1a
Intel Sgt E6 NC 96B40 0 1a
Intel An:l E5 96B40 0 1a
Intel Anal E4 96B20 0 la
Pers Carr Dvr E4 1IB20 0 1a
TOTAL (Off/EM) 1/3 2/7 2/7

aIntegrated BICC personnel

Figure 2-190. S2/BICC section personnel.

Quantity
Nomenclature Authorized FId

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

( Carrier, CP I I I
Radio Set, AN/VRC-47, mtd in carr, CP I Ia I
Carrier, CP 0 1a  I
Radio Set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in carr, CP 0 I I

a Integrated BICC equipment

Figure 2-191. S2/BICC section equipment.

I(c) The organizations and functions manual (OFM) was used by per-
sonnel of the section.

(d) The OFM adequately described the functions and procedures
required to be performed by the section.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage fac-
tors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 296 productive hours expended by tho section, 75 hours
(25 percent) were expended in using the files and 85 hours (29 percent)
were expended in maintaining the files (includes visual displays).
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(b) Files P204 (Collection Worksheet Chart), P207 (lopical), P208
(Reference), and P209 (Workbook) were not required by the scenario.

(c) The information required on the visual displays was adequate.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part III.

(a) Of the 269 productive hours expended by the section, 65 hours
(22 percent) were expended in report preparation.

(b) Reports P210 (NBC-I), P211 (NBC-2), P212 (NBC-3), P213 (NBC-4),
P214 (NBC-5), and P215 (Radio Interference) were not required to be pre-
pared by the scenario.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and facili-
ties. Figure 2-185 depicts the organizational relationship of the S2/BICC
section within the battalion. Sketches depicting the physical relation-
ship of the section within the battalion CP, and the interior layout of
the track housing the section are shown in part Ill.

(a) The section experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its mis-
sion as a result of the organizational structure required for the test.

(b) The physical relationship of the section to the battalion TOC
and other sections comprising the battalion CP was satisfactory.

(c) The section operated in the S2 and BICC carriers as part of
the battalion TOC, and the facility was adequate for the personnel
assigned.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and ade-
quacy of communications as experienced by +he section is contained in
part Ill.

(a) Of the 446 calls made, 100 percent were placed by FM.

(b) Of the 313 calls received, 100 percent were received by FM.

(c) The RATT was only operational for two to three hours of the
test.

(d) Thirty-six percent of the section responses indicated the
section did not have sufficient communications means due to an inopera-
tive RATT and FM secure outages. Section personnel recommended that
the division BICC, brigade S2/BlCC, and the battalion S2/BICC be in
the same net to insure rapid dissemination of intelligence traffic.
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(e) Element and evaluator personnel generally classified the means
of cormfunications available to the section as adequate to accomplish the
assigned mission.

(8) Effect of displacement. The section did not displace.

(9) Effect of destruction. Destruction of the division main CP
had no effect on the operational effectiveness of the section and the

A section had slack iime avalable after destrL:ctlon of the main CP.

(10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The S2 section was not affected
by deployment of the division TAC CP.

4 (II) Effect of the alternate CP. The section was not adverselyv
affected by establishment of the alternate CP.

(12) Effect of shifting control. The section did not experience
any difficulty when control of the division was shifted from one loca-
tion to another.

(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concerning
1he scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel assigned
to the section is contained in part Ill.

(a) Due to the inadequate or delayed intelligence received from
brigade, the section was sometimes unable to produce intelligence needed
by the commander. In addition, scenario events from company controllers
were frequently unrealistic.

(b) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the section with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience were satisfactory except for the
intelligence officer and intelligence sergeant who lacked training and
experience in ntelligence operations.

* (c) A requirement for additional training in intelligence opera-
tions was identified by section personnel.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of informa-
tion between the S2/8ICC section and other sections of the battalion
staff is contained in part Ill. The matrix at figure 2-192 depicts the
relationsnip between the section and the battalion comnand group, other
members within the battalion staff, and personnel at other levels of
command.

(a) Except as noted in paragraph (13)(a), information provided to
the section was generally considered adequate, relevant, timely, and
accurate.
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(b) Section and evaluator personnel reported difficulty in obtain-
ing information and intelligence from brigade and company controllers.

(c) The section provided and received orders and guidance in suf-
ficient time to meet operational requirements.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by the section is contained in pur Ill.

(a) An undercapacity workload condition existed 52 percent of the
time. The undercapacity workload condition can be correlated to the
periods of time when personnel of the section were waiting for receipt
of Information and intelligence from subordinate, adjacent, and higher
units and requirements or orders from brigade.

(b) The mean productive time expended per day was 16 hours for
officers and II hours for NCO's.

(c) The mean idle time per day was I hour for officers and I hour
for NCO's.

(d) The mean absent time per day was 2 hours for officers and
I hour for NCO's.

(e) Section personnel reported that the personnel and equipment
shown in figures 2-193 and 2-194 are required to satisfy normal mission
requirements. (Note: Test results do not support this finding.)

Title Grade MOS Strength

Op Asst E4 1IF20 I

,Z Figure 2-193. S2 element recommended personnel additions.

Ne u Quantity
Nomenclature Deete Add

Radio Set, VRC-46, mtd in carr, CP (BICC)
Radio Set, VRC-47, mtd in carr, CP (BlCC)

Figure 2-194. BlCC element recommended equipment changes.
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e. S3 section.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are shown in figures 2-195
through 2-197.

Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fid

__________________________H-Ser 2d Ref 119 'A

S3 04 IN 02162 1 I
S3 Air 03 IN 52163 I 1
Asst Op Off 03 IN 02162 011
Liaison Off LT IN 01560 2 2 2
Op Sgt E8 NC 1IF50 I II
Asst Op Sgt E7 NC 1IF40 I 1
Cml Stf NCO E6 NC 54E40 I 1 0
Op Asst E4 1- IF20 011
Clerk-Typist E4 -- 71B30 I II
Pers Carr Dvr E4 -- 111820 2 2 0
Sr RacioOp E4 -- 051320 1I
Radio Op E3 -- 05820 I II
Lt Veh Dvr E3 -- 1181 3 3 3
TOTAL (Off/EM) 4/I! 5/12 5/9)

a 0ptona for test

Figure 2-195. S3 element personnel.

Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized FId

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Liaison Off 03 FA 51193 1 1 1
Liaison Sgt E6 NC 13E40 I IaI
Liaison Spec E4 -- 13E20 2 2a 2
Pers Carr Dvr E4 IWO3A1 I II
TOTAL (Off/EM) 1/4 1/4 1/4

a Otioalfor test

Figure 2-196. FSCC element personnel.
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Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized Fld

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

C-E Off 03 SC 00205 I I 1
Message Clerk E3 -- 36K20 I I I

TOTAL (Off/EM) I/I I/I I/I

Figure 2-197. C-E element personnel.

(2) Equipment authorized and fielded is shown in figures 2-198
through 2-200.

Quantity
Nomenclature Authorized FId

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Carrier, CP I I I
Radio Set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in carr, CP 2 2 2
Radio Set, AN/VRC-47, mtd in carr, CP I I I
Truck, Utility, 1/4-ton 3 3 4
Trailer, Cargo, 1/4-ton 3 3 3
Radio Set, AN/VRC-47, mtd in trk, 1/4-ton I II
Radio Set, AN/VRC-46, mtd in trk, 1/4-ton 2 2 2
Truck, Cargo, I 1/4-ton I I I
Trailer, Cargo, 3/4-ton I Ia I
Carrier, Comd & Recon I 1a 0
Radio Set, AN/VRC-12, mtd in carr, Comd & Recon I 1a 0

aOptional for test

Figure 2-198. S3 element equipment.
% I.

Quantity
Nomenclature Authorized FId

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Carrier, CP I I I
Radio Sei, GRC-160, mtd in trk, 1/4-ton I I
Radio Set, AN/VRC-49, mtd in carr, CP I I
Truck, Utility, 1/4-ton I I I

Figure 2-199. FSCC element equipment.
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Quantity
Nomenclature Authorized Fid

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Radio Set, AN/VRC-49, mtd in trk, 1/4-ton I I I
Truck, Utility, 1/4-ton I I I
Trailer, Cargo, 1/4-ton I I I

Figure 2-200. C-E element equipment.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete listing of the functions
and procedures defined for the section and attendant quantifiable data
is contained in part Ill.

(a) Productive hours available (PHA), productive hours expended
(PHE), and percentage of productive hours available (Pct PHA) which were
expended by element personnel in the performance of functions and pro-
cedures are shown in figure 2-201.

Element PHA PHE Pct PHA

$3 444 364 82
FSCC 162 106 65 j
C-E 131 118 90

Figure 2-201. Time spent performing functions and
procedures (S3 section).

(b) S3 element procedures FO6POIB2 (Coord w/TACP for preplanned
cbt spt airlift); FO6POIC (Recommend approve/disapprove of preplarned
CAS & TAC airlift requests); F06PO2B2 (Coord w/TACP for immediate com-
bat spt airlift); F06PO2B3 (Coord with Bde S3 Air for Army avn spt);
FO6PO2C (Approve/disapprove immediate air requests); F06PO2D (Forward
immediate air requests to TACP or Bde S3 Air); F07P02 (Training defi-
ciencies and remedial action); F07P03 (Recommend required remedial
training); F07P04 (Direct remedial training); and, F07P05 (Supervise
training conduct) were not required by the scenario.

(c) C-E procedures FOIP02 (Status of comm means); FOIP03 (Input
to OPORD); FO2POI (Coord with SI); F02P04 (Coord with S4); F02P05 (Coord
with Bde C-E); FO3POID (Estab/op radio sta); FO3POIE (Crypto custodian);
FO3P03 (Radio net scty monitor'; FO3PO4A (Enforces radio silence); and,
F03P06 (Estb radio relay sta) were not required by the scenario.
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(d) FSCC procedure F04P06 (Collects fire support plan inputs) was
not performed because inputs were not provided by the artillery control-
lers.

(e) The OFM was used by 60 percent of the section personnel.

f) The OFM adequately described the functions and procedures
required to be performed by the section.

(4) Files. A complete listing of files and resultant usage factors
is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 364 productive hours expended by the S3 element, 94 hours
(26 percent) wore expended in using the files and 27 hours (8 percent)
were expended in maintaining the files (includes visual displays).

(b) Of the 106 productive hours expended by the FSCC element,
27 hours (26 percent) were expended in using, and 26 hours (25 percent)
in maintaining, the files (includes visual displays).

(c) No listed files were used or maintained by the C-E element.

(d) S3 element files P308 (Policy; P311 (Task Org Rept); P318 (Unit
Readiness Rept); P319 (Unit Radiation Exposure Rate Rept); P320 - P323
(pertaining to laying of minefields); P325 (Transportation Request);
P326 (Reply to Transportation Request); P327 (Convoy Clnc Request); P328
(Joint TAC Airlift Request); P330 (Allocation of CAS Chart); P331 (Mis-
sion Rept Chart); P332 (Request for Army Avn Spt); P333 (AD Coverage
Overlay); P334 (Air Traffic Control Overlay); P335 (Nuclear Accident/
Incident Rept); P336 (Nuclear Strike Warning); P337 (Barriers Overlay);
and P338 (Airfield/Heliport Location Rept) were not required by the
scenario.

(e) FSCC element files P802 (Staff Section Workbook) and P804
(Nuclear Target Analysis Worksheet Record) were not required by the
scenario.

(f) The OFM adequately defined the files listed for the section
except for the C-E element whose listing was rated as 'excessive.'

(g) The information required on the visual displays was adequate.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
factors is contained in part Ill. Tha FSCC and C-E elements were not
required by the TAC SOP to submit reports; however, a complete listing

the S3 reports was made available to these elements in the event any
ted report should be required.
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(a) Of the 364 productive hours expended by the S3 element, 91 hours
(25 percent) were expended in report preparation.

(b) Of the 106 productive hours expended by the FSCC elemenl,
3 hours (3 percent) were expended preparing report P303 (Spot) and P304
(Front Line Trace).

(c) The C-E element did not irepare any listed reports.

(d) Reports P302 (Nuclear Strike Warning); F307-P310 (Pertaining to
laying of minefields); P312 (Unit Radiation Exposure); P313 (Airfield/
Heliport Location); P314 (Request for Army Avn Spt); and P315 (Loss of
Contact with Friendly Unit) were not required by the scenario.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationships, and faciii-
ties. Figure 2-185 depicts the organizational relationship of the S3
sect'ion and supporting elements within the staff. Sketches depicting the

physical relationship of the section within the battalion CP, and the
interior layout of the track housing the section, are shown in part Ill.

(a) The section experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its mis-

sion as a result of the organizational structure required for the test.

(b) The physical relationship of the section to the battalion TOC -

and other sections comprising the battalion CP was satisfactory.

(c) The section operated from the FSCC and S3 track as part of the
battalion TOC and this facility was adequate for the personnel assigned.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and ade-
quacy of communications as experienced by the section is contained in
part Ill.

(a) Of the 1,352 calls made, 78 percent were placed by FM, 9 per-
cent by N, and 13 percent by telephone.

(b) Of the 1,323 calls received, 81 percent were received by FM,
9 percent by AM, and 10 percent by telephone.

(c) The element prepared 3 messages for transmission and received

50 messages that had been transmitted by common-user teletype or RATT.

(d) Eighty-nine percent of the section responses indicated that
the section had enough means of communications.

(e) Section and eva.uator personnel classified the means of com-
,inication available to the section as adequate to accomplish the

iigned mission.
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(f) The RATT was inoperative during a majority of the test, but
other means of cominunication were available and used. The speech secu-
rity devices, however, were a source of continual problems.

(g) The section responses indicated that no difficulty was experi-
enced in disseminating early warning messages using the battalion FM com-
mand net.

(8) Effect of displacement. The S3 section did not displace.

(9) Effect of destruction. Destruction of the division main CP had
no effect on the operational effectiveness of the section and the sec-
tion was fully employed after destruction of the main CP.

4

(10) Effect of TAC CP deployment. The section was not affected by
deployment of the division TAC CP.

(II) Effect of the Alternate CP. The section was not adversely
affected by the establishment of the alternate CP.

(12) Effect of shifting control. The section did not experience
any difficulties when control of the division was shifted from one loca-
tion to another.

(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concerning

the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel assigned
to the section is contained in part Ill.

(a) lo unrealistic constraints that could affect the test data were
imposed on the section by the scenario or the control organization when
executing the scenario.

(b) The liaison sergeant and specialist for the FSCC held MOS's
of 13A or 13B rather than the 13E that was required. The two assistant

/ ! operations officers and the radio operators lacked experience in per-
p. forming their functions.

(c) Section personnel indicaTed more training was needed in opera-
tions procedures, fire planning, radio procedures, map reading, and
field wire communications techniques.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of infor-

mation between the S3 section and other sections of the battalion staff
is contained in part Ill. The m&-rix at figure 2-202 depicts the rela-
tionship between the section and the battalion command group, other mem-
ers within the battalion staff, and personnel at other levels of command.
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(a) Information provided to the section was general ly considered
adequate, relevant, accurate, and timely.

(b) The section experienced no difficulty in obtaining informativ'n
from higher headquarters; however, the FSCC element did not receive enemy
artillery information from the S2, DS artillery battalion.

(c) The section provided and received orders and guidance in suf-
ficient time to meet operational requirements.

':5) Adequacy of personnel and eqluipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by section personnel is contained in part Ill.

4 (a) The section experienced an undercapacity workload condition
54 percent of the time.

(b) The mean productive time expended per day was 10 hours for
officers and 8 hours for NCO's.

(c) The mean idle time per day wes 3 hours for officers and 3 hours

for NCO's.

(d) The mean absent time per day was 4 hours for officers and
c- I hour for NCO's.

(e) Section personnel reported the section was effective in per-

formi'ng its assigned functions.

(f) The additional assistant operations officer was extremely
beneficial since his presence provided more efficient TOC operations and
an improved plans capability.

(g) Subsequent discubsion with the assistant FSC/LNO indicated the
addition of the liaison specialist to the FSCC was highiy beneficial and
was required to provide the element a 24-hour capability.

f. S4 section.

(I) Personnel authorized and fielded are sh3wn in figure 2-203.

(2) Equipmeni authorized and fielded is shown in figure 2-204.

(3) Functions and procedures. A complete lisilng of the functions

,rnd procedures defined for the element and attendant quantifiable data
is contained in part Il.

(a) Of the 154 productive hours available during the test, 114 hours
(74 percenl) were expended performing listed and unlisted functions.
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Strength
Title Grade Branch MOS Authorized FId

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Log Off CPT !0 04010 I I 1
Mtr Off CPT VO 00600 I I 0
Spt Plat Ldr LT NO 04010 I I I
Supply Sgt E7 NC 76K40 I I I
Supply Specialist E4 76Y20 2 2a  I
Supply Clk E3 76AI0 2 2a 0
Lt Veh Dvr E3 IIBIO 2 2 I
TOTAL (Off/EM) 3/7 3/7 1/4

aOptional for test

Figure 2-203. S4 section personnel.

Quantity
Nomenclature Authorized Fld

H-Ser 2d Ref 119

Radio Set, VRC-46, mtd in 1/4-ton 2 2 0
Truck, Cargo, I 1/4-ton I I I
Truck, Util, 1/4-ton 2 2 0

iaTrailer, Cargo, 3/4-ton I 0a

Trailer, Cargo, 1/4-ton 2 2  0

aOptional for test

Figure 2-204. S4 section equipment.

(b) All functions and procedures were performed.

(c) The OFM was used Ly personnel of the section.

(d) All section personre' indicated the OFM adequately described
the functions and procedure, r(,.ljired to be performed by the section.

(4) Files. A Lomplete lsting cf files and resultant usage fac-
tors is cont 4,ined in p3rt Il.

(a) Of the 1H4 productiva hours expended by the section, 57 hours
(50 percent) were expended in 'isiig the files and 24 hours (21 percept)
,ere expended in mairstaining the files (includes visual displays).
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(b) Files P410 (CI IV status rept), P411 (CI IV status chart),
P421 (Materiel readiness rept), P423 (convoy clnc request), P424 (trans-
portation request), P425 (reply to transportation request) were not
required by the scenario.

(c) The information required on the visible files was adequate.

(5) Reports. A complete listing of reports and resultant usage
-factors is contained in part Ill.

(a) Of the 114 productive hours expended by the section, 19 hours
(.' percent) were expended in report preparation.

(b) Reports P402 (CI IV Status), P408 (Materiel Readiness), P409
(Convoy Clnc Request), and P410 (Aero Medevac Request) were not required
by the scenario.

(6) Organizational structure, physical relationship, and facili-
ties. Figure 2-185 depicts the organizational relationship of the S4
section within the staff. Sketches depicting the physical relationship
of the section within the battalion CP and the interior layout of the
track housing the element are shown in part Ill.

( _ (a) The section experienced no difficulty in accomplishing its mis-
sion as a result of the organizational structure required for the test.

(b) The physical relationship of this section to the battalion TOC
and other sections comprising the battalion CP was satisfactory.

(c) The section operated from the SI/$4 track and the facility was

adequate for the personnel assigned.

(7) Communications. Data concerning the means, usage, and adequacy
of communications as experienred by the section is contained in part III.

(a) Of the 208 calls made; 86 percent were placed by FM and 14 per-
cent by lelephone.

(b) Of the 379 calls received, 73 percent were received by FM and
27 percent by telephone.

(c) The section prepared no messages for transmission and receivedI two messaqes that had been transmitted by common-user teletype or RATT.

(d) Thirty-six percent of the section responses indicated the sec-

tion did not have enough communications means because of the nonopera-
ional RATT.
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(e) Section and evaluator personnel classified the means of communi-
cation available to the section as not adequate to accomplish the assiqned
mission because of the problem noted in (d) above.

(3) Effect of displacement. The section did not displace.

(9) Effect of destruction. Section and evaluator personnel reported
that destruction of the main CP had no effect on the operational effec-
tiveness of the section and that the seution was fully employed after
destruction of the main CP.

(10) Effect of -he TAC CP deployment. The S4 section was not
affected by deployment of the division TAC CP.

(II) Effect of the alternate CP. The S4 section was not affected
by the establishment of the alternate CP.

(12) Effec " of shifting control. The section was not affected
when control of the division was shifted from one location to another.

(13) Scenario, control, and training. Quantitative data concerning
the scenario, test control, and status of training of personnel assigned
to the section is contained in part Ill.

(a) No unrealistic constraints that could affect the test data we e -a
imposed on the section by the scenario or the contro! organization when
executing the scenario.

(b) Qualifications of the personnel assigned to the section with
respect to rank, MOS, and experience levels were satisfactory for the
duties 3ssigned.

(c) Additional training for section personnel in staff procedures
and techniques was identified.

(14) Information flow. Data pertaining to the exchange of infor-
mation between lIe S4 section and other sections of the battalion is
contained in part Ill. The matrix at figure 2-205 depicts the relation-
ship between the section and the battalion command group, other members
within the battalion staff, and personnel at other levels of command.

(a) Information provided to the section was generally considered
adequate, relevant, timely, and accurate.

(b) rhe section frequently reported difficulty in obtaining timely
.i.formatio on the status of combat vehicles.
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(c) The section provided and received orders and guidance in suf-
ficient time to meet operational requirements.

(15) Adequacy of personnel and equipment. Data concerning activity
levels as experienced by the section is contained in part Ill.

(a) An overcapacity workload condition was experienced 9 percent
of the time.

(b) An undercapacity workload condition was experienced 73 percent
of the time.

(c) The mean productive time expended per day was 12 hours for
officers and 8 hours for NCO's.

(d) The meap idle time per day was 4 hours for officers and 3 hours
for NCO's.

(e) The mean absent time per day was I hour for officers and 2 hours
for NCO's.

(f) Section personnel reported that the section was effective in
performing its assigned functions.

(g) The S4 officer indicated that two AN/VRC-46 radios mounted in
the SI/S4 track would be beneficial.

2-19. Communications. Quantitative data concerning the utilization of
communications by type means is contained in part Ill of this report.
The data is presented initially by one hour increments in tabular format
and then displayed graphically as a distribution of percent utilization
versus time. Conditions of displacement, destruction, or system outages
are indicated where applicable. The data from part Ill has been summarized

/ into bar graphs by type communications means and Is presented in
subparagraphs a through d below with supporting narrative. The jamming
scheaule for the test and a recapitulation of the USASA support provided
are contained in subparagraph e. Data concerning early warning is solely
contained in this portion of the report and is addressed in subparagraph f.
Answers to specific information needs concerning communications are
presented in subparagraph g.

a. FM/AM voice communications. The data bar-graphed In figure 2-206
constitutes the average percent utilization of each FM/AM (voice) net.
rhese percentages are further broken down Into type message categories;

i.g., operations, intelligence, administrative, logistics, and other

ine traffic.
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(I) For purpose of the test, the above categories were defined as:

(a) Operations traffic. Communications pertaining to directinq
operations and controlling forces.

(b) Intelligence traffic. Information pertaining to the enemy and
required by the comm9nders for planning and executing operations.

(c) Administrative traffic. Communications pertaining to the
management and execution of all mi1lary matters not included in tactics
and stragegy, primarily in the Iields of personnel management and the
internal management of units.

(d) Logistics traffic. Communications pertaining to the planning
and carrying out of the movement and maintenance of forces.

(e) Other traffic. Those transmissions/calls determined necessary
by the radio operator to maiitain communications; e.g., radio checks.

(2) Part III of this report presents the detailed data that was
recorded each hour on the FM/AM voice nets and constitutes the data
source for the average net utilization percentages graphed in figure 2-206.

(3) Of interest is the percentage of operational type message!,
sent through use of the Division Intelligence Net (FM). The approximate
ratio of ten to one operational traffic versus intelligence traffic:
utilization is indicative of the type voice information exchanged
between the division main CP and major subordinate units.

b. Teletypewriter utilization. The data bar-graph in figure 2-207
presents the average percent utilization of each teletype circuit
throughout the test. The limited use of the teletype during the test can
be attributed to the following:

(I) The greater reliance on radio teletype (RATT) due to station
availability and the single transmission routing capability RATi provides
to multiple addressees.

(2) The limited availability of the teletype circuits caused by
the multiple displacements of the Div Main, Div Alt, and Div Arty CP's
within the 5-day scenario.

(3) Teletype circuits were given the lowest restoration priority by
thc division.

c. RATT utilization. The data bar-graph in fiugre 2-208 presents
the average percent utilization of each net during the test.
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d. G2 sole user circuits. Tabular data on the 51 calls that were
made through the use of this means is contained in part III of this
report. The limited use of these circuits is partially explained by
the following:

(I) The division's over reliance on FM radio in a CPX enviromment.

(2) The multichannei radio links were not secure.

(3) The limited availability of the circuits caused by the multiple
displacements of Div Main, Div Alt, and Div Arty CP's within the 5-day
scenario.

e. Jamming. The 375th Army Security Agency Company (EW) actively
jammed targeted frequencies and/or nets during predesignated periods in
accordance with the scenario. The jamming mission was to completely
deny the use of the frequencies allocated to the division TAC CP during the
specified periods. In accordnace with the most sffective jamming procedures,
initial establishment of communications znd radio checks were allowed to
pass; and only the substance of the transmission was jammed. Jamming of
the secure mode was extremely successful in that communications were
disrupted without operator detection. Figure 2-209 is the jamming
schedule followed. Figure 2-210 recapitulates the jamming accomplished
and the estimated success.

f. Early warning.

(I) The following questions, concerning the need for a meais of
desseminating early warning information, were asked during the -rest.

(a) Should the communications means used for dissemination of early
warning messages within the division be a one-way or a two-way system?

(b) Should early warning message dissemination go direct to all
possible users (a net or specific station(s) call) or be relayed throughintermediate headquarters?

(c) Should early warning messages be disseminated over a currently
authorized multipurpose communications means or over a dedicated communi-
cations system designated solely for that purpose?

(d) Should changes be made to the division procedures or equipment
concerning dissemination of early warning messages? Possible responses
to this questicn were as follows:

I Yes, change procedures.
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DaJe Jamm i ng .e period Frequencies Net success Remarks

pct

13 Nov 10630-0730 ' 49.70 & V!.v CG 103
30.30 Mhz Ciid

4443.5 & Div TOC 100
12058.5 -Khz

4960.0 & Div Ops 100

11697.5 Ihz

13 Nov 0850-0950 49.70 & Div CG 100'
30.30 Mhz Cmd

4443.5 & Div TOC 100:
12058.5 ['hz

4960.0 & Div Ops I00"
11697.5 Khz

14 Mov 0310-0415 4 .70 & Div CG 8 i t 0405
30.30 Mhz Cwd d. to cqcier(,tor

probi emls.

j 4443.5 Div TOC 85
12058. K'ilz

4960.0 8 DIV Ops 35
11697.5 Khz

15 Nov 0645-0S10 419.70 & Div CC 100
30.30 (ihz Cold

K4960.0 , Div Ops ""~~~11697.5 ""I

12 3i) , '41 4,.70 D Div CG 1.r,%

30.30 hiz Crald

56.00 lii;" Div A/L 100 *Sce nctcs '"" ""'
ilen-ts

Control

1 Mlv Oil'. 5 49.70 & Div CG 100.
30.30 Mh7 Cw~d f~proue

4 960 0 i- Div Ops 60 '

'II1G97. " ~i

Figure 2-210. Jamming recapitulation, "'2-16 November 1973.
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NNote I: 56.00 Mhz was not cleared for jamming with the AN/TLQ-17.

An AN/VRC-46 radio was used with an SG-886 signal generator operating at
maximum power output of 35 watts.

Note 2: The Admin/Log Movements Control Net is not c doctrinal FM net,
but was activated during displacements for movement control.

Figure 2-210 (cont). Jamming recapitulation, 12-16 November 1973.

2 Yes, equipment and procedures need changing.

3 No change.

(2) Figure 2-211 lists questions (a) through (d) above and records
the individual responses provided by the senior players and evaluator
personnel.

g. The following subparagraphs provide answers to specific infor-
mation needs.

(I) System/circuit deactivation and activation times.

(a) During each displacement, discrete measurements were recorded
o- activation and deactivation of multichannel systems/circuits. A
combined total of 16 activation and deactivation times were taken at
division main and alternate.

(b) Deactivation time was measured from the time the order was
given by the C-E officer to tear down until the vehicle was properly
loaded and ready to move. The average time for 16 vehicles was
40 minutes. In comparison, the specially trained multichannel team that
supported the diision TAC CP accomplished the above in an average time
of 22 minutes.

(c) Activation time was measured from the time the equipment was
backed into position to the time that 75 percent of the cirucuits on the
system being measured were established subscriber to subscriber. Of
the 16 measurements taken, the average activation time for systems at
main and alternate was two hours and 17 minutes whereas the division
TAC CP team averaged 35 minu'es.

(2) Net percent utilization before and after displacement. The
percent utilization of all the communications nets before and after
displacement of the division main CP is located in part III of this
report. The periods of time division main devoted to each displacement
were from 1300 to 1700 on Day 2 and from 1200 to 1600 on Day 4.
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Q (a) Q (b) Q (c) Q (d)

SCL a
5-9-- r

>~ >" ., 4-)

C 4M 0 7 M Li0 (U

Dniv cmd gp
CG CAT I eval X X X

ADC(M) X X X XAD-CiM CAT e val X X X X

o ACi- X X

DC CAT I eval X X X X
CofSX X

CofS CAT I eval X X X
G3 section

G3 X X X

G3 CAT I eval X X X
G3 op X X X X

XXG3 op CAT II eval X X X X
Div Arty I

Div Arty Cdr X X X X
Div Ar.y Cdr CAT I eval X X X X

DLSCOM
DISCOM Cdr X _ X X
DISCOM cdr CAT I eval I X X X ,,
DISCOM S3 X X X
DISCOM S3 L; I eval X X X

1BrigadeI

Bde cdr X X X
Bde cdr CAT I eval X X X X
Bde S3 X X
Bde S3 CAT II eval

Battalion
Bn cdr A X X

- Bn crATT evaI X X X
Bn S3 X X
Bn$3CgI Ieval x _ x

TOTAL RESPONSES 20 3 21 4 5 20 2 13 0

PERCENTAGE 87 13 , '6 20 80 13 87 0

Figure 2-211. Dissemination means of early warning information.
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Figure 2-212 below, provides the percent utilization of each net for
one hour prior and one hour after the displacement of the division main
CP.

Net percent utilization
Nets (FM) Ist Displacement (Day 2) 2d Displacement (Day 4)

1200-1300 1700-1800 1100-1200 1600-1700

CG Cmd 32 13 45 48
Div Intel 9 9 7 17
Bde Cmd 28 53 57 55
B Intel 42 45 0 20
Bde A/C 10 50 15 20
Div Arty Cmd 50 13 48 22
Div Arty A/I 13 2 32 33
ADA Bn Cmd 22 13 13 12
Bn Cmd 28 15 58 22
Bn A/L 13 3 2 9
Div ATC 13 18 20 0
Nets (AM)
Div TOC 0 0 0 0
ADA Bn ADL 0 0 0 0

Figure 2-212. Net percent utilization before and after displacement.

(3) Multichannel restoration times after destructior, )f the
di\!sion main CP. Division main was destroyed during the Concept C
phase of the test. At this time, division alternate was a separate
operating facility and was currently being evaluated. The communications
from the division alternate CP were a mirror image of the communications
3vailable at the division main CP. No restoration of communications was
therefore required subsequent to the destrurtion of the division main
and division TAC CP. The test terminated al. oximately four hours after
the destruction of the division main CP. Establishment of a new d:vis'on
ma. or another separate division alternate CP would therefore be
contingent upon receipt of additional communications assets from either
corps, adjacent divisions, and/or the supply system.

(4) Percent of net utilization after destruction of the division
main CP. The percent utilization of all conmunicaticns nets after
destruction of the main OP is located in part III of this report. The
mean percent utilization for each net for the remalniaig four hours
subsequent to destruction of the main CP is shown in figure 2-213 below.
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FM/AM nets Mean percent utilization
0500-0900 (Day 5)

Nets (FM)
CG Cmd 18
Div Intei 2i
Bde Cmd 34
ede Intel 10
Bde A/L 5
Div Arty Cmd 45
Div Arty A/I II
ADA Bn Cmd 16
Bn Cmd 29
Bn A/L 15
Div AIC 0

Nets (AM)
Div TOC 0
ADA Bn ADL 0

Figure 2-213. Mean percent utilization 0500-0900 (Day 5).

2-20. Electronic Warfare.Cryptologic (EWCO) Section.(7
a. As defined for the test, the EWCO was a special staff officer

reporting directly to the CofS and was a major, MI branch, MOS EQ640.
This position could not be filled through the use of personnel resources
available tc Ill Corps; therefore, the USASA selected and furnished the
individual to fill this vacancy and MASSTER funds were used to defray
costs associated with travel and TDY. The EWCO was not authorized any
additional personnel or equipment and divided his time primarily
between the G3 plans element and the SSE/EWE. When working in the G3
section, he was assisting the staff in developing and coordinating
requirements for USASA resources. When working in the SSE/EWE, he was
supervising the OIC of the SSE/EWE and reviewing information contained
in various files and reports maintained by the SSE/EWE. He did not
maintain any separate files and submitted no reports. Periodically he
reviewed the G2 plans enemy situation map to assure that the plans
element was aware of the existing enemy situation as portrayed on maps
in the all source intelligence work area. During displacements he
accompanied the OIC of the SSE/EWE to the new location. The EWCO was
a simulated casualty for a 24-hour period during the test. The OIC of
the SSE/EWE assumed the responsibilities of the EWCO during this period
of time. No apparent change in the use of USASA resources was noted
during this period.
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b. The TSP identified the special qualification identifier (SQl)
"E" as a requirement for selected positions which required assignment
of personnel qualified in elctronic wartare. Figure 2-214 lists the
positions with the "E" SQI requirement as contai;.ed in the TSP and a
comparison of this requirement to the H-series TOE. (MOS 9610 is an
electronic warfare MOS and the SQl is not required in this instance.)

Title Grade Branch MOS TSP H-ser

Deputy G2 Plans 04 AM E9301 I I
Asst G3 04 AM E2162 2 0
Asst G3 Plans 04 AM E2162 I I
Asst Div Sig Off 04 SC EIOIO I I
EWCO 04 MI E9640 I 0
ECCM Off 02 MI 09610 I 0
Bde Asst Ops Off (Plans 03 IN E2162 I 0
Bde C-E Staff Off 04 SC E0205 0 1

Figure 2-214. Positions requiring "E" SQI.

(I) In theory, the availability of the "E" SQI for the positions
indicated In figure A provide an organic capability for development of
requirements for the offensive and defensive use of USASA resources.

(2) In practice, the incumbent is generally not qualified in the
SQI and possesses little knowledge concerning the capabilities avail-
able from the USASA. This situation does not exist to the same degree
in the intelligence functional area as it does in the operational func-
tional area; however, it does necessitate that a person maintaining
requisite expertise be available to assist the staff in the development
of requirements and the subsequent use of Information made available

/ from the USASA.

c. Subfindings.

(1) Players and evalualors were in agreement that the EWCO did
assist in the planning for the use of USASA resources.

(2) Players and evaluators reported that the G2 and the G3 most
frequently supervised the EWCO.

(3) Eighty percent of the division level players and evaluators
responding were of the opinion that the EWCO should be supervised by
either the G2 or the G3. These personnel were equally divided as to
who should supervise the EWCO, either the G2 or the G3.
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(4) The evaluator, EWCO: and the OIC of the SSE/EWE were of the
opinion that the poFition of the EWCO created a condition of unnecessary
staff layering and was not required. The evaluator and the OIC of the
SSE/EWE were of the opinion that the function should be accomplished by
the OIC of the SSE/EWE while the EWCO recommended that the CO of the
attached direct support company perform the function. However, these
opinions were subjective and based primarily on observations made
during this command post exercise. Additionally, the demonstrated lack
of understanding of EW and its capabilities by staff personnel sup-
ported the requirement for an EW officer on the division staff.

(5) Players and evaluators recommended that procedures be estab-
lished to permit the release of perishable information direct to the

4 consumer and to the A&P section for inclusion with other intelligence
related information.

I
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APPENDIX A

CONCEPT PLAN OF TEST

See CDC Concept Plan of Test, subject,'IBCS Division Level System
Definition 2d Refinement, Test Number 119, dated 17 Apr 73, and
Detalled Plan of Test, Staff Organization and Procedures 2d Refine-
ment (IBCS System Definition), MASSYER Test 19, with annexes A
through X, dated August 1973.
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APPENDIX B

COMMUNICATIONS OBSERVATIONS

I. General. The information contained in this appendix was derived
from evaluator5 and key personnel. Discussed are the communications
means used, alernative considerations for use of currently authorized
equipmeng, and shortcomings observed in some current issue items. This
is provided for assistance in developing the Third Refinement Study
effort, if applicable, and for consideration during future procurement
actions.

4 2. Multichannel Systems Observations.

a. The test support package (TSP) defined the multichannel config-
uration that the test division would employ for the test (page 5-10,
appendix II, volume XII, reproduced from figure 8-6, FM 11-50). This
configuration normally would not be used since it totally commits the
multichannel assets of the division signal battalion, making no allow-
ance for defective equipment and/or a displacement capability. However,
by establishing a close aporoximation of the TSP configuration, it was
possible to identify those multichannel systems that were actually

C. required and those that could be tentatively identified as excessive
to the test division's needs. The following subparagraph identifies
systems which could be eliminated and proposes a multichannel configu-
ration which combines division alternate's command systems with the
division area systems.

b. Proposea systems for elimination and/or consolidation.

(I) One of tte two 12-channel systems between main and alternate
should be considered for elimination. Of the 10 circuits installed or
these systems durilig the test, three were sole-user telephone, five
were common-user ielephone, and two were half-duplex (HDX) teletype-
writer circuits. The circuit requirement can be reduced to at least
eight by eliminating two of the five common-user circuits (five
proved excessive).

(2) One of 'hF' two 12-channel systems between division artillery,
division main, and divis'on alternate should be considered for elim-
ination. During 'he test, 13 identical circuits were installed on
these two systems. Twelve channels were required in that the speech-
plus capability was employed for the HDX teletype circuit. The
12-channel requirement can be further reduced to eight by eliminating
-the following circui+s which were considered excessive:

(a) The common-user circuit to DISCOM.
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(b) One of the two sole-user circuits to corps artillery FDC.

(c) One of the two sole-user circuits to FSE.

(d) One of the three common-user trunks to ihe division main
switchboard.

(3) The 12-channel system 'n support of the ADA battalion, though
required, is excessive since the battalion can be adequately served
with two common-user circuits. "he use of a lower capacity, four to
six channel, and less costly sys'em is indicated.

(4) During the test, it was observed that alternate multichannel
circuits received minimal use. The routing redundancy provided in the
TSP (FM 11-50) multichannel concept is excessive. A reduction in
multichannel equipment requirements can be accompished by combining
the alternate command links with the area system links that support
DISCOM and the forward area signal centers (FASC's).

(5) Figure B-I configures the division multichannel system as
proposed in subparagraph (I) through (5) above.

c. In discussions with player personnel, it was brought out that
the division signal battalion normally did not operate an established
division alternate CP. Figure B-2 was shown to members of the test )
division signal battalion and they stated that; with the exception of
the 4-channel systems in support of the ADA battalion, the division
airfield, and the inclusion of lateral systems between FASC's; the
configuration was identical to their normal deployment of multichannel
assets.

3. Record Copy.

a. RA1T operations. The design of the test allowed all RATT nets
to be closely observed from a centralized (control, location.

(I) The tactical use of radio teletypewriter communications below
division level has been a controversial subject since its inception.
The pros and cons of whether it should be used as a dedicated means or
be used to provide a common-user service are obvious, depending on
which viewpoint is taken. Staff sections naturally desire dedicated
service whereas C-E personnel favor common-user service. A compromise
recommended duripg the tesT was to provide dedicated RATT service
during periods of interrupted communications; i.e., displacement, until
such time as adequate communications center teletype service is
restored. RATT would, at that time, revert to common-user service and
provide a backup capability for the communications center circuits.
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BDE I3DE BDE

FAS FASC FASG
( 2( 

(2)a

MAIN IAT

ADJACENT ( AD.JAENT
DIVISION DIVISION

M -UN ALT

( ])kDISCOM4T(2)

' AREA COMH SYSTEM

Multichannel terminals authorized LEGEND
by TOE .1-35H..................... 33 ..... ,

Multichannel terminals required to No. of multichannel ter-

be operational for this configura- minals required.

tion..........................o..... 24 12-channel system.

41ultichannel terminals available 2, ,,
for replacing defective sets and/ ,fN--HI- 24-channel system.

or use as a displacement reserve 12-channel (optional) sec-
for division headquarters elements.. 9 ondary system.

lncludes displacement and/or

secondary route capablity-

b Whenever alternate displaces

an additional system can be
activated.

Figure B-I. Type multichannel configuration of the division
communications system. -
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BDE B3E DE
Nh (2 )a (2) a (2 )a

FASO FASO()(2) (2)

ADJACENT 10 /

DIAISION c Gri

(4) (2)a

ADJACENT /

SDIVISION -
t I ALT \

i EQUIP
POOL

.C4- DISCOM

AN/T IC-145 terminals authorized
by TOE il-35Ho............... 33

LEGEND
AN/TRO-1.5 terminals required to
be operational for this configu- ( ) No. of AN/TRC-145 terminals
rP.tn...,.. . 0 0oo 0*o* .o.... 0 0.... 25 required.

AdditLonal AN/GRC-163 terminals ) No. of AN/GRJ-163 Terminals
required for this configuration.,.. 8 required.

12-channel systems. 4,

NOTE: AN/TRC-I5 terminals are dual --- -channe systems.
system terminals, where as the c l
AN/GRC-J63 is a sinrle system aone terminal for displace-
termiral. ment (Junp) capability.

Figure B-2. Type multichannel conflguration of the division
comnmun ications system.
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(2) Throughout the test, the utilization of RATT was recorded by

measuring the transmission time of record traffic. Time spent conduct-
ing communications checks, acknowledging the receipt of messages, etc.,
was not recorded. Observations showed that when transmission limes of
record traffic reached 15 to 25 percent of net availability, traffic
began to backlog. The backlog condition can be directly attributed to
the procedural retyping required by RATT operators, primarily below
division level, prior to transmission and is the greatest deterrent to
increasing net utilization.

b. Teletypewriter operations. The utilization rates of communica-
tions center teletype circuits were very low throughout the test. The
reason for the low utilization is that only limited speech-plus circuits
were employed and secondly, that the teletype circuits were assigned
the lowest activation/restoration priority by the division.

c. Reporied inconsistency. Staff sections consistently identified
RATT and multichannel teletype speed of service as unsatisfactory. The
criteria to which the signal battalion attempted to adhere was based
upon the DA objective speed of service for record traffic as expressed
in paragraph 4-14, 2, (12) (b) I, AR 310-34. The overafl speed for
each level of precedence is listed in figure B-3. Considering the cri-
tical comments received and since the signal battalion did meet the DA
standards for speed of service, it is apparent that the objective times
in AR 310-34 were either misunderstood by the player personnel or else
the standards do not satisfy the requirements of a mechanized division
in a fast moving, mid-intensity environment.

Precedence Time objective

FLASH Not fixed, objective of less
than 10 minutes.

Imediate Within I hour.
) Priority Within 6 hours.

Routine Prior to start of business the
following day.

Figure B-3. Message speeds of service.

4. FM Radio.

a. The written comments received from evaluators and players stated
the FM nets employed were adequate with the exception of the command nets.
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They stated that the intelligence nets should be named operation/
intelligence nets (0/I) and made available to other staff elements
to provide relief to the otherwise crowded command nets.

b. Written comments at division level further brought out that the
requirement for an additional division level FM net is totally dependent
on the reliability and/or responsiveness of the multichannel radio net-
work.

5. AM Radio (Voice).

a. Two AM-SSB nets were installed according to FM 11-50, the divi-
sion TOC net, and the air defense liaison (ADL) net.

b. No data was collected on these nets since they were not used.
Reasons for nonuse oT the division TOC net are:

(I) The greater range afforded by high frequency radio was not
required because of greatly improved FM communications provided by the
AN/VRC-12 family of radios.

(2) The AN/GRC-106 radio does not presently have a secure voice
capability.

(3) The problems associated with changing frequencies caused by i
high frequency radio propagation characteristics.

(4) The simplicity and reliability of FM radios developed in
recent years has seriously reduced the expertise among nincommunica-
tors when compared to requirements to effectively employ AM radio.

c. The ADL net. The primary purpose of this net is for long-range
communic-ations between the ADA battalion and their liaison element at
the corps AADCP. The net would have been used except that test con-.1 straints required the ADA battalion staff to double as the corps
AADCP, thereby 6liminating the need for this net during the test.

6. Equipment Observations.

a. Central office telephone, manual AN/TTC-23. The AN/TTC-23, as
modified, is incompatible with the subordinate unit switchboards since
the AN/TTC-23 cannot use its plug supervision trunk circuils for termi-
nating trunks from subordinate units. This, in turn, greatly reduced
the local subscriber termination capability of the AN/TTC-23.

* b. Remote set AN/GRA-6. The AN/GRA-6 is the only remote pre-
-rnlly available for use with radios with 10-pin audio connectors; for
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example, the AN/GRC-106. The AN/GRA-6 transfers only low power audio
(10 milliwatts) to the accessory speaker, which cannot be heard in con-
jested TOC areas. For this reason, the AN/GRA-6 was found to be unsat-
isfactory by the fielded players. Satisfactory remoting of an
AN/GRA-106 radio set used at the test control location was accomplished
by using the AN/GRA-39 remote set in conjunction with a locally fabri-
cated 5-10 pin adaptor cable.

c. Radio set AN/GRA-106. This radio set, although ideally suited
for use in RATT operations, has undesirable Teatures when used for
voice communications. It presently has no voice secure capability, is
too noisy for conjested TOC areas, possesses an inadequate remote set
(AN/GRA-6), and requires specially trained operators. The high fre-
quency radio, which is part of the TACP radio set (AN/MRC-107), posses-
ses operating features more desirable for voice operations.

d. Communications patching panel SB-611. The present technical
control patch panel ( 9-611) and its replacement (AN/TSC-76) are
unsuited for divisional circuit control in a fast moving environment.
Patch operators stressed the need for a main frame as an integral part
of the patch panel to enable them to make semi-permanent interconnec-
tions. Their rationale was that this would free the jack panel to be
used for rerouting or quick restoral of circuits. Operators also
stated the need for additional test equipment; e.g., signal to noise

Ic and envelope distortion monitoring sets, in the patch assenblage.

e. Communications operations center AN/MSC-31. Evaluators and
players commented that the AN/MSC-31 used in the operations/intelli-
gence section (SYSCON) of the signal battalion has insufficient work
area. Players indicated that a work area similar to that provided in
an AN/MSC-25 is required but that the cross-country mobility of the
AN/MSC-25 would not be satisfactory for use by a mechanized division.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Area s.ystem. A multichannel radio type communications, i.e., telephone,
teletypewriter, televisions, facsimile and data signals, provided within
a geographical area to all units with a requirement for the support.

Category I evaluators. Officers in the grade of 05 who were assigned to
the section and system level; i.e., division command group, coordinating
staff officers, and command groups of subordinate headquarters. The
category I evaluator conducted a functional evaluation of staff and sec-
tion performance through observations, review of staff outputs, and broad
discussions concerning the current situation. He directed and supervised
the activities of subordinate category II and Ill evaluators.

Category II evaluators. Officers in the grade of 02, 03, and 04 who were
assigned to the section or element level. The category II evaluator con-
ducted an evaluation of the total performance of one or more selected
staff sections or elements, recorded staff performance data as appropriate,
conducted detailed discussions with section personnel concerning section
activities, and supervised the activities of subordinate category III
eva I ua-ors.

Category III evaluators. NCO's in the grades of E5, E6, E7, and E8 who
were assigned to the section or element level. The category Ill evalu-
ator collected data from selected charts and maps, prepared interior
-tent and vehicle layout diagrams, and recorded changes in location of
personnel and equipment as various elements of the section displaced
to new locations.

Circuit. One channel of communications provided by a multichannel
radio system.

Command system. The multichannel radio type communications support,
i.e., telephone, teletypewriter, television, facsimile and data sig-
nals, provided to a specific command headquarters.

Command, control, and communications (CC&C). The organization and
means by which a commander receives information, makes decisions, and
isues orders for the direction and control of military operations.

Comnmand. The authority vested in an Individual of the armed forces
for the direction, coordination and control of military forces.

ConTrol. The authority, which may be less than full command, exercised
over part of the activities of subordinate or other organizations. In
this sense, it is the authority exercised by a staff section or a staff
offi er, in the name of the commander, over a subordinate unit.



Communications. A method or means of con eying information of any kind,
in military units, from one person or place to another-, except by direct b
unassisted conversation or correspondence through nonmilitary postal
agencies. It is also the method or means of exercising control.

Combat service support (CSS). The assistance provided to combat opera-
ting forces primarily in the fields of maintenance., medical service,
military policy, supply, transportation and other logistical se-vices.
CSS also includes assistance in the fields of administrative, chaplain,
legal, financial servikes, and civil affairs; however, the latter two
activities were not evaluated in the test.

Data. Quantified and/or subjective observations from which conclusions
can be developed.

Destruction. For test purposes, the simulated neutrali.:ation of a CP.

Direction. Instructions which lay out in detail the tasks to be accom-
plished. Direction is very structured and is not as flexible as guidance.
Direction also implies supervision.

Displays. The iotal collection of physical means, both fixed and elec-
tronic, of exhibited data. Displays include such categories of infor-
mation displays as charts, maps, and visual fi-les.

Early warning messages. Any message passed orally or in writing which
is disseminated to friendly forces and contains information concerning
a friendly or enemy attack which has occurred or is about to occur
which may present a hazard to friendly forces.

Element. A grouping of personnel subordinate to a section.

Function, staff. The integrated set of mission type tasks performed by
a staff in order to assist the commander 'n command and ccntrol and to
provide necessary support for the mission. A complete listing of the
functions defined for each element is contained in part III of this
report. -

Guidance. Provides broad and general guidelines for accomplishing tasks
or missions. Guidance is not as strict as direction and allows the sub-
ordinate latitude to belect the means within the guidelines to accomplish
thc task or mission. 4

Information. Knowledge acquired in any manner, as by reading, obs9rva-
tiocn, hearsay, etc., not necessarily connoting validity.

Input time of traceable event. The actual time at which the information
being output by the preceding element became available for recognition
by an element and/or section.
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Maor item of equipment. Those items of TOE equipment listed in -the
OFM considered to be essential to test play. Routine administrative,
support and field equipment are not included in this category of equip-
ment.

Major staff outputs. A subset of the results of a staff sections' work
effort selected for analysis and evaluation during the test. These
outputs were either routing or nonscheduled events, but shared the

k characteristic of containing mission essential information.

Mean absent time. The arithmetic mean of time spent by the individuals
away from their work area and not in conjunction with official duties.

Mean idle time. The arithmetic mean of time spent by the individuals
in -their work area with no work to do.

Mean productive time. The arithmetic mean of time spent by the indivi-
duals performing duty related to assigned functions and procedures.

Order. May be oral or written and states the mission and concept for
execution and is normally issued from commander to subordinate com-
mander. Formal examples are written OPORD, FRAGO, ADMIN/LOG order,
and warning order; informal examples are the every day oral versions

C of the same items.

Outputs requiring clarificatio,,. 1ny staff z'ction output that causes
the addressee to actually query the originating section on any aspect
of the output. Queries may relate to mistakes, omissions, administrative
errors, and transmission induced errors.

Overcapacity workload. A condition that existed when an individual had
more work than he could handle during a shift of duty.

Fosition numbers. A five digit coded number assigned to each player,
controller and evaluator associated with the test. This number was
used for controlling, accouning for, and identifying test data.

Procedure, staff. A detailed set of staff activities that must be
ac,.,Qmplished to fulfill a stated staff function. A complete listing

/1 of the procedu.ps defined for each element is contained in part III
of this report.

Reaction time. For evaluation purposes, the time measured by recordingrtho time a significant traceable event was detected to the time that
ippropriate friendly action was initiated.
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Recognition time. For evaluation purposes, the total elapsed time from b
when a significant traceable event was introduced into play until thai
event was recognized by a key staff officer or commander

Section. A portion of ihe coordinating staff which contains two or more
elements.

Shift (time). That portion of the 24-hour day t-hat the individual was
scheduled for duty (summation of productive, idle, and absent times).

Staff input. Information arriving at a staff element and/or section
regardless of its mode of arrival which must be acted on by that staff
element and or section.

Standard deviation (SD). The degree to which numerical data tends to

spread from an average value. For normally distributed data, 68.2 per-
cent of the data is included between the arithmetic mean less one SD,
and the arithmetic mean plus one SD.

System. An arrangemeri of people and equipment with an established
method or procedure of accomplishing a task or mission.

Communications system. A simple radio path between two locations which
uses multiplexer (wire carrier) and radio equipment in various combina-
tions to simultaneously transmit or receive telephone, teletypewriter,
telavision, facsimile and data signals.

Task force. A temporary grouping of units under one commander, formed
for the purpose of carrying out a specific operation or mission.

Task organization. The temporary allocation of forces by a major tac-
tical group.

Time of shift %f control. The day and time (DTG; when the controlling
element of an organization relinquishes control to another control ,

' e lement.

Traceable event. One or more key inputs to test play which should
cause o staff action by more than one individual.

Traffic, operational. Communication pertaining to directing operations
and control ling forces.

traffic, intelligence. Information pertaining to the enemy; required

D,/ the operational commanders for planning and executing operations.

--
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Traffic, administrative. Communication pertaining to the management and
execution of all military matters not included in tactics and strategy;
primarily in the fields of personnel management and the internal manage-
ment of units.

Traffic, logistics. Communication pertaining to the planning and carrying
out the movement and maintenance of forces.

4 Traffic, other. Those transmissions det,-i-mined necessary by the radio
operator fo maintain communication, i.e., radio checks.

Undercapacity workload. A condition defined for the test when indi-
vidual player personnel rated themselves as having slack time available
during their shift of duty.

Within-capacity workload. A condition defined for the test when
individual players rated themselves as being fully employed during
their shift of duty.

C
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LIST OF AB',REVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

AADCP Army Air Defense Command Post
ACE Airspace Control Element
ACS Armored Cavalry Squadron
AD Air Defense
ADA Air Defense Artillery
ADC(M) Assistant Division Commander for Maneuver
ADC(S) Assistant Division Commander for Support
ADL Air Defense Liaison
ADM Atomic Demolitions Munitions
ADPE Automatic Data Processing Equ pment
A/I Administration and Intelligence
Air Dir Air Direction
Air Req Air Request
Air Trf Ctl Air Traffic Control
A/L Administration and Logistics
ALO Air Liaison Officer
Anal Analysis
A&P Analysis and Production
ASI All Source Intelligence
BIC Battlefield Information Center
BICC Battlefield Information Coordination Center
BOI Basis of Issue
CAS Close Air Support
CBTI Combat Intelligence
CC&D Collection, Coordination, and Dissemination
CD Camouflage Detection
CF Command Fire
Cl Counterintelligence
Commcen Communications Center
CONOPS Continuity of Operations
CP Cornmand Post
CPOT Concept Plan of Test

7 CPX Command Post Exercise
CSTAIN Commander's Surveillance and Target

Acquisition Information Needs
,UTP Common-User Telephone

DS Di rect Support
ECCM E lectronic Counter-countermeasures
EEA Essential Elements of Analysis

Essential Elements of Information
FSIR Electronic Security Information Report
01W Electronic Warfare
EWCO Electronic Warfare Cryptologic Officer
ID Fire Direction
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FDC Fire Direction Center
FDX Full Duplex Teletypewriter
FSOP Field Standing Operating Procedure
FSE Fire Support Element
GPIR General Photo Interpretation Report
GS General Support
HDX Half Duplex Teletypewriter
IBCS Integrated Battlefield Control System
1CM Improved Conventional Munitions
INTSM Intelligence Summary
IPIR Initial Photo Interpretation Report
IPW Prisoner of War Interrogation
IR Infrared
LRRP Long Range Reconnaissance Patrol
MIJI Meaconing Interference Jamming and Intrusions
MISREP Mission Report
MOP Method of Performance
MSD Minimum Safe Distance
MISREP Mission Repor+
NAIC Nuclear Accident and Incident Control
OB Order of Battle
OFM Organization and Function Manual
0/i Operations and Intelligence

, OIR Other Information Measurements
OPSEC Operational Security
P&A Plans and Administration
PDQ Player Daily Questionnaire
PEQ Player End t, Test Questionnaire
PERINTREP Periodic Intelligence Report
PHA Productive Hours Available
PHE Productive Hours Expended
RATT Radio Teletypewriler
R&S Reconnaissance and Surveillance
S&H Security and Human Intelligence (HUMINT)
SI Special Intelligence
SIGINT Signal Intelligence
SIT Situation
SITMAP Situation Map

SQI Special Qualifications Identifier
SRI Standing Request for Information
SSB Single Sideband
SSE/EWE SIGINT Support/Electronic Warfare Element
SSO Special Security Officer
£UTP Sole User Telephone

SYSCON Systems Control
TAO CP Tactical Command Post
TcCHC I Technical Control
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TOC Tactical Operations Center
TRADOC Training and Doctrine Command
TSP Test Support Package
UGS Unattended Ground Sensors
UHF Ultra High Frequency
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